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Introduction
Arie Y. Lewin, S. Tamer Cavusgil, G. TomasM. Hult,
and David A. Griffith

The field of international business (IB) has recently arrived at a point in its
development where its search for knowledge has focused on significant, sem-
inal themes able to drive the advancement of the field forward. This call has
been heralded in the literature. For example, the Journal of International Busi-
ness Studies has recently published a series of articles where leading scholars
have pondered the future development of international business as a schol-
arly discipline (e.g., Buckley, 2002; Buckley and Ghauri, 2004; Peng, 2004;
Shenkar, 2004). Buckley (2002) argued that the field of international business
may have run out of steam. He noted that to advance the field scholars need
to identify the key factors in the global economy to be explained and then
search out a tractable means of explication within a coherent theoretical
framework. Peng (2004), responding to Buckley, identified notable areas that
can be addressed to drive the IB agenda forward.

At a larger level, these calls build on Sullivan’s (1998) critical evaluation
of the field in which he contended that the advancement of IB research
has been constrained in its ability to develop due to its reliance on a sin-
gular approaches. It can be argued that reliance on a single methodological
or philosophical approach ignores metatheoretical implications thus hin-
dering theoretical advancement. With this issue at the fore, the Academy of
International Business, jointly with the Journal of International Business Studies,
advanced the idea of the Frontiers conference aimed at directly addressing
the future of the field. The primary aim of the Frontiers conference was to
allow for radical innovation within the literature stimulating researchers to
explore issues that could substantially push the boundaries without the stan-
dard controls built into the journal review process. The following chapters
are an outcome of the second annual Frontiers conference held in the Fall of
2004 at Michigan State University.

Extending our understanding of international business: Thought
leadership

In response to the growing seminal issues in the field, this book is devoted
to areas that can advance our understanding of international business. This

1
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2 Introduction

book includes ten excellent contributions that extend our knowledge in the
area of international business and IB research. The chapters presented cover a
range of IB topics tested via diverse methodologies providing unique insights
into the issues raised.

The lead chapter, by Minna Söderqvist and Brian Toyne, titled ‘‘A Dis-
course Analysis of Knowledge Creation in International Business Research:
JIBS 1970–2005,’’ focuses on how and how consciously IB scholars see their
way of knowledge creation in IB research. By using one of the many existing
discourse analysis approaches, this chapter explores the articles published
in the Journal of International Business Studies between 1970 and 2005. The
authors find that 49 articles published in the Journal of International Business
Studies include ontological, epistemological, and methodological discussions
covering three discourses: (1) the validation of international business as a
research field; (2) the focus of IB research; and (3) the ‘‘right’’ type of IB
research. As such, this chapter provides a thoughtful analysis of the extant
literature of the field and therefore sets the stage for detailed topical research
presented through the remainder of this book.

The second chapter, by Ahmet H. Kirca, titled ‘‘Multinationality of the
Firm: Conceptualization and Measurement,’’ drawing upon the Uppsala
model of the internationalization of the firm, distinguishes between the
state and process aspects of the internationalization and proposes a mul-
tidimensional conceptualization of the extent of firm internationalization
(i.e., firm multinationality). Then, using meta-analytic data collection
procedures, the author identifies existing measures of multinationality in
the extant literature culminating in the proposal of an alternative scale
development procedure for the construction of a multinationality index.

In the third chapter, by Bent Petersen, Gabriel R.G. Benito, Lawrence
S. Welch, and Christian Geisler Asmussen, titled ‘‘Mode Configuration Diver-
sity: A New Perspective on Foreign Entry Mode Choice,’’ a framework is
developed which describes how firms arrange their value activities in for-
eign markets. The authors argue that in order to keep the theory testing
manageable, entry (or operation) mode researchers have tended to focus
on one, or a few, broadly defined value activities, such as production or
marketing. As an alternative mode, choice is offered as a configuration of
all identifiable value activities of the entrant firm where governance form
and location are attached to the individual value activity. When analyzing
the number of potential configurations of firms’ value activities in foreign
markets, the authors find the number to be immense, suggesting that the
diversity of foreign operation modes is much greater than usually presented
in the literature. As such, the authors argue that mode configuration diver-
sity is an important strategic factor of its own. A series of propositions as
to the determinants and the performance implications of mode configu-
ration diversity are presented thus providing a strong foundation for the
advancement of the field.
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Maintaining the value orientation, the fourth chapter, by Saeed Samiee,
Peter G. P. Walters, and Leslie Yip, titled ‘‘Value Creation in International
Electronic Markets: A Conceptual Framework,’’ explores value creation in
supply chain systems within the context of international electronic markets.
The authors leverage the resource-based view of the firm as well as theories
and concepts in relationship and international marketing to offer a frame-
work for examining value creation and performance within supply chain
systems. Their efforts culminate in a proposed model where knowledge and,
hence, joint learning, is a critical resource that can be shared and collectively
deployed in international electronic markets to achieve greater efficiencies
and create or enhance value in supply chain systems. A series of propositions
are developed and several preliminary observations are offered suggesting
how researchers can employ this framework to gain finer grain insights into
this important area of interantional commerce.

The fifth chapter, by John Holt, William R. Purcell, Sidney J. Gray,
and Torben Pedersen, titled ‘‘Decision Factors Influencing MNEs’ Regional
Headquarters Location Selection Strategies,’’ identifies the underlying dimen-
sional nature of the range of decision variables that MNEs generally associate
with making regional headquarters (RHQ) location choices and also exam-
ines the extent to which MNEs, when grouped according to contextual
characteristics, use discernibly different decision criteria when making RHQ
location selection decisions. Using a sample of respondents from 57 RHQs
in Europe and the Asia-Pacific (specifically Australia), principal components
analysis yielded nine interpretable factor dimensions, underlying 39 location
decision variables, which were then used to compare decision schema groups.
Three contextual classifications, ‘‘strategic purpose of RHQ establishment,’’
‘‘nationality of company origin,’’ and ‘‘industry sector,’’ were hypothesized
and used to categorize the sample. The analysis indicated that while sub-
groups within these grouping categories were associated with distinctive
location selection priorities, those RHQs established in order to be respon-
sive to regional markets appeared to use significantly different selection
criteria compared to those RHQs established to facilitate global coordina-
tion. Similarly, the selection criteria US-based MNEs used to make RHQ
location decisions were found to be significantly different to the selection
criteria Asian-based MNEs used when making their RHQ location decisions.
Finally, location decision priorities were also found to vary across industry
sector.

In the sixth chapter, by Lance Eliot Brouthers, John W. Story, and John
Hadjimarcou, titled ‘‘A Signaling Theory Investigation of How to Overcome
Negative Country-of-Origin Effects,’’ the authors employ signaling theory’s
definition of a brand to suggest that country of origin (COO) labels lack a
bonding component and therefore, actually represent ‘‘static’’ in the system.
This hypothesis is tested through a series of experiments. Specifically, three
salient strategies Chinese firms might use to address the negative impact
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of COO stereotypes in first world markets (i.e., reducing the noise caused
by negative COO stereotypes, strengthening the signal by utilizing brands,
and by using familiar brands and multiple COOs) are investigated. The results
demonstrate that the three strategies improve consumer product evaluations,
thus providing substantially new insights to reinvigorate COO research in the
field of international business.

In the seventh chapter, by Ruth V. Aguilera, John C. Dencker, and Zeynep
Y. Yalabik, titled ‘‘Institutions and Organizational Socialization: Integrating
Employees in Cross-Border Mergers and Acquisitions,’’ the authors develop a
theoretical framework to help maximize effectiveness of the integration dur-
ing post-acquisition. The authors primarily focus on how value can be created
by understanding and managing the socialization process of acquired employ-
ees more effectively in the post-acquisition integration stage. By addressing
this specialized area of IB research the authors provide a new perspective
and unit of analysis for researchers addressing international mergers and
acquisitions.

In the eighth chapter, by Craig Crossland, David J. Ketchen, Jr, and Charles
C. Snow, titled ‘‘Multi-Firm Collaboration and International Competitive
Dynamics,’’ the authors describe the multi-firm collaborative network as a
new organizational form that is emerging in the IB arena. They argue that this
new type of network organization enables a group of collaborating firms to
pursue a business strategy of continuous innovation, helping it to efficiently
develop businesses outside their existing industries and country markets.
They contend that such an organization will have major implications for
both network theory and international competitive dynamics and as such
they discuss research opportunities in both areas, including the transfor-
mation of multi-firm networks into global supply chains and newer forms
of international competition such as multi-point competition, co-opetition,
and virtual clustering.

In the ninth chapter, by Eden Yin, titled ‘‘Establishing the Moral Basis
of Global Capitalism: Implications for MNEs in Emerging Markets,’’ the
authors investigate the moral basis of global capitalism. Specifically, they
argue that the lack of a solid moral basis for modern global capitalism, in
the face of recent global business scandals such as Enron, Arthur Anderson,
Worldcom, Global Crossing, may not only dispel its materialistic gain, but also
undermine its long-term survival, and even lead to the clash of civilization
depicted in Huntington’s work (1996). By endorsing and arguing for the pur-
suit of ‘‘responsible global capitalism,’’ especially in emerging economies, the
authors argue that a moral basis for business is not an option but a necessity.
The authors use a highly successful multinational enterprise in China, Xi’an
Janssen Pharmaceutical Ltd, to illustrate their key arguments. Based on their
study, the authors believe that morality and global business ethics should
draw serious attention from IB scholars who strive to conduct relevant and
important academic research.
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In the final contribution, by Matthew B. Myers and David A. Griffith,
titled ‘‘The Study of Fit in International Business Research: Methodological
and Substantive Issues,’’ the authors demonstrate the complex issues of fit
measurement in IB research. The authors argue that fit has become a central
theme of IB research as in this context firms operate in diverse environments
and with a diversity of partners. They argue given the importance of fit
research in IB research it becomes incumbent upon IB researchers to employ
appropriate fit methods to accurately address the phenomena under investi-
gation enhancing substantive inference, as alternative fit measures result in
differing conclusions.

Evolving opportunities

The chapters published in this book note a number of important topics
that can set the stage for discourse in the field and the advancement of
the understanding of international business and IB research. Beyond these
topics, central themes related to international business continue to present
opportunities for researchers in this area. In the following section some of
these opportunities are highlighted.

Globalization

Trade liberalization policies, brought about by international and regional
cooperation efforts, have drawn the international community into height-
ened competition. The increase in trade and participation in international
agreements has not only brought forth heightened competition in markets,
but also has spawned new form of organization, as noted by Crossland,
Ketchen, and Snow, and consumerism, as suggested by Yin and Choi. Future
research should be conducted to help understand the effects of globaliza-
tion at macros and micro firm levels as well as on societies and consumers.
Research questions could ponder the interaction of trade liberalization
and consumer welfare, the degree of trade liberalization on firm and cus-
tomer homogenization and strategic effects of backlash to globalization, and
the influence of globalization movements on organizational structures and
strategies.

New perspectives on seminal topics

Although Buckley (2002) called into question whether or not the field has
exhausted the prior seminal IB research, the chapters presented in this book
clearly indicate that these questions remain unfulfilled. Specifically, the chap-
ters presented in this book speak to the need for reconceptualizations of key
issues for the furtherance of knowledge in the field of international busi-
ness. For example, Kirca not only calls for the need for reconceptualizing
firm internationalization as a multidimensional construct, but furthers our
understanding of how the failure to employ a multidimensional approach
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to firm internationalization may confound prior work. Similarly, the work
of Petersen, Benito, Welch, and Asmussen, as well as by Samiee, Walters, and
Yip speak to the importance of incorporating the value perspective when
investigating traditional multinational issues, as through varied lenses the-
oretically divergent outcomes may result, potentially at odds with extant
findings. The issue of potential variance in extant findings is also touched on
by Myers and Griffith in noting that the employment of alternative fit meth-
ods results in contradictory findings. The central theme under these studies
is that by employing alternative lenses we can enhance our understanding
of important issues in the field of IB. As such, an appropriate approach to
the extant literature is to examine the boundary constraints and contexts
of studies to determine whether changes in these boundary constraints and
contexts would shift theoretical outcomes.

Global strategic networks

The ability of firms to strategically build inter-organizational value networks
for the mutual benefit of members of their networks and to reduce dys-
functional relational outcomes has been the underlying strategy of many
organizations globalizing their operations. A central driver to effective global
operations is the coordination of the firm’s network of suppliers and dis-
tributors. Through the employment of network theory path dependent
relationships can be identified to optimize cycle time and maximize value
delivery. The chapter by Petersen, Benito, Welch, and Asmussen, as well as
the chapter by Samiee, Walters, and Yip, speak to issues of global network
influences on value delivery in multinational firms. Future research should
be conducted to help understand the elements of a firm’s value network,
inclusive of firm centrality, strength of network ties, strategic fit of structure
and strategy to environment, and so on that facilitate successful operations
in a wide variety of firm contexts.

The culture of effectiveness

Organizational culture is the pattern of shared behaviors, values, and beliefs
that provide a foundation of understanding of the organizational function-
ing processes and norms directing employee behavior. Organizational culture
can be viewed as a valuable strategic resource in the process of global oper-
ations and partnering as it provides the organizational impetus for not only
the supportive organizational structure but also the strategic motivation for
global effectiveness. The chapters by Aguilera, Dencker, and Yalabik and
Crossland, Ketchen, and Snow address aspects of organizational culture in
changing IB forms. Future research should focus on better understanding
of differing elements of organizational culture which promote successful
integration of global operations under new organizational forms as well
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as the process (such as socialization) by which organizations can effec-
tively transform existing organizational cultures to support effective global
mandates.

The importance of human capital

It is important to note that underlying the majority of the chapters presented
in this book is the issue of human capital. Firms are globally competitive
when they possess and configure the appropriate unique combinations of
tangible and intangible resources. This argument, while well founded, often
proceeds without consideration of the fundamental unit of analysis (i.e., the
human capital employed by the firm) which embodies the firm’s capabil-
ities. Human resources are one of a firm’s most common means to build
and maintain firm capabilities. This fact is more important today when
firms compete in global markets where the complexities of business have
increased due to trade liberalization and where a firm’s employees are chal-
lenged to work within complex and dynamically evolving organizational
forms (as suggested by Crossland, Ketchen, and Snow). As such, it is impor-
tant that the professionals responsible for firm global operations be given
ardent research efforts. Future research in this area should help to understand
the types of human capital required to effectuate global strategy and struc-
ture decisions, the types of capital most appropriate at different stages and
approaches to international business, as well as how a professional’s mindset
(domestic, international, global) influences the type and effectiveness of firm
IB operations.

Conclusion

The global economy is becoming increasingly interconnected. Greater inte-
gration among economies has revolutionized the competitive landscape. As
such, competitive advantage in today’s marketplace increasingly relies on
effective management of international operations for corporate survival. The
chapters in this book provide a significant advancement in knowledge relat-
ing to this highly complex topic area. The chapters presented not only build
on strong literature foundations to advance our understanding of interna-
tional business and IB research, but also provide new ideas and research
directions which can serve as the basis of new studies to further our under-
standing of this complex area. More broadly, investigation of the areas of
globalization, new perspectives on seminal topics, global strategic networks,
and the culture of effectiveness and human capital should be helpful to our
understanding of effectively structuring and operating global organizations.
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A Discourse Analysis of Knowledge
Creation in International Business
Research: JIBS 1970–2005
Minna Söderqvist and Brian Toyne

Many of the fields of inquiry from which international business (IB) inquiry
can trace its origins have histories of exploring different paradigms and
methodologies, and their value in increasing our understanding of the
phenomena studied. For example, the literatures of economics, sociology,
management, and marketing are replete with conversations regarding the
conceptualizations, paradigms, and methodologies they have used and are
currently using (e.g., Hunt, 1983, 2003; Donaldson, 1985; Swedberg, 1990;
Grant et al., 1998). These disciplines also hold annual meetings that include
presentations and discussions on the merits of newly developed conceptual-
izations and research methodologies, all with the purpose of enriching their
understanding of the phenomena and relationships explored by their schol-
ars and how these scholars use and value different methods of knowledge
creation. That is, the scholars are made aware of what was, what is, and how
it might evolve.

In addition to debating models of reality (see, e.g., Denzin and Lin-
coln, 2000a) and the methodologies employed, these fields of inquiry
periodically debate both domains of their inquiry and the wisdom of
entering into partnerships with other disciplines in order to enhance
their understanding of human behavior and human expression in its
broadest sense (e.g., Dunning’s (1997) call for including culture in eco-
nomic analysis, and Casson’s (1997) call for the joining of economics and
sociology).

There are, of course, several benefits from such a dialog. First, it brings
to light the disparate perspectives that can exist among a field’s scholars
regarding their topic of study (see, e.g., Hunt 2003: 3). It also results in a
discussion and examination of the reasons for any disparities. Such a dia-
log is beneficial since it often enriches and deepens our understanding, for
example by introducing new conceptualizations, new paradigms, and new
methodologies (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000).

9
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Second, the discussion helps make clear the implicit and often-conflicting
assumptions underpinning the various paradigms used by a field’s schol-
ars. Often because of different backgrounds and training, scholars bring
different conceptualizations, different paradigms, and different methodolo-
gies to a field’s attention, and they are adopted in many cases without
a deep understanding of their origins, or the assumptions upon which
they are based (Toyne and Nigh, 1997). Thus, the discussions provide
opportunities to learn from one another while improving on the field’s
inquiry.

Third, the dialog insures that the field’s scholars are aware of any advances
that have been made in their field of inquiry and the directions in which it
may or may not advance. As such, these dialogs play a critical role in build-
ing acceptance, if not consensus, regarding the field’s domain, paradigms,
theories, and methodologies. Vargo and Lusch (2004: 15), for example in
the field of marketing, hint at this salutary outcome by concluding that
‘‘ . . . the emerging service-centered dominant logic of marketing will have a
substantial role in marketing thought.’’

In summary, such analysis stimulates thoughtful discussion of the fun-
damental issues underpinning a field’s search for knowledge. All that this
actually says is that the painter must occasionally step back from the canvas
to critically review what he/she is creating and why.

Interestingly, these wholesome traditions of discourse do not appear to be
readily evident in the field of IB, even though there seems to be a change
in the contents of the articles having been published in Journal of Interna-
tional Business Studies (JIBS) since 2003 (see Table 1.3) IB research is discussed
and its contents seem to be expanding, as requested by many. The arti-
cles published since 2003 discuss a wider variety of phenomena than just
MNE-related issues; for example, frontiers between business and industries as
well as between regions and global broadening of many fields of study have
been in the frontline since Buckley’s (2002) questioning if the IB research
agenda was running out of steam. However, because of the benefits derived
from such dialog, we thought it would be both interesting and beneficial
to use discourse analysis (DA) based on a social constructionist paradigm,
and explore what type of discourses exist and what they entail. Thus, using
a discourse analytical approach (Potter and Wetherell, 1987; Jokinen et al.,
1993, 1999; Lehtonen, 1996, 2000; Potter, 1996), this chapter explores the
dialog that has occurred among IB scholars concerning their ontological,
epistemological, and methodological discussions.

Being the major academic journal for the field, the Journal of International
Business Studies was chosen to be the analyzed. According to the logic of DA
it is better to have less material than more in order to be able to acquire
a depth in the analysis (Potter and Wetherell, 1987; Jokinen et al., 1999,
1993). This is different from the dominant nomothetic or positivistic think-
ing dominant in IB, but a valid scientific method in business sciences (see,
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e.g., Keso, 1999; Vaara, 1999; Lehtimäki, 2000; Moisander, 2001; Pietiläinen,
2002; Söderqvist, 2002; Tuusjärvi, 2003).

The chapter is presented in two parts. The first part presents a brief
overview of DA, one possible approach to be used under social construc-
tionism (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000). The second part presents the results of
the DA of articles in JIBS. Three discourses were identified and are presented
in the second part of the chapter. They are (1) the validation of international
business as a research field; (2) the focus of IB research; and (3) the ‘‘right’’
type of IB research. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the findings
and their implications for the future of IB inquiry as either a separate field of
study or an extension of the traditional study of business functions.

Discourse analysis – a loose theoretical framework

A recent major development in the social sciences is the generalization of
different types of studies by examining the language used in presenting the
studies (see, e.g., Fairclough, 1999/1995). As a result, several methods have
been developed that assume language does not mirror reality, but rather
constructs it. Examples are narrative, rhetoric, discourse, or conversation
analytic methods (Potter and Wetherell, 1987; Nikander, 1998; Matikainen,
1999; Willman, 2001).

Fairclough (1999/1995) provides four reasons why a textual analysis has an
important role to play in social research. First, texts constitute an important
form of social action. There is a misperception of language as transparent,
not recognizing that social analysis of discourse entails going beyond this
perception towards language in order to reveal the precise mechanisms and
modalities of the social and ideological work of language. Second, texts are a
major source of evidence for grounding claims about social structures, rela-
tions, and processes. Third, texts are sensitive barometers of social processes,
movements, and diversity, and textual analysis provides particularly good
indicators of social change. Fourth, texts provide a mechanism for social
control and domination.

Discourse analysis is an approach to understanding how truth is con-
structed. It is not a single distinct method, but rather a loose theoretical
framework (Potter and Wetherell, 1987; Jokinen et al., 1993). In DA, sim-
ilarities and integrity are sought on the one hand, diversity and different
meanings on the other (Potter and Wetherell, 1987; Jokinen et al., 1993;
Fairclough, 1999/1995). The point is simply that reality cannot be mirrored
by the human observer; the human observer must use the language of the
culture of which they are part to make sense of what is before them and to
talk about it – reality is their own construction (Watson, 2000). It is through
the process of differentiating, fixing, naming, labeling, classifying, and relat-
ing that social reality is systematically constructed. Discourses work to create
some sense of stability, order, and predictability to organize social reality in
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order to produce a sustainable, functioning, and liveable world (Chia, 2000).
Discourses can be defined as systems of meanings constructed in the text.

The object of study in DA is any type of text – speeches, interviews, con-
versations, meetings, memos, e-mails, and other different documents. The
level of analysis is the discourse, not the respondent/informant/participant.
Rhetoric becomes essential as it legitimates discourses. Since reality is con-
structed in texts, texts are understood to be active participants, not just
stationary objects. People as actors exist through the subject position con-
cept, the user of the discourse, and the self. The self is constructed through
the discourses (Potter and Wetherell, 1987; Lehtonen, 1996, 2000; Jokinen
et al., 1999, 1993). Discourses do not exist as such, but some parts of them are
only hinted at and are the results of the researchers’ interpretations (Jokinen
et al., 1993).

To summarize with Lehtonen’s (1996, 2000) words, characteristics of dis-
courses are as follows: (1) Discourses are a way to construct reality, one form
of knowledge; (2) Discourses help to analyze the concrete and changing
ways that people use language to give meanings to it; (3) Discourses are
always bound to time and situation as they are produced in social, histori-
cal, and institutional contexts. Also, owing to the possibilities of connecting
and disconnecting, a discourse cannot be a static enterprise, but is subject to
mutations (Xu, 2000).

Contrary to positivist methods, where an attempt is made to eliminate
the influence of the researcher, in DA the interaction between the researcher
and the informants is taken into consideration in the analysis. As a result,
the interpretation of meanings is always partial (Eskola and Suoranta, 1998),
and may result in different meanings, depending on the texts’ examiners
(Lehtonen, 1996, 2000).

To sum up, Söderqvist’s (2002: 80) summary of the advantages of the DA
as a method is shown in Table 1.1.

Positioning the discourse analysis used in this study amongst the other
ways of doing discourse analysis

Different researchers classify language-based analysis in different ways.
Nikander (1998), for example, presents four types of language-based anal-
ysis and two schools of DA. The four types of analyses are narrative
studies, rhetoric, discourse analysis, and conversation analysis. This study
is a DA.

The two schools of DA presented by Nikander (1998) are the Loughbor-
ough School and the Manchester School. The emphasis in the Loughborough
School, represented, for example, by Potter and Wetherell (1987), whose way
of seeing DA is used in this study, is on the variation and functions of the
language and how language is used in the creation of reality. Interpretative
repertoires are used as means of analysis. The critique of the Loughborough
School is that it presents individualism and does not pay attention to political
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Table 1.1 Advantages of the use of discourse analysis as a method

Why? What? Results

Texts and talks
important forms of
social action, they
exercise social control
and domination, open
space for action,
and are sensitive
barometers of social
processes

Language used to
study meanings and
systems of meanings
New types of data
possible to be used

(a) Source for evidence for claims
about social structures, rela-
tions, and processes

(b) Historical evidence from the
evolution of meanings and
systems of meanings

(c) Critical awareness

To understand how the
truth is constructed

Analysis of how the
interactional and
interpretative
resources available
are used

Source: Söderqvist (2002).

and power issues. The Manchester School, represented by Burman and Parker
(1993), studies the cultural, ideological, and dominating systems of mean-
ings. No tools are given, but some principles through which the deconstruc-
tion of discourses is possible are presented. The critique is that this school
emphasizes power questions and omits a consideration of individual action.

Fairclough (1997) is maybe one of the most known discourse analysts.
He divides DA into seven categories, of which he prefers critical discourse
analysis. Critical discourse analysis seeks to deconstruct power relations and
constructive influences into social identities and ideologies. In contrast,
uncritical discourse analysis emphasizes the description of discourses and
their richness. His other six categories of DA are linguistic and socio-linguistic
analysis, conversation analysis, semiotic analysis, critical linguistic and social
semiotics analysis, social-cognitive analysis, and culture-generic analysis. As
power issues were not the focus of this study, critical discourse analysis was
not used as a method in this study.

Jokinen compared DA with four other types of text analysis in Jokinen et al.
(1999): the new ethnographic approach, conversation analysis, new rhetoric,
and semiotics. These four other ways are beyond the scope of this study. From
this analysis, Jokinen suggests that the focus of DA is on the textual practices
and the relation of meanings to the practices that build these meanings.
This focus is followed in this study. The analysis also includes a study of
the different cultural meanings within the text and the processes producing
these meanings.
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Another distinction of DA is to present two wide categories: language and
socially oriented traditions (Nikander, 1998; Willman, 2001). In the more
linguistically oriented analysis, discourse/speech/parole is at the centre of
the analysis without a larger context, whereas in the second category the
attention is on cultural processes and social action related to the use of
language (Willman, 2001). In this study we are interested in IB scholars’
ways of seeing IB research methodology–related issues, which makes this
study belong to the category of socially oriented discourse traditions. The
focus is not conversation but joint ways of seeing things socially.

Matikainen (1999) divides DA in organizational research into four cate-
gories. First is the social psychology–based discourse analysis, which is a large
theoretical–methodological framework. The second category is conversation
analysis, which is more exact as a method and strives towards empirical gen-
eralization. The third is rhetoric social psychology, which emphasizes the
argumentative characteristics of social life. The fourth category is the one
emphasizing linguistic processes of organizing, in which the main emphasis
is on social and psychological processes evident in the text, but does not
examine how language is used. This study belongs to the first category in
this conceptualization. However, argumentative characteristics of social life
are also seen as important.

To sum up, the DA approach based on Potter and Wetherell (1987) was
chosen since it focuses on how language is used in the creation of social
reality and not on issues of power. The focus is also on textual practices
and on the relation of meanings to the practices that build these meanings
(Jokinen et al., 1999). Science is understood to be a social reality presented by
members of the scientific community. Social reality, like MNEs, is understood
to be the focal point of IB research. DA is one valid method of studying
social reality. In this study, we are interested in IB scholars’ ways of seeing
knowledge creation in IB research.

Discourse analysis approach followed in this study

The approach followed here, proposed by Potter and Wetherell (1987),
is briefly presented in this section, together with its application to this
study. According to Potter and Wetherell (1987), even though the ques-
tions asked by discourse analysts can be many and varied, they are always
broadly related to construction and function – how discourse is put together
and what is gained by this construction. This study seeks to answer the
following question: What meanings do IB researchers ascribe to ‘‘good
research’’? The answer to this question is sought with the help of the fol-
lowing sub-questions: (1) Does JIBS discuss ontological, epistemological,
and methodological issues? If so, what are the shared meanings of the
authors who have addressed these issues? (2) How do these meanings, that
is discourses, influence IB knowledge creation?
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Discourse analysis differs radically from the traditional methods concern-
ing the sample size. DA is an extremely labor-intensive approach. If one is
interested in discursive forms, ten texts might provide as much valid infor-
mation as several hundred responses to a structured opinion poll. For DA,
success is not at all dependent on sample size (Potter and Wetherell, 1987).

It is also not the case that a large sample indicates a more worthwhile or
valid piece of research. Quite the contrary, more texts can often simply add to
the labor involved without adding anything to the analysis. The amount of
texts in DA need not be very extensive in order to ensure the depth of analysis
(Jokinen et al., 1993, 1999; Lehtonen, 1996, 2000; Eriksson and Lehtimäki,
2001). The data for the study were the articles stored in the JIBS archives from
1970 to 2005. The depth of the analysis was the reason to concentrate on
the flagship of IB research, namely the JIBS. Even though a lot of IB research
is published elsewhere, JIBS is ranked the number one IB journal. Even when
concentrating on JIBS articles, the amount of data for the DA was quite
large.

The DA involved four steps. In DA, the coding is quite distinct from doing
the analysis itself. It is an analytic preliminary step preparing the way for
a much more intensive study of the material culled through the selective
coding process. The first step is to simply select out from the body of texts
all references to criteria, however oblique. Coding has the pragmatic rather
than analytic goal of collecting instances for examination. It is quite different
from the standard techniques of content analysis, where coding data into
categories and looking at the frequency of occurrence is simply equivalent
to the analysis (Holsti, 1968; Berelson, 1971; Mostyn, 1985 quoted by Potter
and Wetherell, 1987).

First, in this study, the JIBS archives were searched using the key words
shown in Table 1.2 to find all the articles that included mention of ontol-
ogy, epistemology, methodology, and methods or words derived from these
concepts. Archives were accessed on May 2002 and April 2006 at http://aib.
jibs.net and www.jibs.net.

The chosen articles that mentioned the desired words were then read
carefully to determine if they addressed the knowledge-creating process on
the ontological, epistemological, methodological levels, or on the level of
method. If they, for example, discussed the assumptions of IB knowledge
creation in data selection, analysis, or interpretation of results, they were
classified to be on the methodological level. In some cases, for example, the
word ‘‘methodology’’ was just used in a reference and not at all discussed in
the article text. All those types of articles were excluded. As a result of this
review, 49 were chosen for detailed analysis.

Second, the 49 articles were classified according to four themes: ‘‘ontol-
ogy,’’ ‘‘epistemology,’’ ‘‘methodology,’’ and ‘‘methods,’’ as shown in
Table 1.3. Some articles are found in several categories, since they discuss
many of these levels of the knowledge-creation process.
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Table 1.2 The number of articles found in the JIBS archives containing the search
words

The Search Word
or Concept

Number of
Articles/Number of
Articles:Number of
Years

Number of
Articles/Number of
Articles:Number of
Years

Change from
Period 1 to
Period 2

(1970–2002) (2003–2005)

Ontolog* 4/0,12 2/0,67 5.6 times more
recently

Epistemol* 8/0,24 2/0,67 2.8 times more
recently

Methodolog* 509/15 78/26 1.7 times more
recently

Method* 774/24 118/39 1.6 times more
recently

Qualitative
method*

112/3.4 33/11 3.2 times more
recently

International
business research

71/2.2 49/16 7.2 times more
recently

* means that any letters after the sign are implied to be included; for example, epistemology,
epistemological, and so on.

Table 1.3 Classified JIBS sources for the discourse analyses of IB’s extant literature
(1970–2005)

Theme Authors Title of article in JIBS

Ontology Sullivan, Daniel.
1998, 29(4)
877–886

The Ontology of International Business:
A Comment on International Business: An
Emerging Vision

Sullivan, Daniel.
1998, 29(4):
837–862

Cognitive Tendencies in International
Business Research: Implications of a Narrow
Vision

Toyne, Brian. 1989,
20(1): 1–17

International Exchange: A Foundation for
Theory Building in International Business

Toyne, Brian and
Nigh, Douglas.
1998, 29(4):
863–876

A More Expansive View of International
Business

Epistemology Adler, Nancy J.
1983, (Fall): 29–47

A Typology of Management Studies Involving
Culture

Au, Kevin Y. 1999,
30(4): 799–812

Intra-Cultural Variation: Evidence and
Implications for International Business

Brewer, Thomas L.
1998, 29(1): iv–v

A Letter from the New Editor

Caves, Richard E.
1998, 29(1): 5–19

Research on International Business: Problems
and Prospects
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Chandy, P.R. and
Williams, Thomas G.E:
25(4): 715–727

The Impact of Journals and Authors
on International Business Research:
A Citational Analysis of JIBS Articles *

Daniels, John D. 1991,
22(2): 177–186

Relevance in International Business
Research: A Need or More Linkages

Dubois, Frank L. and
Reeb, David M. 2001,
32(1): 197–199

Ranking the International Business
Journals: A Reply *

Dubois, Frank L. and
Reeb, David M. 2000,
31(4): 689–704

Ranking the International Business
Journals *

Inkpen, Andrew C. and
Beamish, Paul. 1994,
25(4): 703–713

An Analysis of 25 years of Research in the
Journal of International Business Studies

Jacque, Laurent L. 1981,
(Spring Summer):
81–101

Management of Foreign Exchange Risk:
A Review Article

Lenartowicz, Tomasz
and Roth, Kendall. 1999,
30(4): 781–798

A Framework for Culture Assessment

Lylek, Marjorie and Salk,
Jane. 1996, 27(5):
877–903

Knowledge Acquisition from Foreign
Parents in International Joint Ventures:
An Empirical Examination in the
Hungarian Context

Morrison, Allen J. and
Inkpen, Andrew C. 1991,
22(1): 143–153

An Analysis of Significant Contributions
to the International Business Literature

Negandhi, Anant R.
1983, 14(2): 17–28

Cross-Cultural Management Research:
Trend and Future Directions

Pierce, Barbara and
Garven, Ganeth. 1995,
26(1): 69–89

Publishing International Business
Research: A Survey of Leading Journals

Robinson, Richard D.
1981, 12(1): 13–21

Background Concepts and Philosophy of
International Business from World War II
to the Present

Wright, Richard W.
1970, (1): 109–123

Trends in International Business Research

Wright, Richard W. and
Ricks, David A. 1994,
25(4): 687–701

Trends in International Business Research:
25 years Later

Methodology
or Method

Adler, Nancy J. 1983,
(Fall) 29–47

A Typology of Management Studies
Involving Culture

Albaum, Gerald and
Peterson, Robert A. 1984,
(Spring/Summer):
161–173

Empirical Research in International
Marketing 1976–1982

Beamish, Paul W. and
Calof, Jonathan L. 1989,
(Fall): 553–564

International Business Education:
A Corporate View
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Table 1.3 (Continued)

Theme Authors Title of article in JIBS

Boddewyn, Jean J. 1981,
(Spring/Summer): 61–79

Comparative Marketing: The First 25
Years

Brewer, Thomas L. 1998,
29(1): iv–v

A Letter from the New Editor

Brewer, Thomas L. 1983,
(Spring/Summer):
161–164

Political Sources of Risk in
the International Money Markets:
Conceptual, Methodological, and
Interpretive Refinements

Caves, Richard. 1998,
29(1): 5–19

Research on International Business:
Problems and Prospects

Daniels, John D. 1991,
22(2): 177–186

Relevance in International Business
Research: A Need or More Linkages

Dunning, John. 1989,
20(3): 411–436

The Study of International Business:
A Plea for a More Interdisciplinary
Approach

Dymsza, William A.
1984, 15(3): 9–12

Ten Years of JIBS at Rutgers Graduate
School of Management

Dymsza, William A. 1981,
(Spring/Summer): 11–12

JIBS at Rutgers University

Ervin, Marlene and
Toyne, Brian. 1987, 18(2):
89–100

The AIB Membership: Who We Are,
What We Are Interested in?

Guisinger, Stephen and
Brewer, Thomas L. 1998,
29(1): 1–3

Introduction to the Symposium

Hawkins, Robert G. 1984,
15(3): 13–18

International Business in Academia: The
State of the Field

Hermel, Philippe. 1999,
30(4): 649–653

Introduction to the Symposium

Hofstede, Geert. 1983,
14 (Fall): 75–89

The Cultural Relativity of Organizational
Practices and Theories

Hui, Michael, Au, Kevin,
Fock Henry. 2004, 35(1):
46–60

Empowerment Effects Across Cultures

Inkpen, Andrew C. 2001,
32(1): 193–196

A Note on Ranking the International
Business Journals

Iyer, Gopalkrishan R.
1997, 28(3): 531–561

Comparative Marketing: An
Interdisciplinary Framework for
Institutional Analysis

Kwok, Leung, Bhagat
Rabi, Buchan Nancy, Erez
Miriam, Gibson
Christina. 2005, 36(3):
357–378

Culture and International Business:
Recent Advances and Their Implications
for Future Research
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Lenartowicz, Tomasz
and Roth, Kendall.
1999, 30(4): 781–798

A Framework for Culture Assessment

Lylek, Marjorie and
Salk, Jane. 1996, 27(5):
877–903

Knowledge Acquisition from Foreign
Parents in International Joint
Ventures: An Empirical Examination
in the Hungarian Context

Mullen, Michael. 1995,
26(3): 573–596

Diagnosing Measurement Equivalence
in Cross-National Research

Negandhi, Anant R.
1983, 14(2): 17–28

Cross- Cultural Management
Research: Trend and Future Directions

Phene, Anupama and
Guisinger, Stephen.
1998, 29(3): 621–632

The Stature of the JIBS

Ricks, David A. 1985,
16(2): 1–4

International Business Research: Past,
Present and Future

Robinson, Richard.
1981, 12(1): 13–21

Background Concepts and Philosophy
of International Business form WWII
to the Present

Safarian, Edward. 2003,
34(2): 116–124

Internationalization and the MNE:
A Note on the Spread of Ideas

Sekaran, Uma. 1983,
(Fall): 61–73

Methodological and Theoretical Issues
and Advancements in Cross-Cultural
Research

Shenkar, Oded. 2004,
35(2): 161–171

One More Time: International
Business in a Global Economy

Singh, Jagdip. 1995,
26(3): 597–619

Measurement Issues in Cross-National
Research

Sivakumar, K. and
Nakata, Cheryl. 2001,
32(3): 555–574

The Stampede toward Hofstede’s
Framework: Avoiding the Sample
Design Pit in Cross-Cultural Research

Sullivan, Daniel. 1998,
29(4): 837–862

Cognitive Tendencies in International
Business Research: Implications of a
Narrow Vision

Terpstra, Vern. 1973,
4(1): 67–78

The Future of the IB Professor,
Presidential Address

Venaik, Sunil, Midgley,
David, Devinney,
Timothy. 2005, 36(6):
655–675

Dual Paths to Performance: The
Impact of Global Pressures on MNC
Subsidiary Conduct and Performance

Wright, Richard W.
1970. (1): 109–123

Trends in International Business
Research

Wright, Richard W. and
Ricks, David A. 1994,
25(4): 687–701

Trends in International Business
Research: 25 Years Later

Zhao, Hongxin, Luo,
Yadong and Suh,
Taewoo. 2004, 35(6):
524–544

Transaction Cost Determinants and
Ownership-Based Entry Mode Choice:
A Meta-analytical Review
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After 2003 there was a clear difference in the published articles. All articles
having empirical material also had an explanation for the methods used. An
extra criterion was used in articles published during 2003–2005 – only those
who discussed the knowledge creation in more general terms were included
in further analysis.

Third, the articles were then analyzed in order to identify their shared artic-
ulated or unarticulated meanings concerning ‘‘good IB research.’’ Potter and
Wetherell (1987) say analysis is made up of two closely related phases. First,
there is the search for a pattern in data. This pattern will be in the form of both
variability, that is differences in either the content or the form of accounts,
and consistency, that is identification of features shared by accounts. Second,
there is the concern about function and consequence. The basic theoretical
thrust of DA is the argument that people’s words fulfil many functions and
have varying effects. The second phase of analysis consists of forming ideas
on these functions and effects and searching for the linguistic evidence. There
is no analytic method, but rather a broad framework which focuses attention
on the constructive and functional dimensions of discourse, coupled with
the researcher’s skill in identifying significant patterns of consistency and
variation. There are several stages of validation: some are an extension of the
analysis, others intrinsic to the presentation of findings.

In this phase, the parts of the articles in which the authors discussed
ontological, epistemological, methodological, or method-related issues were
first highlighted and chosen to be the focus of the analysis. Then, the chosen
texts were read several times in order to internalize how and why the authors
discussed these issues. The analysis went on to find shared meanings in these
texts. Shared meanings were searched for by focusing on similarities and
differences in the texts and in their meanings. The similarities show what
issues are included in a discourse and the differences show the boundaries of
a discourse. Some words representating or summarizing the meanings were
written next to the chosen parts of texts. These were read and reread again
and again.

Next, these shared meanings were given names. The result of this step was
the identification of three dominant meanings considered by the authors
of these 49 articles as ‘‘good research in IB.’’ Essentially, the analysis of the
49 articles indicates that knowledge creation in IB research can be grouped
under three discourses: (1) the validation of IB as a research field; (2) the focus
of IB research; and (3) the ‘‘right’’ type of IB research. The articles discussing
knowledge creation started the discourse by presenting the lack inherent
in more traditional sciences like management and marketing concerning
business across the national frontiers (first discourse). They also stated that
the focus of IB research is in business that crosses national frontiers (second
discourse). The right type of IB research was identified to be, for example,
positivistic, nomothetic, and rigorously using quantitative methods (third
discourse).
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Since most texts discussed methodology- or method-related issues, it was
possible to analyze further that part of the texts. That analysis was to deter-
mine the social construction of the meanings concerning ‘‘the right type of
approaches in good research in IB.’’

As Jokinen et al. (1999) have noted, the main result of analytic DA is a
detailed outline of reality as experienced by the social group under scrutiny.
Discourses are part of action, they define what is justified and legitimate,
and they both reflect and reconstruct what knowledge creation in IB research
means. Texts are perspectives of the past that constitute conditions for the
present – asking questions backward allows us to think forward. Although
the meanings of the identified discourses are not explicitly stated, the mean-
ings nevertheless identify and organize the life of the examined social group
(Lehtonen, 1996, 2000). That is, the identified discourses explain the current
actions of the group. In addition, it is important to remember that the dis-
courses are both a societal product and a societal change producer (Berger
and Luckmann, 1994/1966).

The fourth and final step was the reporting of the analysis. As integrity
and transparency are essential in DA, the DA is presented in considerable
detail. If a DA report sometimes looks less rigorous than a report of content
analysis, this is probably more to do with the rhetorical effectiveness of tables
and numbers than any lack of stringency. In fact, the reporting phase of this
study constitutes one part of the confirmation and validation procedure
itself (Potter and Wetherell, 1987). That is, reflection on the findings and a
discussion of their context is essential. Of course, interpretation may differ
depending on age, social position, education, or gender of the reader. As
authors we are quite different from each other regarding these characteristics,
and hope that it helps to pay attention to relevant issues in reporting.

In practice the analytic section of a discourse article is often considerably
longer than the corresponding sector of more traditional empirical reports.
The extracts are not characterizations or illustrations of the data, they are
examples of the data. Or, in ethnomethodological terms, they are the topic
itself, not a resource from which the topic is rebuilt.

Discourses are always time, location, and context related. Moreover, dis-
courses are discussed in relation to other scientific research literature. Potter
and Wetherell (1987) also emphasize that researchers should pay a lot of
attention to the application of the results. They propose two ways: popular-
ization and opening up a dialogue with the people who have been researched.
In this study the results have been used as teaching material on the IB
paradigm for undergraduate and postgraduate students. They have also been
presented on scientific occasions for discussion. To validate the discourses,
their coherency was also sought, and insightful and novel explanations
provided as recommended by Potter and Wetherell (1987). The identified
discourses are presented in detail to give the reader a possibility to evaluate
the results of the analysis.
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Evaluation criteria for discourse analysis

We propose that three points should be kept in mind when evaluating a
DA. First, five assumptions need to be remembered when characterizing a
discourse: (1) language creates reality; (2) there are different competing dis-
courses; (3) the discourses are context-specific; (4) the actors are connected
to the discourses; and (5) the use of language produces action and conse-
quences (Jokinen et al., 1993). From this follows that the generally known
positivist or nomothetic evaluation criteria cannot be used in a study based
on other ontological ideas (Morgan and Smircich, 1980; Morgan, 1984a,b;
Lincoln and Guba, 1995).

Second, Moisander (2001) suggested that to improve on the quality and
empirical validity of the study, it is important to analyze how and to what
extent interpretations of the data reflect the situational factors specific to the
context of data generation.

Third, Moisander (2001) further argued that analytic integrity is a central
goal of the study. That is, the researcher needs to show how specific aspects
of the text produce or shed light on particular facets of the discourse. In other
words, the relevancy of categorization and the procedural consequentiality
of context are to be demonstrated by focusing on particular features of the
text.

Validation of international business as a research field

The first of the discourses identified concerning the knowledge creation in
IB was named ‘‘the validation of international business as a research field.’’
In this discourse, most of the scholars reviewed have tried to refute the artic-
ulated and unarticulated criticism that IB is not a valid area of research. This
was a very dominant discourse (Lehtonen, 1996, 2000), which was surpris-
ing as IB had already existed as a research field for more than 50 years, and
in the northern European context such a discourse does not exist. For one
of the explicit examples of the existing discourse, Daniels (1991: 181) has
argued that ‘‘ . . . the international business field . . . still faces some credibility
problems.’’ And, even ten years later, explicit examples still existed: Inkpen
(2001: 193) has argued ‘‘that a debate about IB as a legitimate field of issue
is an irrelevant issue and that journals like JIBS should focus on publishing
cutting-edge research on IB problems regardless of the author’s orientation
to a particular field of study.’’

One possible explanation for this continuing discourse of validation can
be that as a consequence of the stage of development of IB there are a lot
of explicit and implicit arguments that seek to refute the articulated and
unarticulated criticism that IB is not a valid area of research. IB research is
a fledgling field when compared to the social sciences in general, and to
the functional areas of business, such as management and marketing, in
particular. The first IB studies were published about 50 years ago – in the
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1950s – by international marketing scholars. Soon after, in the 1960s, the
issues of human resource management and foreign direct investment were
included in the IB agenda (Wright and Ricks, 1994). International economics
was then left out, whereas IB strategy and structure, as well as cultural studies,
have gained increasing interest.

Another possible reason why this discourse still exists in the JIBS articles
could be the almost nonexistence of IB chair holders in the United States.
In the Nordic countries the institutionalization development of IB has been
different. For example, in Finland, there are several IB professors in differ-
ent universities, and due to that fact the dominance of this discourse of
validation is rather amazing from a Finnish point of view.

However, today, dozens of subareas in IB research show that international
business is an extensive field of study (e.g., Ricks et al., 1990; Wright and
Ricks, 1994; Toyne and Nigh, 1997). There is an emerging consensus that
a considerable amount of study has been generated from this multidimen-
sional and complex phenomenon (e.g., Luostarinen, 1979; Toyne and Nigh,
1997; Inkpen, 2001).

The focus of international business research

The second identified discourse concerning the knowledge creation in IB was
about the focus of IB research. Discourses are evolving all the time (Lehtonen,
1996, 2000). During the early days, it was clear that ‘‘IB research is concerned
with firm level activities crossing national boundaries.’’ This working definition
was given by Nehrt et al. (1970) and Wright (1970), who, after discussions
with a number of leading scholars and business leaders, established and
published this definition. It was one of the first mandates of the International
Business Research Institute (founded in 1965) of the Graduate School of
Indiana University to prepare an inventory of recent and current research
on IB and recommendations for future studies. The same definition was still
more or less valid in the 1990s (see Wright and Ricks, 1994). For example,
the JIBS publishing policy adopted by Ricks (1985) was highly traditional,
asserting as it did that IB was ‘‘ . . . a firm level activity that extends from one
country to another.’’

This relatively ‘‘narrow’’ policy, however, was expanded under the editor-
ship of Brewer (1998: iv) to include ‘‘ . . . inter-disciplinary scholarship and
commentaries that challenge the paradigms and assumptions of individual
disciplines or functions.’’ Under the editorship of Lewin (2003–)the editorial
policy has been expanded to also include

multinational and transnational business activities, strategies and man-
agerial processes that cross national boundaries, joint ventures, strategic
alliances, mergers and acquisitions, interactions of such firms with their
economic, political and cultural environments, as well as cross national
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research involving innovation entrepreneurship, knowledge based com-
petition, judgement and decision making, bargaining, leadership, corpo-
rate governance and new organizational forms.

(Statement of Editorial Policy, JIBS,2005: 6, 2006: 2)

In order to identify the existence of a discourse, ‘‘rebuttal’’ can be studied
(Jokinen et al., 1993; Lehtonen, 1996, 2000). It means that even though
scholars do not name the dominant discourse, they present arguments
against it, pretending that other scholars know that particular discourse as
well as they do, even without presenting it. An example of this was the rebut-
tal of the discourse of IB research concentrating on studies of phenomena
concerning MNEs, namely the discussion of the extension of the IB field.

Already in the 1980s the working definition presented above was ques-
tioned. Adler (1983: 43) has called for the extension of the firm view,
by calling for ‘‘ . . . new research based on solutions to existing man-
agement problems.’’ And even before, Robinson (1981: 21) argued that
‘‘ . . . little research is being done on the internal dynamics of international
business’’ (see also Terpstra, 1973, and Dymsza, 1984, for interdisciplinary
research not concentrating on firms crossing borders).

This discussion went on in JIBS later as well. Toyne and Nigh (1998: 871; see
also Toyne, 1989) were among the few scholars who explicitly stated in JIBS
that IB research is a part of the social sciences, and because IB involves ‘‘busi-
nesses in society . . . such fields of study as sociology, political science, and
business, government, and society have excellent potential to contribute to
IB understanding.’’ Sullivan’s (1998b: 837) comment in the end of the 1990s
was part of this discourse when he said, ‘‘Some scholars have suggested that
international business research suffers from a narrow vision.’’ The direction
of today’s IB research (e.g., Buckley, 2002, 2005; Verbeke, 2003; van den
Bulcke, 2004; Peng, 2004; Shenkar, 2004) can be claimed to be part of this
discourse as well.

Already earlier, interdisciplinary research that draws upon different dis-
ciplines and does not concentrate on the study of firms crossing national
borders has been called for by many IB scholars (e.g., Dunning, 1989; Toyne,
1989; Daniels, 1991; Wright and Ricks, 1994). Söderqvist’s (2001a,b,c, 2002)
studies of the internationalization of higher-education institutions in Europe
and their management are but some examples of such interdisciplinary,
expansionary research. After 2003 there seems to be a clear change in the con-
tents of articles published in JIBS as already referred to earlier. Organization
learning, values, trust, social questions, and knowledge are examples of the
themes manifesting this change. As well, even more critical voices have been
heard to awake the IB scholars: Daniels (1991) has noted that ‘‘Specialists are
seldom the first to develop and apply the new theories and methodologies
to business.’’ And, he has also argued that well-known scholars who take
an interest in IB research can often be called ‘‘closet-internationalists,’’ since
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they do not come out to fight for the field before it becomes acceptable
(Daniels, 1991).

According to the principles of social constructionist research, in DA it is
essential to place the findings in a context. This discourse of focus of IB as a
research field has also existed elsewhere than in JIBS articles among IB schol-
ars. For example, a debate between Boddewyn (1997), Wilkins (1997), and
Toyne (1997b), with comments by Schollhammer (1997), Behrman (1997),
and Hench (1997), directly addresses the issue of what IB’s field of inquiry
is. Their collective comments on the issue indicate that the domain of IB
inquiry remains open to differing views.

For example, Boddewyn, Wilkins, and Schollhammer loosely agree that
the focus of IB research should be on the firm. Behrman, on the other
hand, considers the domain of IB to be indefinable in an absolute sense.
Toyne states that there are multiple conceptual domains of IB inquiry, each
of which seeks a particular body of knowledge. Finally, Hench introduced
the thought that the views presented by Boddewyn, Wilkins, and Scholl-
hammer are grounded in a fundamentally different model (or paradigm) of
society than are those espoused by Toyne and Behrman. Hench continues
by suggesting that the difference between domestic business and interna-
tional business is that international business involves qualitatively higher
levels of complexity and ambiguity. This view suggests that a single-paradigm
approach to the study of IB is probably too restrictive. As Toyne and Nigh
(1997: 674) note,

The history of science suggests that we gain new awareness and new under-
standing by enlarging on the number of paradigms, or conceptualizations,
that underpin and guide our work. As a result of deductive, specialized
reasoning we verify and more fully describe this progress. The history
of science also teaches us that our horizons remain unnecessarily nar-
row and our insights unnecessarily shallow when we refuse to consider
and examine alternative conceptualizations of reality to those already
acknowledged, accepted, and well entrenched.

In 1989, Toyne proposed an exchange, defined as the collective result of
political, social, and economic forces, as a unit of study that would pro-
vide analytical boundaries and linkages permitting the accumulation of
complementary findings, thus producing different ways of developing ques-
tions, theories, and methods. About ten years later, Toyne and Nigh (1998:
863) discussed this by introducing the ‘‘evolving (or emerging) interaction
paradigm,’’ and proposed that ‘‘ . . . attention should be shifted from the firm
as the central unit of analysis to a more comprehensive, multilevel, hierar-
chical view of the international business process.’’ A recent example of the
debate on the need to move to a more comprehensive view of the IB process
is that between Boddewyn (1999) and Martinez and Toyne (2000). While
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Boddewyn argued that international management scholars should focus on
the challenges associated with the management of the multinational firm,
Martinez and Toyne (2000) challenged this view by suggesting that interna-
tional management is a much broader subject, and should include research
on any management situation that crosses national boundaries and on any
topic that is being investigated by management scholars in general (e.g.,
international NGOs, World Bank, leadership, decision-making, etc.).

Toyne and Nigh (1997, 1998) also called for cooperation that would gen-
erate increased understanding of the researched phenomenon, as well as
multiple perspectives that could be used as potential knowledge genera-
tors. For example, they (1998: 874) assert that the trend in management,
marketing, and finance research is ‘‘ . . . clearly expansionary because of
their movement toward higher levels of abstraction. These functional dis-
ciplines . . . acknowledge that the phenomena and the relationships of their
inquiries are much more extensive than what simply occurs in economic
enterprises (e.g., hospitals, government agencies, ad hoc assemblies).’’

The “right” type of international business research

To really answer the research question of this study – What meanings do IB
researchers ascribe to ‘‘good research’’? – an examination of the IB discipline’s
ontology, epistemology, and methodology was required, since these are the
attributes of the paradigm accepted by the majority of the discipline’s schol-
ars. As Guba (1990), Kuhn (1970), Reynolds (1971), and others have noted,
paradigms, even when not stated explicitly, suggest the research strategy,
including the questions raised and the methodologies employed.

Ontological issues

Burrell and Morgan (1979/1994) state that assumptions of the ontological
nature of the social world can be either that reality is ‘‘out there’’ or that ‘‘it
is a product of one’s mind.’’ In this study, it was identified that in IB research
the view that reality is ‘‘out there’’ was shared. According to Neilimo and
Nasi (1994), in that type of research the question of reality need not even be
discussed. Based on the analysis, we claim that ontological issues were very
seldom mentioned. In addition to those articles where the word ‘‘ontology’’
or some of its derivatives (see, e.g., Table 1.3) were mentioned, only a few
scholars discussed the contents of ontology, and all of them quite recently.

Lenartowicz and Roth (1999: 795) state explicitly in their JIBS article that
‘‘ . . . it is important to recognize these assumptions explicitly.’’ Toyne and
Nigh (1998: 873–874) share this idea when they state that ‘‘ . . . research ques-
tions depend on the assumptions,’’ and continue by asking later, ‘‘what
knowledge we seek, for what purpose for whose benefit and why?’’

Au (1999) and Lyles and Salk (1996) write about their premises as exam-
ples in the descriptions of their research results. Au (1999) discusses the
antecedents and consequences of intra-cultural variation, but on the level
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of methodological questions. He (1999: 809) states ‘‘ . . . that researchers do
not always systematically report the standard deviations of their measures
and systematic studies are rare or that identifying factors that determine the
ICV of managerial variables across the cultures is needed.’’ Lyles and Salk
(1996) write, ‘‘ . . . this research was based on two premises. The first was that
knowledge acquisition takes place in IJVs . . . ’’

Epistemological issues

Epistemological issues are assumptions about the grounds of knowledge,
about how one might begin to understand the world and communicate this
as knowledge to others. These assumptions entail ideas about what forms
of knowledge can be obtained and how one can sort out what is to be
regarded as ‘‘true’’ or ‘‘false.’’ The epistemological assumptions determine
whether knowledge can be acquired or whether it is something that has to
be personally experienced. Assumptions about human nature are also impor-
tant, whether human beings are regarded as products of the environment or
whether man is regarded as the creator of his environment (Burrell and
Morgan, 1979/1994: 1–2).

There is some more discussion related to epistemological issues than to
ontological issues. Positivist arguments (see also Söderqvist, 2002, ch. 3.3)
are most evident and present in the JIBS articles reviewed. According to
Huber (1995, quoted by Denzin and Lincoln, 2000b), the positivist’s under-
standing of the world presumes a stable, unchanging reality that can be
studied with the empirical methods of objective social sciences. Propo-
nents of positivist studies also claim that their work is done within a
value-free framework (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000b). That is, positivist sci-
entists claim that their skills in observation and reason enable them to
step outside the vagaries of common opinion and political prejudice, to
press beyond the frontiers of the unknown, and to obtain truth from the
lands of mystery (Gergen, 1990). However, as Neilimo and Nasi (1980) state,
positivism can be regarded merely as a loose framework without unique,
unambiguous rules. They list some typical characteristics of positivism that
include concepts like objectivity, closeness to the natural sciences, causal-
ity, explanation, verification, atomism, analytical thinking, operationalizing,
the importance of empirical observations, neutrality of the researcher, the
world outside the researcher, and the importance of sense perception. It is
clear from the JIBS review that most IB research is positivist with respect to
epistemology.

The examples found in the archival review of JIBS articles containing
explicit mention of epistemology-related issues varied considerably. In partic-
ular, the review articles that ranked IB journals or IB literature (e.g., Morrison
and Inkpen, 1991; Chandy and Williams, 1994; Inkpen and Beamish, 1994;
Pierce and Garven, 1995; DuBois and Reeb, 2000) and state-of-art articles
(e.g., Ricks, 1985; Wright and Ricks, 1994) touched upon epistemological
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issues. On the other hand, Brewer (1998: iv) was among the few in favor of
an explicit discussion of the state of IB research that ‘‘ . . . address issues of
theory or method, or in some way consider issues of epistemology and the
advancement of research on international business topics.’’ Why, what, and
how questions were preferred by Au (1999). Robinson (1981) also commented
on the need for objectivity.

The normative tradition is also quite evident in the reviewed articles. For
example, Caves (1998: 6) states, ‘‘ . . . the business normative goal is to advise
managers on the best choice for some business policy’’; Adler (1983: 43)
says, ‘‘ . . . action research tends to emphasize what could be rather than what
is . . . ’’; and Jacque (1981: 81) states that ‘‘ . . . a normative view is taken.’’

One of the IB research areas, cross-cultural research has generated some
discussion on epistemology since the 1980s. Adler (1983) presents six dif-
ferent approaches to researching cross-cultural management issues, and
discusses their assumptions concerning the similarity and difference across
cultures and the extent to which management phenomena are not universal.
Negandhi (1983) discusses the three conceptual approaches used by compara-
tive management theorists – namely the economic development orientation,
the environmental approach, and the behavioral approach – and discusses
their basic premises.

Elsewhere, Björkman (1999) ties FDI analysis to epistemological issues. He
makes clear how the cognitive objective of the study, the research approach
used, the type of knowledge gained, and the nature of the theoretical prob-
lems that occupy researchers are all interrelated. In other journals (e.g., Melin,
1992) and in doctoral dissertations (e.g., Luostarinen, 1979), holistic research
is called for by Melin (1992) and Luostarinen (1979) as an eclectic approach in
IB. In JIBS, Robinson (1981) called for the dynamics of change, as Luostarinen
did in his dissertation.

Methodological issues

Methodological issues are guided by assumptions made regarding the
nature of the social sciences (ontological, epistemological, and assumptions
about human nature). The two extreme cases are the objectivist approach
(positivism) and the subjectivist approach (social-constructionism). In the
objectivist case, research focuses on the concepts, their measurement,
and the identification of underlying themes. In the subjectivist case, the
research focus is on an understanding of the way in which individuals
and groups create, modify, and interpret the world (Burrell and Morgan,
1979/1994).

According to Neilimo and Nasi (1980) and Burrell and Morgan
(1979/1994), the features of nomothetic research are as follows: (1) explains
and answers why questions, often presenting law-like claims; (2) includes
a conceptual phase in the study (either a framework at the beginning or
a model at the end); (3) has an empirical phase (essential to the study);
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(4) offers the framework and the empirical results for discussion; (5) makes
the researcher a neutral outsider; (6) studies external behavior, but seldom
the values or norms underpinning this behavior; and (7) has numerous
regulations on how to acquire and treat data to insure objectivity.

Based on the analysis we claim IB research to be positivist and nomothetic
and to favour quantitative studies. For example, the recommendations for
research mainly concern methods (Neilimo and Nasi, seventh point above),
especially quantitative ones. As an example of this, a search for ‘‘method*’’
in the JIBS archives found 774 references, whereas that for ‘‘qualitative
method*’’ resulted in 112 references. It is apparent that methodology is
understood to mean quantitative methods and their rigorous use, even if
not discussed explicitly. When a greater depth of understanding is desired
(e.g., Lyles and Salk, 1996), this means only a more sophisticated use of sta-
tistical methods. For example, Lyles and Salk (1996) proposed quantitative
methods such as path analysis (see also Adler, 1983). It is no wonder that
Brewer (1998) asked for a diversity of methodology.

At the same time, methodology is not a major issue raised in IB research
reporting. For example, major IB conferences, like those of the Academy of
International Business or of the European International Business Academy,
have no methodology tracks. Even so, some scholars are aware of the lack
of attention to methodological issues within IB research as Dymsza’s remark
suggests (1984: 11): ‘‘Since a new area of study, we insisted upon sound
methodology, but preferred substance and advancement of knowledge over
methodology.’’

According to Neilimo and Nasi (1980), this lack of attention to scientific
assumptions is one of the characteristics of the nomothetic research tradition.
Negandhi (1983) also shared this idea of IB as nomothetic research by calling
for a shift from nomothetical to analytical research. Even though Hawkins
(1984), among others, stated that IB research is a potpourri of methodologies,
and mainstream IB research is clearly inside the tradition of nomothetic
research (see also Sullivan, 1998), favouring quantitative survey methods.
Daniels (1991) stated that methodologies have changed very little over time.

On the level of methods, the ‘‘right’’ type of IB research is, based on
the analysis, conceptual, theory building, and integrative (Adler, 1983;

Table 1.4 Subjectivist and objectivist approaches to science

Subjectivist approach Objectivist approach

Nominalism � - - - - - - - - - Ontology - - - - - - - - - � Realism
Anti-Positivism � - - - - - - - - - Epistemology - - - - - - - - - � Positivism
Voluntarism � - - - - - - - - - Human Nature - - - - - - - - - � Determinism
Ideographic � - - - - - - - - - Methodology - - - - - - - - - � Nomothetic

Source: Burrell and Morgan (1979/1994).
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Negandhi, 1983; Ricks, 1985; Wright and Ricks, 1994). For example, Wright
and Ricks (1994: 698) look for conceptual and theory-building studies by
arguing that ‘‘ . . . research seems to lag behind in its approach to the mul-
tidimensional concept.’’ Adler (1983: 45) shares this view when asserting
that ‘‘ . . . it is important not to limit to narrow conceptual tools nor to rigid
methods but to take them in interaction.’’

Also, the preferred ‘‘right’’ type of research uses methodology rigorously,
applies tests, operationalizes measurements, validates data and findings,
checks correlations, uses sophisticated quantitative techniques, has a system-
atic and rigorous approach, and so on, as the majority of the articles reviewed
called for (see, e.g., Boddewyn, 1981; Brewer, 1983; Hofstede, 1983; Sekaran,
1983; Dymsza, 1984; Daniels, 1991; Wright and Ricks, 1994; Mullen, 1995;
Singh, 1995; Lenartowicz and Roth, 1999; Sivakumar and Nakata, 2001).

This can be seen very often when analyzing the articles starting from 2003
than previous ones. Only three articles were found to discuss methodolog-
ical issues in 2003 (Ariño, 2003; Brock, 2003; Reynolds et al., 2003), but all
the empirical articles presented their method quite in detail. A few theory-
building ones have been published, but the great majority of published
articles in JIBS had the structure ‘‘introduction–hypothesis development–
data and methods–results–conclusion.’’ Nevertheless, JIBS also published
editorials, perspectives, award articles, comments, and book reviews in which
the structure was not that strict.

The ‘‘right’’ type of research also includes longitudinal studies (Caves,
1998; Sullivan, 1998). Outside JIBS longitudinal studies were asked for already
earlier, for example by Melin (1992) and Luostarinen (1979). Melin (1992)
explained four types of longitudinal studies for the benefit of IB research.
The longitudinal case method has also been called for and mainly used by
European IB researchers (e.g., Stenberg, 1992; Marschan, 1996; Tahvanainen,
1998; Korhonen, 1999).

To sum up, the third discourse was about what is the ‘‘right’’ type of
research. IB scholars have called for a strictly positivistic conceptualization,
an integrative analysis, and the rigorous use of quantitative methods to fur-
ther legitimize IB research. However, it might result in social reality not
being studied with the best possible tools developed lately in the other social
sciences.

Concluding discussion: A gap in conscious knowledge creation
in international business

Unlike the inquiry into other business functional areas, IB inquiry has been
unique as a field of study because of the near deafening absence of commen-
tary and discussion on the paradigms and methodologies used. For example,
marketing’s inquiry has a rich history of debate regarding the development of
its thought since many decades (e.g., Bartels, 1976), the domain of its inquiry
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(e.g., Kotler and Levy, 1969), and the paradigms, ontologies, epistemologies,
and methodologies used (e.g., Hunt, 1983, 2003). Management also has its
dialogues and the development of alternative paradigms and methodologies
(see, e.g., Donaldson, 1985; Grant et al., 1998).

Nehrt et al. (1970) explicitly defined IB as narrowly concerned with firm-
level activities that cross national boundaries. As opposed to this narrow view
of IB, contradictory voices have been heard. The publishing policy of JIBS
until 2003 alone does not explain why most IB scholars have restricted their
studies to business entities ‘‘that cross national borders’’ (Nehrt et al., 1970),
namely the international, multinational, global, or transnational enterprises.
Maybe one reason is that in the 1960s and the 1970s the birth of MNEs was
considered so fascinating that scholars just wanted to concentrate on that
phenomenon. Also, it might be that it seemed too much to present two
changes at a time – opening up with one new phenomenon was enough,
and did not provide room to open up new ways to produce knowledge
on IB at the same time. Essentially, from the early days, many IB scholars
appear to believe that the ultimate purpose of IB inquiry is to persuade
strictly ‘‘domestic’’ scholars of business to internationalize their functional
inquiries. Once this has been accomplished, they can become conspicuous
by their absence (e.g., Toyne and Nigh, 1997).

Since the change of editor-in-chief of JIBS in 2003, there seems to be an
indication of a change in the air. For example, the AIB and the JIBS orga-
nized ‘‘Emerging Frontiers Conference’’ for the second time in 2004. The
published IB research themes in JIBS seem to be extending – a development
warmly welcomed by many. Nowadays there is a lot of international busi-
ness outside production MNEs. For example, international service business
is growing, internationalizing SMEs and Born Globals exist, international
NGOs have a bigger role, and the public sector is internationalizing. Tradi-
tional IB research has lot to offer and learn from other fields of IB study.
Who else would understand the complexity of internationalization than IB
scholars?

Even after the identified change in the contents since 2002 and even when
more Internet hits were found to mention the methodology or methods
after 2002 than before, the methodological articles published since 2003
still discuss only the rigorous use of methods. They do not propose new
methodologies for the field or discuss the knowledge creation in IB. Still,
no articles discussed ontology or epistemology after 2003 either. And, even
though JIBS policy (2006) states that JIBS is a methodologically pluralis-
tic journal, only very few papers other than those involving mathematic
modeling and empirical hypothesis-testing seem to be accepted. JIBS seems
to be very theoretical in the theoretical–practical axis, and only objective
in the subjective–objective axis, even though other valid methods have
been developed nowadays (see, e.g., Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; Anttila,
2005).
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The absence of dialogue among IB scholars may be the result of what
Kuhn (1970) suggested is ‘‘normal science.’’ That is, most IB scholars may
view themselves merely as extensions of the business functional areas
into the international arena (Toyne, 1997a). Consequently, they use what
were the traditional paradigms, ontologies, epistemologies, and methodolo-
gies of their ‘‘domestic’’ function-focused colleagues. Essentially, they do not
focus their attention on business, but rather on the various components of
what is viewed as the activities undertaken by business firms. Moreover, they
do not focus on building a ‘‘new’’ field, but merely on extending already
established fields.

The IB scholars cannot ignore the increasing interest on the part of the
social sciences in methodological, epistemological, and ontological ques-
tions. A social group’s discourses and the assumptions, beliefs, ideas, norms,
and values related to them construct, guide, and limit the choices available
to the social group. When these limiting discourses are revealed, however,
they can be openly discussed and it can contribute to some developments.
Based on a review of articles in the JIBS archives, only very few IB schol-
ars (e.g., Daniels, 1991; Toyne, 1989; Sullivan, 1998; Toyne and Nigh,
1998) have considered the importance of epistemological and ontological
questions.

Another aspect of the near-deafening absence of commentary is the grow-
ing gap between the diversity of methodologies used by the ‘‘domestic’’
business functional areas and IB inquiry. For example, although Hawkins
(1984) and several other IB scholars (e.g., Adler, 1983; Brewer, 1998; Sullivan,
1998b) have called for greater diversity of methodologies, very little has been
done. On the contrary, our examination of JIBS indicates a general rejection
of such appeals. In contrast, the business functional areas, particularly man-
agement and marketing, have been quite open to a discussion of, and the
adoption of, alternative methodologies (Weick, 1979; Hunt, 2003). There is a
growing community of business scholars who argue that alternate method-
ologies need to be explored. For example, Grant et al. (1998: 1) have argued
as follows:

The analysis of organizations, as they struggle to survive and expand
within the context of globalizing market forces, present us with a
bewildering diversity of managerial strategies, policies and practices. In
order to make sense of progressively uncertain, inconsistent and fluc-
tuating managerial behavior, commentators have increasingly turned to
the identification and analysis of the language and symbolic media we
employ to describe, represent, interpret and theorize to be the facticity of
organizational life.

The relevance of such departures from IB’s traditional approach to the study
of international business is the assertion by Grant et al. (1998: 1) that their
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approach to organizational inquiry has enabled them to move to new levels
of understanding. They further contend that this new understanding attests
to the importance of, in their case, DA. As a consequence, ‘‘ ‘organizational
discourse’ is an emerging focus of interest in current management literature
and thinking’’ (1998: 1).

Of course, the crux of the matter is whether IB scholars are essentially
scholars who focus their inquiry on internationalized business functions
using traditional methods of analysis (e.g., international strategy, interna-
tional marketing, international human resource management), or scholars
who focus their inquiry on IB and seek a diversity of methodologies to
explain what they observe. Enormous progress has been made in the social
sciences (see, e.g., Denzin and Lincoln, 2000a). Thus, as argued by Toyne and
Nigh (1998) and Söderqvist (2002), IB research would benefit from the use
of the knowledge and methodologies developed by these sciences since IB
involves humans and their social processes. At the same time, however, the
social sciences should consider IB’s contributions, particularly as they con-
tribute to a better understanding, for example, of the processes leading to
globalization.

To sum up, the contributions of this chapter are threefold. First, this chap-
ter makes explicit what preferences JIBS has had and has today. Having read
about its knowledge production preferences, younger scholars find it easy to
familiarize themselves with the field. Also, understanding the field precedes
its renewal. It is typical for discourses to provoke change. In other words,
change which has evidently begun is easier for the IB research community
when implicit assumptions become explicit, and the community is able to
find the new ‘‘big questions’’ (e.g., Buckley, 2002). The research has been
highly concentrated on a few themes and on just one or two ways of finding
the truth. However, it has been claimed (e.g., Suoranta, 1996) that in today’s
complicated world there is not just one truth, but many. IB exists also outside
MNEs and calls for multiplicity in research topics.

Second, it was shown that a more interpretative approach, based on social
constructionist thinking, would be beneficial in advancing the dialogue. That
is, new types of questions would be engendered, and thus new methodologies
and types of knowledge obtained. The role of humans is increasing, and more
subjectivist-oriented ways of creating knowledge can capture the manifold
social reality easily than a more objectivist approach. Now it is taken for
granted that objective and theoretically oriented articles are automatically
the best without even considering any alternatives, even though they do
exist and are well developed.

Third, it was shown that although the IB field is still dominated by a
positivist ontology, epistemology, and methodology, there does appear to be
an undercurrent of discussion suggesting an alternative approach is needed if
the field is to advance. Since 2003 the extended view of IB research contents
is apparent in the themes of published articles.
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It is quite apparent that further discussion is needed if this research
field is to develop beyond being merely the internationalization of business
functional areas.
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2
Multinationality of the Firm:
Conceptualization and Measurement
Ahmet H. Kirca

Internationalization has been a key construct that has attracted consid-
erable attention in international business (IB) in the last four decades.
A large body of research has focused on the internationalization of the
firm because it potentially involves a central process that fundamentally
affects the structure, functioning, strategy, and performance of the firm.
In the extant literature, various conceptualizations have been employed to
refer to the extent of firm internationalization (cf. Grant, 1987; Geringer
et al., 1989; Sullivan and Bauerschmidt, 1990; Tallman and Li, 1996; Gomes
and Ramaswamy, 1999, among others). Several terms, such as the degree of
internationalization (Sullivan, 1994), multinationality (Grant, 1987), inter-
national geographic diversification (Vachani, 1991), geographic scale and
scope of foreign operations (Qian and Li, 2002), have been used to refer
to the extent to which firms are international (multinationality of the firm
hereafter).1

To date, despite the widely acknowledged importance and extensive usage
of the multinationality construct in theory development and testing, very
limited attention has been devoted to developing scales to assess the extent
of multinationality of the firm (see Sullivan [1994] for an exception).
Researchers have often employed single indicators (e.g., ratio of foreign
assets/sales/profits to total assets/sales/profits, number of foreign countries
in which the firm has subsidiaries/operations) or a combination of a sub-
sample of these indicators to operationalize firm multinationality (Sullivan,
1994). Although the use of such indicators readily available from secondary
sources might be acceptable because of difficulties involved in data col-
lection, several concerns have been raised concerning the use of single
indicators in efforts to measure constructs. In particular, it has been sug-
gested that single items have considerable measurement error and they
represent only a limited portion of the domain and that measuring concepts
with multiple items have higher reliability (Churchill, 1979; DeVellis, 1991).
Furthermore, it has also been demonstrated that using single items for mea-
surement tends to inflate the observed association between variables, thereby

41
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increasing the odds of finding significant relationships (Nunnally and
Bernstein, 1994).

Given the centrality of the multinationality construct for IB discipline,
there is obviously a need for further conceptual and empirical work delineat-
ing the nature of firm multinationality and identifying its dimensions and
indicators. These efforts may increase the explanatory power of IB theories
and decrease the risks associated with validity and reliability of generaliza-
tions obtained using single-item scales (cf. Churchill, 1979; DeVellis, 1991).
For instance, several researchers have investigated the relationship between
multinationality and organizational performance in the extant literature,
but the empirical results were at best inconclusive (Contractor et al., 2003;
Ruigrok and Wagner, 2003). It has been argued that contradictory findings
regarding the effects of multinationality on performance might be explained
by the diversity of measures employed in past research to assess firm multi-
nationality (Sullivan, 1994). A recent meta-analysis by Ruigrok and Wagner
(2004) confirms these observations by indicating that the conceptualiza-
tion of multinationality affects the strength of the relationship between
multinationality and organizational performance.

Thus, the purpose of the present research is to delineate the conceptual
domain of the multinationality construct and propose a composite measure
to assess the extent to which firms are international. As such, this chapter
contributes to the extant IB literature by synthesizing the extant literature on
multinationality and providing a comprehensive approach to operational-
ize the multinationality construct (cf. Sullivan, 1994; Ramaswamy et al.,
1996). The chapter is structured as follows. First, drawing upon the Upp-
sala Model of internationalization of the firm, I distinguish between the
state and process aspects of internationalization in an effort to propose a
theory-based, working definition of firm multinationality. Next, I propose
an alternative scale development procedure that involves the construction
of an index to assess the extent of the firm’s multinationality. Then, using
a meta-analytic approach, I identify and categorize the variables used to
measure the multinationality of the firm in the extant literature. Finally,
the chapter concludes with a discussion of managerial and future research
implications.

State and process aspects of internationalization of the firm

The extant literature in international business offers a number of theo-
retical frameworks to explain the internationalization process. One of the
earliest attempts to theorize about the firm’s internationalization relates
to export development. The model is based on Rogers’ (1962) stages of
adoption process and focuses on the learning sequence in connection with
adopting an innovation. From this perspective, the internationalization
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decision is considered an innovation for the firm within the context of
export development process for small and medium size firms. Investigat-
ing the internationalization of the firm from a behavioral perspective, the
export development model explains the internationalization process as a set
of fixed stages that firms pass through as they increase their international
involvement (Bilkey and Tesar, 1977; Cavusgil, 1980; Reid, 1981).

The Uppsala Model is another dominant theory in IB literature that inves-
tigates the internationalization of the firm. Based on the behavioral theory
of the firm, the Uppsala Model conceptualizes internationalization of the
firm as a learning process in which a firm gradually increases its interna-
tional involvement (Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975; Johanson and
Vahlne, 1977). In this model, a distinction is also made between the state
and process aspects of internationalization, such that the present state of
internationalization is an important factor explaining the course of the
following stages. According to the Uppsala Model, the state aspects relate
to the knowledge about and resources committed to foreign markets and
operations. The process aspects are decisions to commit resources and the
performance of current business activities. Market knowledge and market
commitment are assumed to affect both commitment decisions and the
way current activities are performed and these, in turn, change market
knowledge and commitment. According to the Uppsala Model, additional
commitments can only be made gradually and firms tend to choose new
markets with successively greater psychic distances (Johanson and Vahlne,
1977, 1990).

Consistent with the extant literature, the present chapter posits that a
distinction should be made between the process aspect of international-
ization and the state aspect of internationalization (i.e., multinationality
of the firm) (cf. Johanson and Vahlne, 1977). As such, multinationality of
the firm is one of its essential properties just like its size, age or ownership
structure. It is an essential property because it is a property that the firm
looses if it is transmuted into a firm of a different kind, that is, a multi-
national company is transmuted into a different kind – a domestic firm –
should it loose its multinationality. On the other hand, internationalization
is a process that requires knowledge about this particular property of the
firm along with knowledge of other properties at different times (cf. Melin,
1992). The mechanism underlying the process of internationalization may
be explained, first, by knowing the sequence of multinationality at consecu-
tive times and, second, by observing the changes of this particular property
as a result of interactions with its other properties (cf. Bunge, 1996). Stated
differently, ‘‘internationalization is a development process through time,
is a time-series of critical events, or states’’ (Melin, 1992: 101). Therefore,
for a better understanding of the internationalization process, we need to
focus on how to measure the state aspect of the internationalization (i.e.,
multinationality).
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Multinationality of the firm: conceptual definition and dimensionality

Several definitions of internationalization have been proposed in the extant
literature including internationalization as a sequential and orderly process
of increasing involvement and associated changes in organizational forms
(Bilkey and Tesar, 1977; Johanson and Vahlne, 1977; Reid, 1981), as the out-
ward movement in a firm’s international operations (Turnbull, 1987), as a
process of increasing involvement in international operations (Welch and
Luostarinen, 1988), as a process of adapting firms’ operations to interna-
tional environment (Calof and Beamish, 1995), or as a process of adapting
exchange transaction modality to international markets (Anderson, 1997).
Table 2.1 summarizes the various definitions of internationalization used in
the literature.

Table 2.1 Existing definitions of internationalization

Author(s) Definitions of Internationalization

Bilkey and Tesar (1977)
Johanson and Vahlne (1977,
1990)

A sequential and orderly process of increasing
involvement and associated changes in
organizational forms

Reid (1981)

Cavusgil (1980) A process through which firms adopt IB activities

Turnbull (1987) The outward movement in a firm’s international
operations

Johanson and Mattson (1988) Establishment and development of positions in
relation to counterparts in foreign networks
through international extension, penetration, and
international integration

Welch and Luostarinen (1988)

Melin (1992) The process of increasing involvement in
international operations

Young (1990)
Chetty (1999)

Calof and Beamish (1995) A process of adapting firms’ operations (strategy,
structure, resources, etc.) to international
environment

Welch and Welch (1996) A series of foreign market commitments that carry
the company’s international operations forward, or
in some cases backward

Andersen (1997) A process of adapting exchange transaction
modality to international markets

Coviello and McAuley (1999) A process by which firms increase their awareness
of the influence of international activities on their
future and establish and conduct transactions with
firms of other countries

Eriksson et al. (1997) A process of learning and knowledge accumulation
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Although the definitions in Table 2.1 capture different aspects of the
phenomenon, they share several common points: (a) they describe inter-
nationalization as a dynamic process that occurs at the organizational level
of analysis; (b) they allude to its longitudinal character; and (c) they explain
outward patterns of investment. The present study adopts the broad defini-
tion of internationalization proposed by Welch and Luostarinen (1988: 36)
as ‘‘the process of increasing (or decreasing) involvement of a firm in inter-
national operations’’ because (1) it captures the essence of the construct as a
dynamic process that results from the operations of the firm in international
markets; (2) it is a clear definition that helps to operationalize the construct;
and (3) it has been employed relatively more frequently in extant research
(e.g., Young, 1990; Melin, 1992; Chetty, 1999). Accordingly, the multination-
ality of the firm is defined as a firm-level characteristic that refers to the level
of involvement of the firm in markets outside its home country. As such,
multinationality is a continuum with purely domestic firm on one end and
a highly diversified MNC operating in multiple countries at the other end
(cf. Cheng and Ramaswamy, 1989; Allen and Pantzalis, 1996).

As for the dimensionality of the multinationality construct, Thomas and
Eden (2004) indicate that there are two broad dimensions of multination-
ality of the firm: (a) the depth of multinationality and (b) the breadth of
multinationality (cf. Johanson and Vahlne, 1977; Welch and Luostarinen,
1988). According to Thomas and Eden (2004), while the depth dimen-
sion corresponds to foreign market penetration and/or production (i.e., the
dependence of the firm on foreign markets), the breadth dimension refers
to the scope of operations abroad. Thus, consistent with the extant lit-
erature, we conceptualize the depth of multinationality as the extent to
which firms commit tangible and intangible resources to their international
operations and generate returns from these resources. As such, multination-
ality includes firm-level attributes that measure the amount of tangible and
intangible resources (e.g., assets, personnel, knowledge, time) dedicated to
markets outside the home country and returns (e.g., sales, profits) obtained
using these resources. The second dimension, breadth of multinationality
refers to the spread of a firm’s IB activity across different country envi-
ronments, capturing the extent to which the firm has expanded the scope
of its international operations across different cultural, political, and eco-
nomic environments (cf. Kim, 1989; Tallman and Li, 1996). According
to this dimension, a firm that operates in multiple markets with differ-
ent cultural, political, and economic environments would score higher on
multinationality than a firm that operates in only two markets with sim-
ilar environments. Thus, unlike the depth dimension that focuses on the
amount of involvement in foreign market operations, the breadth dimen-
sion of multinationality emphasizes the spread of involvement across various
countries.

In the extant literature, the depth of involvement dimension has been
investigated extensively. For example, Aharoni (1971) provides three sets
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of variables that define firm multinationality: structural criteria (e.g., own-
ership structure, national composition of top management), performance
yardsticks (e.g., earnings, sales in foreign markets), and behavioral character-
istics (e.g., corporate management orientation). Similarly, Sullivan’s (1994)
Degree of Internationalization (DOI) scale has three dimensions: structural,
performance, and attitudinal dimensions. Several measures of DOI scale (i.e.,
foreign sales to total sales, foreign assets to total assets, foreign subsidiaries as
a percentage of total number of subsidiaries, top managers’ international
experience) pertain to tangible and intangible firm resources or returns
obtained using these resources in foreign markets.

Finally, Welch and Luostarinen (1988) identify six dimensions that
describe the multinationality of the firm. While five of these dimen-
sions relate to resources committed to international operations and returns
obtained from these resources (i.e., depth of multinationality) (e.g., for-
eign operation methods, sales, organizational structure, personnel, and
finance), the sixth dimension (target markets) captures the expansion of
operations across countries with different political and cultural environ-
ments (i.e., breadth of multinationality). Thus, the extant literature in
international business provides support for the contention that tangible
and intangible resources committed to international operations reflect an
important dimension of the firm’s multinationality.

Past research also provides support for the use of breadth of multina-
tionality as a separate dimension in assessing the extent to which firms
are international. Sullivan (1994) employs psychic dispersion of interna-
tional operations in the DOI scale to capture the breadth of multina-
tionality. Although the measurement of this variable raises some concerns
(Ramaswamy et al., 1996), Sullivan’s approach captures the essence of the
idea that multinationality of the firm is related not only to the magnitude
of resources committed to foreign markets, but also to the diversity of mar-
kets in which the firm commits these resources. Moreover, researchers in
international management and strategy often employ the concept of interna-
tional diversification that essentially captures the breadth or scope of foreign
operations (Geringer et al., 1989; Vachani, 1991).

In short, the extant research indicates that both the depth and breadth
dimensions of firm multinationality are important factors in identifying
the extent to which firms are international. However, much of the extant
research employed indicators that represent either the depth or breadth
dimensions of multinationality (Thomas and Eden, 2004). For instance,
multinationality has often been measured using the foreign sales–total sales
or foreign assets–total assets ratios (Sullivan, 1994), which only captures
the one dimension of multinationality (i.e., depth of multinationality). As
detailed subsequently, other common measures of multinationality include
the number of foreign countries in which the firm has subsidiaries, which
essentially captures the breadth dimension of multinationality. Therefore,
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further research is warranted integrating these two dimensions to provide a
more complete picture of firm multinationality. A complete theoretical and
psychometric analysis of the multinationality construct potentially provides
researchers with a reliable and valid scale of multinationality that should
address the shortcomings of some of the multinationality-performance stud-
ies (Thomas and Eden, 2004; Ruigrok and Wagner, 2004). The following
sections propose an alternative scale development procedure for the con-
struction of multinationality index that captures both the depth and breadth
of multinationality.

Development of the multinationality index

Existing guidelines in research methodology focus almost exclusively on
scale development, whereby items (i.e., observed variables) composing a scale
are perceived as reflective indicators of an underlying construct (i.e., latent
variable) (e.g., Churchill, 1979; DeVellis, 1991; Spector, 1992). This perspec-
tive is largely based on the domain sampling model developed to measure
latent theoretical psychological constructs with multiple items (Nunnally
and Bernstein, 1994). In some cases, however, it might be more appropriate
to employ formative (causal) indicators, which involves the creation of an
index rather than a scale by identifying observed variables that are assumed
to cause a latent variable (Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer, 2001). Forma-
tive measurement is frequently used in literature to deal with organizational
and social constructs when a latent variable is defined as a linear sum of
a set of measures (Bagozzi, 1994). Typical examples of indexes constructed
with formative indicators include socioeconomic status (Hauser, 1971), the
human development index (UN Development Program, 1990), and the index
of economic freedom (O’Driscoll et al., 2002).

In this chapter, I suggest that multinationality of the firm should be mea-
sured with formative indicators by constructing an index because it is not a
theoretical psychological construct, but rather a latent variable caused by a
set of indicators (cf. Bagozzi, 1994; Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer, 2001).
Thus, I assume that firms are international because, for example, majority
of their assets are located outside their home market or because they have
a high number of foreign subsidiaries. In other words, the multinationality
of the firm is determined by a linear combination of measures of indepen-
dent variables (e.g., foreign assets to total assets ratio, number of foreign
subsidiaries) and measures of multinationality produce the multinationality
construct (cf. Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer, 2001). Therefore, the use of
an index instead of a scale should more appropriate for the multinationality
of the firm construct. Thus, unlike Sullivan (1994) who followed the tradi-
tional guidelines for the development of DOI scale, I adopt a measurement
perspective that involves the construction of an index of multinationality
with formative indicators (cf. Ramaswamy et al., 1996).
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Index construction procedures

According to Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer (2001), four issues are critical
for successful index construction: content specification, indicator specifica-
tion, indicator collinearity, and external validity. This chapter concentrates
on the first two steps of the index construction procedure and defers the
last two steps to an empirical study that would refine the conceptualiza-
tion proposed here with data from academic experts and multinational
companies.

Content and indicator specification

The first step, content specification entails the specification of the scope of
the latent variable, that is, the domain of content the index is intended to
capture (Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer, 2001). Nunnally and Bernstein
(1994: 484) state that breadth of the definition is extremely important in
index development because failure to consider all facets of the construct
will lead to an exclusion of relevant indicators. Preceding sections in this
chapter specify the domain of the multinationality construct as a mul-
tidimensional firm-level characteristic consisted of depth and breadth of
international involvement. According to the conceptualization presented
in this chapter, while the depth of multinationality aspect refers to firm
resources committed to international operations and returns obtained from
these resources, the breadth of multinationality pertains to the dispersion
of the firm’s international activities across different economic, political, and
cultural environments.

The next step involves the identification of potentially important vari-
ables for further investigation of multinationality index. Diamantopoulos
and Winklhofer (2001) suggest that items employed as indicators must cover
the entire scope of the construct domain as described under the content
specification because failing to include at least one indicator for one of the
dimensions or aspects of the construct would change the composition of the
construct. Accordingly, for the multinationality index, selected indicators
need to capture comprehensively the depth and breadth of multinationality
of the firm.

In an effort to fully capture the domain of firm multinationality construct,
the present study employs meta-analytic data collection procedures. More
specifically, procedures similar to those recommended in the meta-analysis
literature are followed to identify how multinationality of the firm has been
measured in the extant literature (cf. Hedges and Olkin, 1985; Cooper and
Hedges, 1994). Then, various indicators harvested from the literature have
been categorized based on previously defined, theoretically relevant dimen-
sions of multinationality of the firm in order to form the multinationality
index. This approach is a way of extracting expert opinion that facilitates the
comprehensive coverage of the entire scope of the latent variable as described
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under the content specification step previously (cf. Diamantopoulos and
Winklhofer, 2001).

To begin, to ensure the representativeness and completeness of the
database, ABI/INFORM and EBSCO computerized databases were searched
for any studies published prior to November 2002, using keywords such as
‘‘multinationality,’’ ‘‘internationalization,’’ ‘‘degree of internationalization,’’
and ‘‘internationality.’’ Furthermore, I also searched citations found in the
identified studies in this first step in an effort to ensure that most studies on
the topic were included in the analysis. This procedure yielded a total of 347
studies to be examined.

In the evaluation process, the lists of articles obtained from the two
databases were first cross-checked to eliminate redundancies and purely con-
ceptual papers. Then, articles that are not related to the topic of interest
were eliminated based on the information in the abstracts. In total, sixty-six
studies that reported one or more measures of multinationality were identi-
fied when the research process was concluded.2 These studies represented a
total of 28 different journals, including Journal of International Business Stud-
ies (18 studies), Management International Review (9), Academy of Management
Journal (7), and Strategic Management Journal (3). Across the sources, a total of
114 variables used to operationalize the multinationality construct were har-
vested. As a final step in the process, the variables obtained from the studies
were classified into one of the previously defined dimensions of multina-
tionality (i.e., depth and breadth dimensions). Table 2.2 below depicts the
variables, categories, and frequency of each variable used to operationalize
the multinationality of firm construct in the extant literature.

An obvious conclusion that can be drawn from Table 2.2 is that a wide
variety of indicators have been employed to measure firm multinationality.
Specifically, the literature review reveals that there have been 30 different
measures of firm multinationality in the extant literature. The most frequent
measures of multinationality have been the ratio of foreign sales to total
sales (36), ratio of foreign assets to total assets (19), and number of coun-
tries in which the firm has subsidiaries (8). Other variables frequently used
in the extant literature to operationalize the extent of the firm’s involve-
ment in international operations include ratio of foreign revenues to total
revenues (5), Sullivan’s (1994) psychic dispersion of international operations
(5), and number of foreign subsidiaries (4). Moreover, although not reported
in Table 2.2, the present analysis also provides evidence for the pervasive
use of single-item scales to measure firm multinationality: while 50 studies
(76%) used single items to assess the extent of multinationality, only 16 stud-
ies employed multiple item scales (24%), despite the recognition that using
single-item indicators only provide a rough measure of multinationality
(Geringer et al., 1989; Sullivan, 1994).

In summary, the present study builds upon the broad definition of multina-
tionality of the firm as the extent to which a firm is involved in international
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Table 2.2 Dimensions and indicators of multinationality

Dimension I: Depth of Multinationality Dimension II: Breadth of Multinationality

Resources Sub-dimension Returns Sub-dimension

Indicator Freq. Indicator Freq. Indicator Freq.

Ratio of foreign assets to
total assets 19

Ratio of foreign sales to
total sales 36

Number of foreign countries in
which the firm has subsidiaries 8

Number of foreign
subsidiaries 4

Ratio of foreign revenues
to total revenues 5

Psychic dispersion of
international operations 5

Top managers’
international experience 3

Ratio of exports to total
sales 2

Number of countries in which
the firm has business operations 5

Ratio of overseas
subsidiaries to total
subsidiaries 3

Ratio of foreign profit to
total profit 2

Geographic proximity of
international sales 2

Number of employees in
foreign operations as
percentage of total
employees 2

Share of firm turnover
sold abroad 1

Number of geographic segments
in which the firm is present 2

Amount of foreign assets 1 Ratio of foreign earning
to total earning 1

Geographic proximity of
international production units 1
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Breadth of nationalities in
top management team 1

Ratio of foreign intrafirm
trade to total sales 1

Ratio of the firm’s subsidiaries in
a region to its total global
holdings

1

Number of international
offices 1

Ratio of total sales to the
firm value 1

Sales outside domestic market
weighted by region 1

Percentage of the
employees that spends
over 50% of their time in
international activities 1

Perceptions of expected
performance in foreign
operations 1

Ratio of a firm’s number of
subsidiaries in country i to
the total number of foreign
subsidiaries × weight given to
each global market region

1

Ratio of the sum of the
subsidiaries in the two
countries with the largest
number of the firm’s
subsidiaries as a fraction
of the firm’s total number
of subsidiaries 1

Proportion of sales
attributable to production
abroad

1

Ratio of total number of countries
in which a firm is involved to the
total number of geographical
areas in which the firm is active 1
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operations and specifies a priori two distinct dimensions for a formative
index, namely, the depth and breadth of multinationality. Table 2.2 presents
the set of indicators that have been previously employed to measure each
dimension in the extant literature, using a meta-analytic data collection pro-
cedure. The present chapter proposes that 31 indicators shown in Table 2.2
(20 indicators for depth and 11 indicators for breadth dimensions of multi-
nationality) are sufficiently inclusive in order to fully capture the construct’s
domain of content (cf. Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer, 2001). However,
this pool of items requires further refinement using empirical approaches,
as in the classical scale development procedure. The index purification and
validation stages of scale construction are described in more detail below.

Purification and validation of the multinationality index

According to index construction procedures recommended by Diamantopou-
los and Winklhofer (2001), the third step of index development procedure
involves index purification where empirical data are necessary to assess the
collinearity of the indicators in the index. Indicator collinearity is an impor-
tant issue because the formative measurement model is based on a multiple
regression in which the strength of indicator coefficients is affected by the
strength of the indicator intercorrelations and sample size (Diamantopoulos
and Winklhofer, 2001). Because the objectives of this chapter are primarily to
develop the conceptual domain of multinationality construct and to specify
indicators used in the extant literature to measure it, empirical data have yet
to be collected to identify the final set of indicators that will be included in
the index of multinationality.

Finally, the last step in index construction concerns the assessment of
external validity. Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer (2001) suggest that each
indicator could be correlated to another variable (external to the index)
to obtain an initial idea of the quality of individual indicators and only
those indicators that are significantly correlated with the variable of inter-
est would be retained. In order to assess the external validity of the firm
multinationality index, the index might be correlated, for example, with
costs of coordination and control in the organization because past research
has shown that multinationality is positively related to such costs (Geringer
et al., 1989; Gomes and Ramaswamy, 1999). Another approach to valida-
tion focuses on nomological aspects that involve linking the index to other
constructs with which it would be expected to related (i.e., antecedents, and
consequences). Thus, to establish the external validity of the multinationality
index, data need to be collected for variables with which multinational-
ity of the firm construct is theoretically related. Thus, collecting data on
antecedents such as top management team demographic heterogeneity and
the globalization of the industry in which the firm is embedded (Makhija
et al., 1997) might be useful approaches in providing evidence for the validity
of multinationality index.
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Summary and Discussion

Theory development and testing have traditionally been more central con-
cerns than measurement issues in the IB discipline (Sullivan, 1994). However,
better conceptualization and measurement of constructs do not only increase
the explanatory power of IB theories, but attention to such issues also mini-
mizes the risks associated with the validity and reliability of generalizations
that can be drawn from empirical research. This chapter attempts to clarify
the conceptual domain of the multinationality of the firm in an effort to
propose an index of multinationality that should assist researchers in their
investigations.

In the first part of the study, the state and process aspects of internation-
alization have been discussed and various definitions of internationalization
were drawn together from previous literature. In the second part, attention
was given to the delineation and specification of the domain of interna-
tionalization and multinationality constructs. Then, two dimensions for
the multinationality construct, depth and breadth of multinationality were
derived from the extant literature. These dimensions provided a framework
for the classification of indicators of a formative index that intends to mea-
sure the multinationality of the firm. Finally, steps to be followed to purify
and validate the multinationality index were described for future research.

This chapter proposes a formal approach for the construction of multina-
tionality index that consists of formative indicators. As opposed to classical
scale development procedures that detail the process of measurement of
abstract, latent psychological constructs (Churchill, 1979), this chapter
argues that using a formative index might be more appropriate to mea-
sure firm multinationality (cf. Ramaswamy et al., 1996). In particular, the
construction of a multi-dimensional, multiple-item index with theoretical
support might be very useful in understanding some of the conflicting find-
ings regarding the multinationality-performance relationship in the extant
research (Gomes and Ramaswamy, 1999; Contractor et al., 2003). The present
investigation suggests that methodological problems associated with single
item measures to assess the multinationality of firms might have contributed
to this problem. However, further empirical research seems to be warranted
to assess the reliability and validity of the index of multinationality and
investigate its effects on organizational performance.

In this chapter, the proposed index offers an opportunity to investigate
a particular property of the firm at a certain time t. Since a process can be
defined as a sequence of events, the data points from a longitudinal study
of multinationality of the firm can be expected to form the trajectory of
this particular property. This path of state changes can be compared with
the paths of other properties of the firm to obtain empirical regularities,
which will help reach mechanisms that underlie the internationalization pro-
cesses. Various researchers suggested that the use of cross-sectional data has
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been a major methodological problem in international business (Welch and
Luostarinen, 1988; Melin, 1992; Andersen, 1993; Calof and Beamish, 1995).
By distinguishing the state and change aspects of internationalization, this
also chapter emphasizes that temporal separation might be a useful frame-
work to better understand how internationalization affects organizations
(cf. Poole and Van de Ven, 1989).

In addition to the performance implications of the newly proposed multi-
nationality index, researchers should also focus on the investigation of
the effects of various moderators, such as industry characteristics (e.g.,
high tech vs low tech; B2B vs B2C; manufacturing vs services), country
of origin, and organizational considerations (e.g., strategy type, organi-
zational culture) on the multinationality-performance relationship. These
models can be tested in an array of empirical settings, such as (1) a
single-country, single-organization longitudinal study for studies investi-
gating the effects of multinationality on organizational performance; (2)
a single-country, cross-sectional data from multiple industries to assess
the effects of industry context and organizational considerations on the
multinationality-performance relationship; and (3) a multi-country, single-
industry study to assess the moderating effects of country of origin on the
multinationality-performance relationship.

Notes

1. For consistency, I will use the term ‘‘multinationality’’ to refer to the extent of
firms’ internationalization throughout this manuscript (cf. Grant, 1987).

2. A bibliography of the studies included in the meta-analysis is available from the
authors.
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3
Mode Configuration Diversity: A New
Perspective on Foreign Entry Mode
Choice
Bent Petersen, Gabriel R.G. Benito, Lawrence S. Welch, and Christian
Geisler Asmussen

There is a large body of literature on modes of entry in foreign markets,
with a focus on make-or-buy decisions (Melin, 1992; Sarkar and Cavusgil,
1996; Datta et al., 2002; Malhotra et al., 2003). By using different theories
and a large number of contextual variables, entry mode researchers have
been quite successful in making predictions regarding such choices. They
have had a dual aim of both testing theory and predicting firms’ choice of
foreign market operation method given a number of characteristics of firms,
products, industries, and home/host markets. However, researchers’ quest for
theory testing and predictive vigor has, especially in an empirical context,
led to simplifying the mode choices made by entrant firms. The success
in theory testing and entry mode prediction comes at a cost: namely, the
sacrifice of subtleties in how firms structure foreign activities – including the
opportunities for using multiple and constantly changing mode packages in
a foreign market (Benito and Welch, 1994; Petersen and Welch, 2002; Benito
et al., 2005).

The current suation in entry mode research is to some extent similar
to the development of marketing channel research 20 years ago: in the
1980s, marketing channel researchers were disinclined to engage in stud-
ies going beyond the make-or-buy choice and acknowledge the observed
make-and-buy arrangements (later on denominated as ‘‘dual distribution’’)
as a fact-of-life business phenomenon of its own right.1 The prime motive of
marketing channel research at that time was to test the predictive power of
transaction cost theory on simple market–hierarchy binary variables. In the
same way, one might see the entry mode as being very much embedded in
internalization theory (Buckley and Casson, 1976) – devoted to the task of
explaining the existence of FDIs and thereby MNCs – rather than as a research
area of its own with an aim to identify and explain the diversity and dynamics
of foreign market business arrangements. In this chapter, rather than seeking

57
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simplicity (as expressed in crude make-or-buy or degree-of-control measures)
we attempt to present a general, yet realistic, framework describing how firms
may configure value activities in foreign markets. In this framework, simple
make-or-buy and degree-of-control measures are replaced by mode configura-
tions, that is, multiple governance forms attached to a broad range of value
activities.2

With this aim in mind we have organized the chapter in the following
way: in the next section we look at the characteristics of entry mode studies
and their explanatory ability. We demonstrate an imbalance and overt con-
trast between, on the one side, a large and sophisticated set of independent,
explanatory variables (such as transaction cost factors) and, on the other
side, a simplification of dependent variables that constitutes the range of
modes among which firms are supposed to choose from. In the third section
we account for a generic framework of foreign market mode configuration
in which the decomposition of firms’ value chains is crucial. Thus, we argue
that in order to describe foreign business activities it is essential not only
to consider the value chains of entrant firms to their full extent, but also
at a disaggregated level. This is in contrast to the focus on one, or a few,
broadly defined value activities. In addition to the value-added activities,
our mode configuration framework comprises two other dimensions: the
governance form and the location of value-added activities. These two dimen-
sions are analyzed in the fourth section. In the fifth section we put together
the three dimensions in a mode configuration framework. In matrix form,
it is evident that even with relatively few value-added activities, governance
forms, and locations to be considered, the number of potential foreign mar-
ket mode configurations is immense and the optimization task of entrant
firm decision-makers accordingly complex. Mode configuration diversity is
considered as a strategic factor and a number of research propositions in
relation to this concept are formulated in sixth section. The seventh section
contains a conclusion and discussion of some managerial implications.

Strengths and weaknesses of previous entry mode research

Despite the considerable attention devoted by IB researchers to the entry
mode topic, it is questionable to what extent this has led us to a genuine
understanding of how firms organize their foreign market activities. Inter-
national business (IB) researchers have developed comprehensive models
to predict decision-makers’ degree-of-control/make-or-buy choices in inter-
national business, for example the choice between licensing arrangements
and production subsidiaries. Drawing on market imperfection explana-
tions (i.e., transaction cost theory, information economics, agency theory),
environmental factors, global strategy factors, and the resource-based per-
spective, such models have enriched our understanding and predictive
ability of foreign operation mode choices (Hill et al., 1990; Madhok, 1997;
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Dunning, 2001). Over the last three decades the entry mode studies of IB
researchers have identified a large number of factors that potentially have an
impact on such choices. Table 3.1 provides an overview of empirical studies
since 1970.3

The steadily growing number of explanatory factors has resulted in today’s
multifaceted entry mode models. However, in striking contrast to this range
of ‘‘independent variables,’’ the range of ‘‘dependent variables’’ – capturing
the degree of control in terms of the foreign operation arrangement – has

Table 3.1 Overview of independent variables in entry mode research: number of
studies 1970–2004

Variable Explanation 70−79 80−89 90−99 00−04 Total

Entrant firm
diversification

M&A skills 1 7 4 3 15

Host market
growth/potential

Expected scale 1 5 7 3 16

Entrant firm R&D
intensity

Transfer of
specific assets;
dissemination
risk; market
imperfection

1 5 5 9 20

Host country
political
stability/risk

Cost of
commitment

1 4 11 3 19

Cultural distance Cost of foreignness 1 4 9 6 20

Entrant firm
advertising
intensity

Reputation; market
imperfection

1 4 4 5 14

Host
country/market
size

Scale 1 4 4 1 10

Host country
FDI/trade barriers

Direct constraints 1 3 6 1 11

Entrant firm size Managerial,
financial resources;
scale

1 2 13 10 26

Foreign
experience/inter-
nationalization

Establishment
chain

5 17 10 32

Relative
subsidiary size

Managerial,
financial resources

4 3 3 10

Host country
R&D intensity

Input sourcing
motive

4 4
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Table 3.1 (Continued)

Variable Explanation 70−79 80−89 90−99 00−04 Total

Host country
advertising
intensity

Entry barriers 4 4

Host market
concentration

Entry barriers 3 3 1 7

Competition from
home

Oligopoly behavior 2 1 1 4

Asset specificity Transfer of
specific assets;
dissemination
risk; market
imperfection

1 3 3 7

Entrant firm global
integration

Oligopoly
behavior; activity
specialization

1 2 4 7

Geographic
proximity

Cost of
foreignness,
transportation

1 2 3

Home industry
R&D intensity

Transfer of
specific assets;
Dissemination
risk; market
imperfection

1 1 2 4

Home industry
Marketing
intensity

Reputation; market
imperfection

1 1 1 3

Home country
uncertainty
avoidance

Preference for risk 3 3

Home country
power distance

Preference for
control

3 3

Demand
uncertainty

Cost of
commitment

2 2 4

Entrant firm qual-
ity/differentiation

Transfer of
specific assets;
Dissemination
risk; market
imperfection

1 3 4

Host country
income/pop

Market demand 1 1

Home market
growth

2 2
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been surprisingly constant and limited over a substantial period. Hence, in
most studies the dependent (categorical) variables are limited to just a few,
and rather broad, categories of foreign operation arrangements, for example
sole ventures (i.e., sales or production subsidiaries), joint ventures, licensing,
franchising, and exporting via local distributors: see Table 3.2.

This imbalance in terms of the variance of the independent variables vis-
à-vis the dependent variables may be explained by the abovementioned fact
that most entry mode survey studies have had theory testing as their prime
research motive. Entry mode research has its offspring in the theory of for-
eign direct investment (FDI), the aim of which is to explain the existence and
growth of multinational enterprises (Buckley and Casson, 1976; Hennart,
1982). Entry mode research basically emerged due to the FDI theorists’ need
for testing the make-or-buy choice in an international setting: When would
the hierarchical solution (i.e., making an FDI) be preferred to a market or
contractual solution? The latter governance form alternatives would include
licensing, franchising, and certain types of joint ventures (Anderson and
Gatignon, 1986). As an example, the licensing arrangement has been treated
as an alternative to FDI in the form of a wholly owned production subsidiary,
the independent distributor as an alternative to FDI in the form of a sales sub-
sidiary, and franchised outlets as alternatives to company-owned outlets. In
numerous studies the dependent variables have either been (a) dichotomous,
that is make-or-buy choices, such as wholly owned production subsidiary
versus licensing; (b) multiple categories, for example wholly owned produc-
tion subsidiary versus partly owned production subsidiary (equity-JV) versus
licensing; or (c) some measure of the focal actor’s degree of ownership (<50–
100%) in a foreign venture. Hence, the standard procedure in entry mode
survey studies does not capture the subtleties of structural arrangements in
foreign markets.

Table 3.2 Overview of dependent variable in entry mode research: number of studies
1970–2004

Operation Mode 70−79 80−89 90−99 00−04 Total

Wholly owned sub. 1 14 25 17 57
Equity joint venture. 2 7 24 9 32
Ownership %. 2 1 1 4
Contractual Form. 5 2 7
– Licensing. 1 5 3 9
– Franchising. 1 4 5
– Distributors. 1 1 2
– Mgt service. 1 1
Export 6 4 10
Localization. 2 2
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A large proportion of entry mode studies use secondary data on equity
control in foreign markets, and even studies based on primary survey data
usually ask the respondents to indicate a primary mode among a few entry
modes predefined by the researcher (Petersen and Welch, 2002). Whereas
the typical research designs of large-scale entry mode survey studies by and
large exclude entry mode subtleties, entry mode case studies should not
be subject to these restrictions. By asking managers open questions about
foreign market arrangements, a few in-depth case studies have been able to
capture considerable diversity in entry modes. As an example, in their study
of the entry modes used by the Canadian pharmaceutical MNC, Upjohn,
Fina and Rugman (1996) registered ten different company-defined foreign
operation modes. Case studies of companies operating in foreign markets
via management service agreements found that combinations of different
modes, for example management contracts and joint ventures, were not
uncommon (Sharma, 1983; Welch and Pacifico, 1990). Contractor (1981)
and Luostarinen and Welch (1990) also observed mode combinations in
relation to licensing associated with equity arrangements.

To sum up, the entry mode research using quantitative methods (survey
studies) has been less geared to capture subtleties of firms’ foreign market
arrangements, because the researchers’ aim of theory testing has required
simplicity as to what to measure. Furthermore, past and present entry mode
research may be seen as an extension – if not a by-product – of FDI theory,
rather than as an independent research area.

The value activity as unit of analysis

Because theory testing has been their prime motive, entry mode researchers
have had a natural preference for focusing on one single value activity at
a time. Entry mode research grew out of FDI theory with its prime aim to
explain ‘‘international production’’ (Dunning, 2001). Hence, the attention
of researchers was originally drawn to value activities labeled as ‘‘produc-
tion,’’ ‘‘manufacturing,’’ or ‘‘operations.’’ In addition, the multinational
corporation was traditionally defined as a company undertaking manu-
facturing or production in several foreign countries (Buckley and Casson,
1976). Although the focus on manufacturing has been relaxed over the years
thereby giving way to broader MNC definitions associated with the exer-
cise of ‘‘value added activities’’ in foreign countries (Vernon, 1974; Rugman,
1988), researchers have generally been reluctant to appreciate the different
characteristics of value activities in terms of scale, scope, resource require-
ments, asset specificity, and so on and the governance form implications
of these differences. In other words, the narrow focus on ‘‘production’’ has
allowed for one-dimensional control constructs – the need for control is
chiefly measured in relation to manufacturing activities – thereby disre-
garding different control needs in relation to other value chain activities.
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Even though value activities other than ‘‘production’’ have successively been
introduced into the sphere of entry mode research, this has been done in a
rather partial way.

Marketing scholars have contrasted sales subsidiaries with local distributors
(Anderson and Coughlan, 1987) and franchised outlets with company-
owned (Fladmoe-Lindquist and Jacque, 1995), but have disregarded other
value chain activities. Similarly, international management scholars have
contrasted in-house management with management service agreements
(Contractor and Kundu, 1998), and supply chain management scholars have
contrasted in-house logistics with local, independent suppliers (Levy, 1997).
IB scholars have typically not looked at the value chain to its full extent
in terms of the organization of foreign operations. This is strange given
that the issues of outsourcing and the definition of core competencies have
had prominent roles in the strategic management literature for several years
(e.g., Prahalad and Hamel, 1990; Quinn and Hilmer, 1994). It is, therefore,
appropriate to consider the complexity of firms’ arrangement of their foreign
market activities. Managers make control decisions for all value-added activ-
ities – not only for one or a few. This is obvious in relation to formulation
of outsourcing strategies of firms (see, e.g., Reve, 1990; Quinn and Hilmer,
1994), but should be equally evident in relation to market entry strategies.

In a similar vein, we would expect managers to make decisions about
governance form (including the appropriate degree of control) and international
location in relation to each identifiable value activity of the firm. In other
words, we take the individual value activity as the level of analysis in relation
to firms’ organization of their international activities. Thereby, we implicitly
assume that at least some decision-makers are able to distinguish different
value activities in terms of their optimal location and governance form.
Although the individual value activity is taken as the unit of analysis, this
does by no means imply that all decision-makers consider the same range or
number of value activities in terms of optimal location and governance form.
As we shall discuss later, the differentiation of value activities by location
and governance form only makes economic sense if two preconditions are
fulfilled: first, the individual value activity has to exceed a certain minimum
economic scale in order to make it identifiable and independently amenable
for benchmarking against market providers.4 Hence, decision-makers of small
firms may only know the economies of a few value activities whereas large
MNC decision-makers may know many more. Second, the value activities
should differ substantially in terms of optimal location and governance form,
as per Porter’s definition of value chain activities as business activities of
significantly different economies (Porter, 1985).

Altogether, the different value activities constitute the value chain of the
firm (Porter, 1985). Porter’s value chain consists of nine business functions
(five primary and four supporting business functions). According to Porter
the categories of value activities are generic, that is valid across industries,
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but as pointed out by Stabell and Fjeldstad (1998), this may be a questionable
claim. Porter’s value chain fits a traditional manufacturing firm characterized
by a long-linked (Thompson, 1967) or sequential, physical flow of raw mate-
rials, intermediary goods, and finished goods, but it is a poor description
of non-manufacturing firms. For example, Varley and Rafiq (2004) modify
Porter’s value chain to apply to retailing firms. As significantly different alter-
natives to Porter’s value chain, Stabell and Fjeldstad (1998) introduced two
alternative value creation logics: the value shop and the value network. These
value creation logics (or frameworks) were developed to describe the activities
of service firms such as consulting firms and banks, respectively. In contrast
to Porter’s value chain, the primary activities of the value shop and the value
network are non-sequential (e.g., cyclical or reciprocal). Still, the supporting
activities are almost identical to those in the value chain.

Porter (1985: 35) makes a further distinction between business func-
tions and business activities. ‘‘Marketing,’’ as an example, is a business
function that comprises various activities such as market analyses, sales calls,
sales force training, after sales service, product modification, and so forth.
These activities may differ substantially in terms of economics, resource
requirements, strategic importance, asset specificity, and so on. The differ-
ent economies and strategic characteristics translate into a need for different
governance forms and locations. As pointed out earlier, whether or not this
differentiation should be carried out depends on the economic scale of the
activities. Conversely, even though the optimal governance form and loca-
tion differ significantly among the value activities, the firm may be better off
with only one, common governance form and location; either because the
activities are inseparable in terms of factor inputs, and/or because the scales
of the various activities are too small to justify the sunk costs of establishing
separate governance forms and the costs of relocating activities.

To conclude, one should not expect to identify a generic, all-encompassing
value creation logic that adequately applies to all entrant firms. Instead, one
must define a value creation logic for the specific business sector (manu-
facturing, financial services, retailing, etc.) to which the focal entrant firms
belong. Depending on the scale by which these activities are carried out by
the individual entrant firm, the sector-specific value creation logic may yield
more or less value activities, and for each of these the entrant firm has two
basic choices: location and governance form. In the next section we analyze
these two dimensions.

Location and governance forms

Location

The simplest basis for ‘‘location’’ is the distinction between home and
host country (Hirsch, 1976). This is reflected in the export–localization
dichotomy. When using this dichotomy we implicitly assume that third
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country value activities do not take place; in other words, only one focal,
foreign country is considered in addition to the home country. This is an
acceptable assumption to make when the underlying motive of the entry is
market seeking, that is the generation of sales revenue in a particular mar-
ket. The individual country may also be given when sourcing motives are
involved – be it resource seeking, efficiency seeking, or strategic asset seeking
(Dunning, 1993). In these cases, we assume that the localization advantages
have been identified. However, in the special case of a strategy of a con-
centrated (Porter, 1986) or global (Yip, 1989) value chain configuration, the
value chain of the MNC is geographically dispersed, but the individual value
activity is carried out in one country only. As a consequence, the mode con-
figuration takes place for individual value activities on the corporate level
rather than the country level. We will come back to the distinction between
local sales versus global sourcing motives and the implications thereof in the
discussion of governance forms.

Governance form

As regards governance form (or, organizational form) the simplest frame-
work is, like location, binary – namely, market versus hierarchy (Williamson,
1975; Buckley and Casson, 1976), or hybrid (contractual) versus market or
hierarchy (Williamson, 1991). Occasionally, entry mode researchers have
used market contracts and hierarchies as two opposite poles stretching a
continuum of ownership control – where the proportion of equity held in
the foreign market is the dependent variable. The more equity held by the
entrant firm, the closer to the hierarchical form of maximum control (see,
e.g., Gatignon and Anderson, 1988). Phrasing it in terms of scales of measure-
ment this corresponds to the use of an interval or ordinal scale. However,
in the following discussion we will associate modes of entry with points
on a nominal scale, that is entry modes are defined as groups or classes. In
other words, we define the various modes as categorical variables. By the
same token, we do not attach a pre-specified degree of control to the various
modes. What we do need for our configuration framework is a generic set of
mode categories – ‘‘generic’’ in the sense that they apply across, and inde-
pendently of, value activities and location. Hence, a ‘‘sales subsidiary’’ and a
‘‘franchise contract’’ are not value chain generic since they both relate to sales
and marketing activities specifically. Moreover, the sales subsidiary relates to
a specific location as well, namely, the host country. Similarly, ‘‘export’’ does
not qualify as a generic governance form either, since it specifically relates to
a home country location. In the same vein, the standard tripartite categoriza-
tion – export entry modes versus contractual entry modes versus investment
entry modes (Root, 1987) – is also a mix of location and governance form.

Our point of departure is to distinguish between the following four
classes or categories of basic governance forms: (1) market or arm’s length
exchange, (2) equity sole venture, (3) equity joint venture, and (4) non-equity
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agreements (including non-equity strategic alliances).5 The four generic
governance forms have similarities, as well as dissimilarities, with conven-
tional entry mode taxonomies: as an example, Hill (2007), in his widely
used textbook, lists six entry modes that an entrant firm may choose among:
(i) exporting, (ii) turnkey projects, (iii) licensing, (iv) franchising, (v) joint
ventures with local partner(s), and (vi) wholly owned subsidiary. If we for a
moment ignore the inherent implications of localization and specific value
activities in the entry modes listed by Hill, the correspondence is quite evi-
dent: (i) and (vi) are equivalent to 2 (sole ventures), (v) is equivalent to 3, and
(ii), (iii), and (iv) fall in the category of 4 (non-equity agreements). However,
several well-known, non-equity contractual arrangements, such as manage-
ment service agreements and outsourcing contracts, are not included in Hill’s
presentation.

Analyzing non-equity agreements

The numerous, different contractual forms that have been examined by entry
mode researchers provoke a question of how reasonable it is to consider these
as basically being one and the same governance form? Is it reasonable to
consider a firm’s international outsourcing contract, such as a manufacturing
contract, as representing the same governance form as a management service
agreement (i.e., an insourcing contract)? Or, does the governance form differ
as to whether the entrant firm is sourcing or licensing out? In fact, it is
reasonable to assume that these contracts are fundamentally different, so we
will seek out a sub-categorization of non-equity agreements on the basis of
the following two explicit requirements: (1) it should be relatively easy to
fit in the various conventional, contractual investment modes mentioned
above, and (2) the classification should consist of distinctly different sub-
categories, and not only be different in terms of degree, as per our earlier
definition of ‘‘modes’’ as categorical variables.

The literature offers a number of market contract classifications that are
distinguished in terms of the contract format. Among others: contract length
(see, e.g., Quinn and Hilmer, 1994), degree of contract formalization (e.g.,
Macauley, 1963), and degree of contract completeness and enforceability
(Williamson, 1985). However, these contract classifications do not fulfill the
latter requirement, since they differ in terms of degree and not qualitatively
by distinct differences.

Another stream of literature is occupied with the different property rights
of the contract parties. Hence, Grossman and Hart (1986) distinguish the
contract parties as to their residual rights (or, control) and associated income
of the assets governed by the contract.6 The essential distinction is made
between contract parties with pre-specified rights and parties with residual
rights to the return of assets. However, we find it difficult to fit conven-
tional, contractual investment modes in the residual claimant framework
because in most cases assets of both parties are involved in the contract.
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As an example, a franchising contract may involve property rights and
management know-how assets of one party (the franchisor) and physical
assets of the other (the franchisee). Hence, both parties will have specified
as well as residual rights, and royalty payments – a standard ingredient in
franchise contracts – reflect this residual return ambiguity quite well. The
ambiguity in terms of establishing which of the contract parties is the resid-
ual claimant has been pointed out by Hart (1995): some contracts will be
characterized by both parties being residual claimants.

Jensen and Meckling (1976) offer an alternative to the Grossman and Hart
framework by distinguishing principals and agents as to which of the parties
is choosing and designing the contract, and which is acting on behalf of the
other – the principal and agent, respectively. We find this principal–agent
distinction to be more suitable to distinguish the conventional, contractual
investment modes. In most cases, it is unproblematic to establish if the focal
entrant firm is the contractor or the contractee, that is whether or not the
entrant firm appears as the principal, offering a contract to a local opera-
tor – an ‘‘agent’’ – to act on behalf of the entrant firm. This is obviously the
case when the entrant firm outsources activities to a local, offshore operator
and the entrant firm also appears as the principal in the case of an over-
seas licensing out operation. Following resource-based theory (Rumelt, 1984;
Itami, 1987), we can consolidate the framework by specifying which types
of assets the principal and agent possess. The principal possesses primarily
brands, patents, and other ownership rights that altogether assign the prin-
cipal the role as an ‘‘owner.’’ In contrast, the agent possesses assets in the
form of local networks, skills, knowledge, scale and scope, and access to low-
cost production factors – assets that define the agent as being a ‘‘doer.’’ As
noted already, the relationship is governed by a contract, which is chosen
and designed by the principal. Subsequently, the agent decides whether to
accept the contract or not. Even though an international franchisor may
provide some services to the franchisee that, strictly speaking, assigns the
franchisor the role as an agent, it is usually easy to establish which one
of the two contract parties that offered the contract in the first place and
thereby appears as being the principal. A similar argument can be applied
in relation to identifying which one of the contract parties is the ‘‘owner’’
and which one is the ‘‘doer.’’ In general, franchisors own the assets that
are crucial to the franchise – such as trademarks – but perform occasionally
as agents in the relationship, for example as provider of stock replenishing
computer services. Unless we are talking about special reciprocity contracts,
such as cross-licensing, our contention is that it is relatively unproblematic
in an entry mode context to identify which of the two contract parties is the
principal/owner and which one the agent/doer.

In addition to the principal/owner versus agent/doer distinction it is useful
to distinguish between contract investment modes on the basis of the under-
lying motive of the entrant firm. More specifically, we distinguish contractual
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investment modes as to whether the underlying motive of the entrant firm
is – on the one hand – foreign market seeking (‘‘selling’’) or – on the other
hand – global sourcing. Market-seeking entrant firms want to generate sales
in the foreign market and the optimal entry mode choice is the one that gets
access to the local customers in the most cost-effective way. The sourcing
motive of entrant firms may apply to different needs for assets; again, using
Dunning’s (1993) distinction, firms search for natural resources, efficiency,
and strategic assets. Hence, firms’ outsourcing of IT services is clearly driven
by global sourcing motives (efficiency and strategic asset seeking), while it is
sales generation that drives entrant firms to insource management services
in a foreign market. Likewise, when firms license out production know-how
to foreign operators the motive to do so is selling, whereas sourcing motives
apply when firms become licensees in foreign markets.

The identification of the two discriminating factors – the underlying entry
motive and the principal-versus-agent role – results in four, distinctively
different sub-categories of contracts, as presented in Figure 3.1.

The principal/agent cum owner/doer distinction applies specifically, and
exclusively, to contractual investment modes. Conversely, the entry motive
distinction applies just as well to the other generic governance forms, say,
sole ventures, joint ventures, and market exchanges. For example, it would
hardly make sense to consider joint ventures motivated by sourcing as a
governance form that is different from sales-oriented joint ventures. Nev-
ertheless, we still see the entry motive distinction as vital for a genuine
understanding of the mode choice of entrant firms. Therefore, it would make
sense to present and exemplify mode configurations in two versions: one in
the context of foreign market entry motivated by international sourcing, that

UNDERLYING MOTIVE
of entrant firm �
ASSET
CHARACTERISTICS.&
P/A role of entrant firm �

SOURCING (Resource,
efficiency, and strategic
asset seeking)

SELLING (Market
access/seeking)

“OWNER”/PRINCIPAL
(Contracting out)

Outsourcing
e.g.: Outsourcing to a
contract manufacturer or
an IT operator in a
foreign country

Licensing out
e.g.: Being licensor or
franchisor of a foreign
country operator

“DOER”/AGENT
(Contracting in)

Licensing in e.g.: Being
licensee or franchisee in
a foreign country

Insourcing e.g.:
Carrying out a turnkey
project in a foreign
country or being a
management contractee

Figure 3.1 Sub-categorization of contractual investment modes
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is inward internationalization, and one in the context of selling motives, that
is outward internationalization (Welch and Luostarinen, 1988; Beamish et al.,
2003). However, due to limited space we will not do so in this chapter, but
only give one example of mode configuration that mixes the two motives
(see the next section).

The conclusion of our discussion of sub-categorization of contractual
investment modes is that we consider it imperative to distinguish between at
least two forms of contractual governance forms depending on whether the
entrant firm appears as owner/principal or doer/agent. The obvious terms
for the two different contractual modes are contracting out and contracting in,
respectively.7

To sum up, we have identified the following five governance forms:
(1) market or arm’s length exchange, (2) equity sole venture, (3) equity joint
venture, (4) contracting out, and (5) contracting in.8 Together with the local-
ization and value chain dimensions these governance forms constitute the
components of our mode configuration framework. In the next section we
will outline the mode configuration framework based on the previous dis-
cussion of value activities, location, and governance forms and discuss its
implications to management decision.

Formalization of the mode configuration framework

Formally, the foreign operation mode configuration of a given firm at any
point in time can be captured by the matrix M = [mij], where i=1 . . . I indexes
the I countries in which the firm operates and j=1 . . . J indexes J activities in
the value chain. Each cell or element in the matrix is a categorical variable
describing whether, and by which governance form, the given value activity
is performed in the given country. An example of a foreign operation mode
configuration is presented in Figure 3.2.

The hypothetical company in Figure 3.2 has four activities in its value
chain and operates in six countries, of which Denmark is assumed to be
the home country. The Danish parent company conducts R&D and exports
the results of this R&D, in the form of blueprints and product designs, to
Poland. The Polish subsidiary, established due to sourcing advantages such
as the access to qualified and inexpensive labor, is an off-shoring operation
that manufactures the product and exports it back to Denmark and to some
of the other countries. Hence, there are no downstream activities in the
Polish market.

The Swedish wholly owned sales subsidiary imports R&D and manufac-
turing activities, encapsulated in physical products, handles sales itself, and
contracts out services to a particularly effective local service provider. There
are no owned operations in the United Kingdom, but the firm exports to
independent distributors there. The United States is too distant a market to
be supplied by Polish production, which is why the entire value chain except
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Figure 3.2 An example of foreign operation mode configuration

R&D is replicated there and handled by an independent contractee. Finally,
to gain access to the Chinese market the company is required to form a joint
venture with a local firm.

The configuration matrix shows that we can discuss the organization of
foreign operation modes on different levels of aggregation. This important
point should be kept in mind as it has implications for our unit of analysis.

• Activity level: On the most detailed level, configuration is about how a
specific value activity is performed in a specific country, as measured by
each individual element in the matrix, mij. For instance, the decision
to contract out service activities in Sweden is an activity-level decision.
However, this is the level to which the preceding governance/location
discussion refers.

• Country level: The country-level configuration of activities is closest to
the operation mode concept used in the extant IB literature. In our
model, however, a country-level operation mode is not one, but a vector
mi = (mi1,mi2, . . . ,mij) of activity-level decisions. The decision to contract
out everything but R&D in the US market is an example of a country-level
decision. Internationalization driven by market-seeking motives often
consists of a series of country-level decisions.

• Corporate level: On the highest level, the foreign operation mode con-
figuration of the firm is the entire matrix M. Designing this matrix
encompasses all activity-level and country-level decisions. Internation-
alization driven by sourcing motives (i.e., inward internationalization)
typically requires the firm to work with this level. For instance, the
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Polish offshoring operation presumably replaces manufacturing in other
countries (most likely Denmark) and so the operation mode chosen here
has an impact on the entire mode configuration matrix.

The mode configuration matrix is reminiscent of Porter’s (1986) global
activity configuration grid. However, where Porter’s grid describes only the
localization of value activities, this matrix goes one step further to include
the governance form of each value activity as well.

Compared to the entry mode literature, the main contribution of the
matrix is the fact that it explicitly incorporates a value chain distinction
into traditional entry mode taxonomies. Most studies in the empirical litera-
ture either do not make this distinction – effectively averaging the operation
mode over the entire value chain – or implicitly target only a part of the value
chain, such as manufacturing or sales. Besides making it difficult to compare
the findings, as different studies measure different operational constructs, tra-
ditional taxonomies result in a very coarse-grained classification. Thus, most
empirical studies have only between two and six operation modes, while even
the crude example in Figure 3.2 can potentially distinguish between 54 =625
different operation mode vectors in each country (assuming six options for
each activity, including the option to import the activity); and this numerical
example refers to a unified company with only one product group. Customer
segmentation and product diversity may multiply the number of potential
operation mode vectors.

To find the optimal mode configuration among the almost countless
possibilities is a daunting managerial challenge in which the importance
of bounded rationality and cognitive limitations become clear. Even with
restrictive assumptions (few value activities, few control/governance forms,
and few location alternatives) the calculation of an optimal mode location
configuration has been demonstrated to be quite complicated (Buckley and
Hashai, 2004). Since the potential mode combinations are close to endless,
corporate managers should approach international strategy with an open
mind rather than confine themselves to the generic textbook internation-
alization modes. In our example, with 625 options in each country and six
countries we get a total of 6256 =60 million billion (!) different ways in
which that particular firm could configure its international operations.9 Of
course, we should expect corporate managers to narrow these options down
considerably as many of them will be redundant, use various rules of thumb,
and/or delegate decisions to divisional units (see, e.g., Larimo, 1995).

The example also illuminates the numerous options entrant firm managers
have of introducing different governance forms not only on a global scale,
but also on a country level. As such, the mode configuration diversity of
entrant firms may be a potentially important strategic factor. In the next
section, we will elaborate on this diversity aspect and derive a number of
research propositions.
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Research propositions

As our mode configuration approach points out, optimal locations and gov-
ernance forms may differ considerably among the value activities of a firm.
Presumably, the number of separable value activities that decision-makers
can assess as to their contractual arrangement feasibility – and thus bench-
mark against the market – is to large extent contingent on the scale of the
individual value activities. As an echo of Adam Smith’s theorem that ‘‘the
division of labour is limited by the extent of the market,’’ we would expect the
number of different governance forms used by (entrant) firms to be limited
by the scale of the individual value activities. If a decision-maker is unable to
differentiate the value activities in terms of scale and scope economies, asset
specificity, and other economic characteristics – perhaps because the value
activities are exercised by shared, indivisible production inputs – there is no
real basis for introducing different governance forms and locations. Further-
more, the introduction of separate governance forms and locations has to
be economically justified by the cost savings or revenue gains of the value
activities that result from allotting them special locations and/or governance
forms of their own. Again, scale matters. We will consider the size of the
entrant firm as well as the size of the entered foreign market to be reason-
able proxies for the scale of value activities. Accordingly, we would expect
mode configuration diversity of international firms to be relatively low for
small firms operating in small, foreign markets, and vice versa. The lowest
degree of mode configuration diversity would be one and the same location
and governance form for all value activities. As an example, all the activities
of a small, Danish dot.com firm, serving customers in Luxembourg, may be
exercised as in-house activities (sole ventures) from its home country. Con-
versely, a high degree of mode configuration diversity may be observed in a
large Swedish multinational company serving its US customers through sole
ventures in the United States and Sweden as well as via local joint ventures
and contracting out operations.

Accordingly, on the level of analysis of the individual foreign country we
can formulate the following two propositions relating to mode configuration
diversity:

P1: The mode configuration diversity in relation to a specific, foreign market
increases with the size of the entrant firm.
P2: The mode configuration diversity in relation to a specific, foreign market
increases with the size of the foreign market.

Mode configuration diversity may also relate to the corporate level, that
is mode configuration diversity of an MNC for foreign countries as a whole.
On this level of analysis we expect mode configuration diversity to differ
among international firms depending on their international strategy, that is,
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whether the firms are pursuing global or multi-domestic strategies (see, e.g.,
Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989). A global strategy implication is the integration
and standardization of business activities – including governance structures
of various value activities – across country borders in order to achieve global
scale economies and synergies. In contrast, a multi-domestic strategy permits
greater autonomy to the local affiliates and one may expect a larger variety
throughout the corporation as to how business activities are conducted –
including the choice of governance structures of different value activities.
On this background we formulate the following proposition:

P3: All else being equal, mode configuration diversity of MNCs following a multi-
domestic strategy is higher than among MNCs subscribing to a global strategy.

Since we would expect some decision-makers of international firms to be
hampered by path dependence (Nelson and Winter, 1982) or administra-
tive heritage (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989), these firms forsake cost savings
and income opportunities associated with a diversified foreign market mode
configuration. As an example, some firms will stick to in-house, home-
based operations and forsake potential cost savings associated with offshore
outsourcing. On the other hand, mode configuration diversity can also be
exaggerated; for example, the scale of the value activities may not justify the
transaction costs associated with outsourcing an operation to an operator in
a foreign country. In other words, the firm would be better off, in terms of
profitability, by sticking to in-house/sole venture operations in the foreign
country. Hence,

P4: Above a certain minimum scale of value activities higher mode configuration
diversity yields better foreign market performance.

Conclusion and managerial implications

Mode choice can be an extremely complex managerial decision in interna-
tional business. The entry mode literature has demonstrated with increasing
theoretical and empirical sophistication that a large number of factors influ-
ence firms’ entry mode choices. In contrast, the presentation of modes of
entry among which managers choose tends to be oversimplified. Hence,
only a handful of entry modes are considered and often the mode choice is
presented as a make-or-buy choice disregarding possibilities of make-and-buy
arrangements, that is the occurrence of more than one governance form in a
foreign market. Because theory testing, and in particular testing of FDI the-
ory, has been the general concern of entry mode research, simplicity at the
expense of subtlety, and – to some extent – reality, has ruled. An advance-
ment of entry mode research from positive to normative theory requires
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developing frameworks that are able to capture the many nuances and sub-
tleties of mode choices. The difference between competitive advantage and
disadvantage of an international firm may well lie in the ability of decision-
makers to identify optimal governance forms and locations for all value
activities, and not only for one major activity, such as manufacturing. In that
respect, the extant entry mode research can hardly claim to have provided
much guidance to managers of international firms.

The mode configuration framework outlined in this chapter holds the
potential of capturing – in a systematic way – the mode choice opportunities
of firms to their full extent. Although the number of potential mode configu-
rations may be incredibly high, the three dimensions making up the mode
configuration framework – value activity, location, and governance form –
are themselves relatively simple and, to some extent, generic. In international
business, as well as in other economic disciplines, it is easy to point out the
complexity of the real world, including how complicated the environments
of managers are, in contrast to the simplicity of researchers’ empirical mod-
els. Our intention in this chapter has been to go beyond just pointing out the
complexity of mode choices: the presented mode configuration framework
should be seen as a practical instrument for analyzing this complexity in a
manageable way.

Since firm size and market size tend to change over a period of time, the
scale of the individual value activities will change accordingly. As a conse-
quence, firms’ mode configurations need to be adjusted from time to time.
Multinational firms conducting large operations in foreign markets may
adjust their mode configuration almost on a daily basis. The various value
activities have to be trimmed in terms of governance forms and locations.
Previous mode research has indicated that mode change is a common phe-
nomenon in international business (Calof and Beamish, 1995; Clark et al.,
1997; Pedersen et al., 2002; Benito et al., 2005). Our mode configuration
framework makes it evident that there exists a pressing need for a dynamic
approach to firms’ mode choice. As such, mode re-configuration constitutes
a challenging field for entry mode researchers.

Notes

1. According to informal information given by the marketing scholar, George John,
the first dual distribution study (Dutta et al., 1995) was made several years after the
first observations of dual distribution practices. However, the distribution channel
studies in the late 1970s and early 1980s were designed with the aim of testing
make-or-buy hypotheses derived from the – at that time – newly introduced trans-
action cost theory. The many observations of make-and-buy arrangements reported
by respondents (US manufacturing firms in, e.g., the electronics equipment indus-
try) were basically ignored inasmuch as they were classified as misconceived, and
therefore unusable, replies.
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2. The term ‘‘configuration’’ refers to the structural arrangement or assembly of parts
of a system. The term has been widely used in astronomy (the relative positions
of planets and stars), chemistry (the spatial arrangement of atoms in a molecule),
and computer science (the several items of hardware making up a computing sys-
tem). In the business/management literature, the term has in particular been used
within contingency theory: to designate different combinations of contingency
and response variables. Irrespective of the science or discipline in which the term
‘‘configuration’’ is used, it is related to relatively complex structural arrangements.

3. The table uses the references from Datta et al. (2002). Since their extensive review is
delimited to foreign market entry either from or into the United States, a search on
typical keywords was made in various article databases in order to further identify
non-US studies. Also, the references of these studies were reviewed. The procedure
resulted in 18 empirical studies with non-US data, which was added to the ref-
erences from Datta et al. (2002) for a total resulting sample of 59 studies. A list
of independent and dependent variables was then compiled for each study, and
these variables were sorted according to the number of studies in which they were
included.

4. In this discussion we focus on scale exclusively and ignore other factors that poten-
tially determine whether or not the value activities of a company are separable.
Porter (1985), as an example, argues that the existence of ‘‘linkages’’ between value
chain activities is central to a genuine understanding of how companies organize
their value chains. Also, Simon (1969) claims ‘‘interdependencies’’ to be pertinent
to any division of labor within organizations, and as an elaboration of Simon,
Mintzberg (1983) highlights interdependencies in terms of work-flow, process, and
social relationships as criteria (other than economies of scale) for delegating tasks
to independent units within an organization or a business network.

5. It is interesting to note that these four basic governance forms are mutually exclu-
sive – with one important exception: a non-equity agreement (= contractual entry
mode) may very well go along with an equity joint venture. As mentioned earlier
there is ample empirical evidence of international contracts being combined with
(minority) equity investments (Contractor, 1981; Sharma, 1983; Luostarinen and
Welch, 1990; Welch and Pacifico, 1990; Clark et al., 1997). This means that mul-
tiple governance forms in one and the same foreign market are feasible even for
distinct value activities at distinct foreign locations. Hence, multiple governance
forms also appear as a result of entrant firms introducing different governance
forms to separate value chain activities.

6. As pointed out by Hart (1988), decision rights and income rights may some-
times be held by separate parties. However, this separation is not essential for our
argumentation and therefore not elaborated on.

7. The ‘‘in/out’’ terminology has for several years been part of entry mode researchers’
vocabulary – thus, the terms outsourcing and licensing out and the inverse terms,
insourcing and licensing in.

8. In order to present mutually exclusive governance forms that qualify as categorical
variables we should actually add two more governance forms: (6) contracting out
in combination with equity joint venture, and (7) contracting in combined with
an equity joint venture.

9. This numerical example is referring to a unified company with only one prod-
uct group defining the value chain (Porter, 1985). However, one could relax this
simplification and consider a company characterized by multiple product groups
(Petersen and Welch, 2002), multiple customer segments (Valla, 1986), as well as
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different types of partners (Beamish et al., 2003). This would add three other dimen-
sions to the configuration. Needless to say, if differentiation along product groups,
customer segments, and partner types are added as choice variables the number of
possible configurations increases significantly.
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4
Value Creation in International Electronic
Markets: A Conceptual Framework
Saeed Samiee, Peter G.P. Walters, and Leslie Yip

The emergence of electronic markets in the 1970s fostered the development
of numerous processes in business-to-business (B2B) markets that, in turn,
led to greater efficiencies in distribution channels. Although the Internet
has further fueled the growth of electronic markets during the 1990s, the
primary objectives of firms in deploying electronic forms of exchange essen-
tially remain unchanged. These goals include becoming more competitive
by virtue of enhancing customer value and service, increasing market scope,
and improving efficiency. Such objectives are consistent with the marketing
philosophy, particularly the notion of creating greater customer value which
has been the cornerstone of marketing theory and practice since the 1950s
(Drucker, 1954; Day, 1990, 1994; Mizik and Jacobson, 2003). Given the
potential benefits of leveraging off electronic media as a means of develop-
ing more efficient supply chain (SC) systems, and the high costs associated
with logistics and supply chain management (SCM), the value creation
potential of electronic media, such as the Internet, is an important topic
for investigation.

It is widely acknowledged that marketing remains an expensive activity
within firms and, in particular, expenses associated with logistics remain
high. Thus, a greater emphasis on electronic markets and the Internet as
partial means of developing more efficient SC systems is both necessary and
understandable. Furthermore, as businesses have globalized, their SC systems
are increasingly international and there is greater urgency to collaborate
and coordinate activities through exchange of data, ideas, and knowledge
(Normann and Ramirez, 1993; Morgan and Hunt, 1994; Overby and Min,
2001). Successful planning and implementation of SC strategies necessitate
the cooperation of two or more channel members. One party may take a
leadership position and envision and develop a more efficient SC system
which is then implemented by other channel members who agree to coop-
erate with the initiator. The ways in which incremental value can be created
and captured in the SC system have not been adequately addressed in the lit-
erature (Mizik and Jacobson, 2003), particularly in the context of the role of

79
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electronic communication systems as a facilitator of relational exchange and
learning in international SCs. Since no one firm in the SC is normally in full
control of activities that span the distribution network, benefits will likely
have to be shared rather than accruing to any single organization in the sys-
tem. Thus, value creation in a SC context implies that the value differential
created through electronic exchanges is ‘‘captured’’ by several parties in the
channel, although not necessarily on a proportionally equal basis, depend-
ing on the prevailing environmental conditions and channel and industry
circumstances.

Electronic commerce is substantially or wholly dependent on the exchange
of information and the acquisition of knowledge (Johnson and Whang,
2002), and learning activity commonly plays a central role in value cre-
ation in electronic markets. It should be noted that although the terms
information and knowledge are not systematically distinguished in this
chapter, they are different.1 Huber (1991), for example, interprets infor-
mation as essentially codifiable data whereas knowledge is more tacit,
complex, and difficult to transfer. As such, virtually all business processes
are knowledge based which, in turn, make their transfer difficult. In con-
trast, databases and accounting information are easily codifiable and can
be readily transferred. Despite these differences, a central proposition in
this study is that both are critical resources that can be shared in an elec-
tronic environment to achieve greater efficiency and to create incremental
value.

Dyer and Singh (1998) identify four main sources of potential advantage
arising from collaboration in terms of investment in relation-specific assets,
the combination of complementary resources, lower transaction costs, and
knowledge exchange. In this chapter the intent is to discuss the latter basis for
advantage in the particular context of international electronic markets. The
goal is to evaluate factors affecting knowledge exchange and learning and the
impact of these activities as a basis for developing and enhancing competi-
tive advantage in international markets. Apart from developing a conceptual
model of knowledge exchange and joint learning in electronic supply chain
(eSC) systems, the goal is to delineate the value created and captured through
distribution network collaborative activities. Additionally, as a measure of
the overall impact of knowledge and value creation, knowledge-based per-
formance is considered. The firm’s efforts in creating greater efficiency in its
SC should necessarily lead to a better relational and financial performance,
even if the value created is normally also captured by other members in the
channel. In this context the following issues are explored and evaluated:
(a) the nature of joint learning as a path to establishing competitive advan-
tage in the management of the global SC; (b) the potential contribution of
electronic media, notably the Internet, to the joint-learning process; and
(c) ways in which joint learning in an eSC context can contribute to value
creation for channel members.
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Rationale and context for the study

A myriad of academic and practitioner-oriented publications have reported
the critical importance of streamlining the firm’s distribution network and
achieving efficiency in the SC. Although significant accomplishments by
some firms have been reported in the business press, the advances achieved
at the Limited Brands in the late 1970s and Wal-Mart’s well-publicized cross-
docking process are noteworthy as they remain current SCM leaders in their
respective industries. Inasmuch as their accomplishments would not have
been possible without electronic communications (i.e., eCommerce), these
firms were pioneers in electronic SCM (eSCM). Importantly, their SC activi-
ties are international in scope as they rely heavily on supplies from dozens of
international locations. The purchasing arm of Limited Brands, for example,
has manufacturing contracts with suppliers in nearly 40 countries and eSCM
is crucial when managing the firm’s global import operations. Consider, for
example, that timing is of the essence in fashion markets and such firms
as Limited Brands source identical products from multiple suppliers spread
across the globe. Thus, Limited Brands has to monitor and coordinate pro-
duction, quality, design, and delivery of their desired merchandise such that
supplies are concurrently available across thousands of outlets it manages.

Achieving greater efficiency in the SC system demands direct and indirect
investment with long-term anticipated incremental return to the system.
Since such systems depend on participation by two or more members, the
initiator’s investment will often be complemented by investment by other
SC members and the value created will normally be spread across all mem-
bers of the SC. However, the eSCM initiator, in the role of system innovator,
may create and appropriate much of the incremental value generated in the
system (cf., Mizik and Jacobson, 2003). In the case of the Limited Brands, for
example, value creation in the SC became a reality when the firm acquired its
main supply link, Mast Industries, and invested in an automated warehous-
ing system. Since the firm is vertically integrated, it has historically captured
all the value it has created.

A field study of Sony Corporation of America (Samiee and deCamp,
2004), the US arm of the Japanese multinational corporation (MNC), is
now briefly discussed since it highlights the importance of effective man-
agement of eSCM systems. Sony is dependent on supplies from over 75
Sony manufacturing plants around the world and also from many indepen-
dent overseas suppliers. The company’s ‘‘optimization sharing plan’’ requires
channel members to share gains from SC innovation, particularly that arising
from Sony’s investment in new initiatives to enhance systems efficiency. This
has helped Sony achieve an efficient SCM system, within and across its units,
which also incorporates upstream suppliers and downstream distributors and
retailers.

However, with so many manufacturing facilities spread around globe, com-
puter and communications systems within Sony are not fully integrated and
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units use different software and have varying reporting requirements. Within
these constraints, the firm has worked hard to increase parts and components
commonality (currently at about 70%). Further, about half of Sony’s out-
put is shipped directly to its customers, thus minimizing logistics expenses,
even though some orders are air-freighted. Process integration is more easily
achieved in divisions where the firm has greater control. In the case of tele-
vision sets, for example, the system is integrated from manufacturing to the
retailer. This is possible because there are only five company-owned plants
from which television sets are received and customer account requirements
are very similar.

Sony has facilitated coordination across two critical divisions in the
United States employing a process called ‘‘seihan,’’ a Japanese term used
for collaboration between marketing and manufacturing. This process cov-
ers production and forecasting for the coming week and up to one month
ahead. Sony products are made to order and factories begin manufacturing
when they receive a purchasing order from marketing, with the delivery
objectives based on the ship-to-arrive date on the purchase order. The busi-
ness process and information technology (IT) are thus well coordinated even
though manufacturing and marketing use separate IT core systems.

Sony has established a separate research unit, Sony Nakamura Laboratory
(SNL), which is focused on keeping the firm innovative in manufacturing
and SCM (Portelligent, 2002). Further, Sony uses integrated IT in order to
ensure up-to-the-minute communication with its partners and departments.2

Importantly, Sony’s extensive SC experience has taught it that trust is cru-
cial and that the optimum exploitation of SCM opportunities requires the
development of trusting relationships.

Sony’s Consumer Electronics unit considers ‘‘optimization sharing from
back to the front’’ (from the customer back to the factory) to be its key
to success. Optimization sharing focuses on Sony’s eSCM investments and
efforts which have created or added value for customer accounts. The incre-
mental value added through Sony’s efforts ultimately enhances customer
margins and performance. Sony also expects to capture significant value
from greater efficiency and profitability. Sony manufacturing and marketing
units are responsible for innovating and developing a more efficient SC sys-
tem and, in turn, anticipate capturing a good deal of the gain which is shared
among three main eSCM participants: customers, marketing, and manufac-
turing. Over the last five years, Sony has been able to ship approximately 50%
of US sales direct from the factory to the customer, and the firm is focusing
on the impact of eSCM innovations on the profitability of its customers as
well as itself.

Customers typically place weekly orders with Sony and they normally
receive their order very close to the scheduled delivery time since the com-
pany has achieved on-time weekly delivery rates of better than 95%. This
allows retailers to maintain their in-store stock percentage in the high 90s.
These arrangements have translated into lower channel inventories, fewer
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returns, higher in-store stocks, and less internal transfer of goods within the
retailer’s system. The system contributes an additional 4% margin to the
channel. Sony captures added margins by requiring earlier payments, five
days shorter credit time, or a price increase.

Although the SC accomplishments of Sony Corporation of America are sig-
nificant, much of the value captured by Sony is from its domestic business.
Inasmuch as SC relationships are more difficult to plan and manage interna-
tionally, developing and appropriating value across and within international
markets are considerably more complicated. This is particularly the case for
manufacturing where it is often necessary to integrate multiple, complex SCs.
The situation in the electronics industry is further exacerbated because prod-
ucts tend to be short-lived, due to rapid innovation, coupled with rapidly
declining prices for components and final products. Thus, high inventory
turnover becomes critical to the success of firms such as Sony, Dell, and IBM
where inbound inventory is measured in hours rather than days. The criti-
cal importance of an effective and efficient SC system in such firms is thus
self-evident.

The Sony case highlights a more efficient coordination and management
of SC functions such as forecasting and inventory management. However,
value can be created in many different ways. With respect to service provi-
sion, for example, it is feasible for manufacturers to utilize electronic data
retrieval systems that allow for customer sales and performance data to be
evaluated and for feedback to be given to clients. Dawar and Vandenbosch
(2004) report a case where a frozen food manufacturer is able to advise cus-
tomers on appropriate promotional policy in light of data gathered from its
customers around the world; another case concerns a firm which analyzes
client performance data that is then aggregated and can be used by customers
for benchmarking purposes. In these cases, the payback arises primarily in
terms of generating increased value for customers via the introduction of
new ideas, information, and services, with a beneficial impact on customer
satisfaction and loyalty.

It is thus apparent that eSCM strategies can and do create value in many
ways and that such initiatives are able to play an essential role in enhancing
firm performance. It is also evident that, given the involvement of multiple
‘‘partners’’ in the chain, the benefits from the greater efficiencies created by
a well-planned and managed eSCM will normally have to be shared among
all the parties involved if the necessary trust and commitment are to evolve.
In the next sections, the conceptual underpinning for the proposed model
is introduced and related hypotheses are forwarded and discussed.

Conceptual framework

According to the resource-based view (RBV), firms are best conceptualized as a
‘‘bundle’’ of resources (Wernerfelt, 1984) with variations in enterprise perfor-
mance viewed as fundamentally due to resource differences (Rumelt, 1984;
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Barney, 1991). Scarce, valuable resources, and capabilities that are difficult to
acquire and imitate provide the foundation for competitive advantages that
lead to a superior and sustainable performance (Dierickx and Cool, 1989;
Barney, 1991; Collis and Montgomery, 1995). The traditional RBV focus is
on the individual enterprise, where idiosyncratic resources that are tacit, hard
to transfer and replicate, and take time to develop are perceived as a partic-
ularly valuable source of competitive advantage (Dierickx and Cool, 1989;
Szulanski, 1996).

Day (2001) has discussed the importance of information and market-
based learning as a core organizational competence, with advantages
accruing to firms able to interpret and anticipate the consequences of
rapidly changing market forces. The perspective that information and
know-how are resources that can provide a powerful platform for achiev-
ing competitive advantage has been endorsed in a number of studies.
Grant (1996) and Eisenhardt and Santos (2002), for example, have dis-
cussed the development of ‘‘knowledge-based theory’’ where know-how
is viewed as a key strategic resource. There is also evidence that supe-
rior learning improves performance. Li and Calantone (1998) differentiate
between learning about customers and competitors, and find that such
activity facilitates product development. Kohli and Jaworski (1990) define
‘‘market orientation’’ in terms of information generation and processing
activity and demonstrate that such an orientation is associated with bet-
ter performance. Similarly, Moorman and Miner (1997) have discussed
the positive impact of organizational memory on creativity and financial
performance.

Although RBV theorists traditionally emphasize firm-specific resources, it
has been noted that enterprises are located in a network of relationships
(Anderson et al., 1994), most obviously with customers and suppliers and
that key resources ‘‘may span firm boundaries and may be embedded in
inter-firm routines and processes’’ (Dyer and Singh, 1998: 661). Other mar-
keting strategy scholars have also explored the value created and competitive
position derived from collaboration (Srivastava et al., 1998; Anderson and
Narus, 2003; Frels et al., 2003).

In a globalized, network-oriented, and knowledge-based economy com-
petitive advantage can be facilitated by collaborative initiatives that cross
organizational boundaries. For example, the profitable integration of the
global SC requires firms to simultaneously manage both internal and exter-
nal relationships of a dyadic and network nature (Nohira and Ghoshal,
1994). The potential for creating valuable inter-organizational capabilities
and resources, which are often dependent on the nurturing of close rela-
tionships, is particularly great with respect to the management of the SC
where collaboration is essential for effective performance. Asanuma (1989)
demonstrated that skills developed as a result of relational exchange in
the SC resulted in competitive advantages. Similarly, Saxenian (1994) has
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found that partnership between firms and physically contiguous suppliers is
advantageous.

The value of developing an organizational learning orientation has been
extensively discussed in recent years (e.g., Sinkula, 1994; Hurley and Hult,
1998) with a growing recognition that a primary direction for creating ben-
eficial boundary spanning, resource-based advantages involves knowledge
exchange (Dyer and Singh, 1998; Selnes and Sallis, 2003; Dawar and Vanden-
bosch, 2004). For example, in international buyer–seller relationships shared
information can facilitate product innovation and enhance the efficiency
of the SC, thereby generating added value for both vendors and customers
(Helper and Sako, 1995).

However, knowledge sharing is but one dimension of learning. According
to Bruner (1990: 89) an organization ‘‘learns if, through its processing of
information, the range of its potential behaviors is changed’’ and this activ-
ity involves knowledge acquisition, information distribution, information
interpretation, and organization memory. Learning competency provides a
strong resource-based platform for differential advantage and there are obvi-
ous motivations for both customers and suppliers to develop this capability
within the context of ‘‘relationship learning.’’ This has been defined as shar-
ing and jointly interpreting knowledge and information which is integrated
into a common memory domain with a view to affecting current and future
behavior (Selnes and Sallis, 2003).

Many learning skills are complex and not easily codified and copied and
are, therefore, well-suited to provide a foundation for sustainable compet-
itive advantage and value creation (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Szulanski,
1996). Of the four dimensions of learning, the acquisition and distribution
of information and knowledge is likely to be more straightforward, partic-
ularly in an international context, than the processes of interpretation and
establishing organizational memory. Interpretation involves giving meaning
to information (Daft and Weick, 1984), requiring the development of shared
understanding and is thus strongly affected by cognitive frameworks and the
way in which information is labeled (Dutton and Jackson, 1987). Organiza-
tional memory is threatened by personnel turnover, the difficulty of deciding
what information to store, and problems in making known and readily avail-
able the information and know-how that an organization possesses (Bruner,
1991).

The absorptive capacity of the parties involved is of critical importance in
joint learning and, consequently, efficient management of the SC system.
Absorptive capacity depends upon the development of effective routines
for sharing information, know-how, and the establishment of common
repositories of knowledge (Mowery et al., 1996). This requires sustained
inter-firm relational exchange which is most likely when there are relatively
few suitable partners, thereby limiting other options, and a willingness to
commit resources which cross firm boundaries (Dyer and Singh, 1998). The
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development of mutual trust is viewed as important for sustaining relational
exchange (Dwyer et al., 1987; Morgan and Hunt, 1994), particularly in the
context of collaborative learning (Jap, 1999).

Bloom and Krathwohl (1956) have developed a taxonomy in which six
categories of learning, ranging from simple recall of information to higher
level activities such as evaluation, are proposed. Generally, greater value
accrues from moving beyond simple recall and comprehension of infor-
mation to deeper learning activity which involves substantial massaging
of the data through analysis, synthesis, and the exercise of judgment.
These later activities require far more than sharing information since active
appraisal, manipulation, and assessment of the ‘‘meaning’’ of this data is
necessary.

Joint learning based simply on sharing data will favor lower level learning
goals. Deeper learning is likely in a joint process where the partners bring
to bear differences in their affective domains arising from variance in their
values, interests, and attitudes. Thus, the range of potential implications and
outcomes envisaged in light of a given data set should increase as a result
of the interplay of more varied analytical, creative, and judgmental frame-
works. Huber (1991: 90) notes that ‘‘more organizational learning occurs
when more and more varied interpretations are developed, because such a
development changes the range of potential behaviors.’’ But, as noted above,
learning networks characterized by diversity in cultural and related factors
are more likely to be turbulent and the development of strong ties and trust,
which are central to smooth functioning of the SC, becomes problematic.
Although joint learning in ‘‘culturally’’ homogeneous settings may be less
turbulent and divisive, there is a price to pay in terms of the diversity of
interpretations.

Joint learning and value creation in an electronic media context

Electronic media, such as the Internet, play a key role as an important facilita-
tor of joint learning in a context of relational exchange in global SCs. Saloner
and Spence (2002: 18) characterize the Internet as ‘‘a medium of unprece-
dented scope, depth, ubiquity and reach’’ and provide a detailed analysis of
the advantages arising from its flexibility, ease of use, interactivity, person-
alization possibilities, and its asynchronous, encyclopedic nature. In terms
of potential for creating incremental value in international SCs, the Internet
can facilitate matching customers and suppliers, price comparison, inven-
tory management, and greater command and control of the distribution
and purchasing process. These attributes reduce transaction costs as well the
expense of production and distribution. Additionally, market and sourcing
uncertainties are reduced and service quality can be improved.

Electronic media, using sophisticated communication, indexing, and data
retrieval systems, assist in promoting relational-based learning. Such systems
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allow for more real-time data to be collected and stored and facilitate rapid
information exchange between multiple users and sources. Thus potential
advantages of using the Internet as a communication channel in inter-
national markets include cost savings, enhanced business relationships,
marketing benefits, and increasing opportunities for smaller firms to inter-
nationalize (Quelch and Klein, 1996; Hamill and Gregory, 1997; Samiee,
1998). Despite the undoubted promise of the Internet as a tool for generat-
ing competitive advantage, much remains to be learned about its successful
implementation in an international SC context. Clearly, as firms learn to
deploy electronic media to facilitate marketing and related SC functions,
gaining a competitive edge via eSC will become increasingly difficult.

From the sellers’ perspective, the Internet offers great promise as a medium
for learning more about customer transactions and for capturing information
about their needs, opinions, and consumption experience (Peterson et al.,
1997; Porter, 2001). This can be accomplished by point of sales data col-
lection, pre- and post-sales interaction with customers, and market research
undertaken using the World Wide Web. Buyers are also empowered and able
to derive information benefits from usage of the Internet (Porter, 2001).
At a basic level, visiting the sites of potential suppliers may yield valuable
information on a vendor and its products and services. If further feedback is
needed, the Internet can serve as a convenient and inexpensive communica-
tions means for entering into a dialogue with potential suppliers on prices,
conditions of sale, and other transaction-specific data.

A critical advantage of the Internet, within the context of eSCM, is that
it is a relatively low cost (vis-à-vis other media for electronic exchange, e.g.,
private networks or virtual private networks) means for reaching SC mem-
bers. However, given the Internet’s common use in business, a well-designed
web site offers only limited competitive advantages (Samiee, 1998). Rather
it is the eSCM system and procedures instituted by the firm that can initiate
and sustain competitive advantage. To realize optimum joint learning and
communication, IT systems need to be compatible and integrated with a
consequent need for relation-specific investment in hardware, systems, and
management time. Once eSCM has been instituted, the strength of relation-
ships within the channel and the commitment to ongoing, joint learning
are likely to be key factors for success.

A variety of communications modes are feasible for operationalizing eSCM.
The first-movers in adopting an eSCM system established or leased their
own networks (e.g., private networks, virtual private networks, dedicated
telephone lines). Private networks have a major security advantage that
the Internet cannot match and, inasmuch as first-movers invested heavily
in these systems, many have opted to remain them. However, the Inter-
net has a major advantage: it is ‘‘ubiquitous, cheap, and available nearly
all over the world, and to small as well as large companies’’ (Terpstra
and Sarathy, 2000). In recent years, high speed Internet communication,
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using broadband connections, has further improved the efficiency of Internet
connectivity. Information management can be further expedited by link-
ing the external Internet with internal corporate electronic systems, such as
the intranet, so that seamless communication is facilitated both within and
outside the organization.

In addition to the Internet’s convenience and interactive potential, elec-
tronic communication via the Internet allows for the targeting of specific
customer or supplier groups (Blattberg and Deighton, 1991). Although prac-
tical Internet-based segmentation methods are yet to emerge, such a step will
be extremely beneficial as it permits products and services to be customized to
meet the specific needs of customer groups, customer and supplier relation-
ships can be optimally managed, and valuable data for forecasting demand
can be gathered. The Internet also offers the opportunity to reduce search
costs, better ensure that customers’ needs in terms of quality, price, and
delivery are communicated, and facilitates tracking of order fulfillment.

Apart from the advantages offered with respect to collecting and distribut-
ing data, the Internet also creates opportunities for furthering joint learning
between business partners. Although the value added from such activity will
vary between the supplier and buyer, this is not problematic so long as the
learning partners perceive that the division of benefit is equitable. In this
regard, it has been argued that ‘‘sellers find it easier to anticipate the value of
knowledge exchange than buyers’’ (Davenport and Jarvenpaa, 2001). Thus it
is apparent that customer information has immediate utility in areas such as
understanding customer needs, product development and innovation, pric-
ing, service provision, promotion, and manufacturing activity. Hence, sellers
place greater value on customer-related information.

Although buyers may need to be made more aware of the benefits of
information exchange, proactive action by suppliers can increase the value of
joint learning for customers. One approach is to offer incentives for valuable
information by, for example, adding value to the data provided and then
sharing the knowledge developed. When weak ties exist between buyers and
sellers, a need for economic incentives is likely to be paramount. On the
other hand, strong ties of a ‘‘family’’ nature should facilitate information
exchange and interactive learning. Thus, an important dimension of the
learning strategy adopted should be not only to demonstrate the value added
for all parties, but also to stimulate trusting relationships and movement
toward a ‘‘community’’ model (Kannan et al., 1998).

The transfer and absorption of know-how presents special challenges
which may need the deployment of ‘‘rich’’ communication channels allow-
ing for personal interaction. Sharing information and a willingness to
enter into joint analysis will be also problematic unless there is a belief
that confidentiality will be respected and that incremental costs and value
will be shared fairly. This is unlikely unless trusting relationships are
established (Davenport and Jarvenpaa, 2001). These potential problems are
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particularly relevant in global SCs where cultural and institutional distance
are complicating factors.

The development of strong learning relationships is more difficult when
the participants in the information exchange and learning process do
not share common cultural characteristics (Riesenberger, 1998). However,
cultural values are developed at the national, group, and organizational lev-
els, and productive interaction can lead to the development of common
behavioral norms, irrespective of ethnic background.

Additional factors that affect the nature of relational ties in a learning
network include ‘‘group’’ access criteria and reputation (Uzzi, 1996), as well
as sanctions for behaviors that violate community norms (Jones et al., 1997).
The development of shared behavioral norms, close attention to reputational
signals and the evolution of collective sanctions should facilitate both the
development of the confidence and trust that characterizes strong ties and
more interactive learning using electronic media.

The concept of a learning community is helpful in understanding the
importance of relational exchange as a facilitator of information exchange
and learning. If trust can be established between buyers and sellers, infor-
mation exchange is more likely. Strong ties may have their foundation in
cultural similarity and congruence of learning objectives. Unfortunately,
electronic media are not efficient channels for developing deep relational
ties. The fact that some governments exert control over the public’s use of
the Internet, coupled with its occasional use for questionable or fraudulent
motives, has raised concerns for individuals and firms. More importantly,
the Internet is an impersonal channel which does not enjoy the ‘‘richness’’
of face-to-face contact. Although the Internet has the potential to accommo-
date video-conferencing and one-on-one communications, eSCM strategies
tend to be process based, partially or wholly automated, and impersonal.
This implies that electronic media may need to be supplemented by richer
modes of interaction, particularly when transferring tacit know-how, for
example, through personal contact in cross-national teams (Subramaniam
and Venkatarman, 2001).

However, information flows through the Internet can be managed effi-
ciently and rapidly, and this reduces the likelihood of misunderstanding and
conflict because of insufficient knowledge about current transactions and the
operating context. In short, the Internet offers a powerful communication
tool which increases transactional transparency and the real-time monitor-
ing of ongoing business arrangements. On the foundation of the common
understanding so generated, joint learning designed to promote higher learn-
ing goals becomes more likely, as does the development of mutual trust and
commitment (Helper and Sako, 1995).

The sharing of experience is likely to be most relevant for suppliers who
wish to persuade customers to enter into collaborative learning relationships.
Essentially the notion is to initiate a virtuous circle where value is added to
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the data supplied by customers and the ‘‘enhanced’’ information is then fed
back. In this way, customers are provided with an economic return from
their willingness to share information. Carefully managed, this strategy can
promote the development of stronger ties and build a commitment to the
supplier. For example, favored suppliers can be given access to information
on demand in the end-user market, thereby facilitating production planning.

A key objective should be to establish organizational systems that permit
the SC to ‘‘function as a network rather than as a collection of unrelated
nodes’’ (Dawar and Vandenbosch, 2004). The Internet can play a crucial role
in operationalizing such transnational organizational links. For example, by
relaying experiential information from one customer to another, by allowing
for data aggregation which provides performance benchmarks for customers,
and by facilitating the analysis and diffusion of the conclusions reached
following evaluation of the data gathered. In this way it is possible to derive
outputs that are of direct assistance to customers when undertaking activities
such as policy formulation and forecasting.

Facilitating benchmarking requires persuading customers and suppliers to
provide confidential performance-related data. For this to occur, trusting
relationships need to be established. In developing such relationships, the
means of transmission deployed (e.g., the Internet) will have a subsidiary
role. However, once confidence has been developed, the Internet is an excel-
lent channel for the collection of data from customers and the diffusion of
subsequent conclusions.

The development of electronic channels provides opportunities for both
sellers and buyers to disenfranchise intermediaries and to capture the value
added by these facilitators (Benjamin and Wigand, 1995). This process of
‘‘disintermediation’’ results in direct interaction as buyers use the Internet
to identify, contact, and deal with potential suppliers in a convenient and
rapid manner. Suppliers can also use electronic channels to identify and
serve customers abroad, thereby circumventing intermediaries who formerly
enjoyed this advantage because of their control over scarce information.
However, by their nature, intermediaries tend to be agile and adaptive and,
consequently, are among the first to deploy new technologies to validate
and economically justify their presence in the SC. Thus, system goals should
not center on streamlining the SC through the premature elimination of
intermediaries who may continue to offer significant added value, often
through their innovative use of electronic media.

Of course, the Internet is not an all-powerful source of information and
communication. Certain critical information may be of a proprietary nature,
which is not readily transferred and contextual knowledge may be required if
the correct questions and conclusions are to be arrived at. Despite these con-
cerns, the potential contribution of electronic media, such as the Internet, to
global SC efficiency and value creation is significant and it has been argued
that, under a collaborative electronic exchange model, a firm’s resources are
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equal to the sum of all participants in the network (Tapscott et al., 2000).
Information and knowledge acquired by access to data from a collaborative
network, and joint learning, are valuable resources for competitive advantage
and the creation of incremental value when managing a global SC network
on a collaborative basis.

In this light, drawing on resource-based theory, the notion of knowledge
as a critical resource for achieving competitive advantage, and the potential
advantages of joint relational learning in a digital environment, a conceptual
framework is proposed in Figure 4.1. In this framework, collaboration in IT
integration, investment, and the operation of electronic SC systems, along
with the development of strong working relationships are conceptualized
as important forces promoting joint learning as a driver of value creation
when managing global SCs. Emphasis is also placed on the importance of
trust and cultural and organizational ‘‘distance’’ between channel members
and the role of uncertainty as factors influencing both the propensity to
work together in developing the infrastructure for integrated eSC systems
and interaction based on relational exchange.

In the model, four key dimensions of learning activity are delineated. It
can be noted that collaboration is viewed to be particularly important in the
establishment of joint organizational memory and that ‘‘distance’’ variables
are viewed as having a major impact on joint interpretation because ‘‘richer’’
communication is needed to supplement electronic-based channels when
building common understanding. Principal propositions arising from the
foregoing discussion are now offered and examined in order to provide a
road map for future research in this important field of scholarship.

Propositions

Drivers of eSC activity

Three factors are expected to affect the propensity for collaboration, namely,
the level of environmental uncertainty, the degree of trust, and cultural
distance as between collaborating organizations. As discussed earlier, trust
has been found to have an important impact on relational exchange, and
cultural distance has been identified as a key variable affecting interna-
tional collaboration, particularly with respect to knowledge management
(Riesenberger, 1998). Environmental uncertainty is relevant because informa-
tion and knowledge are essential to understanding the context for business
and problem solving, and collaborative exchange is an important response
to the risks posed by external environmental forces (Van de Ven, 1976).

P1: There is a positive relationship between:
a. environmental uncertainty and collaboration.
b. trust and collaboration.

P2: There is a negative relationship between cultural and organizational
distance and collaboration.
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Information acquisition

Information and knowledge acquisition is crucial to the learning process
and is the starting point for strategy development and planning activity.
Gathering information is a costly process which can be undertaken jointly
or by a single initiating firm which bears the responsibility for accumulating,
classifying, and distributing it in appropriate contexts. The latter approach
is known as the ‘‘single point of contact’’ phenomenon (Overby and Min,
2001) and offers advantages in terms of coordination and control of the
acquisition process.

Primary modes of knowledge acquisition identified by Huber (1991)
include experiential learning, obtaining information second hand by mon-
itoring the actions of competitors, hiring new ‘‘knowledge rich’’ staff, and
by scanning relevant environmental fields. Joint approaches to information
acquisition allow members of the SC to engage in a division of labor where
they can take optimum advantage of their position in the chain to collect
relevant information and know-how. This is cost efficient, facilitates the
scope and depth of the information collection process, and ensures that the
relevant information needed in their domain is captured.

The virtues of collaboration are particularly valuable in a global con-
text where relevant information is geographically dispersed and a lack
of experiential know-how has been identified as a fundamental problem
for internationalizing firms targeting new markets (Johanson and Vahlne,
1977). Joint effort also offers the more mundane advantages noted of
avoiding duplication of effort and promoting division of labor in line
with a channel members’ position in the international SC, resources, and
experience.

Data acquisition is promoted by the usage of electronic channels, such
as the Internet, where the benefits of rapid, personal, asynchronous contact
will significantly increase the scope and efficiency of the process. Thus in
a multinational context, where key individuals are separated by time, dis-
tance, culture, and organizational affiliation, electronic media that facilitate
rapid communication and feedback are highly valuable. In particular they
help overcome time and distance barriers and, at the same time, encour-
age engagement in learning by extending the scope of the processes of
information acquisition and information sharing.

P3: Joint information acquisition activity enhances division of labor
in the data collection process and increases the relevance of the
information gathered.

P4: Electronic media are particularly valuable in international markets as
they facilitate rapid and efficient data acquisition, transmission, and
storage across national boundaries.
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Knowledge sharing

Although knowledge can be transferred through external markets, where
price is the benchmark of value, important problems impact the efficiency of
the market for know-how. Much knowledge is tacit in nature and is thus hard
to trade and price. Additionally, there is the danger that transferred knowl-
edge may strengthen existing competitors (Buzzell and Ortmeyer, 1995) or
help to establish new ones. Rather than sharing information through market
or other channels it has thus been argued that firms should seek to protect
their knowledge from appropriation by competitors (Liebeskind, 1996). Even
if markets are efficient and there are no competitive threats of the type noted
above, it has been maintained that internal knowledge transfer is most effec-
tive for tacit know-how because of absorption capacity problems, particularly
in an international context (Kogut and Zander, 1993). ‘‘Internalization’’ of
knowledge and other valuable resources within the firm is thus viewed as
a powerful force which helps to explain foreign direct investment (Hymer,
1960; Buckley and Casson, 1976).

Knowledge sharing is an important factor contributing to competitive
success (Levinson and Asahi, 1996; Spencer, 2003) and, despite the ‘‘pub-
lic good’’ and tacit nature of much information, and significant potential
agency problems, it has been suggested that knowledge sharing routines can
be devised that facilitate inter-firm learning (Grant, 1996). Few organiza-
tions have a monopoly over relevant knowledge and, even when they do,
alternative interpretations of the ‘‘meaning’’ and implications of the data
available are desirable. In the case of innovation, for example, von Hippel
(1988) argues that efficient knowledge sharing routines in the value chain
enhances product development.

Productive inter-firm knowledge sharing and learning depend upon col-
laborators developing systems that allow for information sharing and
absorption across organizational boundaries. Keys to success include the
development of overlapping knowledge bases, routines for accessing and dif-
fusing information to where it is needed, and interaction aimed at building
confidence and facilitating trust development.

Confidence that opportunistic behavior in the SC will not prevail is also
important. Devising appropriate incentive structures (Roth and O’Donnel,
1996) that encourage transparency and discourage ‘‘free riding’’ are impor-
tant to deal with potential agency problems. Shared characteristics between
partners, such as common core values and experience, reduce goal incon-
gruence and facilitate communication (Nohira and Ghoshal, 1994; Rogers,
1995).

An important means to address these problems is provided by joint ini-
tiatives to develop common systems to codify and to manage information
distribution within and across national and organizational boundaries. In
the case of tacit knowledge, where direct and ongoing interaction is often
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necessary if valuable know-how is to be transferred (Polanyi, 1966), collabo-
ration in facilitating absorption capacity in the SC system becomes crucial.
In this context, electronic media can be expected to play a larger role in the
transfer of information as compared to knowledge, which often requires the
usage of ‘‘rich’’ communication channels which allow for the transmission
of the comprehensive signals and cues needed to maximize understanding.

P5: Electronic systems will be more valuable for the international dis-
tribution of information, as compared to know-how, in the global
SC.

P6: Joint, relational-based interaction is more important for sharing
know-how, as compared to information, in the global SC.

Information interpretation

For learning to occur, information has to be interpreted such that it has
meaning and it is argued that a more complete understanding of phenom-
ena is promoted by widespread engagement in this process (Bruner, 1991).
Speed of data transmission and convenience are important potential advan-
tages insofar as the utility of electronic channels is concerned (Saloner and
Spence, 2002). However, in a multinational context, organizations and indi-
viduals are separated not only by time and distance, but also by culture,
both national and corporate. This means that there is often significant iner-
tia that constrains the interpretation process, even when using sophisticated
eSC systems (Attewell, 1992; Tiemessen et al., 1997; Simonin, 1999a).

Cultural differences arising from ethnicity and the corporate context will
affect the cognitive framework of the information processor and, thus, have
a crucial bearing on interpretation (Zajonic and Wolfe, 1966). The efficacy
of electronic channels in overcoming cultural ‘‘distance’’ is doubtful, since
they do not offer a ‘‘rich’’ medium in the sense of being good means for
sending crucial cues to aid interpretation. Collaboration in the learning pro-
cess, particularly that involving direct personal contact, will breed familiarity
and thus a better appreciation of the respective ‘‘mind sets’’ of the persons
and units involved, and this should support the development of common
understanding.

P7: Joint learning will facilitate the development of a common under-
standing of the meaning of information and know-how.

P8: Electronic media need to be supplemented by personal contact for
the development of shared comprehension of knowledge.

Organizational memory

Over time knowledge accumulates within enterprises as organizational mem-
ory which consists of the total information and know-how held by the
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organization as well as the systems for storing and retrieving them (Walsh
and Ungson, 1991; Anand et al., 1998). Effective utilization of organizational
memory is facilitated by the development of directories and locators for data
management and retrieval. Very important knowledge, which is often tacit
in nature, is generally located in the personal memory of group members
along with personal directories on the existence and location of knowledge
held by others (Wegner, 1986). Therefore, despite the automation benefits
of eSCM, human resources play a critical role in the storage and retrieval of
information that is essential to well-functioning SC systems.

Organizational memory plays a central role in learning activity because
it delineates the cognitive frame of reference and systems for information
acquisition and distribution in place. Without new learning, organizational
memory will atrophy, and memory loss may occur when staff leave. Codi-
fying and storing such know-how mitigates this problem. However, in the
case of tacit information, this is often easier said than done. Another diffi-
culty arises in knowing what information to discard to avoid information
overload. Experience provides a good guide in this regard, but by nature it is
hard to pass on.

Despite the challenge posed regarding storage of personal memory, elec-
tronic computer-based systems have much to offer in terms of the automatic
capture, storage and retrieval of information. Thus, Huber (1991, p. 106) has
noted that ‘‘computer resident organizational memories with certain prop-
erties, such as completeness and precision, . . . . are superior to the human
components of organizational memories.’’

P9: Electronic media play a vital role in facilitating the storage and
retrieval of information, but their utility is much less for storing
know-how.

Cultural and organizational distance

In general, value creation in marketing results from developing a good under-
standing of conditions under which customers function. The deleterious
effects of cultural distance on information acquisition and interpretation
have already been noted and there is evidence that performance in global
SCs improves when strategy is adapted to take account of the cultural context
(Griffith and Myers, 2005). Research has demonstrated that cultural distance
impacts eSCM collaboration (Lyles and Salk, 1996) and also the underlying
processes of knowledge management (Tiemessen et al., 1997) and knowl-
edge transfer (Mowery et al., 1996; Simonin, 1999b). Thus, at the very least,
cultural distance will require managers to spend more time on communi-
cation (Olk, 1997) and can result in serious misunderstanding even when
information is shared.

Simonin (1999b) highlights two aspects of cultural distance that are par-
ticularly detrimental to joint learning in a collaborative arrangement. First,
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cultural barriers impede joint learning by heightening barriers to under-
standing partners and the nature of their competitive advantages. Secondly,
marketing opportunities might be missed because cultural distance makes
market mechanisms and opportunities less transparent. Cultural distance is
thus expected to have a particular impact on knowledge transfer between
collaborating firms and on the process of information interpretation, and
will thus negatively influence joint learning.

Firms entering into SC partnerships do not shed their original identities
and are likely to maintain different mindsets which translate into divergent
organizational cultures and goals. Organizational distance, conceptualized
as the magnitude of difference between SC members’ business practices and
organizational culture (cf., Simonin, 1999a), exists in a domestic context.
However, distance is potentially greater internationally due to differences in
the institutional environment between markets which will influence behav-
ior. In the context of joint learning and value creation, greater organizational
distance between partners is expected to impede knowledge sharing and
interpretation and, hence, impact negatively on learning.

P10: Organizational and cultural distance will negatively affect knowl-
edge and information sharing and interpretation and are thus
inversely related to joint learning.

eSCM investment

Investment is essential when developing effective SC systems. The most obvi-
ous commitment required is the time and resources needed to develop a
SC strategy and corresponding processes to accommodate communication
between channel participants with respect to data collection and distribu-
tion. Such investments typically involve hardware, software, and training,
and software developers have been offering standardized, scalable software
to accommodate SC activities for some time. Although the adoption of
such software and related personnel training is often expensive, the relative
uniformity of off-the-shelf software packages makes it difficult to achieve sig-
nificant competitive advantage through their adoption. For this reason, some
firms have opted for proprietary software that incorporates unique processes
tailored to the firm’s particular strategy.

Collaborating firms also should invest in an information-based infrastruc-
ture to enable them to handle massive amounts of information and, in
particular, to establish a research group that develops, tests, and implements
SC processes aimed at streamlining the international distribution activities
of the firm. It is the collection of these proprietary processes which, com-
bined with firm-specific software or off-the-shelf software that is uniquely
configured, can lead to a strong competitive position for the entire SC.3

Another dimension of SC-related investment is relationship specific. A SC
is made up of a number of players and participants (with special reference
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to the key eSC initiator) who must invest in cultivating, coordinating, and
nurturing relationships. It is noteworthy that the initiating member of the SC
assumes a leadership position and tends to make disproportionately larger
initial investments which lead to control over relationship-specific assets
which often correspond with the value that is eventually captured by the
firm. SC relationships, however, are two-way streets and an unwillingness to
share, and perceptions of inequities in relationship-specific investments and
value appropriation throughout the SC, can negatively affect relationship
longevity and prospects for joint learning.

P11: A willingness to invest in systems needed to facilitate productive eSC
interaction and the time and effort to establish relational exchange
are crucial for effective joint management of the global SC and joint
learning.

Conclusions

The goal in the preceding discussion is to develop a model and to offer corre-
sponding propositions relating to joint, eSC-based learning collaboration in
the management of global SCs. The analysis is founded upon a review of the
relevant literature, with the expectation that the model and propositions will
be helpful in providing a platform for future research in this important area.

The foundation for the discussion rests upon a number of key ideas that
are now briefly summarized. Knowledge is a powerful basis for resource-based
sustainable competitive advantage, and joint learning between participants
in global SCs facilitates the development of knowledge-based capabilities.
Electronic media, such as the Internet, are seen to offer a powerful channel
for acquiring and transmitting information across national boundaries, par-
ticularly ‘‘declarative’’ information of a factual nature. Within the context
of eSCM, the primary value of the Internet lies in its relative low cost and
ease of access for SC members around the world. However, instituting an
electronic-based SC system in an international context of collaboration is
much more complex than those planned and implemented strictly at the
domestic level, primarily because of cultural and organizational ‘‘distance.’’
It is also important to note that, in the case of tacit knowledge, contact
mediated via the Internet normally needs to be complemented by ‘‘rich’’
communication media characterized by more direct contact potential. It is
also the case that electronic media are not an ideal medium for promoting
knowledge interpretation which involves the analysis and synthesis of infor-
mation. However, computer-based eSCM systems can play a major role in
establishing and developing organization memory capacity.

Joint information and knowledge capture, exchange, and interpretation
are facilitated by the development of strong ties, trust, and commitment
between members of an exchange network. Other requirements include
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a willingness to invest time and resources in the establishment of propri-
etary eSCM infrastructure and a desire to develop trusting relationships that
facilitate joint learning.

Finally, it should be noted that value creation through international col-
laboration in an eSCM context and the maintenance of ongoing competitive
advantage are at a constant state of flux and analogous moving targets. As
more firms seek to develop better SC systems, they erode the competitive
advantage of early entrants to the eSCM landscape. This means that the
advantages arising from collaboration in eSCM cannot be taken for granted,
and that continuing effort is needed to ensure that joint-learning opportu-
nities are fully exploited so as to ensure that significant value continues to
be generated in the global SC.

Notes

1. The literature makes a distinction between information and knowledge (e.g., Grant,
1996). The essence of the distinction is that the former is codifiable and factual
in nature whereas the latter is characteristically tacit, complex, and often of a
process form. A similar distinction is made by Paris, Lipson, and Wixson (1983)
who talk about knowledge as being either ‘‘declarative,’’ that is essentially factual,
or ‘‘procedural’’ know-how. In this chapter these distinctions are not rigorously
observed and the terms information and knowledge are used interchangeably. It
is noteworthy, however, that transfer and absorption problems is greater for tacit
knowledge (Polanyi, 1966; Szulanski, 1996) and an important issue concerns how
the inter-organizational transfer of such information is to be achieved.

2. Sony currently uses three IT systems in its SC: Legacy, Oracle, and SAP. The Legacy
system (deployed in the 1970s) is the order management platform for some of the
consumer electronics divisions. The other systems were introduced as needs arose.
For example, when the company started its PC business and another business in
the late 1990s, which require made-to-order and configure-to-order functionality
in their order management systems, the Oracle Management System and SAP were
added because the Legacy system could not meet those requirements. Currently,
four Sony units use Legacy, two other units and all factories use Oracle as their order
management systems, and one division uses only SAP. Sony’s IT systems are still
somewhat fragmented but the company is currently undergoing a multi-million
dollar integration of all IT systems into one. In addition to integrating the current
systems, the company is converting into a SAP system on the marketing side for
order management, Oracle in all factories across the globe, and Oracle Financials.
The SAP package includes the demand planning tool and a supply netting front
end.

3. In practice, SC members may be required to adopt the established system by the
initiating firm, which typically requires direct investment in software, training,
and appropriate communication modes. Additionally, SC members may have to
rearrange their own internal operations to accommodate the SC processes being
implemented. The extent to which suppliers and customers may be required to
invest to join in the SC system is in part a function of the relative channel power
of the initiator. Wal-Mart, for example, requires all its key suppliers to adopt special
software and to comply with other requirements.
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5
Decision Factors Influencing MNEs’
Regional Headquarters Location
Selection Strategies
John Holt, William R. Purcell, Sidney J. Gray, and Torben Pedersen

ECCO, a leading Danish manufacturer and retailer of footwear decided in
2004 to establish their Asia-Pacific headquarters (HQ) in Hong Kong for retail,
sales, sourcing, distribution and general management functions. The German
company, Atotech, has established RHQs in Rock Hill, South Carolina, USA,
and Yokohama, Japan. Corning from the United States has a RHQ and its
shared centre for financial transactions in Shanghai and there are a num-
ber of other examples of establishment and relocation of RHQs. A report
from UNCTAD (2003) suggested a ‘‘world market for corporate headquarter
operations’’ is emerging and provided many recent examples of relocations
of HQ operations. In fact, UNCTAD (2003) counted 829 establishments or
relocations of HQ operations worldwide between January 2002 and March
2003, which clearly indicate that the relocation of HQ operations is on the
rise, and as such it merits careful academic consideration.

UNCTAD (2003) speaks of a new trend where increasing sophistication
of ICT and transportation technology enables firms to slice up their HQ
value chain of activities and optimize each individual value-adding activity’s
geographic location, for example, by relocating activities to RHQs. But, while
there is a well-established literature on location of business activities like
manufacturing, sales, R&D and so on, little is concerned with location of HQ
operations and RHQs (Birkinshaw et al., 2006).

The issue of RHQs is a new area in international business (IB) research
(Aoki and Tachiki, 1992; Morrison and Roth, 1992; Sullivan, 1992; Lehrer
and Asakawa, 1995, 1999; Lasserre, 1996; Schutte, 1997; Lasserre and Schutte,
1999). The role of regionalism in MNE strategy is, however, not a new con-
cept. Heenan and Perlmutter (1979) recognized regio-centrism as a further
option in structuring the operations of the MNE by adding the regional
category to their earlier observed ethnocentric, geocentric and polycen-
tric typology more than 20 years ago. Throughout the 1980s, however,
research remained firmly focused on the design and implementation of
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global strategies (Kogut, 1985; Ghoshal, 1986; Porter 1986) and with resolv-
ing the bipolar tensions of global integration and local responsiveness. Away
from academe, however, local subsidiary managers continued to champion
national responsiveness while HQ executives remained firmly convinced
of the need for integration (Pralahad and Doz, 1981). Ohmae (1990) first
observed a change in US MNE practice away from markets in Asia being
handled by the MNEs’ international divisions towards a new configuration
centred on RHQs. He also observed the decentralization of responsibility for
strategy and operations by Japanese MNEs to each of the triad markets.

Following Ohmae, researchers also began to theorize on the advantages of
more regionally oriented strategies (Morrison et al., 1991). Among the rea-
sons suggested for the growing preference of regional to global organization
are economic (limits to economies of scale), geopolitical (regionalization of
EU, NAFTA, APEC), strategic (regional differences in markets and employees)
as well as organizational (the need to protect special subsidiary competen-
cies and initiatives from a narrow HQ mentality) factors (Lehrer and Asakawa,
1995).

At a theoretical level the RHQ fitted neatly into the Bartlett and Ghoshal
I-R framework with its mission to mediate the tension between HQ’s call for
global efficiency and local subsidiaries’ push for national effectiveness. Exe-
cuting this mandate, however, required the regional executive to maintain
a matrix of sensitivities alert to the imperative of pooling resources, gain-
ing synergies, promoting standardization and managing product life cycles,
while simultaneously safeguarding the benefits of subsidiaries’ responsive-
ness to local employees, competitors, markets and governments (Sullivan,
1992). Lehrer and Asakawa (1995, 1999), however, point to significant
national differences in the organizational responses of multinational enter-
prises to regional management issues. The differences have been attributed
to the level of ‘‘hands on management’’, attachment to the status quo,
administrative heritage and structural preferences.

While the approach of most MNEs has been to formalize a triadic approach
to the regionalization of their global operations, setting up RHQs in North
America, Europe and Asia (Aoki and Tachiki, 1992; Lasserre, 1996), the issues
surrounding specific location attractiveness within regions remain complex.
Locations within regions vary in their attractiveness due to factors that
include geography, population, infrastructure and government policies.

Variables associated with location attraction

While there has been no systematic attempt to exhaustively identify the vari-
ables associated with location attractiveness, studies of RHQs cite a number
of possible variables associated with making RHQ location decisions. Most
recently, a report by the Economist Intelligence Unit (2002) referring to a
research study on RHQs in the Asia-Pacific region by Michael Enright and
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Edith Scott, pointed to the significance of industry-type density as being a
significant factor in location choice: partly explaining the dominant posi-
tion of Hong Kong as the major RHQ centre for service sector firms because
of its dense professional network of financial and service firms; Singapore
as the dominant RHQ centre for manufacturing firms because of its leading
role as a regional location for manufacturing industries and Sydney as the
dominant centre for IT-based RHQs because of its vibrant IT market. Among
individual key decision-making criteria, Enright and Scott cite ‘‘political
stability’’, ‘‘proximity to potential customers’’, ‘‘telecommunications infras-
tructure’’, ‘‘proximity to existing customers’’ and ‘‘stable economic policy’’
as being the most significant, followed by ‘‘transport infrastructure’’, ‘‘legal
transparency’’, ‘‘absence of corruption’’, ‘‘proximity to other regional mar-
kets’’, ‘‘access to the national markets’’ and ‘‘availability of skilled managers’’.
Lasserre and Schutte (1999) suggest that the main criteria to influence the
decision of where to locate an RHQ include ‘‘regional centrality’’, ‘‘con-
venience and cost factors’’ and ‘‘proximity to business’’. Aoki and Tachiki
(1992), on the other hand, identified two first-order concerns that they
observed were an influence on site attractiveness and hence the decision
to locate RHQs. The first of these concerns referred to the importance of
locating RHQs in a country or city where the MNE already manufactures or
has a substantial market share. The second focused around minimizing the
‘‘cultural and economic distance’’, including the cost and time of transporta-
tion, communications and local operating expenses. Aoki and Tachiki (1992)
described the second order concerns influencing location choice as supe-
rior infrastructure (seaports, container and warehouse facilities, airports and
international communications systems), business climate (deregulation), a
well-trained workforce (especially at managerial and professional levels) and
favourable government policies (especially taxation) as being important.

In addition to these sources, the professional literature tends to suggest that
the decisions determining the location of RHQs are more inclined to be com-
plex, multidimensional and sometimes idiosyncratic. Tully (1998) writing on
RHQs in Europe cited the quality of life, central location and infrastructure
quality as the most important determinants of the ranking of Amsterdam
and Brussels as the first and second ranked cities in Europe for RHQs. Yoost
and Fisher (1996) listed excellent infrastructure and tax incentives as being
the main determinants of Hong Kong and Singapore’s comparative advan-
tage in attracting RHQs within the Asian region. Forster (1996) cited Sydney’s
skilled multilingual workforce and its quality supply of real estate as being
central to the decision of Bankers Trust and Amex to locate their Asian RHQs
in Australia. In contrast, Kellogg established its RHQ for the Asia-Pacific in
Australia because of its belief that Australia had the best raw materials, labour
and R&D development in the region. Political stability, local skills and oper-
ational costs were cited by IBM as the key variables in the firm’s location of
its Regional Computing Services Center planned for Asia in Sydney (Jarrett,
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1994). However, Hoechst’s decision to shift its RHQ from Hong Kong to main-
land China seems principally motivated by the company’s desire to signal
to the Chinese authorities its long-term commitment to China (Murdoch,
1997).

A significant criticism that can be raised against these studies is that they
have not followed a standardized approach to identifying and measuring
those variables closely associated with location attractiveness. This limitation
not only prevents the comparison of attractiveness variables and their use
across organizations, but also limits the generalizability of these studies by
preventing the ability to meaningfully determine the variability in strategic
importance that organizations attach to particular variables.

Explaining and investigating location choice

The literature suggests that there are many location selection factors that
feature in different ways in individual firms’ location decision processes.
However, no study has yet systematically examined the complex of loca-
tion issues surrounding RHQ investments. While these studies do articulate
variables associated with making location decisions, there is no specifically
articulated theory of RHQ location choice that helps us to understand the
nature of the decision-making process and how it is related to RHQ loca-
tion choice. Anecdotal evidence suggests that there is a broad spectrum of
factors that are related to and influence location choice in some way, even
though the variables that make up this spectrum is not fully known. While
we accept that firms attach different levels of importance to these decision
variables, we do not understand the mechanism that determines which vari-
ables firms find most attractive when making location choices. For example,
no one has investigated how the contextual nature of firms, such as strategic
orientation and the nationality of company origin, is related to the decision
criteria they use. Consequently, the extent to which such organizational
characteristics explain the patterns of decision criteria that MNEs use is not
known. The issue of what factors determine the best location for an RHQ,
and how these factors link with the firms’ contextual characteristics, remains
largely uninvestigated (Aoki and Tachiki, 1992; Morrison and Roth, 1992;
Sullivan 1992; Lehrer and Asakawa, 1995).

Understanding the nature of this linkage, across a cross-section of organiza-
tions, will not only provide the basis for better explaining location choice, but
also contribute to theory development. Furthermore, better understanding
of the complex pattern of location variable interaction in the RHQ loca-
tion decision has important implications for firms, state policy makers and
researchers. From a firm perspective, MNEs can benefit from understanding
the complex fit between the operational and business context of interna-
tional firms and the type of location selection strategies such firms use when
making RHQ location decisions. For government policy makers, knowledge
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of whether or not firm nationality, strategic purpose, technological capac-
ity and RHQ function influence the efficacy of incentive regimes may be
crucial to attracting RHQ investment. The purpose of this study is to specifi-
cally investigate (1) the nature of the decision-making processes underlying
MNEs’ RHQ location selection strategies and (2) the interface with a firm’s
contextual characteristics. To achieve this objective, two discrete research
tasks present themselves.

Identifying the spectrum of location decision variables

Before any investigation can be conducted into the way MNEs use location
selection criteria differently, there is a need to identify and understand what
is the full spectrum of decision variables that are used in association with
location choice. In the absence of any previous studies that do this, our
first task is to map the range of decision variables that MNEs generally asso-
ciate with making RHQ location choices. Only when the broad spectrum of
location selection factors are identified, can the way organizations use these
factors be examined. The problem is that no instrumentation consisting of
a large spectrum of variable items, related to the task of making RHQ loca-
tion choice, presently exists. The first research objective of this study thus
becomes one of developing a standardized procedure (instrument) that pro-
files the importance organizations attach to specific variables when making
location selection decisions.

Identifying classification categories and defining hypotheses

Having the means to profile organizations’ decision criteria, a method of
classifying organizations into different contextual categories needs to be
determined, before the patterns of criteria usage can be compared. The
research question that interests us here is: to what extent do MNEs, when
grouped according to some distinctive contextual characteristic, use dis-
cernibly different decision criteria when making location selection decisions?
To investigate this question it becomes necessary to determine which classi-
fication method is to be used for the purposes of examining the potentially
different decision priorities that operate in different organizations.

A review of the international business and strategy literature suggests a
number of possible classification categories that represent different opera-
tional and strategic mindsets spanning from the early EPG-framework of
Perlmutter (1969), over Hofstede’s work on the significance of national cul-
ture to more recent contributions on transnational strategies (Bartlett and
Ghoshal, 1989). When it comes to making decisions about locating RHQs,
three categories that come to the fore are (1) the strategic purpose for which
RHQs are to be used; (2) the nationality of firms’ origin; and (3) the industry
sector to which they belong. Below we describe each type of classification
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category, together with a statement about how we hypothesize the rela-
tionship between organizations’ strategic context and their decision criteria
profile.

Strategic purpose of RHQ

Confronted with tension between needs for global integration and needs
for national responsiveness multinational enterprises can behave in sev-
eral ways. Some integrate their operations across borders, others let their
subsidiaries in various companies behave almost as if they are national
companies (Prahalad and Doz, 1981; Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989; Doz
and Ghoshal, 1994; Lehrer and Asakawa, 1995). MNE integration and
local responsiveness constitute accepted generic choices, which represent
polar strategic priorities, integration or responsiveness. One strategy usu-
ally remains preferred to the other and patterns of strategic decisions reflect
patterns over time. Some MNEs, however, try to avoid developing a clear
pattern of preference for national responsiveness or global integration, but
attempt to combine elements of both. The strategies of such companies
can be labelled as multifocal. Consistent with this extensive body of liter-
ature on MNE strategic choice and based on the global integration/ local
responsiveness framework (Prahalad and Doz, 1981; Doz, 1986; Bartlett and
Ghoshal, 1989; Lasserre and Schutte, 1999), it is hypothesized (H1): that
location decision priorities will differ in relative importance across strategic purpose
categories.

Nationality of company origin

There is a substantial international business and cross-cultural management
literature that argues the importance of country-of-origin effects. Numerous
studies have shown that the behaviour of MNEs is strongly influenced by a
firm’s nationality and that the decision criteria firms use are likely to differ
consistently with the national priorities and preferences of the parent com-
pany’s origin (e.g., Hofstede, 1994; Hodgetts and Luthans, 1999). Johanson
and Vahlne (1977) first suggested a country-of-origin effect between psychic
distance and location strategy. Kogut and Singh (1988) further explored the
implications for entry mode behaviour of the psychic distances between
countries. They found strong support for the effect of national culture
on entry choice. Hennart and Larimo (1998) also found national origin
affected the entry strategies of European and Japanese multinational enter-
prises entering the United States. In a different context researchers have
pointed to the differential costs arising out of national differences associ-
ated with cross-border acquisitions and joint ventures (Morosini and Singh,
1994; Barkeema and Vermeulen, 1997 ). Given this research on the impact
of national origin on entry strategy, we expect to see evidence of different
criteria depending on the nationality of the parent company driving RHQ
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location selection strategies. It is hypothesized (H2): that location decision pri-
orities will differ in relative importance across the nationality of company origin
categories.

Industry sector

In this chapter we also control for industry sector. Many studies have shown
that the relative importance of host country factors vary according to the
particular investing industry. For example, different industries will require
different kinds of customized location assets, such as labour skills, technical
knowledge, management expertise, public infrastructure and technologi-
cal capacity. Guisinger (1985) found that the impact of incentive regimes
varied significantly across industries. Infrastructural requirements have also
been shown to vary in importance depending on the special requirements of
different industries (Loree and Guisinger, 1995).

There is also the suggestion that different location advantages favour differ-
ent industry RHQs (EIU, 2002). Hong Kong is regarded as the RHQ centre for
service sector firms because of its closeness to markets, quality management
and its dense network of service and financial firms. Singapore’s dominant
position as a centre for manufacturing RHQs is often ascribed to government
polices and excellent infrastructure, while Sydney’s vibrant IT market, excel-
lent telecommunications, multi-skilled workforce and lifestyle advantages
make it an attractive RHQ location in industries where recent technologi-
cal developments have arguably diminished the intra-regional importance
of geography. The final hypothesis (H3) states: that location decision priori-
ties will differ in relative importance across the three industry sector categories of
services, manufacturing and technology.

Method

Sample

Our sample was drawn from a cross-section of the largest non-European
MNEs with RHQs in Europe and non-Asia-Pacific MNEs with Asia-Pacific
RHQs (located specifically in Australia). The sampling frame was limited
to these RHQ locations on the grounds of the local knowledge of the
researchers and accessibility. As a result, the findings of this study must be
viewed as exploratory and subject to further research. The chief executives
of these regional offices were used as the primary informants in the study.
The regional CEO was considered to be the individual most cognizant of the
firm’s thinking and rationale about which issues and factors are important
when making RHQ location decisions for the firm. However, it is recog-
nized that this provides only one perspective on the RHQ location decision.
Clearly, senior executives at corporate HQ may have different perspectives
and experiences.
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The CEOs of major RHQs within the European region (N=342) and
Australia as an important RHQ location in the Asia-Pacific region (N=225)
were mailed a survey questionnaire. The majority of the questionnaires
were completed by CEOs from the Asia-Pacific site of Sydney, Australia. The
European sites returning questionnaires represented locations such as Lon-
don (UK), Belgium (Brussels) and Frankfurt (Germany). It was particularly
difficult to obtain responses from the European RHQs. Despite a number of
follow-up requests, a total of only 57 completed questionnaires (39 Australian
and 18 European RHQs) were returned, resulting in an overall response rate
of 10%. While this is a very low response rate, perhaps owing to the sensitiv-
ity and complexity of RHQ location decisions, the sample is adequate for the
purposes of conducting an exploratory statistical analysis. Table 5.1 shows
that the 57 companies used in this study represent a broad range of industry
types. These were categorized into three groups: Computer Software (35.1%),
Manufacturing (21.1%) and Health/Pharmaceutical (6%) sectors.

Research measures/survey design

A two-part questionnaire was developed to collect the necessary data for this
study. Part A of the survey gathered demographic information about par-
ticipating organizations such as nationality of parent origin; core business
activity; the purpose of establishing present RHQ ; the number of staff oper-
ating at RHQ ; and the number of years the RHQ was established. Part B
gathered information about the importance companies placed on a range of
variables considered influential in making RHQ location decisions in general.

Table 5.1 Frequency distribution of organizational
sample across industry type

Industry type Count %

Computer software 20 35.1
Health/pharmaceuticals 6 10.5
Professional services 2 3.5
Manufacturing 12 21.1
Telecommunications 3 5.3
Construction 3 5.3
Financial services 4 7.0
Education 1 1.8
Transport 1 1.8
Chemical 2 3.5
Insurance 1 1.8
Wholesale 1 1.8
Food 1 1.8

Total: 57 100.0
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This section did not refer to factors relevant to the specific location of the
RHQ in question.

Identifying location decision variables

The variables influencing RHQ location decisions are described in this study
as location decision variables (LDV). The LDV items were chosen for inclu-
sion in the survey following detailed content analysis of the IB location
literature dealing with matters related to making decisions about RHQ selec-
tion. The items identified from this broad range of sources were intended to
be as specific as possible in order to form a comprehensive set of factors asso-
ciated with influencing location selection decisions. A total of 39 individual
items were identified (see Table 5.3) relating to workforce characteristics;
competitive business inputs; technological/educational infrastructure fac-
tors; government incentives; company characteristics factors; social, political
and legal factors; economic factors; compatibility factors; financial factors;
and intra-regional accessibility.

This part of the survey was designed to obtain measures of the strategic
importance organizations attributed to specific location decision variables
when making the decision to locate a specific RHQ. Such measures could
be used to map the decision criteria underpinning specific RHQ location
choices. In making the decision to locate an RHQ, respondents were required
to indicate, on a 5 point Likert scale (where 1 = low importance and 5 = high
importance), the level of importance their organization would place on each
individual item when making such a decision. The objective here was for
respondents to show how much each individual item would influence the
decision process.

Classifying contextual categories

The three contextual categories chosen in this study to examine the presence
of contrasting location decision mindsets are, as we have already discussed,
Strategic Purpose, Nationality of Company Origin, and Industry Sector. To
obtain measures representing different strategic purposes underlying RHQ
establishment, respondents were asked to indicate by ticking the appropri-
ate box, whether their present RHQ was established to (a) co-ordinate and
facilitate global operations, or (b) to serve and be responsive to regional mar-
kets. The measure used to indicate the national origin of respondents’ parent
company was based on respondents’ describing the national origin of their
company.

Table 5.2 displays the sample distribution across these classification cate-
gories. In the first instance, we see that across our sample a total of 34 RHQs
were established to pursue Regional Market Responsiveness strategies, with
a total of 23 RHQs being established to pursue Global Co-ordination and
Facilitation strategies. Table 5.2 also reveals that 35 companies were of North
American, 12 of European and 10 of Asian origin.
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Table 5.2 Frequency distribution of sample across classification
categories

Classification categories N %

Strategic purpose (of RHQ establishment): 34 59.6
Regional market responsiveness 23 40.4
Global co-ordination and facilitation

Total: 57 100

Nationality of company origin:
North America (sub-total) 35 61.4

USA 30
Canada 5

Europe (sub-total) 12 21.1
Belgium 1
Britian 5
Germany 2
Ireland 2
Holland 2

Asia (sub-total) 10 17.5
Hong Kong 1
Japan 7
Australia 2

Total: 57 100

Industry sector:
Services 11 19.30
Manufacturing 23 40.35
Technology 23 40.35

Total: 57 100

Results

Location decision variables: Relative importance

Each of the 39 specific variables associated with influencing location deci-
sions are ordered according to their overall mean measure of importance.
The median measure across the sample was 3.37. Nineteen location deci-
sion variables exceed this measure. A number of variable clusters emerge
across the attributed importance ratings. Table 5.3 reveals that across all
respondents the highest ranked group of decision variables centre around
infrastructure-related variables such as communications, educational and
transport infrastructure concerns. ‘‘Reliable communications infrastructure’’
(4.42) was the most important variable associated with the RHQ location
decision followed equally by the ‘‘availability of highly skilled’’ (4.26) and
‘‘English-speaking staff’’ (4.26). Linked to the supply of available English-
speaking staff was an ‘‘English-speaking environment’’ (4.11). The fifth most
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Table 5.3 Relative importance of location decision variables

Location Decision Variables Rank Mean SD

Reliable communications infrastructure 1 4.42 0.84
Availability of high-skilled staff 2 = 4.26 0.99
English-speaking workforce 2 = 4.26 1.01
English-speaking environment 4 4.11 0.98
Frequent and efficient international flights 5 4.04 1.05
Economic stability 6 3.98 0.92
Accessible geographical location 7 3.88 0.98
Local market growth potential 8 3.86 1.14
Presence of key technology suppliers 9 3.79 1.22
Commercial compatibility with home-base 10 3.72 1.11
Availability of reliable suppliers 11 3.63 1.23
Strong cultural links with region 12 = 3.61 1.05
Access to regional financial centre 12 = 3.61 1.10
Attractive company taxation regulations 14 3.58 1.24
Stable exchange rates 15 3.53 1.15
Regional telecommunications hub 16 3.49 1.23
Low priced telecom circuitry 17 3.46 1.12
Cultural compatibility with home-base 18 3.40 1.07
Competitively priced telecommunications 19 3.39 1.18
Competitively priced rent 20 = 3.37 1.17
Low operating costs 20 = 3.37 1.17
Competitively priced labour 22 3.30 1.13
Moderate interest rate environment 23 3.25 1.06
Attractive dividend withholding taxes 24 3.21 1.15
Low inflation environment 25 3.18 1.04
High quality health services 26 3.12 1.12
Flexibility of employment contracts 27 3.02 1.19
Local government tax incentives 28 2.96 1.22
Attractive government regulatory environment 29 2.91 1.27
Local government financial incentives 30 2.81 1.38
Central government establishment incentives 31 2.79 1.39
Central government financial incentives 32 2.75 1.37
Low-cost workforce 33 2.74 1.25
Local government infrastructure inputs 34 2.70 1.24
Local government establishment incentive 35 2.68 1.30
Low levels of industrial disputes 36 2.61 1.31
Low cost of health insurance 37 2.58 1.12
Low cost of cars 38 2.56 1.15
Low cost of schools 39 2.51 1.10

Notes: 1. The mean is the average on a scale of 1 (= ‘‘low importance’’) to 5 (= ‘‘high
importance’’). 2. SD = standard deviation
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important variable and final factor measuring above four on our 5 point
Likert scale was ‘‘frequent and efficient international flights’’ (4.04). The
importance of communications infrastructure reflects the need to man-
age and co-ordinate dispersed activities over the region; the availability of
English-speaking, highly skilled staff reflects the most important direct input
into RHQ operations; while access to world-class air transportation infras-
tructure reflects the need for regional managers to undertake frequent travel
around the region.

The second order of variables relate firmly to market-related location vari-
ables such as ‘‘economic stability’’ (3.98), ‘‘accessible geographic location’’
(3.88), ‘‘local market growth potential’’ (3.86), ‘‘presence of key technology
suppliers’’ (3.79), ‘‘commercial compatibility with home base’’ (3.72) and
‘‘reliable suppliers’’ (3.63). Economic stability is ranked far more highly than
low taxes and government incentives, which rank lowly on the scale. The
third group of variables that centre around the median score of importance
consists of six factors related to cultural ties – ‘‘strong cultural links with
region’’ (3.61) and ‘‘cultural compatibility’’ (3.41); finance – ‘‘attractive com-
pany taxation regulations’’ (3.58) and ‘‘stable exchange rates’’ (3.53); and
telecommunications – ‘‘regional telecommunications hub’’ (3.49) and ‘‘low
priced telecommunication circuitry’’ (3.46).

The variables below median importance were dominated by three groups
of variables: input costs – ‘‘competitively priced telecommunications’’ (3.39),
‘‘competitively priced rent’’ (3.37), ‘‘low operating costs’’ (3.37), ‘‘compet-
itively priced labour’’ (3.30), ‘‘moderate interest rate environment’’ (3.25),
‘‘attractive dividend withholding taxes’’ (3.21), ‘‘low inflation environment’’
(3.18), ‘‘low cost workforce’’ (2.74) and ‘‘low levels of industrial disputes’’
(2.61); government incentives – ‘‘local government tax incentives’’ (2.96),
‘‘attractive regulatory environment’’ (2.91), ‘‘local government financial
incentives’’ (2.81), ‘‘central government establishment incentives’’ (2.79),
‘‘central government financial incentives’’ (2.75) and ‘‘local government
establishment incentives’’ (2.68); and cost of living factors – ‘‘low cost of health
insurance’’ (2.58), ‘‘low cost of cars’’ (2.56) and ‘‘low cost of schools’’ (2.51).
Below we use principal components analysis to further understand the role
these items play in influencing RHQ location decisions.

Identifying the factor dimensions underlying location decision variables

The data were examined to determine factorability. Initial examination of the
correlation matrix reveals a good distribution of large and small coefficients,
suggesting the presence of homogeneous sets of variables. Furthermore, with
an overall Kaiser-Meyer–Olkin measure of sampling adequacy of .73 and with
the Bartlett Test of Sphericity highly significant ( p < .00000), the correlation
matrix is considered appropriate for factoring. Assuming that all location
decision variables are common variables associated with location choice
decisions, principal components analysis was used to identify the common
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dimensions underlying the 39 location decision variables. This extraction
method using varimax rotation yielded 9 factor dimensions accounting for
78.9% of the total variance. The reproduced correlation matrix and resid-
ual correlations indicate that this 9 factor structure model is a good fit
with the data. The factor loadings and corresponding questionnaire items
together with the percentage of variance accounted for are reported in
detail in Table 5.4. A total of nine interpretable location decision factors
emerge from the pattern of loadings displayed in Table 5.4 and were labelled
as: Favourable Government Incentives, Low Operating Costs, Low Living
Costs, Favourable Financial Environment, Effective Regional Links, Com-
patibility with Home-Base, Supportive Business Environment, Economical
IT Infrastructure and Favourable Employment Relations. The factor scores
for all nine dimensions were calculated using the regression method, which
saved scores standardized around a mean of zero (Norusis, 1993) for further
analysis.

Comparing location decision priorities across contextual categories

To determine how the 9 location decision factor dimensions are used dif-
ferently across organizational contextual categories, the mean standardized
factor scores derived above were analysed using the Oneway ANOVA proce-
dure. Table 5.5 reports the ANOVA results comparing each location decision
factor score mean across each set of contextual category subgroups.

Standardized factor scores are particularly useful in this kind of compara-
tive task. They not only permit the comparison of scores relative to a mean
of zero (Norusis, 1993), but also reveal the relative weight a particular factor
possesses in relation to all other factors (Mendenhall et al., 1977). Applied to
Table 5.5, it means that location decision factors with scores equal or close to
zero are, compared to others, given an ‘‘average importance weighting’’ when
making decisions about RHQ location. However, when decision factors are
given scores above zero, that is a ‘‘positive’’ (+) value, it indicates in rela-
tive terms that such factors are given an ‘‘above average importance weighting’’
when making location decisions. By contrast, scores with ‘‘negative’’ (–) val-
ues indicate in relative terms factors’ ‘‘below average importance weighting’’ in
location decisions.

Using standardized means in this way allows us to compare how individual
location decision factors differ in importance between subgroups of interest.
That is, when the full set of decision factors are viewed as a whole, indi-
vidual decision factors are seen against a set of complex inter-relationships
that characterize the nature of each subgroup’s decision priority mindset.
The importance weightings presented in Table 5.5 capture the unique way
individual factor dimensions are inter-related within each contextual cate-
gory subgroup. Examining the way the factor dimensions are configured or
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Table 5.4 Factor loadings of location decision variables

Factor Dimension Labels Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
LSF Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Factor 1: Favourable
Government Incentives

Local government financial incentives 0.9430
Central government establishment

incentives
0.9347

Local government establishment
incentives

0.9045

Central government financial incentives 0.8447
Local government infrastructure inputs 0.8246
Local government tax incentives 0.7480
Attractive company tax regulations 0.6433
Attractive government regulatory

environment
0.5692

Factor 2: Low Operating Costs
Low operating costs 0.8530
Competitively priced labour 0.8348
Low-cost workforce 0.8028
Competitively priced rent 0.6996

Factor 3: Low Living Costs
Low cost of health insurance 0.8793
Low costs of schools 0.8498
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Table 5.4 (Continued)

Factor Dimension Labels Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
LSF Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Low cost of cars 0.8236
High quality health services 0.6331

Factor 4: Favourable
Financial Environment

Moderate interest rate environment 0.7303
Low inflation environment 0.7138
Access to regional financial centres 0.6792
Attractive dividend withholding taxes 0.6512
Economic stability 0.5754
Stable exchange rates 0.5255

Factor 5: Effective Regional
Links

Frequent and efficient international flights 0.7800
Accessible geographical location 0.7703
Strong cultural links within region 0.6862
Availability of highly skilled staff 0.5990

Factor 6: Compatibility with
Home-Base

English speaking workforce 0.7836
Commercial compatibility with home-base 0.7288
English-speaking environment 0.6643
Cultural compatibility with home-base 0.6529
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Factor 7: Supportive Business
Environment

Availability of reliable suppliers 0.7065
Presence of key technology suppliers 0.6202
Local market growth potential 0.6148
Regional telecommunications hub 0.6025

Factor 8: Economical IT
Infrastructure

Competitively priced telecommunications
costs

0.6904

Low priced telecommunications circuitry 0.6784
Reliable communications infrastructure 0.5836

Factor 9: Favourable
Employment Relations

Flexibility of employment contracts 0.7660
Low level of industrial disputes 0.6722

Percentage of Variance
Explained (Total=78.9%)

38.5 9.9 6.3 5.6 4.8 4.1 3.7 3.1 2.8

Eigenvalue 15.02 3.86 2.47 2.17 1.86 1.61 1.43 1.22 1.09

Notes: 1. K-M-0 Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .7309
2. Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 2022.4533; p = .0000
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Table 5.5 Factor score means and Mann–Whitney statistics compared across contextual categories

Factor Dimensions Strategic Purpose of RHQ
Establishment

Nationality of Company Origin Industry Sector

RMR
N=34
M(SD)

GCF
N=23
SM(SD)

F-value North
America
N=35
SM(SD)

Europe
N=12
SM(SD)

Asia N=10
SM(SD)

F-value Service
N=11
SM(SD)

Manuf’ing
N=23
SM(SD)

Technol’gy
N=23
SM(SD)

F-value

Favorable
government
incentives

–.01 (1.03) .01 (0.96) 0.00 .09 (0.94) –.42 (1.22) .20 (0.85) 1.43 –.66 (0.82) .12 (1.07) .19 (0.89) 3.19∗

Low operating costs .01 (1.11) –.02 (0.82) 0.02 –.04 (1.03) .30 (1.06) –.22 (0.79) 0.82 –.01 (0.64) .07 (1.13) –.07 (1.13) 0.11
Low living costs –.16 (0.96) .24 (1.02) 2.33 .05 (0.96) –.11 (1.27) –.04 (0.81) 0.12 –.31 (0.85) .22 (1.15) –.07 (0.88) 1.14
Favorable financial

environment
–.14 (0.95) .21 (1.04) 1.65 –.01 (0.90) .33 (1.29) –.34 (0.89) 1.25 .24 (1.22) .17 (1.01) –.28 (0.83) 1.60

Effective regional
links

–.08 (1.19) .12 (0.60) 0.55 .11 (0.97) .03 (1.11) –.43 (0.92) 1.19 –.73 (1.34) .30 (0.89) .04 (0.74) 4.48∗∗

Compatibility with
home-base

.01 (1.05) –.02 (0.93) 0.02 .17 (0.94) –.06 (1.03) –.51 (1.06) 1.85 .22 (1.22) –.23 (0.91) .12 (0.96) 1.05

Supportive business
environment

–.13 (1.13) .19 (0.74) 1.42 –.04 (0.92) .15 (1.10) –.03 (1.20) 0.17 –.26 (0.59) –.15 (1.2) .27 (083) 1.49

Economical IT
infrastructure

.04 (1.10) –.06 (0.84) 0.11 .13 (0.83) –.17 (1.23) –.25 (1.24) 0.78 –.16 (0.90) .02 (0.92) .05 (1.13) 0.17

Favorable
employment
relations

–.34 (0.86) .51 (0.97) 11.86∗∗ –.04 (1.00) .15 (1.32) –.05 (0.49) 0.18 –.06 (0.96) .06 (0.79) –.03 (1.20) 0.07

Mann−whitney
statistic

Mean rank = 6.56 cf 12.44 USA cf
Europe

Mean rank = 9.78 cf 9.22 Manuf cf
Tech

Mean rank = 10.39 cf 8.61
U = 14.07 U = 38.0 U = 32.5
Z Score = –2.34 Z Score = –.22 Z Score = –.70
2-Tailed p = .01 (cft) 2-Tailed p = .82 (cft) 2-Tailed p = .47 (cft)

Europe cf
Asia

Mean rank = 11.56 cf 7.44 Service cf
Manuf

Mean rank = 7.28 cf 11.72
U = 22.0 U = 20.5
Z Score = –1.63 Z Score = –1.76
2-Tailed p = .10 (cft) 2-Tailed p = .07 (cft)

USA cf Asia Mean rank = 12.61 cf 6.39 Service cf
Tech

Mean rank = 7.78 cf 11.22
U = 12.5 U = 25.0
Z Score = –2.47 Z Score = –1.36
2-Tailed p = .01 (cft) 2-Tailed p = .17 (cft)

Notes: 1. RMR – Regional market responsiveness; GCF – Global coordination and facilitation.
2. ∗ p< .05; ∗∗ p< .01; cft – Corrected for ties.
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structured for each subgroup provides insight into the mindset that each
subgroup brings to the task of making RHQ location decisions.

Table 5.5 also presents the Mann–Whitney Statistics. The Mann–Whitney
procedure is an assumption free test used to determine whether two inde-
pendent samples come from populations that have the same distribution of
importance weightings (Howell, 1982; Meddis, 1984). This procedure exam-
ines the distribution of difference between samples by examining the way
groups distribute their ranks and by comparing the relative magnitude of the
weightings each group attributes to the same items. As a measure of relative
standing, the z score depicts the standard deviation between the range of val-
ues associated with each of the location decision items and the mean of those
values. The importance of this procedure for this study is that it enables us
to determine the extent to which contextual category subgroups reveal sig-
nificant dissimilarities in the distribution of location decision priorities, thus
demonstrating the presence of distinctive and contrasting location decision
mindsets.

Figure 5.1 compares the decision priority schema across the subgroups
of each classification category. By displaying the mean importance values
(standardized factor score means) relative to a centre point, Figure 5.1 enables
differences in the distribution of location decision priorities to be examined
and compared.

–1

0

0.5

Favourable government incentives(a)

Low operating costs

Low living costs

Favourable
financial environment

Effective regional linksCompatibility with home-base

Supportive
business environment

Economic IT infrastructure

Favourable
employment relations

Regional market responsiveness
Global coordination and facilitation

–0.5

Figure 5.1 Location decision priority structures compared across contextual cat-
egories. (a) Strategic purpose of RHQ (b) Nationality of company (c) Industry
sector.
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employment relations

Figure 5.1 (Continued)
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Examining hypothesis one

The first hypothesis is concerned with testing whether the location decision
priority structures differ significantly according to the strategic purpose for
which RHQs will be used. To investigate whether we see any support for this
hypothesis, we must examine how the pattern of decision priority structures
compare across the strategic purpose subgroups of this study – Regional Mar-
ket Responsiveness and Global Co-ordination. In the first instance, Table 5.5
reveals that only one location decision factor, ‘‘Favourable Employment
Relations’’ (F = 11.86, p < .01), was found to differ significantly between
subgroups. However, Table 5.5 tells us more about the decision priorities of
these groups by revealing a complex set of inter-relationships that reflect
the nature and character of each groups’ location decision mindset. Below
we describe the way groups’ contrasting location decision priorities are
structured.

Location decision priorities for RHQs pursuing regional responsiveness strategies

Examining Table 5.5 we find that the strategic mindset of firms whose RHQ is
to pursue a regional responsiveness strategy is characterized by the following
decision priority structure. In this strategic mindset, the location decision
factor of ‘‘Economical IT Infrastructure’’ (SM=0.04) dominates this group’s
decision priority structure (i.e., given above average importance weightings). Fac-
tors such as ‘‘Compatibility with Home-Base’’ (SM=0.01), ‘‘Low Operating
Costs’’ (SM=0.01), and ‘‘Favourable Government Incentives’’ (SM= −0.01)
are given average importance weightings (i.e., factor scores close to zero).
Factors receiving below average importance weightings are ‘‘Favourable Employ-
ment Relations’’ (SM=−0.34), ‘‘Low Living Costs’’ (SM=−0.16), ‘‘Favourable
Financial Environment’’ (SM−0.14), ‘‘Supportive Business Environment’’
(SM= −0.13) and ‘‘Effective Regional Links’’ (SM= −0.08).

What we learn from this decision priority structure is that the primary
goal of this type of RHQ is to get as close as it can to its market. That being
the case, it means that for these organizations the basis of choice is in fact
very limited. A decision priority structure does exist, as we can see, but given
the primary goal the basis of choice is in practical terms limited. If it has
a choice, then the first factor to be taken into consideration in locating an
RHQ is having access to an economical IT infrastructure. This is followed by
consideration being given to a location that offers some compatibility with
the firm’s prior experience, low operating costs and favourable government
incentives. Location decisions for this group are based around the pragmatic
concerns of operational costs.

Location decision priorities for RHQs pursuing global co-ordination strategies

In a similar way, we observe that for RHQs pursuing a global co-ordination
strategy the factors that feature highly in the decision priority structure
(i.e., factors given above average importance ratings) of these firms, include
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‘‘Favourable Employment Relations’’ (SM=0.51), ‘‘Low Living Costs’’ (SM=
.24), ‘‘Favourable Financial Environment’’ (SM=0.21), ‘‘Supportive Busi-
ness Environment’’ (SM=0.19) and ‘‘Effective Regional Links’’ (SM=0.12).
Location decision factors lower down the priority structure (i.e., given
average importance ratings) include: ‘‘Favourable Government Incentives’’
(SM=0.01), ‘‘Low Operating Costs’’ (SM= −0.02), and ‘‘Compatibility with
Home-Base’’ (SM=−.02). At the bottom of this group’s decision priority struc-
ture (i.e., given below average importance weightings) is the factor ‘‘Economical
IT Infrastructure’’ (SM= −0.06).

We observe from this decision priority structure that RHQs pursuing a
global co-ordination strategy, compared to those pursuing a regional respon-
siveness strategy, have the luxury of being able to base their location decisions
on a broader range of decision criteria. A global co-ordination strategy does
not necessarily require the RHQ to be close to its market or regional opera-
tions. The nature of a co-ordination role means that such an RHQ can base
its location criteria on a range of very different issues. We learn from this
priority data that for these firms the primary concern in making location
choices is with such things as the type of employment relations the envi-
ronment presents, the presence of a supportive business environment, the
cost of living in general, the presence of a favourable financial environment
and efficient access to regional links. This type of RHQ does not need to
be particularly close to its market per se. How quickly it can get to any
part of the region, and beyond, is what is strategically important to these
firms. Not only does this group have more choices, but its decision criteria
centre around more intangible concerns, rather than concerns of pragmatic
operational costs.

Figure 5.1(a) schematically maps the decision priority structures of the
two groups just described. The Mann–Whitney procedure concludes that
the location decision priority structures representing each strategic purpose
subgroup differs significantly (U =14.0, 2 Tailed p = .01) due to two con-
tributing factors. First, the difference in mindset is due to a difference in the
way subgroups distribute their ranks. For example, compared to the regional
responsiveness group, results reveal that with a mean rank of 12.44 the global
co-ordination group had the largest number of location decision factors that
were given ‘‘above average’’ weightings. The second factor contributing to
mindset differences is the way groups vary in the magnitude of the weight-
ings they attribute to each of the location decision factors, as represented
by the Mann–Whitney computed z score. As a measure of relative stand-
ing, the z score depicts the standard deviation between the range of values
associated with each of the location decision items and the mean of those
values. A z score of −2.34 represents a significant level of value dispersion.
An overall Mann–Whitney Statistic (U ) of 14.0 also confirms that this level
of dispersion is associated with more systematic than random differences in
the distribution of priorities.
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The evidence described here illustrates the point that the location decision
priorities associated with each group represents different and contrasting
location decision strategies that match groups’ strategic purpose. Such evi-
dence supports our first hypothesis that the intended role of the RHQ
determines the particular decision priority structure on which the location
decision is based.

Examining hypothesis two

Our second hypothesis is concerned about testing the proposition that loca-
tion decision priority structures differ according to firms’ nationality of
company origin. We test this proposition by examining the importance
weightings that firms from North America, Europe and Asia gave to each
of the location decision factors, as presented in Table 5.4. Given the small
sample size associated with two of the nationality of country origin groups
(Europe = 12 and Asia = 10), no significant F values were generated. However,
Figure 5.1(b) reveals that when the standardized means for each factor dimen-
sion are plotted across all country-of-origin groups the North American,
European and Asian decision priority structures are seen to be uniquely struc-
tured. Below we describe the nature of each group’s location decision priority
structures.

Location decision priorities of North American-based firms

The location selection priorities of North American firms were found to be
structured in the following way. The location selection factors at the top
of the priority structure (i.e., attracting above average importance weightings)
are ‘‘Compatibility with Home-Base’’ (SM=0.17), ‘‘Economical IT Infras-
tructure’’ (SM=0.13), ‘‘Effective Regional Links’’ (SM=0.9), ‘‘Favourable
Government Incentives’’ (SM=0.9) and ‘‘Low Living Costs’’ (SM=0.05).
Given average importance weighting is the factor – ‘‘Favourable Financial
Environment’’ (SM=0.01). Further down the priority structure again are
the factors receiving below average importance ratings, such as: ‘‘Low Liv-
ing Costs’’ (SM=−0.04), ‘‘Favourable Employment Relations’’ (SM=−0.04)
and ‘‘Supportive Business Environment’’ (SM=−0.04). What we learn from
this decision priority structure is that the RHQ location decision of North
American firms is driven primarily by a mix of business efficiency and
incentive concerns. That is, the choice of location appears to be predicated
upon efficiencies derived from compatibilities with home-base, established
infrastructure and incentives.

Location decision priorities of European-based firms

The location decision priorities used by our sample of European firms
reveal a priority structure that attributes average or above importance weight-
ings to ‘‘Favourable Financial Environment’’ (SM=0.33), ‘‘Low Operat-
ing Costs’’ (SM=0.30), ‘‘Supportive Business Environment’’ (SM=0.15),
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‘‘Favourable Employment Relations’’ (SM=0.15) and ‘‘Effective Regional
Links’’ (SM=0.03). Those items given below average importance weightings
were ‘‘Favourable Government Incentives’’ (SM=−0.42), ‘‘Economical IT
Infrastructure’’ (SM=−0.17), ‘‘Low Living Costs’’ (SM=−0.11) and ‘‘Com-
patibility with Home-Base’’ (SM=−0.06). This priority structure appears to
be driven by a unique mix of strategic intangibles (nature of operational
environment) and bottom-line cost concerns.

Location decision priorities of Asian-based firms

Our results reveal that the location decision priority schemas associated
with Asian firms are structured very differently to those of North Ameri-
can and European firms. Asian firms’ decision priority structure was found
to attribute average or above importance weightings to ‘‘Favourable Government
Incentives’’ (SM=0.20), ‘‘Supportive Business Environment’’ (SM= −0.03),
‘‘Low Living Costs’’ (SM=−0.04) and ‘‘Favourable Employment Relations’’
(SM=−0.05). The rest of the decision priority structure, arranged in descend-
ing order of importance is ‘‘Compatibility with Home-Base’’ (SM= −0.51),
‘‘Effective Regional Links’’ (SM= −0.43), ‘‘Favourable Financial Environ-
ment’’ (SM=−0.34), ‘‘Economic IT Infrastructure’’ (SM=−0.25) and ‘‘Low
Operating Costs’’ (SM=−0.22). The driving force behind this priority struc-
ture is almost solely one that is driven by government incentives, and to a
lesser extent, cost concerns.

Despite the elements of difference in North American and European
decision priority schemas described above, the Mann–Whitney procedure
reveals that the difference between these schemas was not significant
(U=38.0, 2 Tailed p= .82). Figure 5.1(b) reveals that while there is some
indication of difference in the prioritization of location decision factors
on all measures of relative standing, these differences are small with a
relatively similar mean rank. On the other hand, while the differences
between European and Asian firms’ location decision priorities are not sta-
tistically significant, the lower Mann–Whitney statistic (U=22.0) suggests
that the distribution of priorities are due more to the nationality of com-
pany origin than to chance. As for comparing the North American with
Asian decision priority schemas, our results show that with a mean rank
of 12.61 (North American) and 6.39 (Asian) and a Mann–Whitney (U ) of
12.5, the differences between North American and Asian decision prior-
ity schemas are highly significant ( p < .01). Overall, the location decision
priority differences observed across the nationality of company origin cat-
egories are in support of our second hypothesis. In so doing, we witness
both the influence of cultural distance (explaining closeness of Ameri-
can and European priorities and the difference with Asian priorities), as
well as the effects of intra-regional dynamics shaping decision schema
structure.
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Examining hypothesis three

The third hypothesis sets out to explore the proposition that the relative
importance of location decision priorities will vary across industry sector.
Table 5.5 presents the mean importance weightings that service, manu-
facturing and technology firms placed on each of the location decision
factors. An examination of these means reveal that two location decision
factors, ‘‘Favourable Government Incentives’’ (F=3.19, p < .05) and ‘‘Effec-
tive Regional Links’’ (F=4.48, p < .01), differ significantly across the three
industry sector subgroups. Comparing standardized means across subgroups,
we learn that technology firms in particular place the factor of ‘‘Favourable
Government Incentives’’ near to the top of their decision priority structure
(SM=0.19), while service firms place the same decision factor near to the
bottom of their decision priority structure (SM=−0.66). We also learn that
manufacturing firms place the location factor ‘‘Effective Regional Links’’ at
the top of their priority structure (SM=0.30) when making RHQ location
selection decisions, while the same location factor appears at the bottom
of service firms decision priority structure (SM= −0.73). Furthermore, a
closer examination of the mean scores in Table 5.5 reveals how each group’s
location decision priorities are structured very differently. Below we briefly
describe the nature and character of these differences.

Location decision priorities of service sector firms

Table 5.5 reveals that for service sector firms their decision priority structure
is dominated (i.e., given above average importance weightings) by factors
such as ‘‘Favourable Financial Environment’’ (SM=0.22) and ‘‘Compatibil-
ity with Home-Base’’ (SM=0.24). Average importance weightings (i.e., factor
scores close to zero) are given to factors such as ‘‘Low Operating Costs’’
(SM=−0.01) and ‘‘Favourable Employment Relations’’ (SM=−0.06). Factors
placed at the bottom of the decision priority structure are found to include
‘‘Effective Regional Links’’ (SM=−0.73), ‘‘Favourable Government Incen-
tives’’ (SM=−0.66) and ‘‘Low Living Costs’’ (SM=−0.26). Here we see that
the decision process is convenience driven, that is, driven by a favourable
financial environment and a familiar operational environment.

Location decision priorities of manufacturing sector firms

The sample of manufacturing firms used in this study exhibit decision pri-
orities that are characterized in the following way. For this group of firms,
the location decision factors that were placed at the top of their priority
structure are ‘‘Effective Regional Links’’ (SM=0.30), ‘‘Low Living Costs’’
(SM=0.22), ‘‘Favourable Financial Environment’’ (SM=0.17), ‘‘Favourable
Government Incentives’’ (SM=0.12), ‘‘Low Operating Costs’’ (SM= .07) and
‘‘Favourable Employment Relations’’ (SM=0.06). The factor given average
importance when making location decisions is ‘‘Economical IT Infrastruc-
ture’’ (SM=0.02). On the other hand, factors of least importance in making
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location decisions are ‘‘Compatibility with Home-Base’’ (SM=−0.23) and
‘‘Supportive Business Environment’’ (SM=−0.15). What we learn from
the priorities structure of these manufacturing firms is that RHQ location
decisions are driven primarily by cost effectiveness.

Location decision priorities of technology sector firms

The distribution of mean scores reveal here that for technology firms the
location decision factors that carry the highest weighting when making
location decisions are factors such as ‘‘Supportive Business Environment’’
(SM = 0.27), ‘‘Favourable Government Incentives’’ (SM = 0.19), ‘‘Compat-
ibility with Home-Base’’ (SM = 0.12) and ‘‘Economical IT Infrastructure’’
(SM = 0.05). Factors receiving average importance weightings are ‘‘Effec-
tive Regional Links’’ (SM = 0.04) and ‘‘Favourable Employment Relations’’
(SM=−0.03). By contrast, the lowest priority factors are ‘‘Favourable Finan-
cial Environment’’ (SM = 0.28), ‘‘Low Operating Costs’’ (SM= −0.07) and
‘‘Low Living Costs’’ (SM=−0.07). Compared to other sectors, the decision
priorities of technology firms appear here to be driven by broad concerns
for a supportive environment, spread across business and government and a
familiar operational culture.

The Mann–Whitney test was used to determine the structural similarity
or difference between groups’ decision priorities. This test reveals that while
there was no statistically significant difference between the mean rank of
any industry subgroup’s decision priorities, the difference between the pri-
ority structure of service firms (7.28) and the mean rank of manufacturing
firms (11.72) was approaching significance (U=20.5, 2 Tailed p= .07). The
evidence described here, that is, the differences in decision factor scores
(Table 5.5), the low U of 20.5 and the schematic contrasts between the prior-
itization patterns illustrated in Figure 5.1(c), when viewed together provide
general support for our third hypothesis.

Discussion

The lowering of trade and investment barriers in combination with the
increasing sophistication of ICT and transportation technologies enable firms
to slice up HQ activities and relocate them at the regional level in RHQs. This
increase in the mobility of HQ activities takes place against the background
of the current wave of offshoring and outsourcing of service-related activities.

In terms of the broader implications of the research, the most important
point is that the drivers of RHQ location are very different from the location
drivers of other business activities like manufacturing, sales, R&D and so on.
The evidence that emerges from this study provides general support for our
research propositions on the factors determining the location decision for
RHQs. In doing so, this evidence lays a foundation for better understanding of
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how MNEs’ contextual characteristics are related to their RHQ location selec-
tion strategies. Below we discuss the contribution this exploratory research
makes to understanding RHQ location decision processes.

Dimensionality of location decision factors

The principal components analysis results described here are significant
because they provide for the first time an empirically derived set of dimen-
sions that underlie MNEs’ RHQ location selection strategies. All nine factors
identified are generally reflective of the types of factors alluded to through-
out the prescriptive and professional IB literature (Aoki and Tachiki, 1992;
Yoost and Fisher, 1996; Forster, 1996; Tully, 1998). Another reason for the
importance of these results is that they support a multidimensional view
of the decision-making process used in making RHQ location choices. The
identification of such a broad range of common dimensions as described in
Table 5.5 is important because it provides the means by which variability in
location decision schemas can be observed, measured and compared across
different contextual conditions. The IB literature indicates that there are
numerous issues that need to be considered when deciding where to locate
RHQs. These factor results demonstrate that firms relate to a complex set of
location decision factors when making location selection decisions.

Variability in location decision priorities

This study has used factor score means to examine how location decision
priority structures vary under different contextual conditions. Our results
have shown that location decision factors have different levels of relevance
to different firms thereby revealing decision priority structures that configure
differently across subgroups within the two contextual conditions examined,
as Figure 5.1 portrays. The evidence associated with these two classifica-
tion categories demonstrates an empirical link between the firms’ contextual
characteristics and variability in location decision priorities.

Comparing the strategic purpose data reveals the close relationship
between strategic objective and decision criteria in RHQ location selection.
Our data confirm the reasonable expectation that the purpose for which
an RHQ is established is linked to a specific set of decision priorities. The
nationality of company origin data, on the other hand, reveals how cul-
tural distance influences RHQ location decisions. In so doing, it supports the
cross-cultural literature which argues that differences in cultural perceptions
arise where large cultural distances occur (Adler, 1995). The finding that
the Mann–Whitney procedure reveals no difference in location decision
priorities between US and European firms does confirm the culture dis-
tance argument. In other words, while differences are observed between US
and European decision priorities, the small cultural distance between these
two cultural orientations explains the Mann–Whitney conclusion of no sig-
nificant differences between the priority structures. The strong statistical
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difference between US and Asian firms decision priorities also supports the
cultural distance argument. While statistical support for this hypothesis is
not found in the Asian and European comparison, the reason for this may be
due to sample size. By increasing the sample size, future research may find
that the distance between the mean ranks will increase.

In addition to illustrating the impact of strategic purpose and cultural
distance on influencing location selection processes, our study also draws
attention to the underlying mechanism that drives location choice. The
evidence presented in this study demonstrates the interface between the con-
textual conditions specific to firms and the particular set of location decision
factors that shape firms’ RHQ selection criteria. The association demonstrated
in this study supports the argument that firms’ contextual conditions oper-
ate as organizing mechanisms that determine the mindset that drives firms’
location selection strategies.

Research and policy implications

There are important implications that arise from this study for both
researchers and policy makers. The trend is clearly towards establishment
of more RHQs and greater levels of RHQ relocation and such changes raise a
number of questions. Our results confirm the need for more systematic study
into the decision-making dynamics of multinationals’ RHQ location selec-
tion process as more HQ activities are expected to be relocated to RHQs (and
shared service centres) in the future. In order to advance knowledge and the-
ory on the RHQ location decision processes, two areas of research need to be
further addressed. First, there is a basic need to confirm the dimensionality of
the location decision factors identified in this study across a broader sample
of MNEs who have headquartered in other global regions. Second, and more
important, there is a need to develop our understanding of the task of RHQs
thus capturing the variation in RHQ roles. At one end of the spectrum some
RHQs have small numbers of staff and only assume limited co-ordination
activities in the region, while at the other end some RHQs manage sales, pro-
duction, purchasing, finance and research and development for the whole
region. There is a need to understand the differentiated roles and capabilities
assigned to each level of geography (the regional level as well as the local and
global level) with differing degrees of importance corresponding to different
dimensions of activities.

For MNCs, the challenge is to be able to access the full costs and benefits
of RHQ location rather than focusing narrowly on efficiency gains, and here
our research provides a way of thinking through the drivers and helps to
frame the choice in a more structured way. The implications that arise from
this study for policy makers are twofold. Not only does this study inform
policy makers of the complexity and contingent nature of the RHQ location
decision process, it also provides insight about the choice criteria associated
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with specific contextual mechanisms. Such knowledge and its refinement
will assist policy makers to be more strategic in their design of RHQ location
policies for attracting and maintaining MNEs’ RHQ location commitment.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we point out three ways in which our study extends the
current RHQ literature, although it should be emphasized that our find-
ings are exploratory being based on a small sample of CEO respondents
from RHQs located in Europe and the Asia-Pacific (specifically Australia).
First, our study adds to the literature which sees the RHQ phenomenon as
an important co-ordination mechanism used by MNEs as they respond to
globalization pressures (e.g., Porter, 1986; Martinez and Jarillo, 1989; Aoki
and Tachiki, 1992). We show how organizational context appears to inter-
face with the responsiveness–integration trade off multinationals make when
deciding where to locate RHQs. Secondly, the conventional RHQ literature
views the choice process associated with RHQ location predominantly from
a ‘‘competing incentives’’ perspective (e.g., Boddewyn and Brewer, 1994;
David, 1994). Our study indicates that we should move beyond a preoccu-
pation with the simple notion of incentive regimes and focus attention on
the multidimensional nature of location decision processes. In so doing, this
study suggests a more comprehensive view of the complex interface between
firms’ contextual characteristics and location selection strategies than that
provided in previous studies. Finally, perhaps the foremost contribution this
exploratory study makes to the literature is that it provides a way of explain-
ing the linkage between firms’ contextual conditions and firms’ variability in
location decision priorities. In particular, it shows how a specific set of loca-
tion decision priorities that are relevant to one group of firms sharing similar
contextual conditions may be irrelevant to another group of firms having
different contextual conditions. In the light of the complexity of this associ-
ation, we would argue, along with Doty and Glick (1994) and Ketchen et al.
(1993), that a configurational research approach is best suited to guide future
research and theory development of this important and emerging strategic
issue.
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6
A Signaling Theory Investigation of How
to Overcome Negative
Country-of-Origin Effects
Lance E. Brouthers, JohnW. Story, and John Hadjimarcou

Signaling theory, which finds its roots in information economics and relies
on the idea of information asymmetry (Spence, 1973), may provide some
guidance with respect to possible ways firms may ameliorate the effects of
negative country stereotypes. The concept of information asymmetry simply
suggests that one party in an exchange (e.g., manufacturers) possesses infor-
mation about the product that the other party (e.g., consumers) does not
have (Rao et al., 1999; Kirmani and Rao, 2000). In the case of products asso-
ciated with Developing Countries (DCs), the consumer and marketer may
possess not only asymmetrical information, but information that is strongly
contradictory.

Signaling theory helps us understand the role country of origin (COO)
plays in consumer evaluations of DC products and offers various avenues
on how to reduce negative COO effects, thus allowing DC companies to
compete with MNCs in first world markets.

What makes this chapter unique is that we depart from previous studies
that tend to treat COO as if it were a brand (Tse and Gorn, 1993; Verlegh
and Steenkamp, 1999). According to the signaling theory, brands contain a
bonding component (Rao et al., 1999). Therefore, we surmise that because
COO labels lack a bonding component they cannot be treated similar to
brands. They actually represent the static or noise that prevents consumers
from arriving at objective product judgments.

Using signaling theory as an analogy, our exploratory study examines three
strategies DC firms may use to tackle the issue of negative stereotypes in first
world markets: reducing the noise caused by negative COO through multiple
country-of-origin labels, strengthening the signal through the use of brands,
and by using familiar brands and multiple COO labels).

134
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Conceptual framework

The development of signaling theory has its roots in information economics
(Spence, 1973). The basic premise underlying this theory is that an exchange
between two parties is often associated with information asymmetries.

Specifically, signaling theory suggests that there is a gap or asymmetry
between the information firms commonly possess and the product knowl-
edge consumers actually have such as (similar quality products’) price ranges
or concrete product quality information (Rao et al., 1999; Kirmani and Rao,
2000). Hence, consumers are unable to arrive at informed product decisions,
unless they expend the time and effort to either obtain information about
products of comparable nature or develop decision models that ‘‘fill in’’ the
missing data.

For example, when American and European consumers are faced with DC
products and lack specific information concerning product quality or value,
they tend to either seek out additional information/cues or infer information
concerning important product characteristics from the cues that are available
to them.

Signaling theory suggests that one way to alleviate information asymmetry
is to communicate information by displaying a valid signal (Kirmani and Rao,
2000). This signal can only be accepted as true, if it is clearly associated with
a cost to the sender for signaling false information. This cost serves as a bond
which the company is willing to forego if it provides false information. Brand
names are frequently used as guarantees to convey a bonding component
for high product quality (Keller, 2003). Brand equity is damaged if the signal
turns out to be false or when a guarantee or warranty is paid the firm loses
money. In either case the bond is forfeited.

Signaling theory’s definition of a brand does not fit the conceptualization
of the COO phenomenon, despite previous scholarship treating COO as if
it were a brand (Tse and Gorn, 1993; Verlegh and Steenkamp, 1999). Simply
put, a COO cue is neither clearly nor directly associated with a bond. There
is no guarantee associated with a COO.

Instead, we suggest that since consumers cannot surmise the bond asso-
ciated with a given COO, negative country stereotypes act as a ‘‘static’’ in
the system. They interfere with the consumer’s ability to accurately perceive
positive ‘‘signals’’ the developing country firm (DCF) is attempting to send
through product attributes or through developing a brand.

Signaling theory and branding

According to signaling theory, in order to remove the ‘‘DC static,’’ firms
need to: (1) signal to the consumer that the information is valid, and (2)
convey a clear cost to the firm (or bonding component) associated with an
invalid signal (Kirmani and Rao, 2000). For DC product offerings at least one
potential signal to validate information exists, the brand.
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Marketers are using brands not to merely separate their products from oth-
ers, but, more importantly, to reassure consumers about their unobservable
quality. In order to be able to make such strong statements, companies invest
in brand equity up front through advertising, product design, and packaging
that incorporates the sort of image they are projecting.

Keller (2003) suggests that the mere presence of a brand (familiar or unfa-
miliar) increases consumers’ expectations about the quality of the branded
product because consumers readily perceive the risks, financial and other-
wise, the company may face by providing a product of inferior quality.
Therefore, branded products are expected to be perceived more favorably
by consumers in the absence of other salient cues.

It is conceivable, for example, that the COO information may not be avail-
able to consumers when they watch a commercial or read a print ad unless
the marketer makes such information an essential element of the message
presented to them. Therefore, consumers may infer the initial quality of an
offering from brand information alone.

Not surprisingly, familiar brands allow consumers to make easier deci-
sions because consumers are simply more knowledgeable about them. This
knowledge may be comprised of such useful information as performance,
quality, image, and risk avoidance expectations. This intimate knowledge
that consumers have developed about certain brands can be considered as
a type of bond or pact (Keller, 2003). Familiar brands are reassuring to con-
sumers, whereas unfamiliar ones may convey little or no expectations (good
or bad).

For the above reasons we suggest that one way that DC firms could increase
their international success is to pursue their own branding strategy as long
as consumers are familiar or become familiar with their brands. It is impor-
tant to emphasize that even unfamiliar brands with their perceived bonding
information may reduce strong unfavorable COO effects.

Yet, the majority of DC firms compete on low price alone, rather than
by attempting to develop a well-known brand name (Stiglitz, 1997; Ashley,
1998; Brouthers and Xu, 2002). This is perhaps due to them lacking the
substantial resources required to invest in brand building and management
(Hussain and Jian, 1999).

Although brands, in general, convey a bonding component, we should
also acknowledge that the strength of the bond itself is also pertinent. In
other words, consumers see little or no risk associated with a well-known
brand name because they may have either direct or indirect knowledge of the
brand, but they may also feel that the company behind the brand will honor
all commitments to its customers. Known brands are, therefore, associated
with strong bonds.

Conversely, while unknown brands carry a weak bond, consumers would
still be more receptive to products that offer a perceived bond via the less
familiar brand. For these reasons signaling theory suggests that emerging
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country firms would be better off with a branding strategy as opposed to a
commodity product strategy.

Signaling theory and COO

Although consumers may neither be aware of a product’s COO nor actively
seek it, most countries require companies to imprint the ‘‘made in’’ informa-
tion on their products or packaging. In the case of DCs’ products, American
and European consumers who may possess limited information typically
infer negative product information as a result of the country stereotype.

For example, one study investigated consumer and industrial buyers’
perceptions of electronic equipment manufactured in Canada, Japan, and
Mexico (Ahmed and d’Astous, 1995). The findings not only showed that
products made in Mexico were favored the least among buyers, but also
products from newly industrializing countries were perceived as the least
favorable.

Negative country stereotypes clearly lead consumers to perceive products as
being of lower quality (Han and Terpsta, 1988; Hong and Wyer, 1989, 1990;
Cordell, 1992; Roth and Romeo, 1992; Tse and Gorn, 1993; Maheswaran,
1994; Lampert and Jaffe, 1998; Verlegh and Steenkamp, 1999). For this rea-
son, DC firms are at a disadvantage with American and European consumers
because COO information is always available to consumers in one form or
another. Therefore, the task of increasing the perceived value of DC products
is rather difficult.

A realistic scenario, then, is the investigation of consumers’ evaluations
of products in the presence of COO information. COO research suggests
that products from Japan, the United States, and the EU are almost always
considered to be superior to products originating in DC markets. This appears
to hold for both branded and unbranded products.

COO as a signal

Two problems associated with COO as a valid signal exist. First, COO as a
valid signal can create a ‘‘free rider’’ dilemma; some firms may use COO
to send invalid signals with limited risk to their own profits. Specifically,
a COO cannot be realistically held accountable for either the perceived
reputation or the actual quality of its products.

Unlike brands which are associated with specific entities that consumers
can readily identify in the marketplace, the COO cue is less vulnerable to
retaliation by consumers. For this reason, consumers may not perceive a
salient bonding component associated with COO cues.

Second, preexisting emerging market country stereotypes create an addi-
tional impediment to COO as a positive signal in the market; potential
positive signaling value of country information is likely to be superseded by
inference resulting from the existing negative stereotypes. Thus, it appears
that that COO acts more like a ‘‘static’’ in the system than as a brand. In the
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case of a DC market like China it conveys negative information and reduces
the ability of the European or American consumer to accurately process the
quality of the DC product. In the case of Japanese, American, or EU products
it conveys positive information.

Three strategies to overcome negative COO stereotypes

How may DC firms compete in western markets if they lack strong brand
signals and/or their COO is perceived negatively? Here we suggest three
potential strategies firms may use to overcome negative COO stereotypes:
(1) use multiple COO labels, (2) use a brand, or (3) use both a brand and
multiple COO labels. Each is discussed below.

The use of brands and DC product evaluations

We suggest that DC product evaluations may be improved by employing a
branding strategy (Campbell et al., 2003). As discussed previously, consumers
perceive products associated with a brand (familiar or unfamiliar) as more
favorable than products without it. Could an unfamiliar brand, however,
overcome the negative stereotype associated with products from DC firms?
While we expect the brand to improve product evaluations, the weak bond
associated with such brands may not overcome DC negative stereotypes.

The use of multiple COO labels and DC product evaluations

In today’s global marketplace the COO of a product appears to be less unam-
biguous than it was once considered. It is not unusual, for example, to find
products that are designed in one country, assembled in another from parts
and components made in yet another country, and which are marketed by
corporations often associated with a different country (Chao, 2001).

Given the increasing multinationality of international products one pos-
sible way to reduce COO static/noise thereby improving the evaluation of
DC products is to use multiple COO labels. Categorization theory suggests
that the presence of multiple incongruent signals (such as various COOs)
causes people to reduce the importance of or ignore the signals (Fiske and
Pavelchak, 1986). This results in less extreme product evaluations.

The use of brands andmultiple COO labels

Our discussion, so far, has focused on the impact of a brand signal and COO
information in isolation from one another. In this study, we are interested
in helping DC firms overcome the effect of COO stereotyping.

Although DC firms may not be able to afford to develop their own strong
brands, they may engage in collaborative agreements with other companies
in order to ‘‘piggyback’’ their products with familiar brands. We suggest that
in the presence of a strong bond and the high predictive value associated
with familiar brand names, the multidimensional COO cue will become less
pertinent in product evaluations.
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Categorization theory indicates that consumers knowingly choose the
most efficient, least complex way to evaluate a product (Sujan, 1985). This
means that the presence of a familiar brand name and the perceived diluted
predictive value of a multidimensional COO would induce consumers to
rely more on the familiar brand name cue and less on the various COO
dimensions. Therefore, it appears that combining a familiar brand name with
multiple COO cues results in higher DC product evaluations than pursuing
either strategy in isolation.

Method and findings

We assessed the efficacy of the three strategies to overcome the COO static
issue using three separate experiments. The first experiment investigates how
the introduction of unfamiliar brands may affect product judgments in the
context of the COO label. The next experiment is designed to addresses
the multinationality of international products and the possibility that the
presence of multiple COOs may clear the static associated with a negative
COO label. The last experiment addresses the use of familiar brands and
multiple COOs to overcome negative COO stereotypes.

Experiment 1

The first experiment was designed to investigate the effects of adding unfa-
miliar brand names to products with no country association, products
associated with advanced industrial nations (AINs) (Canada and the USA)
and products associated with our DC of choice, China. In particular, we were
interested in observing product evaluation differences between products that
were not associated with any brand (none) vs products associated with unfa-
miliar brand(s) and how those evaluations were influenced across the three
COO conditions as described below.

Participants

Students in undergraduate business and economics classes were recruited to
participate in an online study in exchange for nominal class credit. Three
separate evaluation sessions were conducted with approximately 156 partic-
ipants in each session for a total 468 evaluations. Six of the evaluations were
incomplete resulting in 462 usable observations.

Design, stimuli, andmeasures

The experimental design was a 4 (COO)×2 (BrPr) full factorial. The four levels
of the COO variable were none, DC (China), AIN (Canada), and home (USA).
Fictitious brands were created using a random number generator to select
from lists of syllables. Out of approximately 20 brands generated, Calaran,
NuLad, and Prisan were selected. Searches were performed to ensure that
these brands were, in fact, fictitious and not currently being used.
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A pretest was performed to test for differences in perceptions between
the three unfamiliar brands. Participants were presented with a list of 60
actual and fictitious brands and asked to rate each brand on quality, service,
technology-employed, and craftsmanship. There was no significant differ-
ence between the three unfamiliar brands on any of the four dependent
measures. Given the similarity in perception for the three brands, the brand
variable was collapsed to brand absent or present (BrPr) with values of 0/1.

Each respondent viewed three products, a wallet, a wine glass, and an
umbrella. For all three products, each subject was exposed to one of the
COO conditions (None, Canada, China, USA) and one of the BrPr conditions
(None or Calaran, NuLad, or Prisan). Each subject saw the same COO and
brand for all three products. The dependent variable was perceived quality,
measured by four items – how attractive, well made, durable, and satisfying
the product is. Participants responded to each of the quality items using a
seven-point semantic differential scale.

Analysis and results

Responses to the four quality items were examined for their efficacy as
a univariate measure of the quality construct. The bivariate correlations
between the four measures ranged from .59 to .73. Reliability analysis found
a Cronbach’s alpha of .90. In addition, the four items were subjected to
factor analysis. A single factor was extracted, explaining over 73% of the
variance, with all four items having factor loadings greater than .83. Given
these results, these four items were averaged and treated as a single dependent
variable (QUAL).

The relevant effects were tested by a combination of regression analysis and
planned contrasts. QUAL was regressed on COO, brand presence (BrPr), and
their interaction. The overall model was significant ( p < .0001), as was the
main effect for country association ( p < .001), but the main effect for brand-
ing (BrPr) and the interaction between country association and branding
were not significant ( p > .30). However, planned contrasts provided strong
support for the effects of country association, branding, and their interaction.
Results are summarized in Table 6.1.

As expected, when brands were added to products with no country asso-
ciation, the signaling value of the brand resulted in significantly higher
evaluations (4.67 vs 4.31, p < .05). Additionally, these were found to be
similar with the evaluations of either branded or unbranded products associ-
ated with Canada or the United States ( p > .10). Further, products associated
with the United States and Canada (AINs) were perceived as being of sig-
nificantly higher quality than those associated with China ( p < .001). This
result was consistent for branded and unbranded products. Conversely, when
comparing products associated with specific countries as opposed to no coun-
try association, the results were inconsistent for branded and unbranded
products.
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Table 6.1 Effects of country associations and branding on perceived quality

COO No Brand Unfamiliar Brand p-value no.
brand/brand

Canada 4.68a 4.60a .675
China 4.02b 4.02b .997
None 4.31b 4.67a .008
USA 4.69a 4.63a .736

aNot significantly different
bNot significantly different
a,bSignificantly different, p < .05

Under closer scrutiny, the association of products with Canada or the
United States as opposed to products with no country association did
not result in higher evaluations when a brand was present. However, it
clearly appears that the presence of a brand made a significant difference
in evaluations in the no country association condition.

Specifically, in the absence of brand names, products with no country
association were evaluated as significantly lower in quality than products
associated with Canada (4.31 vs 4.68, p < .05) or products associated with the
United States (4.31 vs 4.69, p < .05). In contrast, when comparing evaluations
of products with no country association and products associated with China
(DC firms), there was no significant difference for unbranded products (4.31
vs 4.02 p>.10) while perceived quality was significantly different for branded
products (4.67 vs 4.02 p < .01).

The effects are illustrated in Figure 6.1. When products were associated with
countries there was no significant difference in perceived quality between the
branded and unbranded products (all p-values > .10). However, for products
with no country association, the addition of a brand name resulted in sig-
nificantly higher perceived quality (4.31 vs 4.67, p < .01). The difference in
perceived quality between no country associations, AIN associations, and
DC associations is contingent upon whether or not the product is associated
with a brand name.

Discussion

Results of Experiment 1 provide strong support for the conceptualization of
COO and brand effects in the context of the signaling theory. The signaling
effect of a brand name makes a significant difference in perceived quality
when no country association is present. However, the presence of a coun-
try association (whether AIN or DC) eliminates the information asymmetry
required to achieve the brand effect and there appears to be no difference
between perceived quality of branded and unbranded products.
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Figure 6.1 QUAL–Brand vs no brand

It is worth noting, once again, that these results were achieved with ficti-
tious or unfamiliar brand names. The interaction between brand names and
the presence or absence of country associations resulted in products with
brand names, but without country associations, being perceived as of equal
quality with AIN products.

Yet, for DC products, in this case associated with China, the addition
of an unfamiliar brand was insufficient to overcome the negative country
effects. Nevertheless, these results indicate that if consumers are unaware
of, or ignore, country associations the addition of brand names results in
significantly higher perceived quality.

Experiment 2

The second experiment was designed to test the effects of secondary country
associations on consumers’ response to DC associations. Specifically, we pro-
posed that adding multiple secondary country associations would moderate
the effect of association with DCs on perceived quality. Primary country asso-
ciations were augmented with secondary associations for either AINs (USA,
Canada) or DCs (Mexico, Brazil).

Participants

Students in undergraduate business classes were recruited to participate in
an online study in exchange for nominal class credit. These students were
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different from the ones who participated in the first experiment. Three sep-
arate evaluations were performed by each of 50 participants. Five of the
evaluations were incomplete resulting in 145 usable observations.

Design, stimuli, andmeasures

The experimental design was a 3 (COO)×2 (FROM) full factorial. The three
levels of the primary COO variable were DC (China), AIN (Canada), and
home (USA). The variable FROM represented the secondary COOs and the
values were ‘‘Mexico, Brazil, China’’ and ‘‘U.S.A., Canada, China.’’ At the
bottom of each product page, respondents saw ‘‘Product of (USA, Canada, or
China), made of materials from one or more of the following countries: (Mexico,
Brazil, China or USA, Canada, China).’’

Each respondent viewed three products, a wallet, a wine glass, and an
umbrella. For each of the three products, each subject experienced one of the
primary COO conditions (Canada, China, USA) and one of the secondary
COO (FROM) conditions (Mexico, Brazil, China or USA, Canada, China).
Each respondent saw the same primary and secondary country associations
for all three products. The dependent variable was perceived quality (QUAL),
measured by the same four items as in the first experiment – how attractive,
well made, durable, and satisfying the product is. Participants responded to
each item using a seven-point semantic differential scale.

Analysis and results

A combination of regression analysis and planned contrasts between cell
means from both experiments were employed in order to test the relevant
effects. QUAL was regressed on primary COO, secondary country association
(FROM), and their interaction. Unlike the results of the first experiment,
the overall model was not significant ( p > .10). The main effect for COO,
the only significant effect in the previous experiment, became insignificant
when secondary country associations were added to the product descriptions.
The results of Experiment 2 are summarized in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 Effects of primary and secondary country associations on
perceived quality*

Secondary Country Association

USA, Canada,
China

Mexico, Brazil,
China

Primary
Country
Association

Canada 4.59 4.74
China 4.43 4.55
USA 4.50 4.58

* No significant differences between cells ( p > .30)
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Figure 6.2 Primary COO effects with and without secondary country associations

Figure 6.2 contrasts the results of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. In
the absence of secondary country associations, there are significant dif-
ferences between AIN and DC product evaluations. Yet, when secondary
country associations were included, all products were perceived to be of
similar quality. This provides strong support for the ‘‘multiple-COO’’ strat-
egy which suggested that the addition of secondary country associations
would moderate the effects of primary country associations on consumers’
perceptions.

Further, results from the two experiments were combined and QUAL was
regressed on primary country association (COO), secondary country asso-
ciations (FROM), and their interaction. The overall model was significant
( p < .01) as well as the main effect for COO ( p < .01). The interaction between
COO and FROM was only marginally significant ( p= .094).

As anticipated, there was not a significant main effect for FROM ( p > .10).
A further test was provided by planned contrasts between the two levels
of secondary associations (USA, Canada, China and Mexico, Brazil, China).
There was no significant difference between the two levels of secondary
country associations for any of the three primary countries (cell means shown
in Table 6.2, all p-values > .10).

Given the lack of difference between the two levels of secondary country
association, the interaction between primary and secondary country associ-
ations are better revealed if secondary association is treated as dichotomous.
The secondary association variable (FROM) was recoded as a dichotomous
variable, 0 – no secondary association, 1 – with secondary association.

Data from the two experiments were combined and QUAL was regressed
on primary country association (COO) and dichotomous secondary country
association (SECONDCO) along with their interaction. The overall model
was significant, as expected ( p < .01).
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The main effect for country was significant ( p < .01) and the main effect
for secondary country association was not significant ( p > .05). However, the
interaction between primary and secondary country association was signifi-
cant ( p < .05), thereby indicating that COO main effects are dependent upon
the presence of multiple country information. In fact, the addition of mul-
tiple countries (in comparison to Experiment 1) seems to have eliminated
any significant differences attributed to COO alone, especially in the case of
China.

Discussion

Experiment 2 explored one strategy for reducing the impact of negative
country stereotypes associated with products from less developed countries.
Specifically, we tested the effectiveness of adding secondary country associa-
tions in moderating the negative effects of DC associations. We hypothesized
that adding multiple country associations to product descriptions would
compel consumers to put less emphasis on the various COO cues, thereby
moderating their product evaluations.

The results clearly showed that introducing multiple COO cues influences
product evaluations in a favorable manner for DC firm products. As such,
DC firms may improve consumer product evaluations by following this
relatively inexpensive strategy under the assumption that multiple COOs
are already involved in the development, design, and production of such
products.

Experiment 3

We conducted the last experiment to examine the impact of introducing
familiar or reputable brands in DC firm product evaluations as well as to
assess the combined effects of familiar brands and multiple COO labels. As
discussed earlier, one recommended strategy for improving AIN consumer
product evaluations of DC firm products was to employ brands.

Signaling theory would suggest that the perceived strong bond attached to
familiar brands may help DC firms overcome negative COO effects. This is in
contrast to the first strategy and experiment which showed that unfamiliar
brands do little if anything to alleviate DC stereotyping.

Method, stimuli, andmeasures

Participants, different from the ones who participated in the previous two
experiments, were recruited from undergraduate business classes. A total of
149 participants completed the experiment. Each respondent viewed three
products, a wallet, a wine glass, and an umbrella.

For each product, subjects received information on a primary COOs
(Canada, China, USA, None) and secondary COOs (Mexico, Brazil, China;
United States, Canada, China; or None). All products were associated with
familiar or reputable brands (Polo Wallet, Waterford Glasses, Samsonite
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Umbrella). Familiar brands were selected based on a pretest. Subjects, similar
to the ones who participated in the actual experiment but not the same, were
asked to indicate the most reputable, familiar brands associated with each of
the three products employed in this study.

As in the previous experiments, the dependent variable was perceived qual-
ity (QUAL), measured by four items – how attractive, well made, durable, and
satisfying the product is. Participants responded to each of the quality items
using a seven-point semantic differential scale.

Analysis and results

Table 6.3 summarizes the results of this experiment. Whereas the main COO
effect was not significant ( p > 10), the results indicated a significant main
effect with regard to brand ( p < .05).

A closer examination of the results shows the pervasive impact or signaling
power of a familiar brand name, especially in the case of our DC, China. Eval-
uations of products from China associated with a familiar, reputable brand
are significantly higher than those under either the no brand condition or
the unknown brand condition ( p < .05). Not surprisingly, the addition of a
well-known brand name resulted in the most dramatic increase in product
evaluations across all three brand conditions under the ‘‘none’’ COO con-
dition ( p < .01), although AIN product evaluations seem to have benefited
from well-known brand names as well.

Lastly, we examined the strategy of using familiar brands and multiple
COOs. According to this strategy, the combination of familiar brand names
with multiple COO labels should dramatically increase product evaluations
of DC firm products. The results clearly show that DC firm product evalu-
ations improve significantly ( p < .01) under the multiple country–familiar
brand condition. Table 6.4 shows the results from this analysis. These effects
are also illustrated in Figure 6.3.

Table 6.3 Effects of familiar brands on product evaluations*

Brand

None Unfamiliar Familiar

Canada 4.68 4.60 5.12
China 4.02 4.02 4.69
None 4.31 4.67 5.59
USA 4.69 4.63 5.10

*n=444
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Table 6.4 Effects of familiar brands and multiple COOs on product evaluations

China China-MBC China-UCC

Brand
Unfamiliar 4.02 4.56 4.46
Familiar 4.69 4.81 4.97
None 3.95 4.54 4.38

Canada Canada-MBC Canada-UCC

Brand
Unfamiliar 4.60 4.59 4.71
Familiar 5.12 5.24 5.06
None 4.68 5.13 4.34

USA

None MBC UCC

Brand
Unfamiliar 4.63 4.56 4.48
Familiar 5.10 5.09 4.73
None 4.69 4.81 4.54

China – brand effects

3.50
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Figure 6.3 Multiple COO and well-known brand effects
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Discussion

By employing the signaling theory and categorization frameworks, we
posited that, perhaps, the most effective strategy for DC firms to follow in
order to alleviate the inherent burden associated with their negative country
stereotypes in first world markets would be the use of multiple COO labels
along with a brand strategy.

Our findings overwhelmingly showed that this appears to be a rather pru-
dent strategy for DC firms. While the multiple COO condition would be
rather easy to implement, identifying and developing reputable, familiar
brand associations is more of an onerous task because of the involvement
of outside entities and firms. Yet, in the pursuit of cheaper sources of pro-
duction, AIN or other firms possessing such reputable brands may, in fact,
pursue DC firm product alliances.

General discussion

We began this study by asking whether DC firms can prosper in Triad nation
markets. Conventional wisdom suggests why this is so difficult for DC firms.
Typically DC firms (1) have substantially less international experience than
multinational enterprises (MNEs); (2) tend to be quite smaller than MNEs
and as a consequence; (3) have very limited resources compared to MNEs
(Hussain and Jian, 1999).

Developing country firms commonly (4) operate from weak and/or shal-
low home country ‘‘Diamonds of Advantage’’ (Porter, 1990) which pushes
them away from differentiation strategies and toward competing on price,
often resulting in lower levels of performance (Lecraw, 1993; Brouthers and
Xu, 2002; Gao et al., 2003). Last, Triad nation markets tend to be mature,
saturated and as a result, highly competitive. Each of these factors diminishes
the likelihood of DC firm Triad nation success.

Previous literature also suggests that DC firms that attempt to replace the
typical commodity low price strategy with some type of differentiation prod-
uct strategy commonly confront negative COO effects (Baughn and Yaprak,
1993; Liefeld 1993; Wood and Darling 1993; Johansson et al., 1994; Manrai
et al., 1998). Negative COO stereotyping makes it very difficult for DC firms
to move from price leadership to differentiation-based product strategies.

So what can DC firms do to overcome their negative COO effects? Here
we drew upon signaling theory (Spence, 1973; Rao et al., 1999; Kirmani and
Rao, 2000) to develop and test a new paradigm of how DC firms may be able
to reduce negative COO effects allowing them to compete with MNEs in first
world markets. We used signaling theory’s definition of a brand (brands con-
tain a bonding component) and concluded that COO labels lack a bonding
component and therefore are actually ‘‘noise’’ in the system.
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More specifically, we proposed and tested three strategies DC firms could
use to reduce negative COO influences in first world markets: (1) boosting
the signal (through using brands); (2) reducing the noise caused by negative
COO (through multiple country-of-origin labels); or (3) using familiar brands
and multiple COO labels. These strategies were tested through a series of
experiments on first world consumers.

We found that by employing signaling theory and categorization frame-
works, the use of familiar brands and multiple COO associations (separately
or combined) reduced negative COO effects and improved consumer evalu-
ations of products. We showed that, perhaps, the most effective strategy for
DC firms to follow was the use of multiple COO labels in combination with
familiar brand associations.

While the multiple COO condition seems comparatively easy to imple-
ment, identifying and developing reputable (familiar) brand associations is
more of an onerous task because of the involvement of outside entities and
firms. Yet, it is possible that in the pursuit of cheaper sources of production,
AIN or other firms possessing such familiar brands may, in fact, pursue DC
firm product alliances. Alternatively, it may be possible for DC firms to pur-
chase defunct, but familiar brands as was the case when a Taiwanese bicycle
manufacturer bought the Schwinn bicycle brand.

Limitations and future research

This study has a few limitations. First, it was an experiment. As such the
question of external validity is always present. Second, we used student sam-
ples. Although the products used in the study are familiar to them, there is
always the question of whether students represent typical consumers.

Third, we only examined a handful of COO labels. For this reason our
findings may not generalize to other DCs. Fourth, since this study is cross-
sectional in nature, future efforts may wish to determine whether our results
are supported in a longitudinal context.

Fifth, we are not suggesting that all DC firms pursue the same negative
COO reduction strategies. All we are suggesting is that two of our proposed
strategies, on average, appear to work. Future efforts need to propose and test
additional strategies DC firms can use to successfully penetrate Triad nation
markets.

Finally, it should be pointed out that while our theory appears to reduce
negative COO ‘‘noise’’ in the system, it is quite likely that additional fac-
tors play a significant role in the success of DC firms in penetrating Triad
nation markets. Future research efforts examining DC firm performance in
first world markets may wish to incorporate our theory into their hypotheses
and analyses.
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Conclusion and managerial implications

Our findings have at least two implications for DC firms targeting Triad
nation markets. First, our empirical results found that DC firms that use
either multiple COO labels and/or familiar brand associations achieve, on
average, higher average product evaluations. These results provide initial
evidence that our theory may be normative and for that reason, may help to
guide DC firms as they formulate product strategies for Triad nation markets.

For example, China’s largest computer manufacturer, Lenovo, chose to
enter the US market by acquiring the venerable ThinkPad brand from IBM in
recent years. Following an initial co-branding strategy, Lenovo has recently
begun selling computers under its own brand name. Haier, a famous Chinese
‘‘white goods’’ company who tried to acquire the ‘‘Maytag’’ brand name
represents an illustration that larger, more successful Chinese firms are
beginning to understand the power of a familiar brand name.

Second, because our theory and results provide an alternative to the con-
ventional wisdom (use a low price strategy) given to DC firms wishing to do
business in Triad nation markets, this study offers the possibility that other
alternatives to the low price commodity strategy also exist. We do not suggest
that all DC firms attempting to enter a specific Triad nation will or should
have identical product strategies or use our suggested strategy. What we have
shown is one method that appears to yield superior product evaluations for
DC firms. We believe that other equally successful strategies may exist and
encourage future research efforts to discover them.

One such strategy has been offered by Brouthers et al. (1995). They hypoth-
esized and found that DC firms that imitated the dominant price–quality
relationship found in the Triad nations (the European Union, the United
States, and Japan) performed better than DC firms that employed other
strategies.

A second possible strategy is to target segments of AIN populations where
DC brands may be more attractive than AIN brand names. For instance,
certain ethnic food brand names or cosmetic brands may appeal to recent
immigrant populations. Such brands represent an inexpensive way for
‘‘strangers in a strange land’’ to feel more at home, by buying familiar brand
name products. Such strategies unfortunately are less likely to work with the
majority native-born AIN populations.

In our study, the introduction of brands did not alleviate the negative
stereotyping associated with DC products. It nonetheless pointed out the
idea that a branding strategy leads to significantly higher evaluations than
a no branding strategy. This was especially true in the case where the COO
was not present. Could we, then, extrapolate from this that if a DC firm is
successful in downplaying the noise emanating from its negative COO can it
realize higher product evaluations? Then, the issue remains of how you can
actually ‘‘hide’’ or ‘‘muffle’’ this unwelcome noise.
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Thus, we view our efforts here as being research opening. In this chapter
we examined merely one approach for DC firms to use to compete in Triad
nation markets. Other exploitable strategies for DC firms likely exist as well;
we encourage future research efforts to discover them.
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7
Institutions and Organizational
Socialization: Integrating Employees in
Cross-Border Mergers and Acquisitions
Ruth V. Aguilera, John C. Dencker, and Zeynep Y. Yalabik

Mergers and Acquisitions (M&As) have been a major strategic tool for busi-
ness growth and repositioning in recent decades (Hitt et al., 2001; Schweiger,
2002; Anand et al., 2005), yet they are often beset by problems during the
integration phase (Kitching, 1967, 1973; Shanley and Correa, 1992; Daniel,
1999; Larsson and Finkelstein, 1999; Hitt et al., 2001; Marks and Mirvis,
2001; Capron and Pistre, 2002). Many of these problems trace to diffi-
culties in effectively integrating the human side of merging organizations
(Buono and Bowditch, 1989; Haspeslagh and Jemison, 1991), resulting, for
example, from clashes between organizational cultures of merging organiza-
tions (Nahavandi and Malekzadeh, 1988; Marks, 1991; Weber and Schweiger,
1992; DeVoge and Spreier, 1999; Overman, 1999; Morosini, 2004), as well as
national cultures in cross-border M&As (Marks, 1991; Belcher and Nail, 2001)
especially during the post-merger period. Although these studies have gen-
erated numerous important findings, a challenging task is to extend this
research to specify how organizational systems, values, and work processes
become stabilized in newly merged organizations and to do so in ways that
are relevant to practitioners.

In this chapter, we develop a theoretical framework to help maximize effec-
tiveness of the integration during post-acquisition.1 We define integration as
socio-cultural integration of groups of people (Gunter et al., 2005). There are
a variety of factors that help create successful post-acquisition integration,
with success defined according to different criteria, such as value creation for
the acquiring firm or low stress level among acquired employees. However,
perhaps the most difficult challenge in M&A integration is to minimize the
negative effects that the acquisition process has for acquired employees (Buono
and Bowditch, 1989; Schweiger and Walsh, 1990; Schweiger and DeNisi,
1991; Marks and Mirvis, 2001). We believe that effective socialization of the

153
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acquired employees is likely to result in a more successful post-acquisition
integration. Thus, we focus primarily on how value can be created by under-
standing and managing the socialization process of acquired employees more
effectively in the post-acquisition integration stage.

We conceptualize effective post-acquisition integrations as those that
achieve an effective cooperation between acquiring and acquired employees,
and explore what conditions enhance employee socialization. Our frame-
work combines organizational socialization and institutional theory in the
context of M&As by drawing on the phenomenological view of early institu-
tional scholars who argued that socialization plays an important role in the
institutionalization process (e.g., Berger and Luckmann, 1967; Barley and
Tolbert, 1997). An important step in obtaining a better understanding of
the social side of cross-border M&As is the inclusion of the agency role in
structural theories (Oliver, 1991; Emirbayer and Mische, 1998), which allows
institutions to act not only as constraints or enablers of certain forms of
organizational action, but also to provide value by generating accepted ways
of behavior in increasingly diverse and sometimes conflicting work groups.

By better understanding their roles, managers (i.e., agents) can implement
different systems, practices and values to cope with organizational change
more rapidly and thoroughly, thereby increasing the firm ability to make
effective use of its structures and institutions (Eisenhardt, 1989; Judge and
Miller, 1991; Forbes, 2005). Moreover, because social reality is the product of
human construction and social interaction among individuals, socialization
entails the construction of common meaning systems and shared knowledge.
Our approach to these systems and knowledge is in terms of ‘‘institutions.’’
Following Berger and Luckmann (1967), we suggest that the culmination
of socialization is when socially constructed reality and institutions are
internalized to such a degree that then they become institutionalized.

While we rely on the earlier view of socialization as a mechanism of insti-
tutions and institutionalization, our discussion in this study will be on the
other side of socialization process that is on the ‘‘domains’’ or ‘‘content,’’ in
other words, on ‘‘what is being learned’’ during the organizational socializa-
tion and what this means in terms of institutions and institutionalization.2

In this sense, we draw on the three pillars of institutional theory – regulative,
normative, and cognitive (Scott, 2001) – to explain the enhancement of inte-
gration effectiveness through six domains of organizational socialization –
individual work roles, organizational goals and values, people, language,
organizational politics, and organizational history (Chao et al., 1994).

Objectives and expected contributions

The goal of this chapter is to explain post-M&A integration first as an ideal
type (which allows us to develop the conceptual framework) and then apply
this framework to cross-border M&A. The first part, or our propositions,
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evaluates each socialization domain in relation to the three institutional
pillars. Our assumption is that as the merging firms understand such rela-
tionship, the integration of both organizations will be more effective. For
acquiring firms, such understanding means an easier ‘‘replication’’ (Barley
and Tolbert, 1997) of its institutions in the merged firm and ‘‘imposition’’
of its values, rules, and norms on the newly acquired employees. We believe
that learning about one of the socialization domains – such as organizational
jargon and slang, power structures, formal and informal goals and values, and
so on – relates to one of the institutional pillars, which in itself symbolizes
a different way of behaving, interpreting, coding, or rewarding. In a word,
learning about one domain means more than learning that domain in abso-
lute terms since it will be internalized differently under various institutional
pillars. As acquiring and acquired firms acknowledge this relationship, they
might integrate their employees in the merged entity faster and more effec-
tively by choosing the most productive strategic tools and human resource
management practices that achieve the best employee socialization.

Although socialization occurs regardless of whether there are policies and
practices designed to aid it, guidance by management can be critical for orga-
nizational success in order to maintain and lead organizational norms, char-
acteristics, and togetherness (Ahuja and Galvin, 2003). That is, integration
effectiveness is a function of the speed by which socialization can be accom-
plished for the majority of employees in an acquisition, with M&A integra-
tion more effective the more quickly the process is completed (Schweiger,
2002). The implication is that firms that socialize employees into the newly
merged organization more rapidly are likely to reap numerous benefits.

There are a number of roadblocks to effective socialization in acquisition
integration, assuming that merging firms require a medium to high level
of integration to effectively pursue the goals of the M&A. Managers are
often ambiguous during the acquisition process (Jemison and Sitkin, 1986),
thereby increasing the complexity of post-acquisition integration. In addi-
tion, the integration process involves changes in the organizational practices
and structures, and demands some degree of cooperation between the two
firms to develop the necessary joint firm capabilities (Cartwright and Cooper,
1992). This ambiguity is sometimes reduced because the acquiring firm in an
M&A is typically more dominant than the acquired firm, and uses its power
to transform the newly merged organization during the integration stage
(Haspeslagh and Jemison, 1991; Bower, 2001; Schweiger, 2002; Schuler et al.,
2004). For example, Pablo (1994: 806) notes that ‘‘change is frequently one-
sided, occurring primarily within the acquired organization.’’ Because M&As
are rarely mergers of equals (i.e., one firm is usually dominant) (e.g., Weston
et al., 2001; Carey et al., 2004), in constructing our framework, we focus on
how acquiring firms can more effectively integrate acquired employees.

Our proposed theoretical model makes several contributions to existing
research. First, we respond to Scott’s (2001) call for the need to give more
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attention to how the three institutional types (pillars) are distinct from each
other. We do so by identifying what types of institutions are most salient and
likely to be internalized in each socialization domain. This is important
because integration managers, as key decision-makers, will give different
weight to available information in making their integration decisions (Stahl
and Zimmerer, 1984; Duhaime and Schwenk, 1985). Second, we assess the
‘‘value’’ of human resources of the merging organizations relative to the
entire M&A deal. Indeed, following an M&A, uncertainty raises in the orga-
nizational environment and employees experience anxiety regarding their
future (e.g., Marks and Mirvis, 1986; Buono and Bowditch, 1989; Schweiger
and DeNisi, 1991; Schweiger et al., 1993; Larsson and Finkelstein, 1999).
Consequently, employees will seek to gain information about the transform-
ing issues in their organization. If the organization is not sensitive to this
uncertainty and anxiety, then it is likely to experience a loss of some valuable
firm human capital.

In effect, as Stanwick and Stanwick (2001) highlight the value merging
organizations attach to each other is closely related to the skills and knowl-
edge the other organization’s employees possess. In this regard, if merging
firms are not capable of keeping at least their best performing employees,
then the premium value attached to the entire merger is overestimated. We
assume that most merging organizations will not want to lose what is most
valuable to them due to the merging uncertainty and therefore they will seek
ways to reduce employees’ anxiety in the new organization. It is also critical,
during the post-M&A integration, to understand what kind of information
and knowledge merging employees are looking for and how this information
seeking might affect their behavior and attitudes toward the new organiza-
tion so that they will be willing to stay in the new firm. While various studies
on M&As discuss these issues from different points of view, our focus will be
on the perspective of organizational socialization of acquired employees. In
addition, even though as mentioned, we focus on ‘‘absorption’’, our frame-
work might be easily applied to other contexts involving change and in turn
requiring socialization such as joint ventures.

Third, at the theoretical level we integrate two literatures that have been
disconnected, in part because institutional studies take the organization as
the level of analysis, and socialization studies take the individual as the level
of analysis. In contrast, we agree that organizational socialization, as a mecha-
nism, helps institutions perform and reproduce. However, by looking at what
type of institution is internalized within each socialization domain, we bridge
both levels of analysis while examining a different aspect of socialization pro-
cess, that is, domains, in addition to seeing it only as a mechanism. Instead
of focusing on socialization and institutionalization processes as pure mech-
anisms, we focus on the link between what is being institutionalized (i.e.,
regulative, normative, and cognitive institutions) and what is being learned
through socialization (i.e., socialization domains or content). Fourth, we
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shed additional light on the M&A integration process by focusing not only
on the human side of the equation, but also by looking at the process from
the social interaction point of view with socialization theory.

The rest of this chapter is designed as follows. We begin by discussing struc-
tural and institutional concepts in the M&A context. Second, we describe
organizational socialization, highlighting key concepts and specifying the
importance of the socialization process in the post-acquisition integration
stage. Third, we develop systematic theoretical links between organizational
socialization domains and the pillars of institutionalism in the context of
acquisition integration. Finally, we discuss how our framework can be mod-
ified to capture the additional complexity arising in cross-border M&As and
provide practical implications on how integration managers can implement
our proposed model.

Structures, institutions, and the M&As context

Institutions are typically defined as ‘‘multifaceted, durable social structures,
made up of symbolic elements, social activities, and material resources’’
(Scott, 2001), with the central ingredients of institutions being rules, norms,
and beliefs. Tensions between environments and institutions can arise as
environments are transformed, as in the case of technological innovations, or
when different organizational environments interact, as in the case of M&As.
Because M&As involve more than taking control of hard firm assets in that
they require the combination of two organizations with unique histories,
practices, and leaders (Marks, 1991; Daniel, 1999), when two organizations
merge they are likely to face new rules, new norms, and new beliefs (i.e.,
institutions with which they might not be familiar with). A key challenge,
then, lies in the integration of various structures, processes, and cultures
(Daniel, 1999; Schuler and Jackson, 2001; Aguilera and Dencker, 2004). Fur-
thermore, Strebel (2004) argues that when a merger takes place the managers
of the joining companies tend to asses the other side on the basis of ‘‘clichés’’
rather than on the basis of institutions (i.e., the explicit organizational rela-
tionships). However, as he emphasizes, it is important to go beyond these
clichés in that the merging organizations should understand the institutional
side of each others’ organizational culture as well as how these institutions
interact with values, beliefs, and behaviors for a better integration.

We develop our integration logic around the type of acquisition that will
require full consolidation of operations, organizational practices, and culture
of both entities, that is, an absorption acquisition. According to Haspeslagh
and Jemison (1991), absorption acquisitions are ‘‘those in which the strategic
task requires a high degree of interdependence to create the value expected
but has a low need for organizational autonomy to achieve that interdepen-
dence’’ (p.147). Integration of this type of M&A will, therefore, imply that
the acquiring firm will seek to transfer and implement most of its practices
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into the acquired firm (Schweiger and Walsh, 1990; Pablo, 1994). We propose
that the transfer and internalization of new practices by the employees in
the acquired firm is done through a socialization process.

Institutional pillars

Regardless of institutional level, ‘‘the institutionalization of practices and
behavioral patterns depends on how long an institution has been around as
well as how widely and deeply it is accepted by the members of a collective’’
(Barley and Tolbert, 1997: 100). Once institutionalized, institutions are taken
for granted (cognitive), supported by the public (normative), or enforced by
law (regulative). These are the three pillars of institutions (Scott, 2001) that
we conceive of as a continuum ranging from rigid approaches to subtle inter-
ventions. Our theory development (propositions section) will focus on these
three types of institutions and explain their relationship with organizational
socialization domains.

The Regulative institutional pillar represents the rules and the laws of
the institutional environment (Kostova and Roth, 2002). Regulative insti-
tutions directly relate to ‘‘rule-setting,’’ ‘‘monitoring,’’ and ‘‘sanctioning’’
activities in an organization (Scott, 1998, 2001) such as laws stating which
behaviors are allowed (Palmer and Biggart, 2002). Power, coercion, and
authority play an important role in the enactment of regulative institutions.
Since regulative institutions reflect ‘‘rules,’’ ‘‘regulations,’’ or ‘‘formal rules,’’
failing to obey them results in legal sanctioning.

The Normative institutional pillar refers to values, beliefs, norms, and
assumptions existing in the institutional environment (Kostova and Roth,
2002) that captures prescriptive, evaluative, and obligatory dimensions
in social life (Scott, 2001) and provides structures regarding acceptable
behavior (Palmer and Biggart, 2002). Normative institutions encompass
‘‘rules-of-thumb, standards, operating procedures, occupational standards
and educational curricula’’ (Hoffman, 1999) and are based on social interac-
tions and obligatory parts of these interactions (Wicks, 2001). They comprise
values (proper ways) and norms (ways that are supposed to be followed)
(Scott, 1998, 2001). Their ability to influence employees and firm behavior
comes from seeking conformity, enforcing social obligation, social necessity,
and shared understandings of what is proper in the organization (Wicks,
2001; Palmer and Biggart, 2002).

The Cognitive institutional pillar refers to widely shared social knowl-
edge and cognitive categories such as stereotypes and schemata (Markus
and Zajonk, 1985) that represent the models of ‘‘individual behavior based
on subjectively constructed rules and meanings that dictate appropriate
thought, feeling and action’’ (Wicks, 2001: 665). Cognitive institutions
embody ‘‘symbols-words, signs, and gestures—as well as cultural rules and
frameworks that guide understanding of the nature of reality and the frames
through which that meaning is developed’’ (Hoffman, 1999: 353) that are
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reproduced through mimetic processes (i.e., through mimicry of successful
practices or implementations of others) (Palmer and Biggart, 2002). Com-
pliance with cognitive components of the institutional environment occurs
because of ‘‘taken for granted’’ traits of routines (Scott, 2001). Organizations
and organizational members follow these cognitive institutions without any
conscious thought (Zucker, 1983).

Internalization of institutions

It is important to differentiate among these three types of institutional pillars
because as Scott (2001: 52) points out, they move from the conscious to the
unconscious, and from being legally sanctioned to being taken-for-granted.
Hence, in the context of M&A integration, if managers know that a given
socialization domain entails predominantly the internalization of cognitive
institutions, then these managers can develop and implement the necessary
socialization tactics to ensure an effective socialization that it is likely to
lead to effective M&A integration. In other words, integration managers can
develop an ability to engage in the socialization process through obtaining
knowledge about the salient institutions in this context.

We focus primarily on institutions that exist at the organizational level and
examine how individuals (employees) internalize these institutions first in
the context of domestic M&As and then in cross-border M&As. Recent
approaches argue that institutions surrounding an organization operate at
three levels: organizational, industry (inter-organizational), and national
(Scott, 2001). Although national and industry-level institutions influence
organizational level institutions, organizational institutions are absorbed and
diffused in an organization and become unique over time (Zucker, 1987;
Morosini et al., 1998).

Similarly, even though routines and repertoires implemented by an
organization co-evolve with that organization’s history and institutional
environment, such co-evolution fabricates a unique and firm-specific set
of routines and repertories (Barney, 1986; Collis, 1991; Morosini, 1999). For
example, the interaction between a focal organization and other organiza-
tions in its industry or country may lead to similar patterns of institutions
across a number of organizations, yet relationships between a focal orga-
nization and foreign industry competitors can trigger the development of
unique sets of routines and repertories within specific organizations (Collis,
1991; Morosini et al., 1998). These unique set of routines might be difficult
to imitate by other firms since they did not experience the same pattern
of development nor had access to the similar institutional environment. In
M&As, then, access to and appreciation of such uniqueness is likely to bring
competitive advantage to the merging organizations because the organiza-
tion does not need to forecast future valuable routines and repertories that
are not immediately available to a firm (Morosini, 1999).
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In terms of understanding why the employee information shared during an
M&A overlaps with certain institutions, we suggest that socialization is one
of the mechanisms by which institutions are internalized in an organization.
Checkel (2005), although he refers to the socialization of nations, argues that
compliance of socialization depends on the internalization of new rules and
institutions. The shift to internalization occurs whenever there is ‘‘change,’’
and at this point, socialization starts triggered by different mechanisms (i.e.,
strategic calculation, role plating, and normative suasion) (Checkel, 2005).
This argument is also applicable to organizational level socialization.

Furthermore, as a result of organizational socialization process, employees
in an organization are channeled to think and behave similarly (Schneider,
1987; Ostroff and Rothausen, 1997). Equally, institutions in an organiza-
tion reinforce related values and behaviors (Strebel, 2004). Therefore, the
fit between organizational socialization and institutional theory helps us
to recognize the synergies in the underlying integration M&A processes. In
addition, Morosini (1999) argues that following a merger, ‘‘social fabric’’ of
the merging organizations suffers seriously. How to build ‘‘common glue’’ or
‘‘connective tissue’’ between these organizations is the only answer if these
merging firms want to create value.

In order to create such the social glue or fabric, it is important for the
merging sides to understand each other’s values, goals, and practices. We
believe that understanding the link between socialization and institutional
theory in the M&A context provides such ‘‘glue.’’ In sum, understanding
institutions helps both merging firms to know better the ‘‘social fabric’’ of
the joining organizations which is crucial for a successful integration. Follow-
ing this logic, we develop our propositions, which explore the relationships
between organizational socialization domains and institutional pillars. In
other words, we argue that as the acquired firms’ employees socialize in their
work roles, organizational values, and so on (i.e., socialization domains), they
internalize the different institutions – regulative, cognitive, or normative –
of the acquiring firm. Before we analyze the relationship between domains
and institutions, we discuss the overall organizational socialization process
and its place in M&A context.

Organizational socialization process

Socialization is the process by which people learn to cope with social norms
(Parsons, 1959; Berger and Luckmann, 1967). In organizations, socializa-
tion involves the acquisition of social knowledge and skills necessary to
assume an organizational role (Van Maanen and Schein, 1979; Fisher, 1986).
When individuals enter into an organization, they reevaluate their assump-
tions while seeking information to decrease uncertainty and anxiety, and
easing these negative feelings is their main goal (Van Maanen and Schein,
1979; Louis, 1980; Jones, 1986; Miller and Jablin, 1991; Ashforth and Saks,
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1996). Organizational socialization therefore facilitates the adjustment of
newcomers to organizations (Ashforth and Saks, 1996) because upon entering
into an organization, employees tend have less information, and organiza-
tional socialization helps to shape (mold) employees’ attitudes and behaviors
in the organization’s desired way (Allen and Meyer, 1990). More importantly,
organizational socialization ensures that organizational values and norms are
continuously transmitted and maintained (Bauer et al., 1998; Fogarthy and
Dirsmith, 2001; Chow, 2002; Evans et al., 2002).

Earlier perspectives on organizational socialization emphasize a reactive
role of newcomers while more recent perspectives agree that newcomers
have a proactive role (i.e., information seeking) (Morrison, 1993a; Ashforth
and Saks, 1997; Thomas and Anderson, 2002; Hsiung and Hsieh, 2003). As
Ashforth and Saks (1996) explain, the newcomers are distressed about get-
ting information and they are open (and vulnerable) to being influenced.
Such worrisome leads them to acquire information about their roles as well
as about the organization through various ways whether their organization
provides the information or not in a structured way (Miller and Jablin, 1991).
This situation makes organizational socialization more complex since new-
comers’ learning might be directed not only by the organization but also by
other sources (i.e., coworkers, staff, social activities, etc.) inside the organiza-
tion. As a result, organizations need to be careful about the multiple sources
as well as what kind of information these sources might provide to their
employees.

In considering these key characteristics of the socialization process, we dis-
cuss three main parts of organizational socialization: tactics, practices, and
the domains, although our main emphasis is on socialization domains since
our propositions seek to understand the relationship between ‘‘what is being
learned’’ during socialization (i.e., domains) and the institutional pillars. The
other two dimensions of the socialization process, tactics and practices, are
included in our discussion, albeit not as a central driver, because organiza-
tional socialization draws mainly on these two dimensions when its role as
a mechanism of the institutionalization is considered. These practices and
tactics are also combined with domains and institutional pillars in the cross-
border M&A section. Because in the literature, organizational socialization
mostly refers to the adoption of newcomers to new environments, we discuss
why we believe that the organizational socialization process is relevant in
the M&As’ context for the employees of the merging organization who are
actually different from newcomers.

Socialization tactics, practices, and domains

The socialization process has been conceptualized in terms of socialization
tactics, practices, and domains, as synthesized in Figure 7.1. The main differ-
ence between socialization tactics and practices is that the former describes the
general organizational attitude regarding the socialization process while the
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Organizational socialization tactics

Individualized

1. Individual
2. Informal
3. Random
4. Variable
5. Disjunctive
6. Divestiture

How it is learned

What is learned

1. Individual work roles 
 1: Learning about how to conduct
  a specific job 

2. Organizational goals and values
 2a: Formal rules and principles
 2b: Unwritten, informal, and tacit 
  rules and principles

3. People
 3a: Learning about work
  characteristics of people
 3b: Learning about structurally
  defined organizational
  relationships

4. Language 
 4a: Learning professional technical 
  language
 4b: Learning slang and jargon 
  unique to organization

5. Organizational Politics
 5: Learning about power structure  
  of the organization

6. Organizational History
 6: Learning organizational history

1. Onsite orientation
2. Offsite residential training
3. Mentor/sponsor
4. New recruits
5. Peers
6. Supervisor
7. Senior coworker relationship
8. Secretary/support staff
9. Social/recreational activities
10. Business trips

(Based on categorization by Louis et al. (1983))

(Based on Van Maanen and Schein (1979) and Jones (1986))

Organizational socialization
practices

Institutionalized

1. Collective
2. Formal
3. Sequential
4. Fixed
5. Serial
6. Investiture

Organizational 
socialization domains

(Based on categorization by Chao et al. (1994))

Figure 7.1 The organizational socialization process

latter refers to the actual ways organizations use to bring newcomers on track.
Ashforth and Saks (1996: 151) note that ‘‘institutionalized tactics reflect a
more structured program of socialization while individualized tactics might
occur by default rather than design.’’ In other words, socialization tactics are
like the ‘‘ideology’’ or general orientation of organizations about the social-
ization process, whereas practices define the mechanisms this ideology is
implemented in organizations. Organizations utilize socialization tactics to
structure the socialization experiences of their individual actors (Ashforth
and Saks, 1996). Certain organizational socialization tactics affect positively
individual level outcomes such as intentions to quit, organizational commit-
ment, job satisfaction, and role orientation, while other tactics affect such
individual level outcomes negatively (e.g., Jones, 1986; Ashforth and Saks,
1997). Similarly, some organizational socialization practices (i.e., orientation,
training, mentor, peers/coworkers) are found to be more effective than others
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in terms of affecting individual level attitudes and behaviors (e.g., Louis et al.,
1980; Ostroff and Kozlowski, 1992).

Organizational socialization tactics are reflected in daily organizational life
through organizational socialization practices (Louis et al., 1983). Chao et al.
(1994) specify that learning content, or socialization domains, clarifies the
link between organizational socialization tactics and attitudinal outcomes.
Socialization tactics and practices help individuals learn how to become
members of an organization. What is learned through these tactics are the
organizational socialization domains. Socialization domains refer to the var-
ious aspects of the organization with which individual actors need to be
familiar. It has been supported that the content of the information acquired
by newcomers is positively related to job satisfaction, organizational com-
mitment, intentions to quit, and stress (e.g., Ostroff and Kozlowski, 1992;
Chao et al., 1994; Thomas and Anderson, 2002). We draw on Chao et al.’s
(1994) typology of six key organizational socialization domains: individual
work roles, organizational values and goals, people, language, organizational
politics and organizational history, which are summarized in Figure 7.1 and
discussed in detail in our framework below.

In general, individual actors (employees) must master each socialization
domain in order to become effective organizational members (Schein, 1968;
Feldman, 1981; Fisher, 1986; Kraimer, 1997). For example, research has
shown that organizational members who acquire more knowledge of orga-
nizational domains through various socialization tactics and practices tend
to be more adjusted to the organization and display higher positive attitudes
(Kraimer, 1997).

M&As and the socialization process

Even though there is no prior research applying the organizational social-
ization process to the M&As’ context, we propose that the following
characteristics of organizational socialization and M&As’ context show that
the socialization process is important in organizational change efforts, such
as during an (absorption) M&A, because it helps reduce the ambiguity created
in this process. Organizational socialization tactics and practices are relevant
in M&As, particularly during due diligence (pre-announcement) and in the
announcement to completion stage of a merger, in no small part because the
socialization process is a ‘‘continuous’’ process. In the due-diligence stage,
information about the potential merger is normally limited to top-level exec-
utives and managers. As negotiations become more serious, information
usually spreads to lower levels in the organization. At this point, employ-
ees of the merging organizations start thinking about the possible positive or
negative changes and consequences that might occur to them as a result of
the merger, a stage that can be called anticipatory socialization. The idea here
is that not everything to be learned is new: employees will have a knowledge
base and will build on it.
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The merger process involves the combination of two organizations in
order to effectively create a new organization in which none of the pre-
decessor organizations are fully dominant (Shapiro, 1992). An M&A, hence,
neither implies a full change in prior group membership nor a full con-
tinuation to it (Van Knippenberg et al., 2002). Unlike the newcomers, the
employees of the new organization will carry over their former beliefs and
values while learning new ones. Therefore, how these members will be inte-
grated into the newly merged organization is vital since the perception of
employees about the merged organization will be different from what the
newcomers experience (van Knippenberg et al., 2002).

Once a M&A is announced, employees seek to learn about their roles,
but aside from planned systems and practices, the ultimate nature of these
practices will not be fully understood until the M&A integration stage. This
‘‘major passage’’ nevertheless communicates to acquired employees that they
will need to socialize new rules and ways of behaving since employees in dif-
ferent organizations likely have substantially ‘‘different orientations to one
another, their roles and organizational mission,’’ with the ‘‘process of leav-
ing an old situation’’ influencing the ‘‘process of entering the new situation’’
(Louis, 1980: 864–865).

The socialization process, particularly as it relates to socialization domains,
is relevant during the M&A integration phase (Haspeslagh and Jemison, 1991;
Child et al., 2001; Schweiger, 2002) because it highlights the norms, values,
and rules that employees must learn. In other words, it specifies what insti-
tutions acquired employees internalize. We suggest that the ‘‘what’’ or ‘‘the
kind of information acquired’’ will vary depending on the institutions inter-
nalized in each domain, and hence we propose to identify the different types
of institutions involved in each socialization domain. Hence, understanding
whether the rule or value to be learned is learned through the internalization
of regulative institutions as opposed to cognitive institutions has important
consequences for how integration managers should help acquired employees
to learn the new rules and practices in the newly merged entity. In the next
section, we provide the logic for the salience of specific institutions in each
relevant socialization domain.

Institutional pillars and socialization domains in the context
of M&As

Organizational socialization is a dynamic process in which individual actors
and organizations change over time (Fisher, 1986). This trait helps an
organization to accommodate changing institutional rules and affords an
organization the chance to adapt and transform its structure without disturb-
ing the inertia it has created. From this angle, organizational socialization
provides continuous isomorphism to the institutional environment.
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Socialization is seen as a main mechanism that facilitates the internal-
ization of institutions by the earlier institutional views (e.g., Berger and
Luckmann, 1967; Barley and Tolbert, 1997). Since organizational socializa-
tion ensures the continuity of organizational norms and values, it helps
to internalize institutions into the organizational structure over the time
(Inzerille and Rosen, 1983; Meek, 1988; Fogarty and Dirsmith, 2001). The
socialization process ensures that existing institutional rules shaping orga-
nizational structure are diffused repeatedly. For merging organizations, the
importance of this step comes from realizing that institutions – namely,
values, beliefs, norms, and rules – that are part of an organization’s
institutional environment (internal or external) are transferred and inter-
nalized through the organizational socialization process. Hence, utilizing
and understanding the organizational socialization process as a mech-
anism of institutionalization while considering the type of institutions
involved in each socialization domain will help acquiring organizations
integrate employees of acquired organizations more effectively. As pointed
out, the focus of our study is on the effect of the relationship between
types of institutions and socialization domains on the M&As’ integration
effectiveness.

In M&A integration, employees in merging organizations need to learn
rules, values, norms, and standards that shape organizational structures and
practices (Morosini et al., 1998). Through socialization, rules, principles,
standards, and values become increasingly internalized into the organiza-
tional structure of the merged organization (Fogarthy and Dirsmith, 2001).
In our framework, this process entails the transmission of institutions from
the acquiring firm by acquired firms’ employees through organizational
socialization. Instead of the pure transmission process, we are interested
in explaining the substance that is, institutional pillars and organizational
socialization domains.

In the next section, we identify the dominant institutional pillar/s that
tend to be internalized in each of the six socialization domains (see Table 7.1).
We evaluate whether learning about socialization domains means internal-
ization of a specific institutional pillar. The relationships we recommend
between a particular socialization domain and an institutional pillar are
perceived as the ideal-types for more effective M&A integration. When devel-
oping the proposed relationships between domains and institutional pillars,
we have first focused on the explicit and implicit nature of the information
gained thorough socialization process. While it might be easier for explicit
or technical knowledge (e.g., regulative institutions) to be documented and
made available, the social information is more ambiguous and informal in
nature (e.g., normative and cognitive institutions); they are harder to code
through written means (Morrison, 1993a; Ahuja and Galvin, 2003). Second,
we have considered the degree of sanctioning in case of incompliance with
a certain rule or institution while establishing the links between domains
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Table 7.1 Institutional pillars and socialization domains internalized by acquired
employees during M&A integration

Three Pillars of Institutionalism

Regulative
(Sanctioned by
rules)

Normative
(Socially
conditioned)

Cognitive
(Taken-for-granted)

O
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n
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So
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al
iz

at
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n
D

o
m

ai
n

s

Individual work roles
(P1)

Formal job
characteristics

Job processes

Organizational goals
and values (P2)
Formal rules and
principles

Formal rules
relating to the
integrity of
the acquiring
organization

Socially defined
principles of
what the
acquiring
organization
represents

Unwritten,
informal, and tacit
rules and principles

Taken-for-granted
employee behavior
and action

People (P3)
Informal
relationships

Informal social
networks among
employees

Structurally defined
relationships

Formally
specified links
among jobs in
the acquiring
organization

Language (P4)
Technical
language

Culturally
specific accepted
language of a
profession

Universally
accepted language
of a profession

Slang and jargon Socially accepted
language unique to
the acquiring
organization

Organizational
politics (P5)

Formal power
structures
specified by
job hierarchies

Informal power
structures revealed
by dynamic
decision-making
processes

Organizational
history (P6)

Artifacts related to
the history of
the acquiring
organization
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and three pillars. Drawing on previous literature, Hart and Miller (2005: 297)
note that ‘‘informal initiations and rituals’’ are not punished by manage-
ment during socialization of a newcomer. Moreover, Morrison (1993a: 559)
mentions that newcomers seek for information about expected behaviors
and attitudes, which are referred as normative information by her, in their
job and organization. Similar to these arguments, our logic of differentiat-
ing between the types of institutions comes from the difference between
direct and definite as opposed to indirect and possible sanctions that might
be forced on the employees in relation to a specific socialization domain.
Overall, if a domain has formally defined characteristics then we argue that
it helps more to the internalization of regulative institutions while domains
with informal substance, we believe, are related more to the internalization of
normative or cognitive institutions. The differentiation between normative
and cognitive institutions comes from their definitions. We have basically
paid attention to the morally sanctioning characteristics of the domain as
opposed to being taken-for-granted.

Even though we do not claim that institutional pillars are mutually exclu-
sive, we assume for the sake of theoretical clarity that some institutional
types (pillars) will be more salient in a given socialization domain than oth-
ers. Being aware of what type of institutions are internalized therefore sheds
light into the socialization process and will allow for a more effective M&A
integration as we discuss in the managerial implications.

Individual work roles

The first socialization domain, ‘‘individual work roles,’’ indicates that indi-
vidual actors need to learn how to perform tasks on the job (Fisher, 1986;
Chao et al., 1994). This domain has been divided into job characteris-
tics (what is to be done) and job processes (how it should be done) (Van
Maanen and Schein, 1979). Job characteristics are often designed and form-
alized by human resource managers in the firm. During socialization process
the employees have to be given instructions, explanations, and guidance
in order to help their adjustment to their organization (e.g., Louis, 1980;
Ostroff and Kozlowski, 1992; Saks and Ashforth, 1997). Especially at earlier
stages, employees will need detailed information on what their job entails
and how they should perform it (e.g., Ostroff and Kozlowski, 1992). In
many organizations, human resource managers define jobs in terms of their
skill requirements and create formal performance management systems and
pay structures that are specific to certain jobs (Gerhart and Rynes, 2003).
Job processes, by contrast, involve on-the-job learning of effective ways to
accomplish work tasks.

Job descriptions, requirements, and characteristics will need to be explic-
itly made known to acquired employees. Even though they discuss it for
teams, Ahuja and Galvin (2003) mention that the information about tasks
that are ‘‘technical’’ in nature should be made explicit and available though
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documentation or training to all employees, who are members of a group,
during socialization process. In return, all employees are obliged to follow
what is involved in their job description.

Since formal job characteristics vary across organizations, newly merged
organizations need to provide formal guidelines about the requirements of
individual roles and tasks during the M&A integration process. For exam-
ple, if a job has been defined according to certain educational requirements
(e.g., a mechanical engineering degree) and has specific rules governing
performance evaluation and reward systems, these requirements and the
consequences of not meeting them will need to be made known not only
to acquired employees who may occupy such jobs, but also to employees
who will be filling future job vacancies and to those managers evaluating
and rewarding employees who occupy the positions. In this case, the social-
ization of individual work role domains will involve the internalization of
regulative institutions by acquired employees (Scott, 1998, 2001). Therefore,
in the context of M&A integration, this socialization domain is likely to be
more effectively learned by acquired employees when managers know that
some of the institutions being internalized are regulative, and consequently
set the right strategies in place to achieve the socialization of this domain. In
other words, learning about job characteristics imply internalization of reg-
ulative institutions of the acquiring firm since there will be organizational
measures taken formally against failure to comply with these characteristics.
Hence, we propose

Proposition 1a: As acquired employees are socialized in terms of formal job
characteristics of individual work roles, they internalize regulative institutions of
the acquiring firm. If this is the case, then M&A integration will be more effective.

Learning about job processes, such as how to deal with a job crisis, is
often accomplished through advice from peers, supervisors, mentors, and
on-the-job learning (e.g., Ostroff and Kozlowski, 1992; Morrison, 1993a).
That is, although characteristics of a job are formally defined and governed
by rules of an organization, how each job is to be performed by an employee
is based on norms specific to the organization, and perhaps the work group
within the organization. Work norms in some work groups will encourage an
open-door approach, with employees able to solicit just-in-time advice from
their peers. By contrast, work norms in other work groups may promote tasks
to be performed primarily by the individual due to the confidentiality or the
knowledge-specificity of the job task.

The integration of job processes in M&A integration process therefore
relates to the internalization of normative institutions that are not necessar-
ily coercive rules but that involve binding expectations on how employees
should learn about the job processes. This implies that firms need to specify
and transfer normative institutions surrounding the employees’ job position
in the new organization. For example, while learning the job responsibili-
ties in the newly merged organization, employees of the acquired firm will
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need to recognize what constitutes respectful behavior, whether they need
to be experts or problem solvers, and how they should evaluate and deal
with uncertain situations. Following this logic, we argue that M&A integra-
tion is more effective when integration managers are aware that employee
knowledge of job processes (or socialization domain) also entails employees’
understanding of what is appropriate (normative institutions). Hence, by
increasing their awareness of this aspect of integration, integration managers
can set up the necessary mechanisms that help internalization of such nor-
mative institutions. In other words, normative information meaning what is
being accepted and valued and what behaviors are normal are being learned
(Ahuja and Galvin, 2003). Hence, we propose

Proposition 1b: As acquired employees are socialized in terms of job processes of
individual work roles, they internalize normative institutions of the acquiring firm.
If this is the case, then M&A integration will be more effective.

It is also worthwhile to discuss the institutional pillars that we do not
see as predominant within a given socialization domain. In the individual
work roles domain, we do not suggest a relationship between individual work
roles and the cognitive institutional pillar because we believe that individual
roles related to organizational tasks are seldom taken for granted or learned
without any formal or socially enforced framework. Work roles are explicitly
codified by the organization or defined by the profession in which work roles
are exercised. As a result, employees are expected to follow them to a cer-
tain degree. Finally, we also know that individual work roles are constructed
and communicated to acquired employees through different organizational
mechanisms, such as training, orientation, coworkers, and so on that we will
discuss in the managerial implications section.

Organizational goals and values

The second socialization domain, ‘‘organizational goals and values,’’ refers to
the institutions that maintain the integrity of organizations (Schein, 1968).
Organizational goals and values are divided into two different categories:
formal rules and principles and unwritten, informal, and tacit rules and
principles (Chao et al., 1994). Formal rules are written codes and regula-
tions that guide employee behavior such as a mission statement or a code
of ethics. They can be formal rules relating to the integrity of the acquiring
organization, or socially defined principles of what the acquiring organiza-
tion represents. For example, an acquiring firm in the electronics industry
is likely to have some rules about minimum quality standards or complying
with ISO9000. By contrast, unwritten, informal, and tacit rules and prin-
ciples reflect taken-for-granted behavior and action among employees in a
given organization (Fisher, 1986). For example, acquiring employees know
that they should not engage in certain practices simply because such behav-
ior and action is not done in that firm. This knowledge is embedded in a
firm’s history.
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We suggest that the socialization of formal rules in a new organization will
require the internalization of regulative institutions by acquired employ-
ees since formal rules are sanctioned by organizations and organizations
expect these rules to be followed carefully. Thus, the acquiring organization
needs to ensure that acquired employees will follow and understand these
formally specified organizational goals and values. In particular, organiza-
tional members are explicitly required to learn and know the formal rules
and principles of the newly merged organization because they are general
firm laws or standard rules. For example, if the codified definition of ‘‘what
fair business practices’’ differs between merging organizations, the newly
merged organization will need to use a regulative institution to define expe-
diently what a fair business practice is and to specify the reprimands faced
from its violation. Or, if an acquiring investment brokerage firm explicitly
prohibits ‘‘churning,’’ while the acquired firm has no such formal policies,
acquired employees will need to be informed and held accountable that
such behavior is not allowed, and can result in sanctions such as termina-
tion of the employment contract. Following this logic, we propose that when
integration managers are aware of the type of institution that needs to be
internalized at each socialization domain, they are more likely to design and
implement the integration strategies and practices leading to a more effec-
tive M&A integration process. In case of formal organizational values and
norms, the institutional pillar that will be internalized consists of regulative
ones. Hence, we propose

Proposition 2a: As acquired employees are socialized in terms of formal rules
relating to organizational goals and values, they internalize regulative institutions
of the acquiring firm. If this is the case, then M&A integration will be more effective.

The second component of organizational goals and values, unwritten,
informal, and tacit rules, is learned via the emulation of others in the
newly merged organization. While some of these informal rules might be
learned without any conscious recognition, some of them are socially forced.
Morrison (1993b) mentions newcomers, as they learn about organizational
goals and values, also seek for feedback about how their social behaviors are
socially perceived. Such feedback seeking behavior supports the possibility
of moral sanctioning in relation to organizational goals and values. More-
over, socially defined principles of an organization laid out, for example, in
mission statements relate to the internalization of normative institutions.
These are principles stating accepted social behavior that is sanctioned not
by specific rules, but rather by socially accepted norms. Norms governing
what constitutes proper employee behavior will be internalized through
employee interaction and can be made salient through social sanctions of
improper behavior. Thus, as acquired employees learn about these principles
and procedures they internalize normative institutions.

We propose that these particular organizational goals and values are likely
to mean internalization of cognitive and normative institutions as opposed
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to regulative institutions. The employee adoption of these norms and values
cannot be achieved through regulative institutions because they are unwrit-
ten and tacit which makes them harder to codify. As a result, employees
are expected to comply with them to a degree but they are not sanctioned
through formal means for incompliance. As Louis (1980) argues, norms
and assumptions in an organization emerge interactively and are performed
rather than explicitly recognized. Moreover, they are less likely to mean
internalization of normative institutions because unwritten goals and val-
ues reflect certain procedures and standards that are the result of social
interaction. For instance, the supervisor–subordinate relationship toward
achieving organizational goals might differ across organizations. The deter-
mining features of such a relationship would probably not be written in
any document or codified, nor would they involve social sanctions because
it is a dyadic relationship on how to behave according to organizational
goals and values. Instead, these goals and values that are shared between a
supervisor-subordinate would most likely be learned cognitively over time.
We argue that in the M&A integration process, the socialization of infor-
mal organizational goals and values also mean internalization via cognitive
institutions. Knowing the main institutional pillar involved in the social-
ization domain can help integration managers to more effectively socialize
acquired employees, particularly in absorptive M&As, as opposed to seek-
ing socialization through writing what usually is unwritten code. Hence, we
propose

Proposition 2b: As acquired employees are socialized in terms of unwritten, infor-
mal, and tacit rules and principles relating to organizational goals and values, they
internalize cognitive and normative institutions of the acquiring firm. If this is the
case, then M&A integration will be more effective.

People

The third socialization domain, ‘‘people,’’ is defined as learning about the
work groups with which the individual actors interact (Fisher, 1986). It
underscores becoming familiarized with informal work relationships among
employees as well as the structurally defined employee relationships within
the organization (Chao et al., 1994).

Learning about informal relationships includes interaction with other
employees, learning about relevant norms and values, as well as work group’s
normative structure (Ostroff and Kozlowski, 1992: 852). Informal employee
relationships will occur through daily organizational life without formal
intervention by the organization. Acquired employees will likely learn the
nature of different types of social networks over time, such as to whom
they can turn to for task advice, and with whom they can form friendship
ties. Interaction with coworkers has been found to provide important infor-
mation particularly about group domain in the literature (e.g., Miller and
Jablin, 1991; Ostroff and Kozlowski, 1992). Because such traits will be taken
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for granted and will be accepted as they are, without much questioning,
understanding informal social networks among employees in the acquiring
firm, we believe, will involve the internalization of cognitive institutions.
Most of the time, organizational members will assimilate this knowledge
without even recognizing it. For example, characteristics such as whether
coworkers are fair, responsible, and timely in their decisions will be learned
over time during the M&A integration process as employees address various
organizational challenges and perform every-day tasks.

The socialization of people’s informal relationships is not related to regula-
tive institutions because it is not imposed on the newcomer through formal
mechanisms, nor does it relate to normative institutions because their assim-
ilation has nothing to do with accepted norms or standards resulting from
social interaction and socially accepted behavior. Employees will self-select
whom they see as the helpful source to get information about group dynam-
ics and other related issues. Then, they internalize such knowledge either
by learning from coworkers or through observation overtime without any
official enforcement. Hence, we propose

Proposition 3a: As acquired employees are socialized in terms of informal rela-
tionships, they internalize cognitive institutions of the acquiring firm. If this is the
case, then M&A integration will be more effective.

The second component of the ‘‘people’’ socialization domain, learning
about the structurally defined organizational relationships of organizational
members, entails knowing how jobs in the acquiring organization are linked,
both horizontally and vertically. These relationships among positions in an
organization will be explicitly defined and communicated to employees in
the newly merged organization. They therefore can be considered as requir-
ing the adoption of formal rules and regulations. That is, employees will be
expected to follow the formal structure during the everyday functioning of
the newly merged organization, such as knowing the reporting relationships
associated with certain jobs, respecting others due their position in the orga-
nization, and so on. Thus, this component of the people domain will entail
internalization of regulative institutions because they are introduced to orga-
nizational members in order for them to follow and function according to
the new organizational relationships which at the same time introduce the
formal hierarchical structure of the organization.

The socialization of the structurally defined relationships of organizational
members in the newly merged organization relates neither to the internal-
ization of cognitive institutions nor to normative institutions, since this
learning is not left to the discretion of organizational members and does
not reflect social norms or procedures of the organization. Employees in the
newly merged organization will immediately need to learn to whom they
need to report, with whom they will work, and who will be accountable to
them. In addition, employees will learn their boundaries of responsibilities
as well as those of others. Since most of these responsibilities are formally
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defined and determined, they will have to be learned in the detail required by
the acquiring organization. We propose that integration managers seeking to
socialize acquired employees in the structurally defined relationships of the
newly merged entity will be more effective when they consider the regulative
institutions that are internalized at the same time. Hence, we propose

Proposition 3b: As acquired employees are socialized in terms of structurally
defined organizational relationships relating to people’s work characteristics, they
internalize regulative institutions of the acquiring firm. If this is the case, then
M&A integration will be more effective.

Language

The fourth socialization domain, ‘‘language,’’ refers to the communication
tools needed to transfer and acquire the necessary information to perform a
job task. Language as a socialization domain has two dimensions: learning
the technical language that is necessary to perform a task (Chao et al., 1994)
and becoming familiar with a given organization’s slang and jargon. The
first component is often related to learning technical language specific to
a given profession. Although technical language is common to employees
across organizations, as it is universally accepted within professions, there
can be differences in certain organizations due to broader organizational
cultural differences. For example, if a Japanese automobile firm acquired
an organization from another country, the Japanese firm would want the
acquired employees to understand technical language such as ‘‘Kanban,’’
‘‘just in time,’’ and ‘‘quality circles’’ which might not be common in the
acquired firm.

We suggest that culturally specific language that needs to be learned by the
acquired employees during the M&A integration process is largely related to
the internalization of normative institutions, although there may be a cog-
nitive component if language is not essential to performing effectively. For
example, if a British printed news firm acquires a US firm, there might be
slight differences in technical language. In some instances, these differences
will be minor, such as using an ‘‘s’’ rather than a ‘‘z’’ in written communica-
tion which can be quickly learned. Eventually, the language of the acquiring
firm will become taken-for-granted as acquired employees are exposed to the
language differences and realize that a single language form is accepted. Nor-
mative sanctions can still be applied to assist in institutionalizing acquired
employees, such as through the use of humor, in cases where it is impor-
tant that language be similar, as might occur when writing legal documents
related to a deal. In rare cases, when language similarity is absolutely cru-
cial, acquiring firms may find it to be cost effective to create explicit policies
regarding the use of language. However, in general, it will be most effec-
tive to use norms and principles to ensure that acquired employees integrate
specific technical language.
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In effect, if an acquired employee is integrated into an organization where
the professional norms and standards regarding language related to the
acquiring organization’s culture differs from the norms they experienced
in the past, he or she will be expected to know and follow the skills and
standards this profession obliges. These standards will most likely not be
legally sanctioned. Nevertheless, they are often important for functioning in
the organization and therefore cannot be learned over long periods of time.
Thus, they will relate to the internalization of normative institutions, rather
than regulative or cognitive institutions. Hence, we propose

Proposition 4a: As acquired employees are socialized in terms of culturally specific
technical language, they internalize normative institutions of the acquiring firm. If
this is the case, then M&A integration will be more effective.

Universally accepted language of a profession will be related to the inter-
nalization of cognitive institutions. That is, acquired employees will bring
a shared knowledge of professional language to the acquiring firm, which
will result in a taken-for-granted aspect during M&A integration. For exam-
ple, terminology related to engineering processes will be institutionalized
in universities and professional meetings/associations and will therefore be
common to employees in both acquiring and acquired firms. Technical lan-
guage will not be related to the internalization of regulative institutions
because such language is not legally sanctioned: rather, it is unconsciously
used since it is part of the individual meaning set. Its normative compo-
nent will generally be institutionalized by employees prior to joining either
firm through professional associations and/or accreditation associations, and
therefore this technical language will have a taken-for-granted status, as
Berger and Luckmann (1967) relate in their discussion of the transmission of
norms across generations in societies.

In light of this discussion, when managers seek to socialize acquired
employees in terms of their technical language domain, they should rely on
cognitive institutions where constitutive schema and shared understanding
exist. Hence, we propose

Proposition 4b: As acquired employees are socialized in terms of universally
accepted technical language, they internalize cognitive institutions of the acquiring
firm. If this is the case, then M&A integration will be more effective.

The second component of the language socialization domain is learning
the slang and jargon unique to the merging organizations. Similar to the
case for learning culturally specific technical language, acquiring firms will
desire that acquired employees know the informal language specific to the
acquiring firm in order to be able to work effectively. However, in contrast to
learning culturally specific formal language, it is unlikely that potential neg-
ative harm to firms will result if informal language is learned over time. One
possible exception would be the case of informal language that is considered
inappropriate such as behavior that is viewed as harassment in the acquiring
firm and not in the acquired firm. In this case, acquiring firms will need to
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sanction language, either through regulations or perhaps through norma-
tive sanctions if there are myriad ambiguities associated with the language
differences.

Thus, acquired employees’ learning of informal language primarily relate
to the internalization of cognitive institutions over time. In rare instances,
the acquiring firm may need to create formal regulations, or use norma-
tive sanctions, to communicate to employees what is proper language and
behavior. Hence, we propose

Proposition 4c: As acquired employees are socialized in terms of slang and jargon
relating to language, they internalize cognitive institutions of the acquiring firm. If
this is the case, then M&A integration will be more effective.

Organizational politics

The fifth socialization domain, ‘‘organizational politics,’’ refers to learning
the power structures within the organization (Fisher, 1986) so that employ-
ees comprehend the political dimension between individual employees and
organizational structures. The power structure of an organization might be
revealed to an individual actor formally – such as through an organizational
level schema – or informally through peers or observation (e.g., Ostroff and
Kozlowski, 1992). In other words, individual employees may learn about for-
mal hierarchical power structures through sources such as an organizational
level schema relating to job hierarchies (regulative institutions) and infor-
mal power structures that are revealed over time through decision-making
processes and interaction with employees in different informal networks
(cognitive institutions).

Learning about formal power structures can be accomplished through ref-
erence to organizational schema. Organizations formally give some sense of
these different hierarchical dynamics, although in some instances employees
will discover some of them over time. Power structures specified in employee
handbooks often cover a wide range of rules and regulations. Important rules
and regulations will be highlighted, while others may be discovered over
time as specific cases motivate employees to refer to the handbook to under-
stand their rights and liabilities. Learning about which employees have more
knowledge and/or power than others allows for a more efficient learning
and adjustment process during socialization (e.g., Louis, 1980; Chao et al.,
1994).

In general, we suggest that learning about formal power structure of an
organization by the acquired employees will mean internalization of reg-
ulative institutions. For example, the VP of a group or function will have
certain rights, such as establishing pay guidelines for their group or func-
tion. She or he will also have formally specified responsibilities by higher
level superiors, such as meeting specific goals. These rules cover a wide
variety of political issues, such as who determines and allocates rewards
to employees. Pay decisions for upper-level managers may be determined in
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committees of peers and superiors, while pay decisions for middle-managers
may be determined directly by superiors. We suggest that when integra-
tion managers understand that acquired employees learn the organizational
politics, which simultaneously will mean internalization of regulative insti-
tutions, the M&A integration process will be more effective. Hence, we
propose

Proposition 5a: As acquired employees are socialized in terms of formal power
structures, they internalize regulative institutions of the acquiring firm. If this is
the case, then M&A integration will be more effective.

Learning about informal power structures will generally occur over time.
Acquired employees will learn about the key decision-makers or influen-
tial leaders in their new units or departments through interactions with
these influential individuals or through informal discussions with peers.
Power stemming from informal structures such as networks will be revealed
through repeated actions, such as promotions provided to subordinates.
Thus, acquired employees may be able to assess the power structure by
observing differences in the ability of managers at the same level to confer
rewards on their subordinates or by hearing about past actions from col-
leagues. Learning about the organizational power structure is generally not
associated with normative institutions because it has little to do with orga-
nizational standards or procedures that are governed by social sanctions.
As mentioned, knowing who has more power and knowledge will overall
benefit the employee; however, lacking such understanding is hardly pun-
ishable through moral or formal means. Understanding that employees will
learn the informal organizational politics through shared understandings
that relates to the internalization of cognitive institutions will help managers
in achieving more effective M&A integrations. Hence, we propose

Proposition 5b: As acquired employees are socialized in terms of informal power
structures, they internalize cognitive institutions of the acquiring firm. If this is the
case, then M&A integration will be more effective.

Organizational history

The sixth socialization domain, ‘‘organizational history,’’ is described as
learning the organizational traditions, customs, myths, and rituals that are
part of the organizational culture (Ritti and Funkhouser, 1987), as well
as learning about an organization’s background. In many cases, organiza-
tional history is observed in artifacts unique to an organization, such as
dress codes, the way people address each other, and the physical layout
of the organization (Schein, 1990). These artifacts are typically unique to
organizations.

Although some artifacts can be socially sanctioned, such as norms
regarding the appropriateness of facial hair, in general they are seen as taken-
for-granted aspects of an organization. For example, dress codes in a business
school setting may differ according to whether classes are in session. Thus,
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an employee who joins a department in the summer may come to perceive
that informal dress is the norm in the organization. However, once classes
start, they may be pleasantly surprised when they show up for work and their
experienced colleagues are wearing suits.

In general, artifacts, traditions, rituals, and culture will be learned over time
as a result of repetition, with acquired employees internalizing cognitive
institutions at the same time. Employee behaviors are internalized almost
subconsciously. They do not directly reflect regulative institutions since they
tend to be taken for granted rather than being legally sanctioned, and for
the most part, do not reflect normative institutions since they are learned
over time.

In the context of M&A integration, the organizational traditions and cus-
toms will generally not be tangible. Conversely acquired employees will
understand over time the shared meanings of organizational history and
be able to differentiate those that matter from those that do not. In this
regard, integration managers need to realize that the socialization of the
organizational history domain is likely to be related to the internalization
of cognitive institutions through exposing acquired employees to common
beliefs. Hence, we propose

Proposition 6: As acquired employees are socialized in terms of organizational
history, they internalize cognitive institutions of the acquiring firm. If this is the
case, then M&A integration will be more effective.

Country institutional profiles and socialization in cross-border
M&As

In this section, we expand our post-acquisition integration framework to
discuss how national contextual characteristics influence the different orga-
nizational socialization domains. The national level is critical in research on
cross-border M&As, not only because of the increasing importance of merg-
ers across borders, but also due to their complexity vis-à-vis domestic M&As.
Developing a connected workforce in a newly merged organization is more
challenging in cross-border M&As, particularly when organizations differ in
terms of their language, national culture, institutional, and social contexts
(Greenberg et al., 2005). A great deal of the hindrance to integration success
for cross-border M&As is the neglect of differences in societal customs and
norms with the other side of the merger during the integration process (Olie,
1994; Belcher and Nail, 2001). However, empirical studies examining the
role of management in the process of post-acquisition integration are rare
(Uhlenbruck and DeCastro, 2000; Child et al., 2001; Piske, 2002).

Access to unique organizational routines and repertories might provide
competitive advantage (Morosini, 1999). In the case of cross-border M&As,
these unique organizational routines and repertories are more likely to
be supported by different industry and national level institutions, which
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surround the merging organizations separately. It is important to recognize
that organizational level institutions are created as a result of an organi-
zation’s interaction with its institutional environment (i.e., national and
industry level). Following Morosini’s (1999) argument about gaining com-
petitive advantage through accessing unique routines, cross-border M&As
seem more advantageous. However, it is hard to negate that these M&As will
also face more complexity, at least initially. The link between what kind of
information the employees of the acquired organization obtain and through
which institutional pillars such information diffused is not straightforward.

Differences in cross-national management practices are often attributed to
national culture, and tend to be drawn from Hofstede’s (1980) ubiquitous
four-fold categorization. We find that national culture is too broad of a con-
cept for analyzing cross-border M&A integration practices and instead draw
on Scott’s (1998, 2001) three institutional pillars, wherein the former dimen-
sions are conceptually and empirically distinct. Kostova (1999) offers a novel
theoretical solution to this conceptual conundrum using institutional rather
than cultural characteristics of countries to create a construct called a country
institutional profile (CIP). As Kostova (1999: 314) notes, ‘‘a country’s social
environment can be characterized by its CIP: a three-dimensional construct
defined as the set of regulatory, cognitive, and normative institutions in that
country.’’ As such, this construct fits nicely with our theoretical framework
because it allows us to retain our focus on the internalization of Scott’s (2001)
three institutional pillars in various socialization domains.

There is, of course, some overlap between Kostova’s CIP construct and
national culture – for example, both cognitive and normative dimensions
have similarities to culture – but the CIP is broader and has unique elements.
For instance, the regulatory dimension is unique to CIP but not to national
culture. Moreover, as Kostova notes, the CIP allows for analysis at multiple
levels in addition to the national level, and can be constructed at different
levels of specificity. More importantly, there are a number of elements of the
CIP that lend themselves to an analysis of cross-border M&As. For example,
Kostova (1999) demonstrates the relevance of the CIP construct in under-
standing the transfer of organizational practices across borders. Clearly, a
cross-border M&A can be seen as involving the transfer of a number of prac-
tices from the acquiring firm to the acquired firm, the more so the more
integrated the companies become. An important factor is that there may be
inconsistencies in the transfer of some of these practices across borders that
can lead to conflict, with the greater the difference in CIP between countries,
the greater the likelihood of misfit between the transfer of practices across
borders, and hence the need for greater effort in the socialization process.

In effect, the link between CIP and the transfer of organizational practices
across nations via cross-border M&As is fairly straightforward. In particular,
assuming at least some degree of integration in a cross-border M&A,3 the
greater the institutional distance between countries of the merging firms,
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the greater is the difficulty in diffusing the regulative, normative, and cog-
nitive institutions through organizational socialization domains. Thus, the
greater the institutional distance, the greater the emphasis a firm will need
to place on socialization by internalizing the most salient institutions.

Transactions across borders are rarely as straightforward as the above illus-
tration suggests, as is evident in empirical research based on Kostova’s (1999)
CIP showing how CIP plays out in different contexts, such as entrepreneur-
ship (Busenitz et al., 2000) and the adoption of an organizational practice by
subsidiaries of multinational corporations (Kostova and Roth, 2002). Exist-
ing empirical research on CIPs also indicates that firms may need to allocate
more resources to internalizing different institutions in each organizational
socialization domain.

Based on the CIP research, we argue, as shown in Table 7.2, that when
large differences in the regulatory dimension between the countries of two
merging firms exist (assuming little or no differences in normative and cog-
nitive institutions), the newly merged entity will need to spend a significant
amount of time and energy in socializing employees in the socialization
domain of formal rules and principles.4 By contrast, if the institutional
difference between countries is greatest for the normative dimension, the
newly merged entity will need to focus on internalizing these norms by
socializing employees on the following domains: individual work roles, struc-
turally defined relationships, and the history and politics of the organization.
Finally, if the two countries diverge primarily in the cognitive institutional
dimension, then managers in the acquiring firm should pay particular atten-
tion in socializing employees about the unwritten, informal, and tacit rules
and principles, informal relationships, and language domains.

As we have suggested, reality is more complex than what our model indi-
cates. For example, if cross-border M&As involve the transfer of practices that
are associated with different CIP, firms will need to vary the socialization

Table 7.2 Key socialization domains to take into account in cross-border M&As when
institutional distance is high

High Regulatory
Difference

High Normative
Difference

High Cognitive
Difference

Socialization
Domain
Emphasized

Formal rules and
principles

Individual work roles Unwritten, informal, and
tacit rules and principles

Structurally defined
relationships

Learning about work
characteristics of people

Organizational
politics

Language

Organizational
history
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domains they use for each different practice. While such management tech-
niques can become increasingly complicated – for example, if the degree of
integration is high, rather than medium or low, or if firms are in radically
different industries – the nature of CIP and our post-acquisition integration
framework can provide substantive guidance and thereby minimize potential
difficulties in cross-border M&As. For the case of different industry groups,
this outcome can be resolved by developing an industry institutional profile,
as Kostova (1999) notes is possible.

Managerial implications

We have identified what type of institution (institutional pillar) is most dom-
inant in each socialization domain and developed a set of propositions to
specify how M&A integration can be made more effective. This allows us to
take the next step in which we suggest specific implications of our proposi-
tions for managers seeking to effectively integrate acquired employees. An
important factor in a successful M&A integration is, therefore, that man-
agers understand which types of rules, norms, and values are circulating in
the newly merged organization. This fine-grained understanding will allow
managers to choose the most effective strategic tools and human resource
practices to effectively socialize employees, and hence pursue a better post-
merger integration. For example, regulative institutions might be codified
during employee orientation and training so that formal job characteristics
are clearly communicated to all employees. Normative institutions might
be articulated through supervising, mentoring, peers, secretary/support staff
so that employees learn the necessary professional technical language to
conduct their organizational roles. Finally, cognitive institutions might be
facilitated through social/recreational activities so that employees under-
stand the power structure of the newly merged organization. We next discuss
the managerial implications for each socialization domain.

Individual work roles

Managers will need to specify clearly the characteristics associated with spe-
cific jobs, a role traditionally performed by the human resource management
function. Nevertheless, managers in different departments and business units
will have an important role to play in ensuring that employees clearly under-
stand the requirements of the jobs that they hold. Managers can do so by
taking a proactive role in transferring knowledge of job processes to acquired
employees, for example, by providing information about jobs to employees,
either from employee handbooks or through easily accessible internal web-
sites. Managers can also help ensure that there are open lines of communica-
tion between employees in similar jobs, thereby facilitating the integration
of peers from the acquiring company with those in the acquired firm.
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Organizational goals and values

Managers can provide acquired employees with specific formal rules about
what behavior is not acceptable and subject to being sanctioned. Managers
can also help acquired employees to understand the norms governing values
and goals of the acquiring organization, for example, by highlighting val-
ues in the mission statement that are desired and by illustrating behaviors
that have been socially sanctioned in the past. Although it is more difficult
that acquired employees internalize unwritten goals and values of the acquir-
ing firm given the time needed to become taken-for-granted, managers can
speed up the post-acquisition integration process by sponsoring social func-
tions that highlight desired behavior. If they can convince the firm’s leaders
to participate in these functions, acquired employees will see more clearly
the importance of following certain tacit rules and principles. Thus, man-
agers may need to persuade leaders of the benefits that their participation
will bring to the firm.

People

Managers can facilitate the exposure of acquired employees to a variety of
informal networks by placing them strategically into multi-function and
multi-level teams in the newly merged organization. Doing so will help to
integrate acquired employees and allow them to build their own effective
informal networks. Conversely, structurally defined employee relationships
can be communicated to acquired employees, for example, by distributing
relevant organizational charts or by having supervisors or peers in the acquir-
ing firm provide insight into the different reporting relationships within
business units and divisions of the new organization. As in the case of individ-
ual work roles, managers can also make available information on structural
relationships contained in handbooks or on internal web-based systems to
acquired employees.

Language

Managers can integrate acquired employees more effectively by specifying
the important culturally specific language of a profession that is required to
work effectively in the acquiring firm. They can also involve human resource
managers in specifying what is considered to be inappropriate language, and
clearly relating possible sanctions from violating informal codes of conduct,
particularly if such behavior goes against the legal rules of a society. Many
other language differences will be revealed through interaction, as well as
through written and informal communication related to work activities.
Managers can therefore help to integrate acquired employees by ensuring
that they are exposed to a variety of activities, particularly for employees
who may be telecommuting, or who engage in a significant amount of off-site
travel.
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Organizational politics

Managers can assist in the socialization of acquired employees by specify-
ing clearly the job hierarchies and the reporting relationships associated
with different jobs in the firm and its component groups. By so doing,
acquired employees can better understand which employees are supervisors,
which are subordinates, and to whom do they report. By communicating
this formally specified information to acquired employees, acquiring firms
can reduce much of the uncertainty associated with M&A integration, such
as who evaluates their performance, how they do so, and more importantly,
how they will be rewarded.

Specifying formal power structures not only involves a description of
job bands and grade level structures, but also a presentation of how hier-
archically related jobs fit within other organizational structures, such as
functional and matrix structures. For example, acquiring firms with matrix
structures will need to specify to the acquired employees whether they will
have one or more bosses and which one has the ultimate authority over
certain work tasks they might perform. In effect, managers in acquiring
firms will want to make it clear to acquired employees who their bosses
are, what responsibilities they have to them, and what determines impor-
tant career outcomes for these employees, such as promotions, bonuses, and
salaries.

Managers will have less ability to influence the socialization of informal
power structures characteristic of organizational politics in acquired employ-
ees, since this information is generally learned over time. Nevertheless, as in
other instances where cognitive institutions are being socialized, managers
can enhance integration effectiveness by increasing acquired employees’
exposure to organizational actions that reveal informal authority, as well
as exposure to managers and colleagues who can and will impart such infor-
mation to them. For example, placing acquired employees in a number of
work groups can give them a better sense of who has the informal power in
network structures of the acquiring organization.

Organizational history

Managers can increase the effectiveness of the integration process by expos-
ing acquired employees to a variety of artifacts that thereby help to further
socialize them into the acquiring organization. For example, although many
employees will experience the acquiring organization’s history on a daily
basis as they experience a variety of artifacts such as the organization’s lay-
out, they may not internalize them quickly due to the cognitive nature
of these institutions. Thus, while being cognizant of overloading acquired
employees with information, managers may be able to assist these employees
by putting them in contact with peers or mentors who can provide answers
to questions that they feel are important, as well as to provide them with
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an understanding of what role the acquiring organization’s history has in
determining the way the acquiring organization appears.

In sum, managers in acquiring firms can take a variety of managerial
actions to help ensure effective integration of acquired employees into the
newly merged firm. A crucial task for upper-level managers and leaders is to
sell the idea of effective integration to the managers who are best situated
to impart knowledge to acquired employees of the myriad policies, values,
systems, and practices important to the organization’s success. In particu-
lar, deal makers (boards and top management teams) will need to convince
integration managers that integration is not simply a task to be performed
by human resource management practices and guidelines, but depends crit-
ically on their ability to socialize acquired employees in their work groups
effectively and quickly.

These implications are also applicable to cross-border M&As. However, as
we discussed, the case of cross-border M&As is more complex in that one
needs to account for the differences in industry and national level institu-
tions in addition to the organizational level ones. Such complexity makes
understanding the implications of acquiring various kinds of information
more important. In other words, even though differences between the merg-
ing organizations seem to exist at organizational level, grasping differences
within a context will be beneficial to the managers of the merging organi-
zations. While there are unique organizational level routines, the creation
of such routines is influenced by environmental characteristics surrounding
the organization. Therefore, understanding broader contextual characteris-
tics might help merging organizations make more sense of organizational
level differences. For example, for the individual work roles domain, we pro-
pose that managers might provide information about jobs to employees by
using handbooks, intra-organizational network, and open communication.
If we assume that two organizations from collectivist and individualistic cul-
tures (i.e., differences at national level institutions) merge, the perception of
the employees of a specific job task might be different. Employees of the col-
lectivist organization might perceive their performance in relation to their
peers while the employees of an individualist-oriented organization might try
to stand out more individually. If such differences are not taken into account,
then the evaluation of employees might create misperceptions on the side
of managers in terms of, for example, the performance of that employee.
Therefore, in cross-border M&As differences in organizational, industry, and
national level institutions should be considered as a whole.

Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter, we analyzed the relationship between the three pillars of
institutions and the six domains of socialization in the context of the inte-
gration phase of M&As. Our main assumption is that the organizational
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socialization process entails the internalization of different types of insti-
tutions (e.g., Inzerille and Rosen, 1983; Meek, 1988; Fogarty and Dirsmith,
2001) and thus it is critical to identify what types of institutions will be most
salient in to each socialization domain. We propose that post-acquisition
integration will be more effective when the socialization process is coupled
with the internalization of the necessary institutions.

Our examination of what type of institution will be internalized in each
socialization domain has generated theoretical propositions arguing that the
use of a given institution in the socialization process will lead to a more
effective integration. For the sake of theory development, we have identified
what we argue are the most prominent institutions in each domain. However,
we do not categorically deny that all types of institutions might be present
in each socialization domain. We simply argue that the ones that we identify
should be recognized and utilized in the socialization process.

Notes

1. For the purposes of theory building, we focus exclusively on acquisitions as opposed
to mergers, where the acquiring firm obtains ownership and control over the
acquired firm. Depending on the literature we believe that this is legitimate to
do since M&As are seen as a whole and the terms used interchangeably most of the
time (e.g., Child et al., 2001; Houghton et al., 2003). Even though we discuss only
one side of the medallion, our discussions might be very well extended to both
sides albeit not attributing the same weight.

2. Depending on the literature, we present our perception of the organizational social-
ization process in Figure 7.1. We discuss the relationships drawn in the Figure 7.1
in the organizational socialization literature review section.

3. Most cross-border M&As involve some integration, the exceptions being perhaps
those involving Japanese acquiring firms (Child et al., 2001) or M&As as substitutes
for research and development (Bower, 2001). Even in these cases, the acquiring firm
will need to communicate its intentions and likely diffuse its institutions over time.

4. This assumes that the difference in the regulatory dimension is not very large. As
Kostova (1999) notes, if a practice is perceived to be in conflict with the regulatory
institutions of the recipient country, there is a high likelihood that the practice will
not be transferred and implemented.
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8
Multi-Firm Collaboration and
International Competitive Dynamics
Craig Crossland, David J. Ketchen, Jr., and Charles C. Snow

A new form of organizing is emerging in the world of international business
(IB) called the multi-firm collaborative network (Miles et al., 2005). Its core
competence is the ability to collaborate among a group of firms in both the
creation and application of knowledge. For firms that have, or can develop,
the ability to collaborate across organizational, geographical, and cultural
boundaries, this new means of organizing will allow them to pursue strategies
and grow in a manner that has heretofore been largely unattainable.

The multi-firm collaborative network has been slow to evolve because
there are many barriers that stand in its way, including large institutional,
societal, and philosophical challenges. However, in various places around
the world, pieces of the overall organizational model for multi-firm collabo-
ration already exist. In those innovative organizational arrangements, some
of which we describe below, several of the most troublesome barriers have
been overcome. Therefore, we believe that it is only a matter of time before
a full-blown multi-firm collaborative network will appear somewhere in the
world, and it will serve as both a model and as inspiration for other firms to
follow.

In this chapter, we first describe the multi-firm collaborative network and
why it is needed – indeed demanded – by the global economy. Our descrip-
tion is based on a fictional organization called OpWin Global Network which
contains all of the key ingredients of the new organizational model. We
then discuss how this means of conducting international business will affect
future competitive dynamics, both for firms inside the network and for their
external rivals.

Innovation, collaboration, and economic development

Innovation has long been considered the primary determinant of economic
development (Schumpeter, 1934). This belief has been recently substan-
tiated by Baumol (2002), whose large empirical study demonstrated that
firm and inter-firm ability to innovate explains why capitalist economies

190
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on average have had much stronger growth records than other economic
systems. However, despite its usefulness for firm and economic develop-
ment, innovation is not an easy task for the typical firm to perform. Indeed,
one survey estimated that CEOs believe their firms utilize only 15–25% of
their innovation capacity (Käser and Miles, 2002).

Historically, even the most innovative firms have not been able to fully
utilize their innovation capacity. Whether one focuses on Hewlett-Packard in
the 1950s and 1960s, Xerox in the 1970s, Rubbermaid in the 1980s, or Intel
or Cisco Systems today, none of these firms has been able to figure out how to
innovate on a consistent and efficient basis. Various organizational arrange-
ments have been tried – cross-functional business teams, internal venture
capital processes, creating or acquiring new business units, spinning off new
ventures, and forming alliances with or investing in partner firms (Burgelman
and Sayles, 1986; Block and MacMillan, 1993; Miles and Woolridge, 1999) –
but the best outcome from all of these approaches appears to be the capability
to engage in periodic innovation that is mostly limited to the firm’s existing
industries. What is needed – and, fortunately, what is becoming increasingly
feasible (Chesbrough, 2003) – is an organizational process that will enable
innovation to be continuous and occur outside a firm’s traditional industry
boundaries (Miles et al., 2005).

Using the logic of the resource-based view of business strategy (Penrose,
1959; Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991), many observers today suggest that
the most underutilized resource among firms in advanced economies is
knowledge (cf. Friedman, 2005). The drive to turn knowledge and other
underutilized resources into economic wealth is what pushes managers to
experiment with new ways of reconfiguring strategies, structures, and pro-
cesses in order to make their firms more effective and valuable. We believe
that the search for continuous innovation, currently taking place within
many firms, will result in the appearance of the multi-firm collaborative
network organization.

Collaboration is a process whereby two or more parties work with each
other to achieve mutually beneficial outcomes (Emery and Trist, 1965; Appley
and Winder, 1977). Collaboration can be directed toward any mutually
desired objective: solving a problem, resolving a conflict, creating a new
product or business, and so on. The concept of collaboration that we see
taking hold in an increasing number of business firms and other types of
organizations is collaborative entrepreneurship: the creation of something of
economic value based on new, jointly generated ideas or knowledge (Miles
et al., 2005).

Collaboration to create and apply knowledge is very sophisticated behavior
as it is based on deep competence and experience, trust among individuals
and across organizations, heavy investments in intellectual and relational
capital, and efficient, open sharing of ideas and information. Nevertheless,
as with any behavior, collaboration can be taught, learned, and studied, and
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thus it can eventually diffuse throughout a society to the point where it
becomes a widely abundant resource or meta-capability (Miles et al., 2005).
Collaboration among individuals and groups is widespread in advanced
economies, occurring among scientists, scholars, doctors, engineers, and
other professionals. Large-scale inter-firm collaboration, on the other hand,
is a fairly recent phenomenon, but its origins can be seen in several real-
world examples. For example, beginning in the early 1990s, the small Danish
city of Kalundborg has been the site of an evolving, successful program
of industrial–municipal collaboration that has been referred to as indus-
trial symbiosis (Jacobsen and Anderberg, 2001). As of 2003, this cross-sector
collaboration has created financial returns of over $200 million on an invest-
ment of approximately $90 million – an average annual return of over 16%.
The source of these returns is annual savings from symbiotic exchanges across
a network of municipal agencies and private businesses. This alliance offers
evidence that a voluntary, self-directed experiment can lead to the growth
of an expanding collaborative search for creative value-adding approaches to
utilizing resources.

Across the firms and government agencies that make up the US civil
construction industry, a collaborative process has emerged that has pro-
duced less carefully measured but quite probably larger percentage returns
than those of the Kalundborg experiment (Associated General Contractors
of America, 1991). Moreover, the growing competence of US construction
firms in partnering has increased their ability to engage in new approaches
to large construction projects, and partnering has become both a firm and
an industry asset. Though limited to a single industry, the investments in
collaborative capability being made by civil construction industry agen-
cies, firms, and professional and educational institutions show the way for
other organizations that wish to engage in large-scale inter-organizational
collaboration.

Neither the Danish industrial–municipal alliance nor the American part-
nering process in civil construction represents an example of collaboration
as a true joint enterprise. Although both examples involve business situa-
tions, neither group of organizations is focused primarily on new products,
services, or markets – and certainly not on continuous innovation. The firm
that perhaps comes closest to practicing continuous innovation through
collaboration on a large scale is the Acer Group (Mathews and Snow, 1998;
Mathews, 2002). Based in Taiwan, Acer has thousands of employees, oper-
ations in 44 countries, and dealer relationships in more than a hundred
countries. With revenues of nearly $5 billion, Acer is the world’s fifth-largest
personal computer manufacturer, and it is in the process of transforming
itself into a complete global information technology company that in recent
years has started many successful e-business services.

Acer is a worldwide federation of companies held together by mutual inter-
est and collaboration. Some units of Acer are wholly owned by the firm, while
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others (mainly marketing and distribution firms) are jointly owned by Acer
and local investors. Both types of firms work willingly with the other com-
panies in the federation because all firms have worked hard to become the
preferred provider in their particular specialty or market. Acer helps its part-
ner firms in other countries to develop professional management, obtain
investment funding, and become publicly owned if they desire to do so.
Acer’s type of ‘‘collaborative capitalism’’ is steadily increasing in the global
economy, particularly in emerging markets. However, while Acer is almost
able to be continuously innovative up and down its value chain, it is still not
especially adept at innovating outside of the global IT business.

OpWin Global Network

These three examples indicate that inter-firm collaboration to produce con-
tinuous innovation on a large scale is practically feasible. Therefore, it
requires only a small conceptual leap to imagine and then describe an orga-
nization composed of firms from different industries whose collaborative
abilities allow them to pursue a joint strategy of continuous innovation. That
envisioned organization we call OpWin Global Network (Miles et al., 2005).

OpWin is a dynamic network of 60 member firms and their temporary
affiliates. The network is dynamic in that none of its members has a fixed
role, and the resources each firm has assembled are often shared in business
ventures with other firms, usually but not always within the network. It is
also dynamic in that its membership has expanded dramatically since its
founding, and the process of adding new members is ongoing.

Each member firm joined OpWin as a profitable independent entity, and
it is each firm’s responsibility to maintain its ability to support and grow
its own resources and generate significant income for itself and its network
partners. Firms vary in size from less than a hundred staff members to a
few thousand, and each firm is expected to serve all of its stakeholders in
an exemplary manner, in line with OpWin’s stated pledge to set the highest
standards of customer satisfaction, human resource management, and natu-
ral environment sustainability. Each member firm measures its own (a) net
wealth creation, (b) human resource growth and retention (including educa-
tional and skill upgrades of staff ), and (c) annual customer satisfaction, and
members send this information to OpWin’s Central Services Office (which
provides educational, training, information technology, and other services
to the member firms).

Member firms are expected to create products and services for their own
markets and work with other firms in the network on innovation projects.
Within their own markets, firms pursue organic growth through market pen-
etration with existing products or services while attempting to meet the
expectation that at least half of their revenues will be generated via contin-
uous innovation. Innovations in a given firm’s market come not only from
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ideas and efforts within the firm but also from the continuous scanning of
ideas and innovations from other network firms. Each firm describes prod-
uct ideas, development projects, and product-service upgrades in OpWin’s
Innovation Catalog, an electronic database accessible only by member firms.
Not only do member firms post potential value-generating information in
the catalog, they are also expected to proactively contact other firms that
might have an interest in their ideas, projects, or new models.

Firms in related markets regularly send design, marketing, and operating
staff to OpWin’s Market Exploration Workshops that are held periodically.
Moreover, firms also collaborate across the network on development projects
that do not have obvious connections to their own markets. Staff specialists
may be invited by another member firm to visit and discuss a listed idea
or project, and they may in turn request additional meetings to provide
elaboration and possibly joint pursuit of an idea or project. In some instances,
a staff member from Firm A may work with Firm B on a particular project even
though it has been determined not to have relevance in Firm A’s usual market.
When this occurs, Firm B pays for the staff member’s time and effort. Further,
if the contributions from Firm A are later incorporated into a profitable
product or service, Firm B is expected to provide an appropriate return for
Firm A such as a royalty or one-time payment.

In all cases, OpWin member firms are expected to engage in joint develop-
ment efforts and contribute needed skills and abilities to other firms without
strict calculation of costs, benefits, or potential returns. It is the responsi-
bility of the user to recognize contributions and initiate equitable payment
and make certain that the provider is satisfied with the outcome. On joint
projects, it is the market ‘‘owner’s’’ responsibility to propose a schedule of
returns that is seen as equitable by its project partner(s). Where new or shared
markets are served by a jointly designed product or service, the participat-
ing parties draw lots in advance to determine which firm will take the lead
in proposing market-delivery responsibility and an equitable distribution of
returns.

The heavy focus of OpWin firms on continuous innovation often limits
their interest in taking an active role in creating wealth via the long-term pro-
duction of goods or services. In those cases, OpWin firms work with outside
partners to produce components or even complete products for OpWin mar-
kets. After assuring the market success of a product or service, OpWin firms
may license designs to outside partners for their own long-term sales and
service. Licensees, too, are required to meet OpWin’s customer satisfaction
and environmental standards.

To become a member of OpWin, a firm must demonstrate its competence
and trustworthiness. This can often be achieved by the successful completion
of a single collaborative project. At any point, a firm can apply for member-
ship, which must be voted on by all members after an OpWin review team has
assembled a sponsorship document. Alternatively, a firm may be affiliated
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with OpWin on a temporary or infrequent basis, typically as a licensee or
other type of contractual provider.

In summary, OpWin member firms operate independently in their own
markets and in alliances of one sort or another with members of the network
to design and take to market a continuous stream of innovative products
and services. However, OpWin’s alliances differ from other alliances in sev-
eral important ways. First, OpWin alliances are usually generated by ideas
and activities that are viewed as open – available to all member firms, with
users responsible for acknowledging the source of the ideas and the contri-
butions of their partners. Also, OpWin alliances are open-ended rather than
special-purpose, and rewards are determined after the fact rather than in
advance. Lastly, roles, responsibilities, and returns are governed not so much
by contracts (though these are widely used) as by norms of equity and colle-
giality, aided by an agreed-on set of explicit operating protocols (such as user
responsibility for provider equity and satisfaction). Overall, OpWin member
firms have enjoyed great success to date by working collaboratively with each
other to find applications for their ideas and knowledge in markets outside
their traditional industries.

The multi-firm collaborative network and international competitive
dynamics

Up to this point, our characterization of the multi-firm collaborative network
has been largely anticipatory. We are not aware of any worldwide collabora-
tive network of firms that approximates the size and scope of OpWin Global
Network. However, if the embryonic collaborative networks outlined above –
those in Denmark, the US construction industry, and Taiwan’s Acer Group –
continue to develop and perhaps inspire other similar networks, we believe
that one or more fully fledged OpWin-style collaborations are feasible within
the next decade (Miles et al., 2006). If this vision of the future does indeed
develop, what are the implications for international competition? How will
competition change and evolve? More importantly, will firms engaging in
OpWin-style collaboration experience a competitive advantage over those
that do not?

We believe that the unique dynamics of the multi-firm collaborative net-
work, exemplified by the OpWin group, suggest a number of important
implications for international competitive dynamics, specifically in the areas
of multi-point competition, co-opetition, and virtual clustering.

Multi-point competition

Multi-point competition concerns the competitive interactions between
firms that compete simultaneously in more than one product-market cat-
egory (see Ketchen et al., 2004 for a review). The study of multi-point
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competition arose from the recognition that competition within a single
market is influenced by external elements, such as concurrent competition
within other markets. Central to multi-point competition is the notion of
mutual forbearance, the idea that firms may avoid acting aggressively if they
believe that their competitors will retaliate (Golden and Ma, 2003). For exam-
ple, a firm competing in the same markets as its major rival might cede
control of one market in exchange for a reciprocal cessation of control by
that rival in a different market.

One implication of the rise of the multi-firm collaborative network is a
significant increase in complexity in multi-point competition. Multi-point
competition is currently conceptualized as occurring between two or more
firms in two or more markets. The rise of multi-firm collaboration will com-
plicate such linkages. First, there will continue to be multi-point competition
between independent firms, similar to current competitive dynamics, or
between the non-collaborative components of OpWin-like firms. Also, there
will be competition between single stand-alone firms and OpWin collabora-
tions, consisting perhaps of transient alliances among several firms. Third,
there may be competition between collaborating partners within OpWin.
Lastly, and most complex of all, consider two OpWin member firms, A and
B, which participate in collaborations X and Y, respectively. As OpWin mem-
ber firms are likely to come from related industries, it is possible that firms
A and B may be competing with one another in several markets as well
as simultaneously competing with each other, through their respective col-
laborations, in several different markets. Each of these scenarios increases
the complexity of multi-point competition for a given firm and hence the
complexity of its strategizing.

Multi-point competition also will become more complex because on aver-
age competitive rivalries are likely to become more transient. One element
that reduces complexity in multi-point competition is the mutual forbear-
ance that often develops between long-term competitors (Gimeno, 1999).
We envisage OpWin-like collaborations as short-term, innovation-centered
projects rather than long-term stable alliances. Hence Firm A may face multi-
point competition from Collaboration Project I in one period, Project J in a
second period, and Project K in a third period. Such transient relationships
will tend to reduce the development of mutual forbearance compared to how
it currently works.

Lastly, multi-point competition will become more complex because a firm
within a given domain will face a larger range of potential competitors. Using
the logic above, we see the multi-firm collaborative network as a source of
multiple, short-term, innovation-oriented collaborations within a particular
domain, each of which may challenge established industry firms and each
reflecting a different set of competitive dynamics.

There are several specific implications for executives of firms that face more
complex multi-point competition. First, executives in independent firms,
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and in OpWin-like firms as well, will need to broaden their environmental
scanning in order to be effective (Elenkov, 1997). As threats are likely to arise
with less notice, in myriad fashion, and from a greater variety of sources,
it will behoove executives to keep closer tabs on changes, innovations, and
opportunities in industries that might become related to their own industry
and do more scenario planning. For example, immediate industry-level con-
cerns will become relatively less important compared to broader concerns
in adjacent industries and regional markets. OpWin-like collaborations are
likely to bring together firms that did not previously operate in the same com-
petitive niche, thus resulting in innovations at the interstices of traditional
industry boundaries.

At the same time that they attempt to develop more sensitivity to external
challenges, however, executives will need to continue to ensure that their
firms’ own internal capabilities, particularly in areas related to innovation
management, remain efficient (Miles et al., 2005). The rise of OpWin-style
collaborations cannot help but heighten competition based on continuous
innovation as well as shorten product life cycles and push the cost-quality
frontier further out. Thus, firms wishing to remain competitive will need to
become better at both external scanning and internal innovation.

Another implication for executives is that as mutual forbearance becomes
less pervasive, it will provide less of a competitive ‘‘crutch’’ for firms than
it has in the past. As discussed earlier, the reciprocal cessation of control
inherent in mutual forbearance often arises when two firms have a long-
term competitive relationship in multiple markets (Golden and Ma, 2003).
This will become less likely if multi-point competition is coming not from an
established single firm but from a short-term, project-focused collaboration
among temporarily interlocked firms. Thus, if the multi-firm collaborative
network becomes a reality, executives facing such competition will need to
become better at dealing with simultaneous, concerted multi-market changes
and threats.

When the multi-firm collaborative network becomes a marketplace real-
ity, firms that do not participate in such collaborative ventures may be at a
significant competitive disadvantage relative to those that do. This should
be particularly true for smaller firms and those that operate in turbulent,
high-velocity environments (Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988). In such firms,
the economies of scope arising from greater access to knowledge will give an
edge to those firms able to work collaboratively with their partners (Kogut
and Zander, 1992). Furthermore, firms that engage in OpWin-style collabo-
rations will have a number of means of buffering the increased complexity
of multi-point competition that are not available to independent firms,
such as access to the resources and knowledge of other member firms as
well as more opportunities for developing their internal innovation capa-
bilities. These and other implications discussed below are summarized in
Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1 Practical implications of the multi-firm collaborative network

Multi-point
competition

Co-opetition Virtual
clustering

Overall
implications

Firms will be less
able to rely on
mutual forbearance

Firms will become
more effective at
simultaneously
managing
exploration and
exploitation

Firms will have
access to the
benefits of
agglomeration
without the need
to geographically
collocate

Executive focus
will shift from
firm-to-firm
competition
toward network-
to-network
competition

Firms participating
in multi-firm
collaborations
may possess a
competitive
advantage

Executives will
show a greater
commitment to
the value of
collaboration

Firms will have
greater latitude in
deciding where
to locate
and seeking
collaborative
partners

The level
of hyper-
competition in
the business
environment
will increase

Firms will
broaden their
environmental
scanning

Executives will
develop a more
nuanced
understanding of
intra- and
inter-industry
competitive
dynamics

Firms will be able
to pursue
shorter, riskier
collaborations
and partnerships

Co-opetition

The rise of the multi-firm collaborative network will increase the prevalence
of co-opetition, which occurs when two or more firms simultaneously engage
in cooperation and competition (Gee, 2000). We foresee that collaborative
networks such as OpWin will place rough limits on the amount of a firm’s
business that can come from within the collaborative network (say, 50%).
Thus, firms will join OpWin as an established business – a set of products,
markets, suppliers, customers, and competitors. As firms within OpWin are
often linked across adjacent industries, it is reasonable to assume that some of
the firms entering OpWin will already be competing with other OpWin mem-
ber firms. Inevitably, collaborations will develop between competitors, the
essence of co-opetition. Moreover, the multi-firm collaborative network also
raises the interesting possibility of co-opetition between more than two firms.

Firms that enter OpWin-like alliances are, by their nature, more likely to
seek collaborative relationships and less likely to be influenced solely by their
own self-interest. One study found that co-opetition is less successful when
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a partner firm appropriates a disproportionate share of alliance benefits
(Khanna et al., 2000). Such a situation is less likely to occur within the bounds
of a multi-firm collaborative network, given its emphasis on the joint cre-
ation of economic value and the equitable sharing of returns. Similarly, firms
that engage in an OpWin-type alliance tend to be those interested in pur-
suing innovation-oriented ‘‘prospector’’ strategies (Miles and Snow, 1978).
This means that collaborative alliances are likely to focus on new, growing
markets, where a larger number of firms can simultaneously succeed, instead
of mature markets which tend to favor defender-type strategies.

A greater prevalence of co-opetition in the future has implications for
managerial decision making and behavior. For example, successful firms in a
multi-firm collaborative relationship will need to be ambidextrous (O’Reilly
and Tushman, 2004). At the same time that a firm tries to protect and grow
its existing business, including focusing on how to exploit its current mar-
ket position, a considerable portion of that firm’s resources will be devoted
to working collaboratively with other firms toward the objective of contin-
uous innovation, an exploratory orientation (March, 1991). Executives in
such ‘‘coopetive’’ situations will need to possess or develop a level of cogni-
tive dexterity that can accommodate the coexistence of competing resource
allocation demands.

Also, managers will not only need to understand and reflect in their
actions the variety of their firms’ internal processes, but they will need
to develop a cognitively complex understanding of the multifaceted com-
petitive dynamics within their industry and those industries represented
in future collaborations (Calori et al., 1994). Here, executives will need
a strong belief in, and commitment to, the value of collaboration. This
portends a major shift from the prevailing business philosophy built on max-
imizing one’s self-interest to a philosophy based on communitarian values
(Yankelovich, 1999; Rifkin, 2004).

Virtual clustering

The competitive dynamics literature has examined the concept of regional
clustering, whereby a number of similar firms colocate in one geographic area
to obtain the benefits of abundant factor inputs or increase customer access
and collective demand (Porter, 1998). By locating close to factor inputs, such
as raw materials or specialized labor, firms in some clusters benefit from
better access and lower costs (Russo, 2003). Alternatively, another type of
regional cluster, used by restaurant chains, shopping centers, and car deal-
erships, provides firms easier access to customers and helps promote overall
demand for the product or service (Canina et al., 2005). While the first type of
benefit might be called input-based agglomeration, the latter could be called
demand-based agglomeration. Both types of clustering, however, derive their
benefit from geographic colocation.
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One of the main benefits of OpWin-like collaborative networks is that
member firms can gain innovation-generating benefits without necessarily
having to geographically colocate. Elements of OpWin, such as its Innovation
Catalog and the activities of the Central Services Office, facilitate the transfer,
integration, and recombination of knowledge, critical processes in the pursuit
of continuous innovation (Kogut and Zander, 1992). We call this collec-
tive access to knowledge resources ‘‘virtual clustering,’’ as the agglomerative
benefits derive primarily from electronic rather than geographic proxim-
ity. The emergence of virtual clusters has several potential consequences for
competition.

Virtual clustering gives the member firms within a collaborative network
considerable latitude in deciding where to locate. Because firms will obtain
the benefits of clustering irrespective of their geographic location, they can
select their physical location based on factors such as a favorable regulatory
environment, location-contingent financial assistance, adjacency to a key
component of the supply chain, or a region with desirable lifestyle opportu-
nities. Unlike firms in regional clusters, which benefit from clustering but are
also constrained by it, member firms of a virtual cluster have considerable
geographic flexibility.

Virtual clustering will substantially increase member firms’ access to
knowledge-based resources, a prime motivator of firm-to-firm alliances
(Mowery et al., 1996). Freed of the requirement to use geographically based
resources, firms can search worldwide for collaboration partners and can
more easily justify short-term, riskier collaborations. Moreover, membership
in a virtual cluster will reduce the need for engaging in formal alliances such
as international joint ventures which tend to restrict the search for, and
engagement with, collaboration partners.

Future research directions

We have discussed a new species of network organization and its implications
for international competition. If our prediction comes true, and multi-firm
collaborative networks appear and spread, then there will be many research
opportunities to study this type of organization and how it will compete in
the international arena.

One promising line of research will be to focus on the network – or supply
chain – as the unit of analysis. The supply chain is the central organizing
unit in today’s global industries. Over the last three decades, supply chains
have evolved through three cumulative stages (Miles and Snow, 2007). In
the first stage, the primary focus was on how to make operations throughout
the supply chain more efficient. In the second stage, the focus shifted from
efficiency to effectiveness as leading firms began to incorporate the ideas and
expertise of their suppliers and partners into the management of the supply
chain. In the current stage, some networks (such as OpWin described above)
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are beginning to explore how supply chains can be extended across industries
in addition to operating efficiently and effectively within industries.

The most sophisticated supply chain organizations will play an increas-
ingly prominent role in the global economy. Collaborative and other
knowledge-based supply chains are different from traditional goods-based
supply chains, and they have more potential to contribute to the long-term
economic development of a country or region. For example, shared knowl-
edge can be a rapidly expandable resource and may show increasing rather
than diminishing economic returns. Thus, interactions between US informa-
tion technology firms and their network partners in India and China have
produced valuable knowledge spillovers across the economies of these coun-
tries (Engardio, 2005). Also, because knowledge-based supply chains can grow
laterally across industries, they can create product and market innovations
that traditional networks have not been able to achieve on a consistent basis.
Such innovation-driven supply chains will ultimately prove to be more valu-
able to a country’s economic development than cost-driven supply chains
because they have the capability to move knowledge across as well as within
industries and thereby generate new business.

At some point in the future, collaboration-based supply chains will begin
to compete with other collaborative networks. As more and more prod-
uct/service innovations derive from multi-firm collaborations, the basis of
competition will shift from its current firm-to-firm locus to a network-to-
network basis. Some initial research has begun to identify the implications
of a competitive paradigm where a network of firms, rather than a single firm,
is the unit of analysis (Gimeno, 2004). To date, this research has examined
the behavior of a particular industry’s major competitors and their networks
of suppliers and partners. In tomorrow’s business environment, it will be
important to study how networks composed of collaborating firms compete
not only within but across industries.

In addition to the developments in multi-point competition, co-opetition,
and virtual clustering discussed above, we believe that the international com-
petitive landscape as a whole will undergo other, broader shifts if multi-firm
collaborative networks appear and grow as we predict. For example, there
is likely to be an increase in what has been called ‘‘hyper-competition’’
(D’Aveni, 1994). Although we recognize that not every innovation results
in Schumpeterian ‘‘creative destruction’’ (Rothaermel, 2000), we believe that
pursuing the goal of continuous innovation, the basis for OpWin’s formation
and growth, will inexorably lead to shortened product life cycles and there-
fore greater competitive pressure on established product lines across many
industries. As argued by D’Aveni (1994), sustainable competitive advantage
will derive from linking a succession of transitory quasi-monopolies (via
continuous innovation) rather than stable Ricardian rents (via a favorable
position in a particular industry). Recent research indicates that hyper-
competition has indeed increased over time (Wiggins and Ruefli, 2005),
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and the emergence of the collaborative network organizational form will
accelerate and perhaps alter hyper-competitive dynamics.

Conclusion

We believe that the multi-firm collaborative network is the natural outcome
of the ever-increasing need for individual firms to better employ their under-
utilized knowledge and innovation capacities and thus improve their ability
to compete through continuous innovation. Assuming that this new orga-
nizational form develops as predicted, it will have important implications
for international competitive dynamics. Specifically, multi-point competi-
tion will become more complex, co-opetition will become more prevalent,
and firms will increasingly seek the competitive benefits of virtual cluster-
ing. More broadly, we believe that the multi-firm collaborative network
will increase hyper-competition in the IB environment as well as increase
network-to-network competition among firms.

Built on factors such as flexibility, collaboration, and innovation, in con-
trast to extant organizational axioms of stability, efficiency, and zero-sum
competition, the multi-firm collaborative network represents the next log-
ical step in the evolution of organizational forms. The more rapidly and
effectively scholars can anticipate other new organizational forms, and how
they compete, the greater will be the benefit both to the global economy and
our understanding of organizations and how they are managed.
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9
Establishing the Moral Basis of Global
Capitalism: Implications for MNEs in
Emerging Markets
Eden Yin

Morality is concerned with rules determining right action, identifying actions
that are wrong, morally unjust, unfair, or improper (Hosmer, 1994) and is
considered an important part of the institutional infrastructure of a society
(Lal, 2003). It is essential to control man’s self-aggrandizing instincts to gar-
ner the gains from cooperation, because ‘‘a sympathy with public interest is
the source of moral approbation, which attends that virtue ‘justice’ ’’ (Hume,
1740/1985: 551). Adam Smith’s ‘‘Laws of Justice’’ further proclaims that a
market economy has to depend upon the scarce virtues, like benevolence,
for its efficient functioning (Smith, 1776/1991).

However, immoral and unethical behaviors have a presence in all walks of
life (Behrman, 2003). This is true over much of the world, where political,
business, and church scandals are reported among leaders in these fields (The
Economist, 2002). The frequently reported global business scandals, such as
Enron, Arthur Anderson, Worldcom, and Global Crossing are particularly alarm-
ing because they indicate that the modern global capitalism is built on shaky
ground. This problem has tremendous implications for nearly all nations and
its massive ripple effect takes place at a global scale, much more far-reaching
than unethical behavior in other realms of life with the rapid advancement
of globalization in today’s world.

Recognizing the enormous significance of this issue, several scholars indi-
cate the importance of analyzing and evaluating the moral basis of modern
global capitalism (Buckley and Casson, 2001; Dunning, 2001). They argue
that the consequence of ignoring it is likely to be the clash of civilization
depicted in Huntington’s work (1996), which may destroy any material gains
obtained from global interdependence and undermine the long-term sus-
tainability of global capitalism. Anti-globalization demonstrations in Davos,
Prague, Seattle, Washington D.C., Cancun, and the increase in cross-border
tensions further highlight the fact that the growing discontent of the world’s
poor can no longer be ignored by global institutions and companies (Stiglitz,

205
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2003). These thorny problems further indicate the tremendous urgency of
investigating this issue in the context of international business (IB)research.

A substantial amount of effort has been made in management and busi-
ness ethics in analyzing and understanding various aspects of ethical business
practices, their consequences, and implications (Hosmer, 1994; Singer, 1994;
Small, 2002; Robertson and Crittenden, 2003; Carroll, 2004), yet research
on global moral and ethical issues in the context of international busi-
ness is rather sparse despite its paramount importance. Carroll (2004) and
Donaldson and Dunfee (1999) examine the notions of global corporate social
responsibility and global business ethics, respectively, and they provide use-
ful guidance on how MNEs should deal with global ethical issues, yet their
works do not address the moral basis of modern global capitalism, which
should serve as the foundation for global business ethics. We attempt to
investigate this issue in this chapter.

Specifically, we plan to address the following issues: First, following the
previous research (Dunning, 2001, 2003) on global moral basis, we further
echo the importance of establishing a global moral order in modern capital-
ism. Moreover, we advance this discussion by laying out some of the specifics
on how MNEs should endorse this view. Second, we discuss the nature, the
components of this moral basis, and the global moral imperatives. Third,
we demonstrate the solid economic rationale of establishing a moral basis
by indicating that MNEs’ sustainable growth and competitive advantage rely
on such a moral foundation. We then use the story of a highly successful
MNE in China, that is, Xi’an Janssen Pharmaceutical, to further illustrate our
points. Fourth, we advocate more research in international business on this
important issue and present a potential agenda for future research.

Importance of moral basis for modern global capitalism

The importance of establishing a moral basis for business and global cap-
italism has been echoed by several prominent scholars (Sen, 1992, 1997,
1999; Dunning, 2001, 2003). Their key concerns are that modern business
and global capitalism, without a solid moral basis, will inevitably bring in
social instability, significant damage to economic gain, or even clashes of
civilizations (Huntington, 1996). Therefore, having a solid moral order that
emphasizes fairness and social justice can mitigate these problems and ensure
that global society will endure and flourish.

These concerns are deeply grounded in the realization of the flawed nature
of modern global capitalism. First and foremost, modern market capitalism
is no longer ‘‘curbed by self-imposed emotional sanctions’’ (Buckley and
Casson, 2001: 305) as the early Western capitalism was in a more religious,
social, and cultural context. The excessive profit-seeking behavior, which
is intrinsic to market capitalism, will then inevitably create the extremely
uneven distribution of wealth. As Dunning (2001) points out, even though
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it is no fault of their own, a large number of participants of globalization are
especially disadvantaged by globalization. Consequently, the uneven distri-
butional effects of the global marketplace become the source of conflict and
an obstacle for the further advance of modern global capitalism.

Moreover, the world and the global marketplace are becoming increas-
ingly interdependent. At the same time, global markets today are frequently
dominated by a few large firms or interest groups that have the capability to
exploit market failures and engage in unacceptable social or moral behavior
(Dunning, 2001). Excess greed propels institutions to seek out every possible
opportunity to reap excess return without considering other participating
members’ interests. However, the malfunction of one part of the market due
to the actions of irresponsible global capitalism often leads to a chain effect
whose impact can be felt bitterly by all members in this networked ecosystem
including those that are responsible for these malfunctions. In other words,
market failure is prevalent and can spread out just like endemics.

If imperatives of social justice are not reconciled with such a huge wealth
disparity, clashes among nations will eventually damage the gain of modern
global capitalism and, more importantly, endanger the social cohesion by
injecting enormous instability into this world. In the modern secular world,
we believe that a solid moral basis which is not based on denominational
religions for global capitalism will play a central role in establishing definite
limits on the extent of profit-seeking behavior, especially when such behavior
is pursued at the expense of broader social objectives. Consequently, the
potential conflicts among nations caused by massive wealth disparity can be
sufficiently mitigated.

Second, market capitalism has entered a new era, that is, modern global
capitalism, in which knowledge and human capital are the key sources of its
wealth creation. As Dunning (2001, 2003) indicates, this stage of capitalism
is fundamentally different from the previous ones, such as the industrial and
finance capitalism in which markets were impersonal. Modern global capi-
talism is knowledge based, whose source of wealth is often human capital,
knowledge, and intellectual capital of all kinds. Therefore, the cultivation,
development, and employment of human capital and knowledge rest on
individuals’ enduring motivation, commitment, and inspiration, which stem
largely from a strong sense of value, principles, and self-actualization in pur-
suing wealth creation endeavor. In other words, modern global capitalism
depends on a solid moral basis for sustainable wealth creation.

Third, this world is becoming an increasingly integrated whole in which
nations are deeply intertwined with others economically, politically, socially,
and even culturally. There has been a huge growth in all forms of inter-
firm coalitions and inter-government agreements over the past two decades
(UNCTAD, 2000). No country can flourish without collaboration and cooper-
ation with other members of this global society. Therefore, the current form
of capitalism is characterized by the pervasiveness of all forms of alliances,
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networks, and cooperative ventures. Individuals, enterprises, governments,
and other non-market institutions need to cooperate with each other in a
wide variety of ways. It is here where moral virtues such as trust, reciprocity,
and forbearance, which cannot easily be built into a purely contractual trans-
action, are the key to business success (Buckley and Casson, 2001; Dunning,
2001, 2003). A solid moral basis is essential in creating and maintaining trust,
hence this crucial interdependence among participating members of global
capitalism.

Yet, modern global capitalism in its current form is characterized by self-
interest, greed, insensitivity, excess individualism, and unsaturated profit-
seeking behavior. This is because the important insights of human nature that
were embodied in early capitalism have been lost in the modern secular world
(Skutch, 1970), and modern MNEs that are governed by ‘‘spiritually poor’’
people are primarily ‘‘concerned with aggression, procreation and the pursuit
of social dominance and so on’’ (Buckley and Casson, 2001: 305). Conse-
quently, global capitalism in fact ‘‘actively undermines the moral order on
which it depends for its long-term survival’’ (Buckley and Casson, 2001: 304).

However, history repeatedly indicates that morality has been playing a cen-
tral role in economic progress throughout human history. Most successful
economies have been guided by a strong moral ethos and frequently, these
same economies collapsed when this moral foundation was undermined
(Landes, 1999), because no community can sustain itself on evil values (Dun-
ning, 2001). As a result, the survival and growth of global market capitalism
critically depends on a solid moral basis.

Hence, it is vital to provide such a moral order for modern global capitalism
to make it sustainable, and business practices need a moral compass
(Donaldson, 1996). Individual and organizational moral virtues should be
strengthened and reconfigured in a way that is consistent with a knowledge-
intensive, alliance-based, multicultural society. Perceived economic inclu-
siveness and social justice must be an integral part of the objectives of global
capitalism if it is to flourish (Dunning, 2001).

The global moral and ethic imperatives

Dunning (2001, 2003) forcefully demonstrates that failures in the economic
and institutional fields are intrinsically connected with the failure of moral-
ity, and deficiency of moral virtues lies at the core of the failure of the
markets and institutions. It is important not only to advocate the endorse-
ment of a global moral order, but also to provide specific imperatives from
which participants of modern globalization can draw insights and guidance.

Despite the heated debate over whether or not a global ethic indeed exists
has been ongoing, and though major religious traditions, such as Chris-
tianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism, and Buddhism, seem to have different
value systems, there is enough in common among the major religions of the
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world to produce a meaningful and workable code of conduct in the global
marketplace (Dunning, 2001). Therefore, we believe that it is not only possi-
ble but also crucial to develop a universally accepted moral order, that is, the
so-called hypernorms (Carroll, 2004), and design an overarching global ethic,
or the global moral standard (Donaldson, 1996), which can accommodate
different cultural values.

Dunning’s (2001) 3Cs framework for establishing a moral basis, which
emphasizes creativity, cooperation, and compassion, represents the first seri-
ous attempt by IB scholars to make such an important step toward this
direction. Creativity centers on values such as diligence, perseverance and
emphasizes the individual’s responsibility to personal self-improvement.
Cooperation, being the key element of alliance capitalism, emphasizes val-
ues such as mutual trust, forbearance, and tolerance. Compassion includes
such virtues as benevolence, fairness, justice, and empathy toward others’
suffering.

This framework provides important insights into how we should construct
a global moral order for modern market capitalism. Yet, it has several limi-
tations. First of all, this framework fails to distinguish between virtues and
their behavioral outcome. Both creativity and cooperation are not virtues per
se, but the consequence or outcome of practicing certain virtues. As a mat-
ter of fact, this framework only emphasizes one virtue, that is, compassion,
and it is therefore not comprehensive enough to cope with the intricacies
embedded in the moral and ethical dimensions of modern global capitalism.

Second, and more importantly, this framework does not examine the foun-
dation such virtues as compassion is based on. Virtues do not spring out from
nothing. Without a clear understanding of the foundation of moral beliefs
and behavior, these moral imperatives themselves are of no solid basis and,
therefore, will be unlikely to be endorsed and endure. Virtues and moral
beliefs should themselves be grounded firmly on a universally endorsed basis.

Some scholars argue for a biological foundation of morality and virtues
stating that the creation and practices of morality systems are the biological
needs of human species in maximizing the probabilities of survival for indi-
viduals and communities (Hinde, 2002; Flack and de Waal, 2004). We think
that the biological needs for moral values such as reciprocity, empathy, sym-
pathy, and so on are the origin of human morality; but we as spiritual beings
should and have the capacity to move beyond this stage of moral intelligence
and practices. We believe that the fundamental basis for global morality
and ethics is the belief in a higher meaning and purpose, a belief that is
entrenched in the mind of individuals, organizations, and societies. It is a
purpose that is beyond ones’ self-interest and his or her immediate relational
vicinity. Individuals or organizations that possess such a higher purpose are
those that transcend from their narrow ‘‘self’’ to pursue a higher goal, which
takes into consideration the overall interests and benefits of the global soci-
ety as a whole. Then, helping others who are in need, serving the global
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society, and working for the betterment of this world become the primary
source of inspiration, development, and achievement for individuals and
organizations.

Such a higher purpose rests on the realization and recognition that we
human beings are all equal, all interconnected, and all part of the one-
ness. There is no boundary among us. This realization is the outcome of
individual and organizational transcendence, which elevates human beings
above the biological foundation of morality. Once an individual or organi-
zation possesses a higher purpose, he, she, or they naturally feel empathetic
and compassionate about others, and this empathy and compassion come
from an enormous sense of interconnectedness, which trivializes and even
ridicules the superficial differences among human beings, organizations, and
nations in culture, religion, ethnicity, social, and economic status. These
differences therefore cease to divide and separate people.

A person or an organization that does not have the ability to transcend
from the narrow ‘‘self’’ to a higher state of personal and organizational
development can never truly be compassionate about others’ suffering and
interests. The natural response of a person or an organization that exists in a
segmented world in which every member of it is perceived by others as being
fundamentally different is to maximize the individual gains and minimize
the potential threats from other ‘‘aliens,’’ often time at the expense of other
members’ interests and benefits.

In order for global market capitalism to thrive and endure, it needs to
transform itself into a responsible global capitalism which has a solid moral
basis that itself is established on a higher meaning and purpose. With such
a higher purpose as the fundamental basis, responsible global capitalism
should consider itself not as an end, but as a means to provide a more satis-
fying and meaningful life for individuals and their families, and advance the
economic objectives and social transformation of societies (Stiglitz, 2003).

With a higher meaning and purpose as the fundamental basis for a global
moral order, a comprehensive moral framework can be established. Besides
compassion, other essential moral values should be identified based on the
most acute moral deficits at this stage of global capitalism. Previous studies
indicate that the biggest moral problems that modern global capitalism have
are the lack of social justice and responsibility, insensitivity, arrogance, lack
of truthfulness and trustworthiness, and excessive greed (Dunning, 2001,
2003). Values that constitute a solid moral basis should directly address these
moral problems.

Compassion certainly mitigates, if not eradicates, the problem of the lack
of social justice and responsibility, insensitivity, and arrogance. Compas-
sion naturally implies such virtues as the sense of social justice and social
responsibility, fairness, empathy, altruism, reciprocity, and so on. Honesty
and integrity, which aim at diminishing the lack of truthfulness and trustwor-
thiness, are absolutely required for alliance capitalism to function properly.
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These two virtues are the source of trust, which is a critical element for
knowledge-intensive economy and alliance capitalism. A set of virtues such
as trustfulness, principle, reliability, and so on follow from these central
values, all of which center on interpersonal relationships, cooperation, and
collaboration.

Excess greed, driven by an unsaturated desire for profit, has been the
defining characteristic of modern market capitalism. At this stage of human
civilization, we add unprecedented strains on the environment and its nat-
ural resources. Global warming and other forms of natural disasters loom
closer. The developed world, especially the United States, filled with unsat-
urated consumerism, accumulates wealth at no concern over the impact on
the environment and our world as a whole, while nations in the develop-
ing world are bearing the burden. Under this circumstance, preservation
and self-control are critical, not only for the sustainability of modern global
capitalism, but also for the entire human race. Allowing the modern global
capitalism to pursue its excessive greed will make it the most formidable
enemy of human beings, and we will eventually become the victim of our
own creation.

Based on the above discussion, we believe that the three essential moral
values, compassion, integrity and preservation, should form the moral basis
for global market capitalism. These values directly confront and address the
moral deficits of modern market capitalism. Our moral framework can be
summarized in Figure 9.1.

Regarding the global moral and ethical framework, several important
points need to be made. First, moral imperatives surpass religions. There
is no need to wear a religious hat when preaching such a global moral frame-
work. Most importantly, a global moral framework should not be labeled
as Christianity-centered moral imperative even though these values are the
essential building blocks of a Christian moral system, because we believe
these fundamental values are universal and encompass various religious tra-
ditions. As Dunning (2003) indicates, although Christians have a right to
express views on the morality of the market system, they are on less secure
ground when they try to offer professional or technical advice of how this
might be improved. Religion divides the global community but common,
universal moral values unify it. Moreover, social and organizational capitals
and its underpinning ethical framework cannot be handed over to a country
from the outside (Dunning, 2001). These three core virtues in our framework
are religiously and culturally free.

Second, establishing such a moral framework requires a holistic approach,
which involves all major participants in this global society, such as gov-
ernments, firms, supra-national entities, and intermediate associations.
Moreover, in order to move toward a truly responsible global capitalism,
we also need to start from the bottom and deeply involve the entire educa-
tional system to lay a solid moral foundation for individuals as they grow. In
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Figure 9.1 The moral framework for modern global capitalism

particular, the important role played by business schools all over the world,
especially those leading institutes, in constructing such a moral basis in the
minds of business practitioners cannot be ignored.

Third, establishing such a moral order is a slow process and it will cer-
tainly be an uphill battle against skepticism, cynicism, and total ignorance.
At this stage of global market capitalism, it is important to demonstrate
clearly that such a global moral order makes solid economic sense, that
is, indicating ‘‘you can do well by doing good,’’ and more importantly,
‘‘you can do well ONLY by doing good,’’ to incentivize the major partic-
ipants of market capitalism. As human societies and subsequently market
capitalism become further developed intellectually, mentally, and spiritu-
ally, all the participants will genuinely realize that being moral and ethical
is an end in itself which brings as much if not more utilities to indi-
viduals, organizations, and nations as materialistic gains and economic
success.
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We next argue that there is a positive relationship between a firm’s genuine
moral and ethical practices and its performance. In particular, we focus on
MNEs and their performance in emerging markets. We argue that such moral
values are critical for MNEs to attain enduring success in emerging markets.
In those markets, not only social capital is critical in driving MNEs’ success,
but also moral capital. Moreover, a solid moral basis is the most effective
and efficient way to obtain social capital through establishing genuine social
embeddedness. In fact, social and moral capitals are the core source of MNEs’
competitive advantage. Therefore, MNEs, in order to succeed in emerging
markets, need a strong moral foundation for their business.

Moral basis and MNEs’ performance

If rascals knew the profitability of honesty, they would be honest out of rascality.
Benjamin Franklin

As discussed before, a moral basis and a global ethic are vital for the
long-term sustainability of modern global capitalism. All major partici-
pants of globalization, such as governments, supranational organizations,
and MNEs, should endorse a solid moral order to ensure that globalization
takes place via the form of responsive global capitalism. Among them, MNEs
play a central role in global market capitalism because they are the cre-
ators and disseminators of wealth. Therefore, we focus on MNEs in this
study.

Despite the fact that international business is increasingly being con-
fronted by ethical argument (Hood, 1998), research that specifically focuses
on MNEs’ moral, ethical practices and their impact on firm performance has
been scarce. IB research examines global ethical systems (Buller et al., 1991),
the obligations of MNEs operating in other counties (Donaldson, 1989), cor-
porate ethics in European MNEs (Langlois and Schlegelmilch, 1990), the
ethical perceptions of industrial sales staff in the United States, Japan, and
South Korea (Dubinsky et al., 1991), and the influence of country and indus-
try on the ethical perceptions of senior MNEs’ executives in the United
States and Europe (Schlegelmilch and Robertson, 1995). None of these stud-
ies specifically investigates the relationship between MNEs’ moral, ethical
practices and their performance.

We argue that having a solid moral basis is vital for MNEs to improve
their economic performance and achieve long-term profitability. Numerous
studies in business ethics demonstrate that organizations that are moral and
ethical in their business practices can obtain long-term success (Aupperle
et al., 1985; Brown and Perry, 1994; Berman et al., 1999; Dunfee and Hess,
2000; Bansal, 2003). Since MNEs as a group are no more than a special
case of the wider study of business ethics (Hood, 1998), there should not
be any theoretical reason why this relationship regarding MNEs will be any
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different from that related to other firms, despite the fact that MNEs are
confronted by a new set of challenges, such as practicing ethics in a cross-
cultural context.

Developing countries represent the greatest growth opportunities for MNEs
in the twenty-first century. In these countries where a wide range of social
strata tends to be marginalized by the force of global capitalism, the need for
MNEs to establish a solid moral basis is even greater if they are to successfully
sustain their growth. Research indicates that social embeddedness proves to
be the key driver for MNEs’ enduring success in emerging markets, because it
enables them to tap the mass market successfully (London and Hart, 2004).
We maintain that a sound moral basis is a prerequisite for MNEs to establish
such critical social embeddedness, therefore for their sustainable success. Our
view is based on the following arguments.

First, organizations that operate on a moral basis besides rigorous eco-
nomic rationales are by nature ethical in their business practice. Research
in economics and management already indicates that moral and ethi-
cal business practices lead to better economic performance; for example,
‘‘good ethics is good business.’’ For instance, studies show that firms benefit
from socially responsible actions in terms of employee morale and produc-
tivity (Moskowitz, 1972; Parket and Eibert, 1975; Soloman and Hansen,
1985), positive perception of management skills (Alexander and Bucholtz,
1978), improved employee and customer goodwill (Soloman and
Hansen, 1985), more low-cost implicit claims than other firms (Cornell
and Shapiro, 1987), and improved standing with important constituencies
such as bankers, investors, and government officials (Moussavi and Evans,
1986). Empirical studies also strongly support the fact that ethical prac-
tices and performance are positively correlated (Bragdon and Marlin, 1972;
Bowman and Haire, 1975; Parket and Eibert, 1975).

Therefore, the general finding is that a firm’s moral, ethical practices lead
to its superior economic performance. Economic rationality is in no contra-
diction with morality and ethics even in the world of business. As a matter
of fact, a truly rational economic agent tends to be moral and ethical in their
business practice because trust and reputation can significantly reduce trans-
action cost and mitigate moral hazard ( Jones and Pollitt, 1996). So, being
moral and ethical in fact best serves their self-interest and firms are better
off in the long run if establishing their business practices on a solid moral
foundation.

Second, the key success factor for MNEs operating in emerging mar-
kets is the establishment of social embeddedness, which reflects a firm’s
ability to create competitive advantage based on a deep understanding of
and integration with the local environment (London and Hart, 2004). We
argue that a solid moral basis is the prerequisite for establishing such social
embeddedness. Emerging economies have been the major target markets
of modern global capitalism due to their enormous market potential. The
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strategies of most of these MNEs are similar in one aspect: they target the
affluent segment at the top of the economic pyramid. However, as this
segment becomes saturated, MNEs start to explore the untapped market
segment located at the base of this economic pyramid, which in fact rep-
resents the largest and fastest growing segment of the world’s market, for
example, 4 billion customers and $9 trillion in hidden assets (London and
Hart, 2004).

In this segment, for example, low income, high potential, MNEs’ tradi-
tional methods of business practices and capabilities may not be suitable
and they need to adopt a different strategy and mindset if they are to be suc-
cessful due to the idiosyncrasies involved. In these markets, social contracts
and social institutions dominate and relationships are primarily grounded
on social, not legal contracts (de Soto, 2000). Moreover, organizations with
the most expertise in serving these markets, such as government and civil
society, have a strong social orientation (Aturupane et al., 1994; Chambers
1997; Sen, 1999). Therefore, successfully operating in this business environ-
ment requires the capability to understand and appreciate the benefits of the
existing social infrastructure (Chambers, 1997).

Moreover, traditional partners may lack relevant experience (London and
Hart, 2004). Non-profit organizations and other socially oriented institu-
tions can play an important role in business development (Rondinelli and
London, 2003). Also, societal performance matters For example, corpora-
tions are expected to address global societal issues such as eradiating poverty
and environmental protection in developing countries. Global firms and
institutions are increasingly being expected to consider the societal and
environmental impacts of their activities (Soros, 2002).

Consequently, in low-income markets, social benefits influence economic
decisions (Kennedy, 2001). The success of MNEs is no longer only driven by
global efficiency, national responsiveness, and worldwide learning capabili-
ties (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989), but by the firms’ abilities to establish social
embeddedness. Therefore, ‘‘firms without a capacity to appreciate and create
social value or to become locally embedded in the social infrastructure that
dominate low income markets may struggle to overcome their liability of
foreignness’’ (London and Hart, 2004: 8). Therefore, MNEs have to possess a
high degree of social embeddedness in order to be successful in tapping the
mass market in emerging economies.

Although we agree that social embeddedness is a central construct in
understanding the MNEs’ performance in emerging economies, we believe
that genuine social embeddedness is a more relevant concept. We then draw
the link between moral basis, social capital, and social embeddedness and
introduce the concept of moral capital. We argue that a moral basis is the key
for MNEs to establish genuine social embeddedness. It in turn leads to the
creation and generation of moral capital, which along with social capital,
drives MNEs’ success in emerging markets.
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Social embeddedness is first used to describe the social structure of modern
markets (Polanyi, 1957). Research already shows the robust effect of social
embeddedness on economic action (Schumpeter, 1950; Granovetter, 1985)
due to the fact that social embeddedness creates economic opportunities
that are difficult to replicate via markets, contracts, or vertical integration.
Social embeddedness is classified into various forms, for example, structural,
cognitive, political, cultural (Zukin and DiMaggio, 1990), and institutional
(Emmerik and Sanders, 2004).

In our study, we categorize social embeddedness into the following forms:
pragmatic (transactional) and genuine (relational). The former can be estab-
lished via common business interests of various parties involved, whereas
the latter has to be built on trust, reciprocity, and mutual respect. The for-
mer is of a temporary nature, more opportunistic with limited sustainability,
and tends to dissolve as the need for new business alliances emerge, while
the latter is long-term orientated, genuine, and therefore more enduring.
Moreover, the former has the business interest of an organization at its heart
and tends to be more formal, while the latter has co-development, partner-
ship, and mutual growth at heart and can be informal. In fact, in emerging
markets where safeguarding mechanisms are not well established, informal
social networks and interactions are more instrumental in facilitating busi-
ness cooperation and collaboration. The former type of social embeddedness
does not require a moral basis, while the latter has to be based on a moral
basis.

Genuine social embeddedness demands trust and it also generates trust.
Research indicates that trust and personal ties reduce monitoring costs and
facilitate the exchange of proprietary and tacit knowledge, and they, rather
than explicit contracts, dominate the transactions, for example, in the case
of Japanese auto and Italian knitwear industries (Dore, 1983; Asanuma 1985;
Gerlach, 1992), and organizational learning (Lazerson, 1995). Therefore,
establishing a genuine social embeddedness in a market requires trust and
moral behavior, and this type of social embeddedness is the true engine
driving MNEs’ enduring economic performance in emerging markets.

We further argue that a solid moral basis is the prerequisite for the establish-
ment of genuine social embeddedness by MNEs. The reasons are as follows.
First, establishing genuine social embeddedness is equivalent to obtaining a
genuine membership to a community. MNEs, which are often perceived as
the vanguards of Western Imperialism in developing countries due to histor-
ical reasons, have to spend extra amount of effort to break through the social
barriers based on this negative perception. Domestic organizations in these
markets are comfortable in establishing business-oriented alliances, but are
cautious about building up relationship-oriented partnerships with MNEs
because these firms are often arrogant, greedy, and irresponsible. Therefore,
MNEs’ membership into a local community can only be gained through trust
and relationship building with the local key stakeholders. The source of such
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trust is MNEs’ solid moral basis on which their mission, philosophy, and
business practices are based. Only firms that are operated based on virtues
such as compassion, integrity, and preservation can gain genuine trust from
the local communities and the society as a whole, therefore establish genuine
social embeddedness in these markets. Once MNEs are well established into
the social network of these markets and form trust-based partnerships with
local organizations, most of which may be non-traditional partners (London
and Hart, 2004), they will be given access to critical resources, such as market
information, tacit knowledge of local markets, government support, and so
on, which are not normally available to ‘‘outsiders.’’

Second, genuine social embeddedness leads to the development of social
capital, which is an important asset in driving a firm’s performance. Social
capital, defined as ‘‘a feature of successful communities, reflected in trust,
reciprocity, and strong social norms that facilitate integration and cooper-
ation and provide effective regulation of social behavior’’ (Putnam, 1993),
has been a key concept in sociology and recently became a central notion in
business research (Bourdieu, 1986; Coleman, 1990; Burt, 1997; Nahapiet and
Ghoshal, 1998). Social capital reflects the potential benefits for social actors
that are derived from the content of their social ties, centered on trust and
trustworthiness (Putnam, 1993; Fukuyama, 1995; Tsai and Ghoshal, 1998).
This leads to positive and cooperative behaviors, since they create a psycho-
logical environment conducive to collaboration and mutual support (Ring
and Van de Ven, 1992, 1994; Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998; Zaheer et al.,
1998).

It is clear that the notion of social capital centers on trust, reciprocity,
and action for a common purpose, which results in collaboration and coop-
eration. Like physical and human capital, social capital is a productive
resource (Tsai and Ghoshal, 1998), which facilitates a firm’s business opera-
tions and value creation (Baker, 1990; Coleman, 1990; Burt, 1992; Nahapiet
and Ghoshal, 1998), because trust, being the central element of social capi-
tal, is an antecedent of cooperation and partnership (Gambetta, 1988; Gulati,
1995; Tsai and Ghoshal, 1998; Zaheer et al., 1998). The central role played
by trust in economic exchange is also recognized by theoretical work in
economics (Macauley, 1963; Arrow, 1974; Granovetter, 1985).

Ample empirical evidence also indicates a positive relationship between
a company’s social capital and its financial performance (see Margolis and
Walsh, 2003’s review) and firm performance in general (Florin et al., 2003).
These studies suggest that social capital brings benefits to the economy in
terms of its potential to decrease transaction costs and encourage cooperative
behavior and trust. Putnam (2000) observed that social capital and economic
outcome go together and they tend to reinforce each other. In other words,
social capital leads to better economic performance.

Research in the IB field, although acknowledging the importance of
social capital, falls short in linking MNEs’ social capital and their economic
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performance. Only one study (Kostova and Roth, 2003) discusses the need to
create social capital in foreign subunits of MNCs to facilitate the coordination
of cross-border activities. In this chapter, we elaborate on the relation-
ship between the moral basis, social capital, social embeddedness, and
MNEs’ performance in foreign markets, in particular, in emerging markets as
follows.

First, we argue that in emerging markets, due to their idiosyncratic nature,
for example, non-traditional firms dominate, social contract matters, and so
on, social capital is one of the most critical forms of capital. As London and
Hart (2004) indicate, in these markets, social performance matters, especially
when tapping into the mass market. MNEs need to work with non-traditional
partners whose main mission is more social than commercial. So, in order to
obtain their support and cooperation, MNEs need to establish genuine social
embeddedness, through which they can obtain social capital, which can be
converted into other forms of critical capitals in emerging markets where
a legal and regulatory environment is not firmly established and business
transaction is largely relational.

Second, in emerging markets, in order to succeed, MNEs need not only
social capital, but also moral capital. Moral capital is defined as the accu-
mulated stock of virtues and values which determines or influences moral
behavior (Dunning, 2003; Ratnapala, 2003). It stems directly from a solid
moral basis. The importance of having social capital is not new for many
firms. However, the notion of moral capital (Dunning, 2001, 2003; Ratnapala,
2003) has been largely ignored by both business academics and practitioners,
yet it is a critical asset for MNEs especially in emerging markets.

Compared to social capital, the impact of moral capital on MNEs’ per-
formance is much more far-reaching than that of social capital since moral
capital, as a unique type of social resource, is not embedded in a specific
social relationship or network. In other words, its impact on economic perfor-
mance does not have to be channeled through a specific social relationship.
Therefore, its influence is more widespread. Firms that operate on a solid
moral basis command trust and respect at a broader societal level rather than
from partners that directly interact with them. Therefore, moral capital has
a wider appeal to and much stronger influence on various stakeholders in
these markets.

Moreover, compared to social capital, moral capital is more enduring.
Social capital as a set of social resources is embedded in relationships (Loury,
1977; Burt, 1992). If these relationships dissolve, social capital ceases to exist.
However, moral capital is not relationship or network dependent. It ties to
the everlasting moral and ethical concerns of human society and tends to
be much more enduring as long as organizations that possess it do not dam-
age their own moral and ethical standards. Furthermore, moral capital is the
most flexible form of capital, which can be transformed into social capital
and other forms of capitals. It is also by nature trust based. Therefore, moral
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Figure 9.2 Moral basis and MNEs’ performance

capital plays a key role in driving MNEs’ economic success in emerging mar-
kets. In fact, moral capital can supersede social capital and be the source of
social capital.

In sum, a solid moral basis not only leads to the establishment of genuine
social embeddedness, it also produces moral capital. Hence, a moral basis
is the source for both social and moral capitals, both of which are critical
for MNEs to achieve success in emerging markets. This framework can be
summarized by Figure 9.2.

We next use Xi’an Janssen Pharmaceutical Ltd’s success story in China to
further illustrate our key arguments, that is, moral basis leads to genuine
social embeddedness, which in turn leads to moral capital, which along with
the social capital, drives MNEs’ superior performance.

Case study: Xi’an Janssen Pharmaceutical Ltd in China

Company background

Janssen-Cilag was established in 1953 in Belgium by Dr Paul Janssen
and is a leading research-based pharmaceutical company with more than
19,000 employees worldwide and establishments in about 50 countries.
In 1961, Janssen-Cilag joined the Johnson & Johnson group of com-
panies, the world’s most comprehensive manufacturer of health-care
products. With more than 80 drugs to its name (five of which are
featured on the World Health Organization’s (WHO) list of essential
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drugs), Janssen-Cilag continues to be one of the most innovative compa-
nies in the world. Xi’an Janssen was established as a joint venture between
China and Belgium in Xi’an, the capital city of Shanxi Province in 1985.

Moral foundation of Xi’an Janssen’s business operations

Endorsing the value of compassion

The inception of Xi’an Janssen occurred three decades ago when Dr Janssen
first visited China as a WHO medical expert. He soon realized the urgent
need for China to develop its medical and pharmaceutical industry. With
this mission in mind and a strong sense of social responsibility, he led his
firm to China earlier than most other foreign firms at a time when the
political and economic situation in China were uncertain. He did not choose
relatively well-developed coastal cities as the location for his enterprise and
instead chose Xi’an, located in the poorly developed western China. He
chose this city because he saw a more urgent need for the establishment of a
pharmaceutical industry in this part of the country where most people had
difficulties in assessing quality medical care.

From day one, this joint venture was built on a solid moral basis. Janssen-
Cilag genuinely wants to help the society grow. It not only produces drugs
but also helps China strengthen its medical and pharmaceutical infrastruc-
ture by providing training to medical professionals and establishing various
research projects. In doing so, it established a partnership with the Ministry
of Public Health and the State Bureau for Drug Administration to cosponsor
a large number of projects aiming at improving the overall quality of the
Chinese pharmaceutical industry and public health. So far, it is the largest
non-government sponsored comprehensive collaboration project, with more
than 50 projects in total in China, which range from education, law and reg-
ulation, training to research and development. It also sets up various funds
rewarding high achievers in medical fields.

Moreover, seeing the great shortage of blood and marrow supply in China,
Xi’an Janssen sponsors the establishment of the first large-scale blood bank
and marrow bank in China. It works with a great variety and number of non-
profit local organizations, carefully balancing its efforts between activities
in the fields of health, family, education, employment, environment, and
culture and arts. For instance, it is involved with various charities in China,
such as Helping Children with Cancer, Mental Patients Assisting Project,
Help Poor Mothers, and the Hope Project aiming at helping poor children
who do not have access to basic education. It also helps research for the
preservation of Terracotta Soldier, the seventh wonder in the world.

Endorsing the value of integrity

Xi’an Janssen’s high moral and ethical standards are also reflected by
their open-minded attitude to their peers, most of which are their direct
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competitors. Xi’an Janssen is the first company in China that successfully
passed all stringent international standards. Many pharmaceutical firms in
China, especially the domestic ones, desperately want to learn from Xi’an
Janssen’s success. As the market becomes liberalized and China enters WTO,
Chinese domestic firms are facing enormous pressure to produce products
that comply with international standards. Xi’an Janssen, faced with numer-
ous requests to open the door, did so at the risk of losing their business secrets
just to help China’s pharmaceutical industry to grow.

Furthermore, Xi’an Janssen is ferociously against all forms of unethical
business practices to boost drug sales. At the current stage of China’s phar-
maceutical markets, bribery is the most commonly used selling technique for
nearly all pharmaceutical firms and it becomes a norm rather than an excep-
tion. However, Xi’an Janssen strictly forbids its entire sales staff to engage in
such unethical behavior which may put patients’ health at risk, even facing
tremendous competition from rivals. Despite the fact that some top salesmen
resigned in protest against such an ‘‘unwise’’ policy, it never compromises
on its moral and ethical standards.

Janssen’s high moral and ethical standards are also reflected in their mission
statement, which reads, ‘‘being responsible for patients, for employees, for
the society, and for the shareholders’’ (Xi’an Janssen’s website). Shareholder
is listed last, which is quite a different business orientation compared to that
of most MNEs.

Establishing genuine social embeddedness

Xi’an Janssen’s involvement in numerous social projects has little connection
with their core business. In fact, these involvements command a significant
amount of corporate resources. However, with high moral and ethical stan-
dards, and equipped with a strong sense of social responsibility, Xi’an Janssen
bears the need of society in mind and works for its betterment, simply because
they genuinely want to help society grow rather than just focusing on their
corporate profitability. In 2001, China Red Cross awarded Xi’an Janssen the
Medal for Humanity Service. It is the first foreign enterprise that was given
such a prestigious award.

With a solid moral foundation, Xi’an Janssen is genuinely concerned about
the medical and social needs of China. It has a long-term objective which
aims at helping the company grow along with the society. Through demon-
strating its genuine compassion and integrity, Xi’an Janssen has successfully
merged into the local community and become a member of the society
instead of being a ‘‘foreigner.’’ This company was so well integrated with the
society that many Chinese thought Janssen was a domestic company.

Developing social andmoral capital

Xi’an Janssen’s strong moral basis and its genuine social embeddedness have
earned them enormous social and moral capitals. First of all, it has developed
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a solid reputation as one of the most ethical companies in this industry and
therefore has gained enormous support from their business partners. Their
reputation has also earned them genuine respect from customers, whose
loyalty to their products has been extremely strong. It is in fact the key
reason why Xi’an Janssen has managed to maintain a rapid growth in the
face of extremely stiff competition. This company, as a highly respected
employer in China, has never experienced problems in attracting top talents
to work for them. It is also a well-known fact that the loyalty and motiva-
tion of their employees are exceptionally high. This is quite an achievement
for Xi’an Janssen because most other companies in the same region have
been experiencing enormous difficulties in recruiting and retaining high-
quality employees who tend to migrate toward the much better developed
coastal cities. Moreover, Xi’an Janssen has been given tremendous support
from the local governments due to their genuine commitments to various
social projects.

Janssen’s market performance

As a result of these moral and ethical conducts, Xi’an Janssen’s performance is
nothing but phenomenal. It has been experiencing rapid growth in sales and
market share for nearly ten years. Moreover, ten years in a row, it has been
ranked the top pharmaceutical company in China among all joint ventures.
It is also one of the 500 largest enterprises in China, and has been selected
as one of the 10 Best Joint Ventures for four consecutive years, twice ranked
the top of the list. In 2001, Xi’an Janssen was also selected as one of the 10
Most Respected Foreign Enterprises in China by the Fortune magazine. Besides
these achievements, it has also won numerous other awards, including the
Top 10 Brands in China, in which Xi’an Janssen is the only pharmaceutical
company.

Summary

Based on our discussion, it is clear that Xi’an Janssen’s success is largely
driven by its moral and ethical practices as its business is firmly established
on a solid moral ground. Through such a basis, this company is able to
establish genuine social embeddedness which allows it to accumulate enor-
mous social and moral capitals, both of which are critical assets to obtain
success in China’s market. In sum, our thesis is that in emerging markets,
MNEs’ performance is critically dependent on their abilities to obtain both
moral and social capitals. Genuine social embeddedness based on trust and
respect provides MNEs with social capital. However, establishing such gen-
uine social embeddedness requires a solid moral basis, which is also the
source of moral capital. MNEs should endorse a higher purpose and establish
a solid moral basis for their business if they want to achieve enduring success,
especially in emerging markets, such as China.
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Conclusions and future research

Global corporate scandals such as Enron, WorldCom, and Global Crossing
have clearly indicated that the sustainability of global capitalism requires
the establishment of a solid moral basis. As Dunning (2003) argues, it is
crucial for social and moral virtues to be strengthened and reconfigured in
a way which is consistent with a knowledge-intensive, alliance-based, and
multicultural society, and which will best enable markets to work together to
promote efficient growth and social justice. In other words, a new economy
needs a new morality and there is a moral vacuum at the heart of the new
economy that needs to be filled.

Achieving this goal is an extremely complicated issue and it requires all
key members of modern global capitalism to work together. First and fore-
most, a new mindset and perspective have to be firmly established in the
psyche of individuals, organizations, and society as a whole, which regards
global market capitalism as a means to advance human well-being and the
global society rather than as an end in itself. In other words, further move-
ment toward globalization will require rethinking the nature and role of
capitalism in meeting the goals of mankind, including its melding with both
social and political objectives and institutions (Behrman, 2003). In doing
so, we need a holistic approach to development, which embraces a social,
moral, and environmental dimension as well as an economic one (Stiglitz,
2003).

Endorsing such a new perspective also requires individuals, organizations,
and nations to transcend beyond the narrow ‘‘self’’ and embrace a higher
meaning and purpose in pursuing their own objectives. This transcendence
demands individuals, organizations, and nations to fundamentally revitalize
their sense of genuine connection with their peers and revise their respec-
tive missions in life. Once such a strong sense of interconnectedness and
subsequently profound transcendence can be experienced by all members of
the global society, a solid moral framework which centers on compassion,
integrity, and preservation can then be firmly established.

As we argued, a solid moral basis of modern global capitalism is the prereq-
uisite for its long-term survival. The invisible hand that has been regulating
free-market capitalism for centuries is no longer sufficient to manage an
ever more complex global market system. Therefore, another invisible hand
that is guided by global morality and ethics is certainly needed, because
in Will Durant’s words, ‘‘the health of nations is more important than
the wealth of nations.’’ We also believe that establishing a solid moral
basis for the major players of the global market capitalism, that is, MNEs,
has a solid economic rationale. MNEs that aspire to secure enduring suc-
cess in emerging markets need to obtain social and moral capitals, both
of which are intrinsically related to the moral and ethical basis of MNEs’
business operations. MNEs that are based on such a solid moral foundation
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will be able to establish genuine social embeddedness, and therefore, gen-
uine social and moral capitals, which are the key drivers for their economic
performance.

Global business morality and ethics are topics too important to be
neglected by the IB researchers. We should integrate the moral dimension
in our analysis and thinking as we seek to understand and explain how
modern global capitalism can benefit the global society as a whole and how
MNEs should work in a holistic and cooperative manner to achieve this
goal. We think that further research along this direction can be developed in
several ways.

Research on global morality and its foundation

The first important task for IB scholars is to investigate the nature and the
foundation of global morality. We need to develop a universally accepted
moral system, which is logical, rigorous, and culture free, to quench the
debate over whether such a value system does exist. Several scholars have
already examined this issue, that is, hypernorms (Donaldson and Dunfee,
1999; Carroll, 2004), yet more work is needed to address issues such as how
to establish a global moral standard across diverse cultural backgrounds;
what insights we can draw from less economically developed cultures, such
as China, India, Brazil, and Eastern Europe; what role the national culture
plays in shaping the establishment of such a universal moral system, and
so on.

Researchers also need to specifically define such a moral system and sketch
out the practical guidance for key participants in the globalization process,
especially for MNEs, namely, the implications of this global moral framework
for MNEs and how those planning to endorse such a moral framework should
revise their current business practices and design a morality-based business
model. Furthermore, there is also an urgent need to examine the founda-
tion of such a universal moral system. We believe that a genuine sense of
interconnectedness and wholeness among all human beings, organizations,
communities, and nations constituting this global society should be the ulti-
mate foundation. Further work is required to theoretically investigate this
proposition.

Research on moral and spiritual capital

Moral capital is a central construct in this study. We believe that this
notion should and will gain more prominent attention from IB Scholars.
Research already states that commerce is not only morally impeachable but
also unsustainable without moral capital (Ratnapala, 2003). Research should
investigate the nature and the sources of moral capital and its impact on
MNEs’ overall performance. Moreover, the concept of spiritual capital should
also be examined. It is difficult to discuss genuine morality which transcends
beyond our biological instinct without bringing up the notion of human
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spirituality. So, it would be interesting to study how spiritual capital can be
developed and how it is related to moral capital.

Research on organizational moral development

Advocating the establishment of a moral basis for organizations is only
the first step. Researchers also need to study how a firm should pursue its
organizational moral development to truly establish a universal moral basis
for its operations. Several studies have investigated this issue (Sridhar and
Cambum, 1993; Moore and Beadle, 2006), but more work needs to be done
in the context of MNEs, which often have a culturally diverse workforce
and geographically disperse operations. Issues such as how to develop an
organization-wide moral standards and practices that encompass employees
from all cultural and religious backgrounds, how to maintain consistencies
in the moral development for various divisions that are located at markets
where the stages of economic and moral development vary significantly, and
so on certainly deserve in-depth investigation.

Another area for further investigation is the impact of business education
on organizational moral development. As Plato said, ‘‘Education in virtue
is the only education which deserves the name,’’ and we truly believe that
business schools can play a vital role in helping organizations to endorse
a solid moral basis through educating its participating members, that is,
MBA students. Therefore, how to best incorporate courses centered on global
business morality and ethics into MBA curriculum is an important issue for
future research.

Research on the relationship between MNEs’ moral basis and their
performance

It is essential to develop a more rigorous theory that investigates the rela-
tionship between global morality, ethics, and the long-term success of MNEs.
This study represents the first attempt along this direction. A more complete
framework should be developed. It is also important to provide solid empiri-
cal evidence indicating that a global moral and ethical basis does lead MNEs
to long-term economic success. In investigating the performance implica-
tions of MNEs’ efforts in establishing a moral basis, researchers should also
study the role of such a moral basis in shaping the global positioning of
MNEs, and furthermore how such a positioning affects consumers, especially
global consumers’ perception and adoption of their products, given the fact
that these customers themselves are at different stages of moral development.
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10
The Study of Fit in International Business
Research: Methodological and
Substantive Issues
Matthew B. Myers and David A. Griffith

In one stream of international business (IB) research, researchers have
contended that aligning firm strategy to local environmental contexts
enhanced overall firm performance. Similarly, in another stream of IB
research, researchers contend that via the employment of an adaptation
strategy across markets firms can more appropriately align market offerings
to customer needs, thereby enhancing firm performance. Common to both
of these streams is the contention that effective management in interna-
tional business depends on the ability of managers to appropriately align
organizational resources with environmental opportunities and threats. In
other words, the basis of this idea can be explained by using a congruence
approach, founded upon the concept of ‘‘fit.’’ A congruence approach theo-
rizes that similarities (i.e., fit) of operating components maximizes efficient
operations (Tosi and Slocum, 1984; Newman and Nollen, 1996). Researchers
exploring fit in organizations postulate that organizational effectiveness
results from a congruence of relevant contextual, structural and/or strate-
gic factors (Child, 1972; Doty et al., 1993; Miner et al., 1994; Newman and
Nollen, 1996). Alternatively, when incongruencies exist, underlying differ-
ences in operating components create barriers to operations, thus hindering
effectiveness (Doty et al., 1993; Keller, 1994; Miner et al., 1994).

Since the 1970s, difference scores and distance scores have been used
in studies of congruence in organizational research (Edwards and Parry,
1993). Generally, these approaches have been used to measure the congru-
ence, or fit, between two constructs, which is then viewed as a predictor
of some outcome; for example fit between a multinational’s structure
and its environment influences the multinational’s performance. Specifi-
cally, difference scores (Z= a0 + a1X + a2Y + a3(X − Y) + e), distance scores
(Z= a0 + a1X + a2Y + a3(X − Y)

2 + e), and Euclidean distance scores (Z= a0 +
a1X + a2Y + a3(

√
X1Y1) + e) are seen to indicate effects of fit on a specific

outcome if a3 is significant. Unfortunately, these approaches suffer from

230
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numerous substantive and methodological problems (Edwards and Parry,
1993), resulting in the misidentification of effects within the research efforts.
These problems include (1) an inability to appropriately capture the curvilin-
ear nature of the concept of fit; (2) an inability to differentiate the impact of
two separate constructs in the fit measure; and (3) an inability to determine
direction of effects, that is, positive or negative, of individual constructs.
These issues are most pertinent in the field of international business where,
in a critical evaluation of IB research, Sullivan (1998) states that there is a ten-
dency to build consensus through iterative replication or trivial refinement
that precludes genuine shifts in intellectual direction. Methodologically, this
problem often takes form in a reliance on linear or analog models that fail to
capture critical relationships. Further, linear analysis of inherently nonlinear
relationships often produces illogical and oft times misleading results (e.g.,
Edwards, 1994; Sullivan 1998, etc.). In addition, according to Venkatraman
(1989), the conceptual differences between profile deviation and matching
necessitate two different forms of testing.

Given the theoretical importance of fit, either implied or explicitly stated,
in models investigating IB phenomena, the purpose of this chapter is to
explore the substantive and methodological issues in the measurement of
fit. Specifically, we examine four alternative approaches to fit measurement,
that is, difference scores, distance scores, Euclidean distance scores, and
polynomial regressions. Following Edwards and Parry (1993), we demon-
strate, through an illustration within the context of international business
(i.e., based upon the study put forth by Griffith and Myers, 2005), that fit
assessment via polynomial regression analysis and response surface maps
can overcome the substantive and methodological issues with alternative fit
testing approaches.1 Our findings demonstrate the advantages of employing
the polynomial regression approach for the study of fit. Implications for IB
academics are then presented.

Methodological approaches

Fit is often assessed using difference scores, distance scores, Euclidean dis-
tance scores, and polynomial regression equations. Each of these methods
has been used within the IB literature as a means of understanding how the
congruence of two constructs, such as environment and strategy, influence
a specific predictor variable, for example, performance. However, researchers
have noted numerous methodological issues with each technique thus sug-
gesting a potential for difference in outcomes given the approach utilized.
Next, we will briefly review the four primary approaches used to assess fit in
the IB literature.

Within managerial research, the use of difference scores has been the
most popular approach for addressing a multitude of fit issues. ‘‘Typically,
these scores have consisted of the algebraic, absolute, or squared differences
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between two component measures’’ (Edwards and Parry, 1993: 1577). Dif-
ference scores refer to the lack of similarity between two construct measures
and can be represented as incorporated into a regression equation as in the
following: Z= a0 + a1X + a2Y + a3(X − Y)+ e. Edwards (1994) argues that dif-
ference scores are used in most cases to represent congruence between two
constructs which is then viewed as a predictor of some outcome (e.g., a3).
However, Edwards and Parry (1993) note that several methodological prob-
lems, for example, an implied positive relationships between X and Z and an
implied negative relationship between Y and Z, may limit the appropriateness
of the use of difference scores.

Similar to difference scores, distance scores are measured using the squared
differences between two component measures. These refer to the rating
disagreement between two construct measures and can be represented as
incorporated into a regression equation as in the following: Z= a0 + a1X +
a2Y + a3(X − Y)

2 + e. Thus, a noted difference between distance scores and
difference scores relates to the squared nature of the product (and there-
fore is also referred to as the squared difference score). Similar to the
issue raised with difference scores, distance scores also imply specific rela-
tionships that may be unwarranted. For example, through the expansion
of the equation one can observe that the distance score implies positive
coefficients of equal magnitude on X2 and Y2 along with a negative coef-
ficient twice as large in absolute magnitude on XY (Edwards and Parry
1993). Further, Edwards and Parry (1993) note that the distance approach
implicitly contains curvilinear and interactive terms without appropriate
lower order terms. As such, it is possible that the results obtained via dis-
tance score may not appropriately reflect the actual relationships between
constructs.

Euclidean distance, by formal definition, is the straight line distance
between two points. In a plane with p1 at (x1, y1) and p2 at (x2, y2),
it is

√
((x1 − x2)

2 + (y1 − y2)
2). Euclidean distance scores can be repre-

sented as incorporated into a regression equation as in the following:
Z= a0 +a1X+a2Y+a3(

√
X1Y1)+e. Although overcoming some of the implied

coefficient limitations of difference and distance scores, the employment of
Euclidean distance scores is not without its limitations. Specifically, much
as with distance scores, the Euclidean distance approach implicitly contains
curvilinear and interactive terms without appropriate lower order terms. Sec-
ondly, interpretation of these results can be difficult, limiting their use in a
number of research scenarios.

Polynomial regression equations refer to the utilization of component
measures composing the difference and certain higher order terms, such as
the squares of both component measures and their product (Edwards, 1994),
and can be represented as incorporated into a regression equation as in the
following: Z= a0 + a1X + a2Y + a3(X2) + a4(X)(Y) + a5(Y2) + e. While these
equations permit a researcher to avoid the implicit limitations of difference
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scores, distance scores, and Euclidean distance scores, the polynomial regres-
sion approach suffers from difficulty in interpretation, particularly when the
outcome coefficients differ from expectations (Edwards and Parry 1993).

As one can observe, the four different approaches to fit used in understand-
ing profile deviation and matching each has a specific set of limitations.
These limitations, when employed within a specific theoretical context,
could result in differing conclusions. As such, we will next provide an
empirical illustration of the four approaches and the differences in outcomes.

A global supply chain management illustration

In order to demonstrate potential problems associated with fit measures, we
utilized the data presented by Griffith and Myers (2005), where the per-
formance implications of the strategic fit of relational norm governance
strategies in global supply chain relationships were investigated. Specifically,
difference scores, distance scores, Euclidean distance scores, and polynomial
models are specified and the resulting models are tested (cf., Venkatraman
1989; Edwards, 1994, 1996).

Griffith and Myers (2005) employ a data set consisting of 92 US firms in
industrial classifications 20–39, conducting business in Japan and the Unites
States.2 The data were used to test a theoretical model of the fit of relational
norm strategies of flexibility, information exchange, and solidarity across
partners on firm performance, where fit to the local cultures, across strate-
gies, was theorized to enhance performance. Firm performance (Z) was the
dependent variable. Relational norm governance strategies a US firm employs
in its relationships with its primary Japanese (JA) and US (US) partners were
the independent variables.

Difference Scores
We began by developing an appropriate difference score equation:

Z= b0 + b1US + b2JA + b3(US − JA) + e(1)

Distance Scores
We next developed a corresponding distance score equation:

Z= b0 + b1US + b2JA + b3(US − JA)2 + e(2)

Euclidean Distance Scores
Next, we developed a Euclidean distance score equation:

Z = b0 + b1US + b2JA + b3(
√

US1JA1) + e(3)

Polynomial Regression Equations
Next, following Edwards and Parry (1993), we developed the appropriate

corresponding constrained distance equation:
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Z = b0 − b(US − JA)2 + e(4)

Which expanded yields:

Z = b0 − b(US2) + 2b(US)(JA) − b(JA2) + e(5)

This model is equivalent to the following quadratic regression equation:

Z = b0 + b1(US) + b2(JA) + b3(US2) + b4(US)(JA) + b5(JA2) + e(6)

In this equation, US and JA are included since they are components of terms
US2, (US)(JA), and JA2(see Cohen and Cohen, 1983; Edwards, 1996). Fol-
lowing Edwards (1996), the models were evaluated and a particular model
was considered supported if the R2 for the unconstrained equation was sig-
nificant; significant terms existed and inclusion of the set of terms one
order higher than those indicated by the model (e.g., US3) was not signif-
icant (Edwards, 1996: 312). If the polynomial models were supported, then
significant interaction between relational norms (interdependence) exists,
demanding strategy fit across Japanese and US relationships for performance
enhancement.

Further, response surface methodology allows description and evaluation
of a three-dimensional surface by analyzing critical aspects of the corre-
sponding quadratic regression equation (Myers and Montgomery, 1995). In
order to facilitate visual exposition of the RSM models, performance was
standardized to enable positive and negative interpretations (for detailed
discussion of axes identification and slope measurement, see Edwards,
1996).

Results and discussion

Table 10.1 presents the results of the analysis of the four approaches. It
is evident that, when testing the value of fit for each of the relational
norm constructs, neither the difference nor distance approaches indicate
significant relationships with performance, that is, information sharing (dif-
ference score: B=−.07, F-value= .01; distance score B= .12, F-value=1.25),
flexibility (difference score: B= .65, F-value= .38; distance score B= .10,
F-value= .93), and solidarity (difference score: B=−.06, F-value= .01; dis-
tance score B= .07, F-value= .42). Furthermore, the findings conflict relative
to the direction of influence. For example, under information sharing, test-
ing of the difference scores indicated a negative relationship while the
distance score testing was positive, albeit neither was significant. Further-
more, and more importantly from a methodological perspective, it is not
possible to determine the influence of the Japanese or the US firms’ measure
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Table 10.1 Results of regression analyses for four models

Independent Constructs R2 F-value Beta Coefficient(s)

Information sharing
Difference scores X + Y + (X − Y) .04 .01 –.07
Distance scores X + Y + (X − Y)2 .01 1.25 .12
Euclidean distance

√
X1Y1 .06 6.24∗ –.25∗

Polynomial (X + Y + XY + X2 + Y2) .11 2.14∗ X=1. 34∗∗

Y = .48
XY = .43
X2 = .48∗

Y2 = . 77.
Flexibility
Difference scores X + Y + (X − Y) .00 .38 .65
Distance scores X + Y + (X − Y)2 .01 .93 .10
Euclidean distance

√
X1Y1 .10 9.74∗ –.31∗

Polynomial (X + Y + XY + X2 + Y2) .10 2.88∗ X=−. 25
Y = .43
XY = . 12
X2 = .27
Y2 =−.27.

Solidarity
Difference scores X+Y+(X − Y) .00 .01 −.06
Distance scores X+Y+(X − Y)2 .00 .42 .07
Euclidean distance

√
X1Y1 .07 7.21∗ .27∗

Polynomial (X+Y+XY+X2 + Y2) .11 2.41∗ X=−.99∗

Y =−.77∗

XY =−.46
X2 =−.67∗

Y2 =1.24∗.

Dependent variable: performance
*p < .05; **p < .01.

on relational norms, relative to its influence on performance, due to the
individual coefficients offered by these methods.

Contrary to the difference and distance score testing, analysis via the
Euclidean distance approach indicates significant relationships between the
fit measures and performance for each of the three relational norm con-
structs (information sharing: B=−.25, F-value=6.24; flexibility: B=−.31,
F-value=9.74; solidarity: B= .27, F-value=7.21). Furthermore, a greater
degree of variance is explained with this method, as is evident from the
increased R2s for each model (See Table 10.1). The Euclidean distance
approach provides for a more sophisticated measurement of fit than sim-
ple difference and distance models and therefore is able to better capture
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the complex phenomena introduced when addressing profile deviation or
matching. However, this method still suffers from the same shortcomings as
the previous models, in that the composite nature of the fit measure prevents
analysis of the constructs on an individual basis relative to their influence
(positive or negative) on performance.

Testing using these three methods reveals a number of shortcomings. First,
differentiation between the positive versus negative effects of fit indices
on an outcome are difficult to interpret. Second, it is impossible to deter-
mine specific profiles between two constructs that maximize or minimize
an outcome, that is, what is the appropriate measure of each construct for
attaining a desirable outcome. This is due in part to the inability of these
approaches to capture the curvilinear aspects of the fit concept, in that a
certain degree of fit may be desirable, yet too much fit may be detrimental
to the firm. The use of polynomial regression analysis, coupled with surface
maps, addresses these concerns. Table 10.1 shows the result of this testing.
For each test (information exchange, solidarity, and flexibility), coefficients
for each construct in the fit testing are offered, enabling the determina-
tion of effects by individual antecedents. Similar to the Euclidean distance
testing, each model was found to be significant (p < .05). Simultaneously,
both the approaches account for greater variance as is evident in their R2

results.
Figures 10.1–10.4 provide both the two-dimensional algebraic functions

and the three-dimensional polynomial functions for the regression analy-
ses. In Figures 10.1–10.3, results for the difference, distance, and Euclidean
distance testing indicate the constraints in determining optimization points
with these types of linear tests. Furthermore, examination of the X-axes
illustrates how these types of composite measures lack the characteristics
necessary to determine individual construct influence or interaction between
performance and the other fit construct, respectively. Figure 10.4 provides
the three-dimensional response surface maps from Griffith and Myers (2005)
generated via polynomial analysis. By keeping the relational norm constructs
independent, as opposed to creating a composite measure, it is possible to
determine what levels of each construct will maximize performance. For
example, for solidarity, performance is maximized when high levels of sol-
idarity are displayed by Japanese firms and lower levels are displayed by
the US firms. Simultaneously, performance is minimized when the inverse
occurs. Similar findings result from the information exchange testing. How-
ever, for flexibility, performance is maximized when high levels of flexibility
by US firms and lower levels of flexibility by Japanese firms are displayed. As
such, consistent with Edwards and Parry (1993) we conclude that response
surface maps provide considerably more insight than the two-dimensional
plots, enabling the researcher to draw more meaningful conclusions from
the analysis.
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Implications

The purpose of this chapter was to illustrate the substantive and methodolog-
ical issues in the measurement of fit within the context of the IB literature.
Specifically, we examined four alternative approaches to fit measurement,
that is, difference scores, distance scores, Euclidean distance scores, and poly-
nomial regressions within the context of a recent IB study, that is, Griffith
and Myers (2005). The results demonstrate the importance of appropriate-
ness of fit measurement and interpretation. Specifically, the results suggest
that the implicit assumptions and limitations of difference scores, distance
scores, and Euclidean distance scores, approaches that have been used exten-
sively in the IB literature to address the issue of fit, may have inadvertently
resulted in inappropriate conclusions.

As illustrated through multiple approaches to the Griffith and Myers (2005)
data, assessment of fit via either difference or distance scores resulted in sub-
stantially different conclusions than either the Euclidean distance approach
or more notably the polynomial regression equations approach. It is impor-
tant to note at this point that the greatest concern is not the issue of whether
or not the results were significant, but rather the conceptual appropriate-
ness of each technique, inclusive of implicit assumptions, and how these
implicit assumptions influence the results and hence interpretation. Thus,
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these results caution researchers to question the basic manner in which fit
is investigated methodologically, as each approach possesses a specific set of
limitations and thus provides a unique solution.

A criticism of polynomial regression questions is often the difficulty of
interpretation and the complexity of the analysis. However, we believe,
as demonstrated here, that polynomial regression equations can overcome
the limitations of prior approaches to fit and are more appropriate to the
profile deviation and matching conceptualizations put forth in the IB lit-
erature. Furthermore, as stated earlier, Edwards and Parry (1993) argue that
the use of difference and distance scores include problems such as (1) an
inability to appropriately capture the curvilinear nature of the concept of
fit; (2) an inability to differentiate the impact of two separate constructs
in the fit measure; and (3) an inability to determine direction of effects,
that is, positive or negative, of individual constructs. The results of this
study demonstrate that the employment of polynomial regression equations,
matched with response surface methodology, provides a more appropriate
testing method for the study of fit in the field of IB research. As such,
we believe that these results help to answer Sullivan’s (1998) call for a
genuine shift in intellectual direction in the field of IB research. Whereas
Sullivan (1998) states that there is a tendency to build consensus through
iterative replication or trivial refinement that precludes genuine shifts in
intellectual direction, the movement from linear or analog models that
fail to capture critical relationships to complex curvilinear testing provides
advanced understanding of IB phenomena, which are, by their very nature,
complex.

The application of this approach to the study of IB phenomena is wide
ranging. For example, the effectiveness of employing a standardized global
strategy has been the subject of intense academic debate and research for
several decades (e.g., Brown, 1923; Samiee and Roth, 1992; Cavusgil and
Zou, 1994; Zou and Cavusgil, 2002). Managers have long been interested in
the standardization issue, since among other things, it suggests operational
economies and the development of uniform best practices. Standardiza-
tion has two fundamental aspects: program and process (Sorenson and
Wiechmann, 1975; Jain, 1989; Griffith et al., 2000). In both program and
process standardization/adaptation, the issue is one of fit of strategy to the
firm’s environment to enhance overall firm performance. As such, the issue
of global strategy standardization/adaptation could be investigated through
the polynomial regression equation approach. More specifically, the fact that
decades of research have been conducted in the area of global strategy stan-
dardization with mixed research results highlight the implicit problems in
the difference and distance score approaches to fit, that is, lack of consis-
tent findings are likely the result of curvilinear effects which cannot be
tested through a difference or distance score approach, but can be examined
through a polynomial regression approach.
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The environment–strategy–performance framework is another IB con-
text that fit examined via polynomial regression equations would be
appropriate. The framework theorizes that the co-alignment of strategy to
environmental factors allows firms to operate effectively, thus enhancing
performance (Child, 1972; Luo and Park, 2001). The foundation of the
environment–strategy–performance framework is in the literatures of strate-
gic co-alignment (Astley and Van de Ven, 1983) and strategic choice (Child,
1972, 1997). The strategic co-alignment literature argues that the alignment
between a firm’s strategic profile and its external environment maximizes
effectiveness in operations (Child, 1972; Astley and Van de Ven, 1983;
Venkatraman and Prescott, 1990). Under this perspective, operational effec-
tiveness results from a congruence of relevant contextual and strategic factors
whereas misalignments between environmental elements and firm strat-
egy create barriers to operations, hindering effectiveness (Bourgeois, 1980;
Venkatraman and Prescott, 1990; Doty et al., 1993). Given the conceptual
nature of the research within profile deviation/matching, it could be argued
that substantial insights could be advanced over the extant literature which
primarily has relied upon difference and distance approaches.

Further, a central research stream within the IB domain that looks at profile
deviation/matching is cultural distance (whether national culture, organi-
zational culture, or professional culture). Differences in culture systems or
the relative ‘‘cultural distance’’ between countries have been an important
concern in the study of MNE strategies and organizational characteristics
(Barkema et al., 1996; Brouthers and Brouthers, 2001). However, researchers
have noted numerous problems with current methods of addressing this
topic (e.g., Shenkar, 2001; Tihanyi et al., 2005). One criticism relates to the
linear nature of the difference score method employed by Kogut and Singh
(1988), a measure that has become the dominant operationalization. We
offer the conceptualization of fit via polynomial regression equations as an
avenue to overcome some of the limitations of existing measurement. Future
methodological innovations based upon polynomial regression equations for
the understanding of cultural distance could help to advance the field.

Conclusion

Overall, the purpose of this study was to illustrate the substantive and
methodological issues in the measurement of fit within the context of
the IB literature. Specifically, four different approaches to fit were dis-
cussed and employed. The results demonstrate the explanatory power of
the polynomial regression approach over existing approach (e.g., difference
scores, distance scores, Euclidean distance scores) for the study of complex
phenomena such as those studied within the area of international busi-
ness. Through the discussion we noted the importance of understanding
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the implicit elements of each fit measurement approach and its impli-
cations for substantive inference. Further, we suggested three specific IB
research areas (i.e., global strategy standardization/adaptation, environment-
strategy-performance, and cultural distance) in which polynomial regression
equations, in the context of fit as profile deviation or matching, could
enhance understanding and move the literature beyond its current state.
Finally, we believe that this study can serve as a foundation for researchers
to continue to explore methodological developments through a systematic
comparison approach to integrate new methods into the field of inter-
national business, thus helping to overcome concerns noted by Sullivan
(1998) related to iterative replication or trivial refinement that precludes
genuine shifts in intellectual direction for the advancement of the field of
international business.

Notes

1. Those readers familiar with Venkatraman’s (1989) work in the area of fit will realize
that he speaks of six types of fit: moderation, mediation, gestalt, co-variation, profile
deviation, and matching. Our focus here is on the latter two types, in that these
address measures between two independent variables that the researcher may wish
to know the value of similarities or dissimilarities between two constructs relative
to maximizing or minimizing a specific outcome. This excludes the investigation
of third variable interactions (as in mediation) and focuses on the two purest forms
of fit. We approach fit in this manner given that profile deviation and matching
are the foundation of the seminal streams of the international business literature.

2. For a full review of the data collection, sample characteristics, measures, and so on
sourced for the analysis in this study, please refer to Griffith and Myers (2005).
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